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All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. No part of this publication may  be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, 
mechanical photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of ICLE.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education’s publications are intended to provide current and 
accurate information on designated subject matter. They are off ered as an aid to practicing 
attorneys to help them maintain professional competence with the understanding that the 
publisher is not rendering legal, accounting, or other professional advice.  Attorneys should 
not rely solely on ICLE publications.  Attorneys should research original and current sources of 
authority and take any other measures that are necessary and appropriate to ensure that they 
are in compliance with the pertinent rules of professional conduct for their jurisdiction.  

ICLE gratefully acknowledges the eff orts of the faculty in the preparation of this publication 
and the presentation of information on their designated subjects at the seminar.  The opinions 
expressed by the faculty in their papers and presentations are their own and do not necessarily 
refl ect the opinions of the Institute of Continuing Legal Education, its offi  cers, or employees.  The 
faculty is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional advice and this publication is not 
a substitute for the advice of an attorney.  This publication was created to serve the continuing 
legal education needs of practicing attorneys.  

ICLE does not encourage non-attorneys to use or purchase this publication in lieu of hiring 
a competent attorney or other professional.  If you require legal or other expert advice, you 
should seek the services of a competent attorney or other professional.

Although the publisher and faculty have made every eff ort to ensure that the information 
in this book was correct at press time, the publisher and faculty do not assume and hereby 
disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or 
omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other 
cause.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education of the State Bar of Georgia is dedicated to promoting 
a well organized, properly planned, and adequately supported program of continuing legal 
education by which members of the legal profession are aff orded a means of enhancing their 
skills and keeping abreast of developments in the law, and engaging in the study and research 
of the law, so as to fulfi ll their responsibilities to the legal profession, the courts and the public.
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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar.  We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program.  Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and eff orts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.  
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success 
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned.  All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will 
be benefi cial as well as enjoyable   We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.  

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.  
Should you have a diff erent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.  

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely, 
Your ICLE Staff 

Jeff rey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE

Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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AGENDA

PRESIDING: Janet W. Hankins, Program Co-Chair; Georgia Public Defender Council, Decatur
  Nicki N. Vaughan, Program Co-Chair; Section Chair, Child Protection and Advocacy   
  Section; Public Defender, Hall County Juvenile Court, Gainesville

 7:45 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST (All attendees must check in upon   
  arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended)

 8:25 WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
  Nicki N. Vaughan

 8:30 CASE LAW UPDATE
  John Paul Berlon, Senior Staff Attorney to the Hon. LeRoy Burke, III, Presiding Judge,   
  Chatham County Juvenile Court, Savannah
  Stacey Suber-Drake, General Counsel, Georgia Department of Education, Atlanta
  Beth F. Morris, Harben, Hartley & Hawkins, LLP Gainesville

 10:00 BREAK

 10:15 CURRENT STATUS OF DFCS
  Hon. Tom Rawlings, Interim Director, Georgia Division of Family & Children Services,   
  Atlanta

 10:45 ETHICS
  Paula J. Frederick, General Counsel, State Bar of Georgia, Atlanta

 11:45 LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)
  ANNUAL MEETING

 12:15 PROFESSIONALISM: COMMUNICATING WITH CLIENTS
  Randee Waldman, Clinical Professor of Law and Director, Barton Juvenile Defender   
  Clinic, Emory Law School, Atlanta

 1:15 UPDATES TO THE FEDERAL FAMILIES FIRST PROTECTION SERVICES ACT
  Melissa Carter, Barton Child Law & Policy Center, Atlanta

 2:15 BREAK

 2:25 FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
  Dr. Molly N. Millians, D. Ed, Education Specialist, Emory Neurodevelopment and   
  Exposure Clinic, Atlanta

 3:25 ADJOURN
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8:30 CASE LAW UPDATE
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  Department of Education, Atlanta
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CASE LAW UPDATE
Child Protection and Advocacy Section
January 24, 2019

DELINQUENCY CASES

q Procedural -- Time limitations (J.F.) and Demurrer and Jeopardy (C.W.)

q Miranda/Confessions -- (Jones v. State; State v. Daniell; R.P)

q Sufficiency of evidence -- M.C., S.B. (Fingerprints); T.W.(Criminal Gangs)

q Appeals – K.B. (transfer order) and J.S.A./S.M. (informal adjustments)
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Interest of J.F. 344 Ga. App. 319, 809 SE2d 845; 
1/25/18; Complaints are dismissed without prejudice

´ Background:  On 1/30/15, J.F. detained and charged with robbery by sudden 
snatching and agg. Assault.  On 2/2/15, J.F. released from detention hearing.  On 
3/16/15, J.F. moved to dismiss case with prejudice due to State’s failure to file a 
delinquency petition.  State administratively dismissed complaint and filed a new 
complaint identical to the case it just dismissed and filed a petition within 30 days of 
filing the new complaint.  No motion to extend filing of a petition filed.       

´ Holding: State fails to file a delinquency petition within 30 days or to seek and receive 
an extension of that deadline, the case must be dismissed without prejudice.

´ Comment: Affirmed.  Gwinnett County Juvenile Court.  Judge Robert Walker, III; see 
MDH, 300 Ga. @ 46 – dismissal of complaint without prejudice in 15-11-521 because 
GA Legislature did not provide explicit language that a juvenile would receive a 
dismissal with prejudice as a result of State’s failure to timely file a petition.  

Interest of C.W. 345 Ga. App. 750; 05/15/18
Demurrer and Jeopardy
´ Background:   Oral motion to dismiss two counts on delinquency petition because 

the name of the victims were not named.  After the witnesses were sworn but before 
State called first witness, C.W. moved to dismiss alleging petition was fatally defective 
because they did not name the victim.  Trial court granted motion to dismiss.  

´ Holding: Reversed.  The lack of name of the victim is a special demurer as to the form 
of the indictment and must be timely made and in writing (17-7-110-113)

´ Comment:  Chatham County Juvenile Court.  Judge Lisa Colbert.  C.W. attorney 
intentionally waited until jeopardy had attached before moving to dismiss.  15-11-480-
Jeopardy attaches when first witness is sworn at the adjudicatory hearing.  See also 
Uniform Juvenile Court Rule 7.5 (right to pretrial conference regarding amendments 
to pleadings) and Rule 7.9 (all pretrial motions must be in writing and filed no later 
than 3 days before adjudicatory hearing unless otherwise permitted by the court).
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Interest of Jones v. State, 344 Ga. App. 774, 2/28/18
Voluntariness of Juvenile Confession
´ Background:  Child convicted in Superior Court for burglary and armed robbery.  Juvenile 

confessed to committing one burglary.  In a second interview, law enforcement told child 
he would be charged with other burglaries if child did not tell truth and promised the child 
that confessing to the crime would result in him not being charged at all.  Jackson-Denno
motion to suppress statements was denied. 

´ Holding:  Trial court erred by admitting incriminating statements to police because they 
were induced by the hope of a lighter punishment and the confession was involuntary.

´ Comment:  Reversed.  Muscogee County Superior Court.  Judge Frank Jordan, Jr.  Only 
voluntary incriminating statements are admissible against the accused; State has burden 
of proving voluntariness of confession by a preponderance of the evidence.  See Riley v. 
State, 237 Ga. App 124: 9 factors in determining whether juvenile has given a statement 
voluntarily.  Mother gave consent to first interview (occurred in child’s bedroom); 
Detectives saw in plain view two cell phones and decided to arrest.  Mother appeared at 
police station.  Police explained they were interviewing child and that he was going to be 
charged with burglary.  Mother did not ask to be present and police did not inform her 
that mother could be present.  Second interview, mother (while at work) gave permission 
for police to interview child at home.  Detective “Didn’t I promise you I wasn’t going to do 
anything? Am I not making that promise to you again?” If you don’t tell me the truth, you 
are going to make me charge you again.

Riley v. State, 237 Ga. 24:  
Factors in determining whether a juvenile has given a 
statement voluntarily (preponderance of evidence 
standard; State has burden)
1. Age of the accused

2. Education of the accused

3. Knowledge of the accused as to the substance of the charge and the nature of 
his rights to consult with an attorney

4. Accused held incommunicado or allowed to consult with relative or attorney
5. Interrogated before or after formal charges had been filed

6. Methods of interrogation

7. Length of interrogation

8. Whether accused refused to give voluntary statements on prior occasions;
9. Whether accused repudiated the extrajudicial statement at a later date
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State v. Daniell, 346 Ga. App. 792; 7/11/18
Custodial Interrogation

´ Background: State appeals grant of a motion to suppress a statement given by a 
student during the school’s attempt to determine why another student was found 
unconscious in the school restroom.  Officer Moore (serves police department and 
serves as high school’s resource officer) did not consider Daniell a suspect however 
suspected that Daniell knew more than what he was telling to Officer Moore and AP.  
Officer seized phones as evidence and informed she would be requesting a search 
warrant.  Mom appeared and Daniell told officer he had choked child.  Officer asked 
Daniell if willing to write a statement.  Daniell did not know if matter would be handled 
administratively through school or criminal prosecution.  Daniell was not under arrest 
nor restrained.  AP, not officer, summoned child to office.  Mother questioned Daniell.

´ Holding: Reversed.  Miranda is not implicated when a suspect in custody is 
questioned or encouraged to confess by a father, mother, wife, or girlfriend (Cook v. 
State, 270 Ga. 820).  

´ Comment:  Carroll County Superior Court.  Judge Dustin Hightower.  

Interest of R.P. 346 Ga. App. 193; 6/11/18
Miranda and Voluntary Statements

´ Background:  R.P. charged with theft by receiving and obstruction.  Court granted 
motion to suppress statements made to police.  R.P. mirandized and asked R.P. if 
child wanted to speak.  R.P. said no and the detective said “No, you said no right?” 
and the child immediately responded “Yeah, I’ll speak with you”.  

´ Holding:  Child’s statements were voluntarily made.  Look at the totality of the 
circumstances to determine whether a preponderance of evidence demonstrates 
that the statement was made freely and voluntarily.

´ Comment:  Reversed.  Chatham County Juvenile Court.  Judge Lisa Colbert.  Video 
was involved.  
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Interest of M.C, 345 Ga. App. 863; 3/24/18
Sufficiency of Evidence/Closing Argument

´ Background:  Denial of motion for new trial alleging that State improperly 
commented on assertion of right to remain silent in closing argument and evidence 
was insufficient because State failed to establish venue.

´ Holding: No violation of M.C.’s constitutional right to remain silent because “it is 
presumed that a trial judge, when he sits as the trier of fact, considered only legal 
evidence” citing Peek v. State, 234 Ga. App. 731 (1998).   The 6-7 mile speed chase 
left the city limits however no testimony as to if they occurred in Walton County, 
Georgia.  Court cannot rely upon officer’s employment to show venue since record 
did not show their jurisdiction was solely to Walton County (Loganville Police).  

´ Comment:  Affirmed in Part and Reversed in Part.  Walton County Juvenile Court.  
Judge Stanley Rhymer.  17-2-2 – if crime committed upon any vehicle traveling within 
state and it cannot readily be determined in which county the crime was 
committed, the crime shall be considered as having been committed in any county 
in which the crime could have been committed through which the vehicle has 
traveled.

Interest of S.B., A18A1851, 1/4/19
Sufficiency of Evidence/Fingerprints
´ Background:  S.B. adjudicated of committing delinquent acts that, if committed by 

an adult, would constitute offenses of burglary and attempted burglary.  S.B. 
challenges sufficiency of evidence.  S.B.’s palm prints found on window pane of 
home where electronics were taken.  S.B. argued that insufficient evidence to show 
that palm prints were impressed on the windows at the time of the burglaries.  S.B. had 
been a guest at one home but a month before the burglaries was forbidden to return 
to home.  Judge made oral pronouncements that the basis of the adjudication was 
the admission by S.B. of being in both houses at times other than the dates when the 
burglaries occurred.

´ Holding: Affirmed.  Evidence supported conclusion that the only reasonable 
hypothesis was that the palm prints were impressed at the time of the burglaries.  Trial 
court’s oral pronoucement is not a judgment until it is put in writing and entered as the 
judgment.  Although a trial court’s oral pronouncements on the record may provide 
insight of subsequent written judgment, discrepancies between the oral and written 
pronouncements must be in favor of the written judgment.   

´ Comment:  Glynn County Juvenile Court.  Judge George Roundtree
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Interest of T.W. 344 Ga. App. 338, 810 SE2d 582; 
1/25/18; Criminal Street Gang
´ Background:  Following bench trial, juvenile was found delinquent of possession of a pistol 

by a person under the age of 18 and participation in criminal gang activity under 
Georgia’s Street Terrorism and Prevent Act.  T.W. appearing to be of school age was 
walking away from an abandoned house and officer inquired why the child was not in 
school.  T.W. appeared nervous and kept hands in pocket.  Upon search, handgun was 
found in T.W.’s pocket.  T.W. reported that another young person at the abandoned house 
originally had the gun but gave the gun to T.W. because T.W. would receive lighter 
sentence if caught.  Petition alleged T.W. was member of “Folk Nation” gang.  Youth that 
gave gun to T.W. and others present were members of “Folk Nation” gang.  Criminal 
convictions tendered and expert witness testified that it was not uncommon for gang 
members to pass guns to juveniles b/c of reduced sentences.

´ Holding:  Reversed. Evidence was insufficient to establish that juvenile was a member of or 
associated with a gang.  Possession of handgun that belonged to gang member was not 
itself sufficient to provide existence of a criminal street gang.

´ Comment:  Glynn County Juvenile Court; Judge Roundtree; See Interest of D.M. (wearing 
clothing or symbols associated with gang); Interest of C.P. (black bandana); Taylor v. 
State (FaceBook posts displaying distinguishing characteristics); Jones v. State 
(circumstantial evidence is legally sufficient to show juvenile is a member of or associated 
with a gang beyond a reasonable doubt)

Interest of K.S. 814 SE2d 324; 5/7/18
Appeal of a transfer order – 15-11-564

´ Background:   State filed a delinquency petition against five juveniles alleging 
burglary.  Juvenile Court granted State’s motion to transfer all cases to Superior 
Court.

´ Holding:  15-11-564 makes a transfer decision an interlocutory judgment that the 
parties have the right to be reviewed through a direct appeal.  

´ Comment:  Reversed and remanded.  Douglas County Juvenile Court.
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Interest of J.S.A. 346 Ga. App. 419; 6/20/18
Interest of S.M., 347 Ga.App.121; 7/24/18
Informal adjustment was not a final appealable order
´ Background JSA:  Petition filed alleging terroristic threat (showing victim digital 

photograph of weapon after another victim that JP was going to shoot the victim.  
Child adjudicated of having committed the offense but informally adjusted with 
conditions for J.S.A. over six month period.  If complied, charge would be dismissed.  
If failed, would be placed on probation.  Child appealed and State moved to dismiss 
because informal adjustment is not an appealable final order of delinquency.

´ Background S.M.:  S.M. admitted to allegations and agreed to an informal 
adjustment including restitution.

´ Holding: Informal adjustment is not an appealable final order of delinquency.  Like an 
order holding an order in abeyance during good behavior, the order here did not 
render 

´ Comment:  J.S.A. Dismissed.  Cherokee County Juvenile Court.  Judge John Sumner
´ Comment: S.M. Dismissed.  Richmond County Juvenile Court.  Judge McKinzie

DEPENDENCY CASES

´ Jurisdiction/Def of child

´ GALs

´ Dependency appeals

´ TPR/Adoption appeals

´ Guardianship Appeals

´ Legitimation

´ Contempt
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Interest of K.B., 820 S.E.2d 732, 10/22/18
Dependency – Definition of Child
´ Background:  KB adjudicated CHINS and continued to have conflict with mother.  

GAL filed dependency petition.  A few days before KB’s 18th birthday, JC adjudicated 
KB as a dependent child.  After birthday, a disposition hearing finding continued 
dependency and placing child in DFCS care.  DFCS appealed arguing JC lacked 
jurisdiction.  

´ Holding: Reversed.  15-11-2(10)(C) defines child as under age 22 and in care of DFCS 
as a result of being adjudicated dependent before reaching 18 years of age.  

´ Comment: Chatham County Juvenile Court.  Judge Lisa Colbert.  Since DFCS was not 
in care of DFCS before reaching 18 years, the Court lost jurisdiction of both the 
dependency adjudication and CHINS.

Interest of J.N. 344 Ga. App. 409; 1/31/18
GAL and Discovery
´ Background:  Mother filed for discovery from DFCS.  GAL moved for protective order 

and to quash discovery request to extend it applied to GAL file.  JC granted motion.

´ Holding: Vacated and remanded.  There is no absolute privilege that prevents 
discovery merely because a file belongs to, or the information was created, 
gathered, and maintained by, the GAL.  There is also no absolute privilege to review 
the entire file because attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine may shield 
portions of the GAL file if GAL is acting as J.N.’s attorney.  

´ Comment:  Gwinnett County Juvenile Court.  Judge Robert Walker.  See also 24-5-
501 (listing types of communications that are privileged and excluded from evidence 
on grounds of public policy.  15-11-170 (discovery in dependency matters)
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Interest of R.D., 346 Ga. App. 257; 6/13/18
Dependency – GAL’s Right to cross examine
´ Background:  MO appeals JC order finding children dependent because there was a 

lack of evidence and JC erred by allowing GAL to make objections and participate 
in cross-examination.

´ Holding:  Affirmed.  GAL/Attorneys may advocate for child’s best interests and shall 
have the right to participate in the adjudication hearing (15-11-181(b)(2)).  Lay GAL’s 
(CASA).  Sufficient clear evidence to support findings of dependency (prior DFCS 
history; discipline by physical abuse with visible marks and subjected to emotional 
abuse).

´ Comment: Walton County Juvenile Court.  Judge Stanley Rhymer.

Interest of I.L.M., 304 Ga. 114; 6/29/18
Continuances 
´ Background:  GA Supreme Ct cert of COA E.G.M. (341 Ga. App. 33).  Time line: 

10/8/15 (petition filed); 10/22/15 (adjudicatory hearing; continued by court and over 
parents objection to 11/18/15); 11/13 (parents file joint motion to dismiss for violation 
of time limits); 1/12/16 hearing set but continued by JC; 1/22/16 NPT order entered

´ Holding: Reversed COA ruling.  Trial court’s order granting a continuance of 
adjudication hearing on dependency proceeding beyond the time limits imposed by 
statute failed to establish good cause for the continue or that the continuance of was 
only for the period of time shown to be necessary by evidence presented at the 
hearing.

´ Comment:  Cherokee Juvenile Court.  Judge John Sumner.  15-11-181 sets out time 
hearings.  Continuance granted only upon showing of good cause and only for that 
period of time shown to be necessary by the evidence presented at the hearing on 
the motion.  15-11-110: counsel stipulation and party inconvenience shall not be 
good cause.  Consideration of docket congestion may = good cause but the court 
must evaluate all other matters competing for court attention.  Facts must be placed 
in the record after a hearing. 23 cases on calendar; case docketed for 830am but 
called at 3:30pm.
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Interest of R.B., et.al.; 3346 Ga. App. 564; 6/25/18
Dependency – Findings, Time Limits
´ Background:  MO appeals order finding children dependent and granting MGM 

temporary custody.  Children with MGM and JC gave interim custody to MGM.  DFCS 
argued that children were not removed from home because with MGM.  COA 
distinguishes JWK (JWK- children had not lived with MO for 10 years; in R.B., children 
were out of home for just the summer).  15-11-134 requires findings justifying removal 
from home.  

´ Holding:  Reversed in part and vacated in part and remanded with direction.  72 
hour hearing with notice to mother even if children not in DFCS care and control.  
Remedy is dismissal without prejudice upon proper motion.

´ Comment:  Douglas County Juvenile Court.  Judge Peggy Walker.  DFCS 
acknowledged they had wrong phone number.  Petitions alleging children are in an 
out-of-home placement held within 72 hours of filing? Justice Dillard’s concurring 
opinion – the constitutional right of familial relations is not provided by government; it 
preexists government.  This “cherished and sacrosanct right it not a gift from the 
sovereign; it is our natural birthright. Fixed. Innate.  Unalienable.” 

Interest of G.M., 347 Ga. App. 487; 10/3/18
Dependency-Adjudication/Disposition
´ Background: MO appeals adjudication and disposition of dependency granting DFCS 

custody.   MO tested positive for opiates at child’s birth.  Child suffered signs of opiate 
withdrawal at birth.  MO successfully treated and all her symptoms resolved when child 
turned one month.  Family preservation over several months.  Mom tested positive 
however eventually had negative hair follicle for not using 3-6 months prior to test.  
Therapist completes HV and mother was under influence and admitted to taking SOMA 
pills.  Children placed in FC.  CW testified that mother could not provide proper supervision 
while under the influence.  CW conceded that children were not abused or left 
unsupervised; had basic needs.  CW lacked evidence MO placed children in harm’s way 
“but there are a lot of possibilities out there”.  Mother only admitted to using opiates on 
May 6.

´ Holding: Reversed.  PHYSICAL PRECEDENT ONLY (persuasive but not binding):  Only under 
compelling circumstances that are found to exist by such clear and convincing proof may 
a court sever, even temporarily, the P-C custodial relationship.  While MO admitted under 
influence, no evidence that children were placed in harm’s way that day.  

´ Comment: Sumter County Juvenile Court.  Judge Lisa Rambo.  Dissent opinion by Judge 
Doyle (JC may infer that chronic, unrehabilitated drug abuse has an adverse effect on a 
minor child even though there is no evidence of how a parent’s drug use adversely 
affects a child).
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Interest of K.D. 344 Ga. App. 423; 2/1/18
DV stipulation does not impute finding against other 
parent
´ Background:  FA appeals final disposition and approval of CP requiring supervised 

visitation.  MO stipulated to finding of dependency based upon DV perpetuated by 
the father against the mother.  Children were in bed when FA pulled gun on MO and 
threatened to kill her.  On cross-ex, MO indicated that she could not recall if FA had 
actually pulled a gun on her because it was still dark outside during the altercation.  

´ Holding: Reversed.  Insufficient evidence to support finding that father committed 
abuse by family violence; Abuse (15-11-2(2)(E) includes act of violence in presence 
of child (defining “presence” to mean physically present or able to see or hear).

´ Comment:  Polk County Juvenile Court.  Judge Mark Murphy.

Interest of H.B., 346 Ga.App.163; 6/8/18

´ Background:  Parents appealed sufficiency of evidence in dependency 
adjudication. Dependency due to issue of sexual touching while father was taking 
showers w/ children, mother’s failure to protect, and parents failure to get treatment 
for the children for parents’ long standing and chronic history of DV which has had a 
negative impact on the children.

´ Holding:  Affirmed.  

´ Comment:  Paulding County Juvenile Court.  Judge Mark Zukowski.  Transcripts not 
provided and presumed that all evidence supports judicial findings.
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Interest of T.S., et.al., Children; 10/23/18
Dependency
´ Background:  Children adjudicated dependent.  MO appeals arguing that DFCS 

failed to establish by c/c evidence that children were dependent.  MO’s boyfriend 
shot children with BB gun in mother’s presence.  BF tested positive for meth and to 
have contact with children in violation of her case plan.  Mother lacked housing or 
employment.  MO had not adequately cared for or supported her children.  MO 
failed to partake in DFCS services in securing stable housing.  MO left shelter despite 
shelter’s efforts in helping MO secure permanent housing.  MO returned to the BF.

´ Holding: Affirmed.  Evidence was sufficient to support finding that children were 
dependent based on abuse and neglect.

´ Comment:  Lowndes County Juvenile Court.  Judge James Council, Jr.

Interest of C.A.B.,347 Ga. App. 474; 10/3/18
TPR 
´ Background:  MO files appeal of TPR contending lack of c/c evidence to support TPR 

because she had substantially complied with CP and set to be released from 
incarceration.  Petition did not specify aggravating circumstances.

´ Holding: Affirmed.  Mother had subjected her children to aggravated circumstances 
and it was in their best interests to be permanently removed from her custody.  If any 
of the statutory grounds for termination are met, the court shall determine BI.

´ Comment: Sumter County Juvenile Court.  Judge Lisa Rambo.  Aggravating 
circumstances in this case: CAB witnessed mother strike her brother on the head with 
a stick, physically abused CAB using a stick or other object if she did not complete 
her chores quickly enough or properly; MO pushed CAB into furniture and busted her 
lip; MO burned her with hot water in bathtub.  
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Interest of B.R.J., 344 Ga. App. 465, 2/8/18
TPR
´ Background:  TC terminated MO’s parental rights.  MO appealed contending the 

lack of clear and convincing evidence TPR should be granted. BRJ had skin issues 
and numerous people living in and out of home.  Mother was unable to provide for 
basic needs of children and had unaddressed mental health needs and substance 
abuse issues.  Father unable and unwilling to get wife help or find separate living 
arrangements.  TPR filed citing mother’s failure to make progress on plan for 
reunification.  CP was not in exhibits but DFCS testified mother completed some of CP 
(anger mgt, substance abuse tx prog, new home with space).

´ Holding:  Reversed.  At time of TPR, mother’s circumstances were significantly 
different from time of removal.  Significant improvements in housing, substance 
abuse, and mental health.  CP was not part of record and testimony did not set out in 
detail what was required.  No clear and convincing evidence that reasonable efforts 
to remedy circumstances of dependency were unsuccessful.  

´ Comment:  Effingham County Juvenile Court.  Judge F. Gates Peed.  TC found “that 
harm will come to the children absent the implementation of the Department’s 
proposed permanency plan of adoption”.  Record lacked any specific finding that 
harm would come to children if returned to mother

Interest of A.B., 346 Ga. App. 2; 5/25/18
TPR
´ Background:  DFCS files TPR.  TC  grants TPR.  MO appeals arguing TC erred by (1) 

permitting recent CM to testify versus previous CM; (2) finding current dep.; (3) finding 
dependency was likely to continue; (4) finding dep. was likely to cause harm; and (5) 
denying motion for new trial.  MO had 8 children and majority of physical abuse 
directed at 2 older children.  Two oldest children scared of parents.  Five other 
children wanted to be returned to parents.

´ Holding: Affirmed in part and reversed in part.  Affirmed for two eldest and the 
youngest child.  Reversed as to remaining five children.  

´ Comment:  Fulton County Juvenile Court.  Judge Phillip Jackson.  Since current case 
manager’s testimony was duplicative of other evidence by therapist, CASA, children, 
and transporter, any error did not affect JC’s determination.  Record devoid of any 
evidence showing that dependency is likely to continue or that continued 
dependency would cause harm to the remaining 5 children. COA noted that no 
trauma assessment, no therapy notes/testimony, and 5 children expressed desire to 
return to their parents.  Some circumstances trauma and abuse perpetuated against 
one child may be imputed too the other children.  
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Interest of I.H.H., 345 Ga. App 809; 5/18/18
TPR – Abandonment and Harm
´ Background:  MO’s parental rights terminated based upon abandonment.  MO 

abandoned child for more than 6 mos. (any conduct by parent showing intent to 
forgo parental duties or relinquish parental claims).  MO alleges that TC failed to find 
that child would suffer harm if remained in foster care.

´ Holding:  Affirmed.  JC not required to make a finding that the child would suffer harm 
if he remained in foster care in order for parental rights to be terminated if 
abandonment is found.

´ Comment: Gwinnett County Juvenile Court.  Judge Stephen Franzen.  Mother did not 
appear at TPR hearing.  

Interest of E.M., 347 Ga. App. 351; 9/20/18
TPR
´ Background:  FA appeals TPR on grounds of personal jurisdiction, insufficient 

evidence or that TPR is in BI of child, and DFCS failed to use RE.  FA in jail at TPR 
hearing but counsel present.

´ Holding:  Affirmed.  Personal jurisdiction argument waived because not enumerated 
in application for discretionary review.  Sufficient evidence for grounds of termination: 
failure to pay child support, abandonment (sent only one card; incarcerated due to 
DV in front of kids), and dependency with current harm (repeated incarcerates 
demonstrated negative effect on parent-child relationship).  15-11-202 (RE by DFCS to 
preserve or reunify families) pertains to dependency proceedings, NOT TPR 
proceedings.  TPR proceedings governed by Article 4.  RE in TPR only required for a for 
a child dependent due to lack of proper parental care or control by parent (15-11-
310(a)(5)).

´ Comment:  Murray County Juvenile Court.  Judge Phillip Woodward.
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Interest of A.F., 346 Ga. App. 358; 6/22/18
TPR 
´ Background:  MO appeals TPR contending evidence insufficient to support 

termination.  MO had long instability with housing, income, and relationships.  At TPR, 
mom did not have stable income, refused to participate in therapy, continued in her 
relationship with FA, caused public benefits to lapse, and unable to care for children. 

´ Holding:  Reversed. TC did not assess the extend to which instability and 
impermanency are currently causing specific harms to the children and whether the 
children would be harmed by remaining in foster care indefinitely.  There was no 
finding how continuing the status quo would harm the children.

´ Comment:  Whitfield County Juvenile Court.  Judge Connie Blaylock.

Interest of S.A.D. and L.A.D., 345 Ga. App. 631; 
5/7/18; TPR
´ Background:  DFCS filed TPR of father and two mothers.  JC terminated father’s and 

two mothers of father’s children.  Mothers surrendered their parental rights.  Mothers 
appealed.  Mothers had designated the paternal grandparents as adoptees.

´ Holding:  Appeals dismissed.  Paternal grandparents adopted children and therefore 
relief sought by mothers were dismissed as moot.  

´ Comment: Walton County Juvenile Court.  Judge Sheri Roberts.
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Johnson v. Hauck, 344 Ga. App. 848; 3/1/18
Adoption/TPR

´ Background:  MAT.GM petitioned to adopt child.  Court granted petition and 
terminated mother’s parental rights.  MO appealed contending petition was legally 
insufficient, denial of due process by refusing appointment of counsel.

´ Holding: Vacated and remanded.  Petition was devoid of any factual allegations 
demonstrating the applicability of 19-8-10.  Petition failed to mention termination and 
any reasons why the mother’s rights should be terminated. 15-11-562 grants atty in 
Juvenile Court proceedings.  No indigent parent has a categorical constitutional right 
to appointment of counsel.

´ Comment:  Houston County Superior Court.  Judge Eward Lukemire.  Superior Ct 
adopted JC’s best interests findings.  However, Juv Ct never engaged in any 
substantive analysis to determine the child’s BI. Juv Ct “all the parties agreed it is in 
the BI of the child to be in the grandmother’s permanent custody”.  15-11-15- Transfers 
from Superior Court – parties shall not be entitled to obtain appointed attorneys.

Steele v. Steele, 346 Ga. App. 196; 6/11/18
Step-Parent Adoption
´ Background:  Step-mother filed to terminate MO’s parental rights and adopt.  

Adoption granted and MO appeals.  MO alleges TC erred to inform her of right to 
counsel, engaging in ex parte communications, failing to make express findings of 
fact, insufficient evidence.  MO had not made child support payments and not 
exercised visitation in over 2 years. TC enters interim order because had not 
addressed the BI of the child prong.  Petitioner counselor scheduled second hearing 
convened in chambers but mother had not been notified.  TC Judge 
recused and final hearing set.

´ Holding: Affirmed.  Right to counsel does not extend to adoptions (See Johnson v. 
Hauck). MO had no contact in 2 years; lack of contact not caused by any 
circumstance beyond MO’s control, not paid child support.  Interim order entered 
before chamber hearing.  Judge recused her/himself and vacated order and another 
hearing held.  This cured any defect.

´ Comment: Floyd County Superior Court.  Judge F. Larry Salmon
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Interest of M.F., 345 Ga. App. 550; 4/24/18
Guardianships
´ Background:  FA appeals JC order purporting to temporarily modify permanent 

guardianship of M.F. to father subject to visitation by former TG and undergo 
counseling.  JC granted permanent guardianship.  FA filed Complaint for Custody in 
Superior Court.  Superior Court construed pleading as a petition to modify, vacate, or 
revoke the guardianship pursuant to 15-11-244 and transferred to JC.  Guardians filed 
motion to dismiss.  JC granted temporary modification of permanent guardianship.  
Dissolving permanent guardianship would vest custody with MO. 

´ Holding:  Affirmed in Part/Reversed in Part.  Father cannot have full custodial powers 
while a permanent guardianship is still in place.  Once permanent guardianship was 
revoked, the JC no longer had jurisdiction over this case.  

´ Comment: Douglas County Juvenile Court.  Judge Peggy Walker.

Interest of K.M., 344 Ga. App. 838; 3/1/18
Termination of temporary guardianship
´ Background:  Appeal from order denying petition to terminate temporary 

guardianship.  MO contended that TC applied wrong evidentiary standard.  5 years 
after temporary guardianship established, MO files to terminate.  TC applied 
“probable cause” that K.M. would suffer harm if returned to MO.

´ Holding: Reversed and remanded.  Correct standard is whether clear and convincing 
evidence of whether continuation or termination of the temporary guardianship is in 
the best interest of the minor child.  

´ Comment:  Camden County Juvenile Court.  Judge O. Brent Green.  Boddie v. 
Daniels and Clark v. Wade analysis.  BI standard applies to transfers from probate 
and trial court must determine whether there is clear and convincing evidence that 
termination of the temporary guardianship WILL cause the child either physical 
harm or long-term emotional harm.  Burden of proof is on the party opposing the 
termination.
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Interest of J.W., 346 Ga. App. 443; 6/20/18
Permanent Guardianship
´ Background:  MO appeals JC order granting maternal grandfather’s petition for 

permanent guardianship on grounds that there was insufficient evidence that 
continuing efforts of reunification would be detrimental and that permanent 
guardianship would be in the BI of the child.

´ Holding:  Affirmed.  JW’s progress was attributed to the therapy and stability he 
enjoyed living with MGPA.  GAL and Therapist testified about child’s diagnosis 
(Aspergers, RAD, PTSD) and the heightened need for stability.  

´ Comment:  Douglas County Juvenile Court.  Judge Peggy Walker.

In re Lauraill Williams, 347 Ga. App. 189; 8/15/18
Contempt
´ Background: SAAG held in direct criminal contempt after cell phone sounded during 

hearing.  Not first time this happened.  A sign on courtroom door advises that 
cellphones should be turned of or silenced and failure could result in contempt.  No 
transcript of the hearing.

´ Holding:  Reversed.  Punishment cannot be meted out until the contemnor is given 
reasonable notice of the charge and an opportunity to be heard.  

´ Comment:  Clayton County Juvenile Court.  Judge Deitra Burney-Butler.  TC Judge 
filed brief but rejected by COA b/c Judge is not party.  Atty Williams attached 
affidavit to brief with explanation of why phone went off.  COA Rules direct parties 
not to attach affidavits or exhibits to briefs.
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Brumbelow v. Mathenia et al, 819 S.E.2d 535; 10/4/18; 
Legitimation – Abandoning opportunity interest
´ Background:  FA appeals denial of petition to legitimate E.M. and TC denied finding FA 

abandoned his opportunity interest in developing a parent-child relationship. FA 
appeared to doc appt to find out how many weeks she had been pregnant.  FA offered to 
pay for abortion.  MO cut off all contact.  FA knew where MO lived but never visited.  FA 
did not offer support or inquire into her well-being. MO relinquished rights one day after 
E.M. was born.  FA and PATGM contacted MO within a month of birth.  MO revoked 
surrender.  After agreeing to raise child, MO and FA had no contact until legitimation 
hearing.  MO changed mind and wanted to surrender for adoption.  

´ Holding: Reversed and remanded.  TC applied wrong standard in deciding on everything 
he did not do to pursue that interest rather than focus on the things FA did to pursue 
parent-child relationship. Has the father done so little as to constitute abandonment.  
Length of time of filing petition from child’s birth. MO’s behavior

´ Comment:  FA asserts that COA must establish precedent regarding whether he was 
“deprived of his constitutionally afforded opportunity to form a bond with his child” and 
current law impermissibly favors the rights of adoptive parents over the constitutional rights 
of a BIOFA.  COA declined citing Supreme Court’s exclusive jurisdiction.  There exists a 
continuum of unwed father-child relationships with assigned degrees of protection 
afforded rights to custody.

John Paul Berlon
Senior Staff Attorney

Juvenile Court of Chatham County
jpberlon@chathamcounty.org

912.652.6918/O
912.429.5045/M
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August 15, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1384. IN RE WILLIAMS.

MCMILLIAN, Judge.

Appellant Lauraill Williams appeals from an order of the Clayton County

juvenile court holding her in direct criminal contempt after her cell phone sounded

during a dependency hearing. Williams contends that the order of contempt should

be reversed because: (1) her due process rights were violated when she was not

afforded an opportunity to speak on her own behalf; (2) the contempt order is

deficient on its face in that it fails to set forth sufficient facts in support of the finding

of contempt; and (3) her equal protection rights were violated because other attorneys

whose cell phones sounded in court were not found in contempt. As more fully set

forth below, we agree that the contempt order must be reversed.
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The Georgia Constitution provides that “[e]ach court may exercise such powers

as necessary in aid of its jurisdiction or to protect or effectuate its judgments[.]” Ga.

Const. of 1983, Art. VI, Sec. I, Par. IV. Based on that provision, our Supreme Court

has held that every court has the inherent power to enforce its orders through

contempt. In re Jefferson, 283 Ga. 216, 217 (657 SE2d 830) (2008). “Contempt of

court, in its broad sense, means disregard for or disobedience of the order or

command of the court; this also includes the interruption of court proceedings.” In re

Herring, 268 Ga. App. 390, 390-91 (2) (601 SE2d 839) (2004) (physical precedent

only).1 In re Schoolcraft, 274 Ga. App. 271, 274 (1) (617 SE2d 241) (2005).

(“Criminal contempt involves some form of wilful disrespect toward the court; it may

involve intentional disregard for or disobedience of an order or command of the court,

or it may involve conduct which interferes with the court’s ability to administer

justice.”).

The record shows that Williams, who represented the Department of Family

and Children’s Services, was held in contempt after her phone sounded during a

dependency hearing before a Clayton County Juvenile Court judge. The dependency

1 Although there was a special concurrence in Herring, it went to a separate and
distinct point.

2
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hearing transcript shows the judge had just asked one of the children, who was the

subject of the dependency, if she had anything to say, and the child had responded

“no” when Williams’ phone sounded. The judge then questioned “Who’s phone is

that?”, and Williams responded that it was hers and apologized. The judge then stated

on the record that she would take the phone and admonished Williams that phones

should be turned off in the courtroom. 

The dependency hearing resumed and after a pause, the judge announced her

ruling concerning the dependency on the record. At that point, the hearing concluded,

and the court reporter stopped recording the proceedings. However, it is undisputed

that the judge then went on to address the issue of Williams’ cell phone sounding

during the hearing, and she held Williams in criminal contempt. A written contempt

order was filed the same day, in which the judge made a finding that Williams’ cell

phone rang while the court was receiving evidence and/or testimony, disrupting the

proceedings and causing her to have to deal with the matter. The order further noted

that notices were posted on the entry doors to the courtroom advising that telephones

should be silenced or turned off and that failure to do so could result in contempt. A

copy of the sign posted on the door was attached as Exhibit 1 to the order. The order

further found that this was not the first time Williams’ phone had sounded during a

3
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hearing, and that “her behavior demonstrates a pattern of disrespect for the Court and

court rules[.]” Williams was ordered to be held in jail for a period of 24 hours, but

further provided she could avoid the jail time by paying a $300 fine. 

As an initial matter, we note that although the judge has filed a brief as an

“appellee” in this appeal, “[t]he judge before whom the allegedly contemptuous

conduct occurred is not a ‘party’ to appellate review of a contempt finding, as is

reflected in the style of a contempt case before this Court, i.e., ‘In re’ and the name

of the alleged contemnor. Accordingly, no appellate appearance by the [judge who

entered the contempt order] is authorized.” Herring, 268 Ga. App. at 390 (1). See also

In re Scheib, 283 Ga. App. 328, 330 (641 SE2d 570) (2007). The judge’s appellee’s

brief is hereby stricken from the record. Herring, 268 Ga. App. at 390 (1). 

Likewise, we note that Williams has attached an affidavit to her brief on

appeal, in which she posits an explanation of why her cell phone was left on.

However, parties are directed by our Rules not to attach affidavits or exhibits to their

brief on appeal, and we do not consider attachments to briefs that do not appear in the

appellate record. Court of Appeals Rule 24 (g) (“Do not attach documents or exhibits

to appellate briefs or motions for reconsideration.”); Chastain v. State, 237 Ga. App.

640, 640 (516 SE2d 362) (1999) (“Parties cannot supplement the record merely by

4
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attaching matters to . . . their briefs.) (citation and punctuation omitted). Accordingly,

we also strike Williams’ affidavit and will not consider it on appeal. See Boatright

v. State, 192 Ga. App. 112, 115 (5) (385 SE2d 298) (1989) (“[F]actual assertions

contained in the parties’ briefs unsupported by evidence of record cannot be

considered in the appellate process.”) (citation omitted). 

Turning to the merits, “criminal contempt is a crime in the ordinary sense.”

Jefferson, 283 Ga. at 218. Accordingly, our role is to determine whether, after

reviewing the evidence found in the record in the light most favorable to the finding

of contempt, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the

offense beyond a reasonable doubt. In re Irvin, 254 Ga. 251, 256 (2) (328 SE2d 215)

(1985); In re Dillon, 344 Ga. App. 200, 200 (808 SE2d 436) (2017). Further, although

the trial judge has the authority to summarily punish for contemptuous conduct

committed in his or her presence, due process requires that such punishment cannot

be meted out until the contemnor is given reasonable notice of the charge and an

opportunity to be heard. Dowdy v. Palmour, 251 Ga. 135, 141-42 (2) (b) (304 SE2d

52) (1983) (adopting due process requirements set out in Taylor v. Hayes, 418 U.S.

488 (94 SCt 2697, 41 LE2d 897) (1974)); In re Sprayberry, 334 Ga. App. 571, 573

(1) (779 SE2d 732) (2015) (judgment of contempt reversed where record shows that

5
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trial judge did not afford attorney held in contempt a “meaningful opportunity to be

heard”); Coleman v. State, 269 Ga. App. 827, 827-28 (605 SE2d 424) (2004) (same).

That is because of the “heightened potential for abuse posed by the contempt power.”

Taylor, 418 U.S. at 500. 

Although the juvenile court judge entered a summary order setting out the basis

for the finding of contempt, the order did not include any finding that Williams was

given an opportunity to speak on her own behalf or attempt to explain her actions

before she was found in contempt. And because there is no transcript of the contempt

hearing, we cannot determine for ourselves whether Williams was afforded any

meaningful opportunity to be heard. Because the record does not show that Williams

was extended the minimum requirements of due process of law, the judgment of

contempt must be reversed. Dowdy, 251 Ga. at 141-42 (2); see also In re Siemon, 264

Ga. 641, 641-42 (2) (449 SE2d 832) (1994); Maples v. Seeliger, 165 Ga. App. 201,

201-02 (1) (299 SE2d 906) (1983).

Judgment reversed. Barnes, P. J., and Reese, J., concur.

6
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May 15, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0364. IN THE INTEREST OF C. W., a child.

MCMILLIAN, Judge.

This case concerns the timeliness of an oral motion to dismiss two counts of

a delinquency petition on the basis that the victim of the alleged acts of delinquency

was not named. We find that under the facts of this case the motion was not timely

or properly made and accordingly reverse the juvenile court’s order dismissing the

challenged counts.

The record shows that C. W. was arrested on January 25, 2017, and placed in

detention, which was continued following a hearing a few days later. A delinquency

petition was filed on January 31, 2017, alleging delinquent acts which, had C. W.

been an adult, would constitute the crimes of attempted aggravated sodomy (Count

1); attempted sodomy (Count 2); sexual battery (Count 3); and two counts of simple
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battery (Counts 4 & 5); Counts 1 and 2 referred only to the “victim,” while the

remaining counts referred to the victim by name. An amended delinquency petition

was filed on February 1, 2017, adding an additional count of simple battery against

a different victim, who was referred to by name (Count 6). 

An adjudicatory hearing was held on February 3, 2017. After the witnesses

were sworn but before the State could call its first witness, C. W.’s counsel made a

motion to dismiss Counts 1 and 2 of the delinquency petition, arguing that those

counts were fatally defective because they did not name the victim of the alleged acts

of delinquency, violating the juvenile’s due process rights. The State opposed the

motion, and the juvenile court took the matter under advisement and continued the

hearing. The juvenile court subsequently granted the motion to dismiss, finding that

C. W.’s due process rights were violated because Counts 1 and 2 failed to provide

sufficient information for him to prepare his defense. The juvenile court also rejected

the State’s argument that the motion should be denied because it was not in writing

and untimely. Pursuant to OCGA § 5-7-1 (a), the State then filed this appeal.1 

1 We note also that although other counts remained pending below, the State
was not required to file an application for interlocutory review. See OCGA §§ 5-7-1,
5-7-2 (b) (2). 

2
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The resolution of this appeal requires us to answer two questions – (1) whether

the delinquency petition was subject to challenge because the name of the victim was

not disclosed, and (2) whether the juvenile’s challenge to the petition in the form of

a motion to dismiss was timely and properly made. We agree with the juvenile court

that the delinquency petition was subject to dismissal because it did not disclose the

name of the victim, but find that the juvenile’s oral motion to dismiss was not timely

or properly brought. 

There is no question that a juvenile in a delinquency proceeding is entitled to

“scrupulous adherence to due process[.]” C. L. T. v. State, 157 Ga. App. 180, 180 (1)

(276 SE2d 862) (1981). See also OCGA § 15-11-470 (“The purpose of this article

is:... (2) To accord due process of law to each child who is accused of having

committed a delinquent act[.]”) Thus, while a delinquency petition does not have to

be drafted with the “exactitude” of a criminal accusation or indictment, it must satisfy

due process. T. L. T. v. State, 133 Ga. App. 895, 897 (1) (212 SE2d 650) (1975). 

To comport with due process, the language of a delinquency petition must pass

two tests “(1) it must contain sufficient factual details to inform the juvenile of the

nature of the offense; and (2) it must provide data adequate to enable the accused to

prepare his defense.” T. L. T., 133 Ga. App. at 897 (1). See also In re Gault, 387 U.S.

3
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1, 33 III (87 SCt 1428, 18 LE2d 527) (1967) (the delinquency petition must “set forth

the alleged misconduct with particularity” to satisfy due process); OCGA § 15-11-522

(The delinquency petition must set forth “plainly and with particularity: (1) the facts

which bring a child within the jurisdiction of the court[.]”); In the Interest of C. H.,

306 Ga. App. 834, 837 (4) (703 SE2d 407) (2010) (trial court erred in denying special

demurrer when petition did not allege misconduct with particularity); cf. C. L. T., 157

Ga. App. at 180 (1) (delinquency petition sufficient to charge simple assault when it

alleged altercation between juvenile and his mother and father). 

Our law is settled that an allegation that the accused has committed a crime

against a particular person that does not contain the name of the victim is considered

deficient and subject to challenge. E.g., State v. Grube, 293 Ga. 257, 260 (2) (744

SE2d 1) (2013); Dennard v. State, 243 Ga. App. 868 (534 SE2d 182) (2000). But

contrary to C. W.’s argument on appeal, in the context of criminal adult proceedings,

this type of challenge is considered a challenge to the form, not the substance, of the

indictment because it is a demand for more information or specificity so that the

accused can properly prepare his or her defense, not a challenge that the indictment

fails because it is lacking an essential element of the charged offense. Accordingly,

it is in the nature of a special, rather than a general demurrer. Sellers v. State, 263 Ga.

4
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App. 144, 145 (587 SE2d 276) (2003); Kimbrough v. State, 300 Ga. 878, 880 (2) (799

SE2d 229) (2017) (“A special demurrer,... challenges the sufficiency of the form of

the indictment,... [or claims] that the accused is entitled to more information.”).

(citation and punctuation omitted; emphasis in original.) And while a general

demurrer may be made at any time, a special demurrer or motion seeking this type of

information may be waived if not timely made and in writing. See Palmer v. State,

282 Ga. 466 (651 SE2d 86) (2007) (discussing time limits for filing a special

demurrer); see OCGA §§§ 17-7-110, 17-7-111, 17-7-113 (setting out time limits and

writing requirements for special demurrers in the context of adult criminal

proceedings). 

 The question then is how a juvenile must challenge the sufficiency of a

delinquency petition on the basis that the identity of the victim of a crime against a

person was not disclosed. Although the Juvenile Code does not set out a specific

procedure for filing a motion in the nature of a special demurrer, Uniform Juvenile

Court Rule 7.9 sets out the time for filing pretrial motions as follows: “All other

pretrial motions2 must be made in writing and filed not later than three (3) days,

2 The Uniform Juvenile Court Rules separately address discovery motions and
motions in the nature of responsive pleadings. See Uniform Juvenile Court Rules 6.9
and 7.4. 

5
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excluding weekends and holidays, before the adjudicatory hearing unless otherwise

permitted by the court.” Further, the Uniform Juvenile Court Rules contemplate the

need to amend pleadings before the adjudicatory hearing, and specifically provide

that “[u]pon the motion of any party,” the juvenile court will hold a pretrial

conference to consider “[t]he necessity or desirability of amendments to the

pleadings.” Uniform Juvenile Court Rule 7.5. Accordingly, the motion to dismiss in

this case, which was made orally and after the first witness was sworn at the

adjudicatory hearing,3 was untimely and not in the proper form. 

Lastly, although we note that the strict time limitations for holding the

adjudicatory hearing might pose difficulties in meeting these requirements in some

circumstances,4 potentially raising due process concerns, none of those circumstances

are present here. Although the petition was amended to add an additional count

several days before the hearing, the victim was named in that count and C. W. did not

move to dismiss the added count. Further, the name of the victim of Counts 1 and 2

3 OCGA § 15-11-480 (a) provides that jeopardy attaches in a juvenile
proceeding when the first witness is sworn at the adjudicatory hearing.

4 OCGA § 15-11-582 requires an adjudicatory hearing to be held no later than
ten days after the filing of the delinquency petition if the child is in detention, and no
later than sixty days after the filing of the petition if the child is not in detention. 

6
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was disclosed at the detention hearing on January 27, 2017. And lastly, it appears that

C. W.’s attorney intentionally waited until jeopardy had attached and the State could

not amend the delinquency petition5 before moving to dismiss.6 Under these

circumstances, C. W. waived his right to be adjudicated on a delinquency petition

“perfect in form,” and the juvenile court’s order dismissing Counts 1 and 2 of the

petition must be reversed.

Judgment reversed. Barnes, P. J., and Reese, J., concur.

5 After jeopardy attaches, a petition alleging delinquency may not be amended
to include new charges of delinquency. OCGA § 15-11-523 (c). 

6 Immediately before moving to dismiss, C. W.’s attorney stated “[N]ow that
the first witness has been sworn, I do have a motion to make before the Court.” 

7
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WHOLE COURT

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

January 25, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A16A0395. IN THE INTEREST OF J. F., a child.

DILLARD, Chief Judge.

J. F. appeals from the juvenile court’s denial of his motion to dismiss the

State’s case against him with prejudice for failure to comply with OCGA § 15-11-521

(b). He argues that because the State failed to file a delinquency petition within 30

days after his release from detention and neglected to seek an extension of time to file

same, the juvenile court was required to dismiss the State’s case with prejudice. We

originally certified the question presented in this case to the Supreme Court of

Georgia, which had granted certiorari in two other cases on this very issue.1 But while

1 See In the Interest of J. F., 338 Ga. App. 15 (789 SE2d 274) (2016) (certifying
question to Supreme Court of Georgia as to whether “OCGA § 15-11-521 (b)
require[s] dismissal with prejudice when the State neither files a petition alleging
delinquency within the applicable 30-day period nor seeks an extension of time in
which to file such petition”).
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this case was pending, the issue was decided and the question answered by those

other cases, and our Supreme Court declined to answer the question certified.2 This

case now returns to this Court and, the answer being controlled by the Supreme

Court’s decision in In the Interest of M. D. H.,3 we affirm the juvenile court’s ruling.

The undisputed facts show that J. F. was detained on January 30, 2015, and

charged with robbery by sudden snatching and aggravated assault. The juvenile court

released him from custody following a February 2, 2015 detention hearing. But then,

on March 16, 2015, J. F. moved to dismiss the case with prejudice due to the State’s

failure to file a delinquency petition. On March 17, 2015, acknowledging that no

delinquency petition had been filed within 30 days of J. F.’s release from custody as

required by OCGA § 15-11-521 (b), the State simultaneously administratively

dismissed the complaint and filed a new complaint identical to the one it had just

2 See In the Interest of J. F., 300 Ga. 740, 741 (797 SE2d 921) (2017)
(“Because the answer to the certified question submitted by the Court of Appeals now
may be found in the decision of this Court in another case, we will not again
undertake to consider the question submitted.” (punctuation omitted)).

3 300 Ga. 46 (793 SE2d 49) (2016); see also In the Interest of J. F., 300 Ga. at
741 (noting that the certified question had since been answered in In the Interest of
M. D. H.). 

2
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dismissed. Then, the State filed a delinquency petition within 30 days of the new

complaint. 

At a March 25, 2015 hearing on J. F.’s motion to dismiss, the assistant district

attorney explained that no delinquency petition had been timely filed within 30 days

of J. F.’s release because, in the course of implementing a new organizational system

within her office, J. F.’s case had been overlooked. The assistant district attorney

further informed the court that (1) her office’s procedure was to administratively

dismiss and then re-file complaints when the original time limit was missed , and (2)

a motion for an extension of time had not been filed because she thought such a

motion “would just be a waste of the court’s time.” Ultimately, the juvenile court

denied J. F.’s motion to dismiss with prejudice, and this interlocutory appeal

followed. 

Once again, J. F. argues that the State failed to comply with OCGA § 15-11-

5214 when it did not file a delinquency petition within 30 days after his release from

4 See OCGA § 15-11-521 (b) (providing that “[i]f a child is not in detention
prior to adjudication, a petition alleging delinquency shall be filed within 30 days of
the filing of the complaint alleging violation of a criminal law or within 30 days of
such child’s release pursuant to a determination that detention is not warranted. Upon
a showing of good cause and notice to all parties, the court may grant an extension
of time for filing a petition alleging delinquency. The court shall issue a written order
reciting the facts justifying any extension”).

3
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detention and neglected to seek an extension of time to file same and, thus, that the

juvenile court was required to dismiss the State’s case with prejudice. But the

Supreme Court of Georgia has determined that “if the State fails to file a delinquency

petition within the required 30 days or to seek and receive an extension of that

deadline, the case must be dismissed without prejudice.”5 Accordingly, J. F.’s

contention is without merit, and we affirm.

Judgment affirmed. Barnes, P. J., Miller, P. J., Ellington, P. J., McFadden, P.

J., Doyle, P. J., Andrews, Ray, Branch, McMillian, Rickman, Mercier, Reese, Self and

Bethel, JJ., concur.

5 In the Interest of M. D. H., 300 Ga. at 46-47; accord In the Interest of J. F.,
300 Ga. at 741.

4
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FOURTH DIVISION
DILLARD, C. J.,

DOYLE, P. J., and MERCIER, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.
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June 20, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0328. IN THE INTEREST OF J. S. A., a child. DO-012 C

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

The district attorney for the Blue Ridge Judicial Circuit filed a delinquency

petition in the Juvenile Court of Cherokee County, alleging that J. S. A. was deliquent

for committing an act, which if committed by an adult, would constitute the offense

of making a terroristic threat,1 by showing to the victim a digital photograph of a

weapon after another juvenile, J. P., told the same victim that J. P. was going to shoot

the victim. At the conclusion of the adjudicatory hearing, the juvenile court found that

the State had met its burden of showing that J. S. A. committed the delinquent

offense, but instead of adjudicating delinquent J. S. A., the court entered an informal

adjustment with various conditions for J. S. A. over the period of six months. The

1 OCGA § 16-11-37 (b) (1) (A).
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court explained to J. S. A. that if he complied with the rules, the charge would be

dismissed at the end of six months, and if he failed to comply he would be placed on

probation for up to two years.2 The written order was entered on June 15, 2017.

J. S. A. appealed the order, but the State argues that this appeal should be

dismissed. Citing In the Interest of M. T.,3 and M. K. H. v. State,4 the State contends

that an informal adjustment is not an appealable final order of delinquency. We agree.

Like an order holding the judgment in abeyance during good behavior, the order here

did not render a judgment of adjudication and disposition on the allegation contained

in the petition, and if J. S. A. completes the requirements in the order, no such

adjudication will be made. Because “the order appealed from is not the final judgment

2 We note that there was no petition for informal adjustment filed pursuant to
OCGA § 15-11-515. J. S. A. did not object to the entry of the informal adjustment at
the hearing, so he has waived any challenge to the trial court’s abililty to enter an
informal adjustment. Cf. Rivers v. State, 229 Ga. App. 12, 13 (1) (493 SE2d 2) (1997)
(“Failure to timely object to a transfer to superior court waives appellate review of
this issue.”), overruled on other grounds by enactment of OCGA § 15-11-564. In any
event, we do not read his argument to this Court to be that the trial court was
prohibited from entering such an informal adjustment without the proper petition
being filed, rather, that he be allowed the right to appeal immediately from the
adjustment order.

3 223 Ga. App. 615 (478 SE2d 428) (1996).

4 132 Ga. App. 143 (207 SE2d 645) (1974). 

2
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to be entered in the case by any court in Georgia, this appeal is premature, and the

case must be dismissed without prejudice. [J. S. A.] is expressly granted permission

to file a direct appeal from any subsequent final judgment.”5

Appeal dismissed. Dillard, C. J., and Mercier, J., concur.

5 In the Interest of M. T., 223 Ga. App. at 616.

3
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303 Ga. 542
FINAL COPY

S17G1344. IN THE INTEREST OF K. S., a child.

HUNSTEIN, Justice.

We granted certiorari in this case to address whether Georgia’s new

Juvenile Code requires a party to follow the interlocutory appeal procedures laid

out in OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) when appealing an order concerning the transfer of

a case from juvenile to superior court.  We hold that it does not and, in so doing,

we reverse the decision of the Court of Appeals and remand the case to be

decided on the merits.

The relevant facts, as recited by the Court of Appeals, are as follows:

[A]fter a series of car break-ins, the State filed delinquency
petitions in the Juvenile Court of Douglas County alleging that five
juvenile defendants (J. H., A. L., T. L., J. C., and K. S.) had
committed acts in July 2015 which, if committed by an adult, would
have constituted 32 counts of entering an automobile with the intent
to commit a theft, one count of criminal gang activity, and one
count of theft by taking. The delinquency petitions were originally
filed in September 2015 and were later amended.

The State filed motions to transfer the delinquency cases to
the Superior Court of Douglas County for prosecution. After
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conducting hearings on the State’s motions, the juvenile court
entered orders transferring the delinquency cases to superior court. 

In the Interest of J. S., 340 Ga. App. 733, 733 (797 SE2d 185) (2017).  K. S.,

along with his juvenile co-defendants, directly appealed the juvenile court’s

transfer orders, which the Court of Appeals dismissed, concluding that the plain

language of OCGA § 15-11-564 required a party appealing a transfer order to

follow the interlocutory appellate procedures of OCGA § 5-6-34 (b).  Id. at 735-

738.  We disagree.

 As this Court has previously explained, “the right to appeal is not

constitutional, but instead depends on statutory authority.” Jones v. Peach

Trader Inc., 302 Ga. 504, 511 (807 SE2d 840) (2017) (citing Islamkahn v. Khan,

299 Ga. 548, 550 (2) (787 SE2d 731) (2016)).  “A statute draws its meaning, of

course, from its text,” Chan v. Ellis, 296 Ga. 838, 839 (770 SE2d 851) (2015),

and we must give the statutory text its plain and ordinary meaning, viewing it

in the context in which it appears, and reading it in its most natural and

reasonable way, Deal v. Coleman, 294 Ga. 170, 172-173 (751 SE2d 337)

(2013).  “The common and customary usages of the words are important, but so

is their context.” (Citation and punctuation omitted.) Tibbles v. Teachers

2
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Retirement System of Ga., 297 Ga. 557, 558 (775 SE2d 527) (2015).  “For

context, we may look to other provisions of the same statute, the structure and

history of the whole statute, and the other law — constitutional, statutory, and

common law alike  — that forms the legal background of the statutory provision

in question.”  (Citation and punctuation omitted.) Zaldivar v. Prickett, 297 Ga.

589, 591 (774 SE2d 688) (2015).  When we construe such statutory authority

on appeal, our review is de novo.  Hankla v. Postell, 293 Ga. 692, 693 (749

SE2d 726) (2013).  With these principles in mind, we turn to the statutory text

in question.

Prior to the enactment of Georgia’s new Juvenile Code, Georgia law

allowed a juvenile defendant to directly appeal an order transferring a case from

juvenile to superior court because such orders were determined to be final

judgments.  See, e.g., J. T. M. v. State, 142 Ga. App. 635 (236 SE2d 764)

(1977); OCGA § 15-11-3, as it provided in 2012.1  When the General Assembly

1 In all cases of final judgments of a juvenile court judge,
appeals shall be taken to the Court of Appeals or the
Supreme Court in the same manner as appeals from the
superior court. However, no such judgment or order shall
be superseded except in the discretion of the judge; rather,
the judgment or order of the court shall stand until reversed
or modified by the reviewing court.

3
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significantly revised Georgia’s Juvenile Code, see Ga. L. 2013, p. 294,2 it

enacted OCGA § 15-11-560 et seq., which address, inter alia, the transfer of a

case from juvenile to superior court for criminal prosecution.  Relevant to this

case is OCGA § 15-11-564, which provides: 

(a) The decision of the [juvenile] court regarding transfer of
the case [to superior court] shall only be an interlocutory judgment
which either a child or the prosecuting attorney, or both, have the
right to have reviewed by the Court of Appeals.

(b) The pendency of an interlocutory appeal shall stay
criminal proceedings in superior court. A child transferred for trial
as an adult in superior court shall be detained only in those places
authorized for the preadjudication detention of a child as set forth
in Code Section 15-11-504.

Id.  

In its decision below, the Court of Appeals held that the General

Assembly’s inclusion of the phrases “interlocutory judgment” and “interlocutory

appeal” invoked OCGA § 5-6-34 (b).  Though OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) is generally

known within the legal practice as the “interlocutory appeal” statute, the Code

section does not include that phrase, and the mere use of the word

“interlocutory” does not automatically trigger its application.  Furthermore, by

2 The new Juvenile Code took effect January 1, 2014.

4
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training its focus on the words “interlocutory judgment” and “interlocutory

appeal,” the Court of Appeals rendered meaningless a key phrase of the statute,

namely that the parties “have the right to have review[ ].”  This is an outcome

which we must avoid.  See Slakman v. Continental Cas. Co., 277 Ga. 189, 190

(587 SE2d 24) (2003) (explaining that, when interpreting a statute, a court must

avoid “a construction that makes some language mere surplusage”).

Turning to the language of OCGA § 15-11-564, the statute makes a

juvenile court’s transfer decision an “interlocutory judgment” that the parties

“have the right to have reviewed.”  Id. at (a).  Webster’s Dictionary defines a

“right” as “an absolute right not depending on discretion or favor.”  (Emphasis

supplied.) Webster’s Third International Dictionary 1955 (1967).3  In contrast,

it is well settled that OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) requires a party to seek and receive

permission from both the trial and appellate courts before appealing an

interlocutory order.  See Islamkahn, 299 Ga. at 550 (2).  See also Peach Trader

Inc., 302 Ga. at 511 (explaining that OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) requires a party to

3 See also Black’s Law Dictionary 1517 (10th ed. 2014) (defining “right” as
“[s]omething that is due to a person by just claim, legal guarantee, or moral
principle,” or “[a] power, privilege, or immunity secured to a person by law”).

5
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obtain permission from both the trial court and the appellate court prior to

appeal).  In other words, an appeal of an interlocutory order pursuant to OCGA

§ 5-6-34 (b) is controlled by the discretion of both the trial and appellate courts,

giving parties the right to seek review of a judgment.  By including the phrase

“have the right to have reviewed” within OCGA § 15-11-564 (a), the General

Assembly has removed all discretion from the trial and appellate courts that is

prescribed via OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) and, instead, has made these interlocutory

orders directly appealable.  

The State argues that a party’s right to have its appeal reviewed is satisfied

upon the filing of an application for an interlocutory appeal via OCGA § 5-6-34

(b), because the appellate courts are required to “review” the parties’

enumerations and arguments before granting or denying such an appeal.  This

is inaccurate, as the “review”4 provided for in OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) does not

occur until an appellate court exercises its discretion to grant the application to

appeal, and the party files a notice of appeal in order “to secure a review of the

4 Black’s Law Dictionary defines “review” as the “[p]lenary power to direct
and instruct an agent or subordinate, including the right to remand, modify, or vacate
any action by the agent or subordinate, or to act directly in place of the agent or
subordinate.”  Id. at 1514 (10th ed. 2014).  

6
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issues.”  (Emphasis supplied.) Id.  See also OCGA § 5-6-34 (d) (providing for

the review of all decisions which may affect the trial court proceedings below,

but only “[w]here an appeal is taken under any provision of subsection (a), (b),

or (c)” of OCGA § 5-6-34).

Our conclusion that OCGA § 15-11-564 provides for a direct appeal of

juvenile court transfer orders is bolstered by OCGA § 15-11-564 (b), which

stays the proceedings in superior court during the pendency of the appeal.5 

When a party seeks an interlocutory appeal pursuant to OCGA § 5-6-34 (b), the

proceedings in the lower court are not stayed until an order is issued granting the

application and the party subsequently files a notice of appeal.  On the other

hand, similar to a direct appeal, OCGA § 15-11-564 (b) stays proceedings in the

superior court as soon as the appeal of the juvenile court’s decision is pending. 

Simply put, an appeal of a decision regarding the transfer of a juvenile to

superior court immediately stays the proceedings below, whereas the

interlocutory appeal procedures of OCGA § 5-6-34 (b) require the application

5 We note that OCGA § 15-11-564 (b) does not speak to whether the juvenile
court’s proceedings are automatically stayed if the State seeks to appeal an order
denying the transfer of a case to superior court.  This issue is not before us; therefore,
we do not address it.

7
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to appeal be granted and a notice of appeal filed prior to the stay of the

proceedings.  

The General Assembly’s similar treatment of other interlocutory orders

further supports this Court’s interpretation.  Indeed, the legislature has provided

numerous instances in which an interlocutory order, though not final, can be

directly appealed to the appellate courts.  See Sosniak v. State, 292 Ga. 35, 37

(734 SE2d 362) (2012) (explaining that OCGA § 5-6-34 (a) (2) through (12)

“authorize[s] direct appeals of 11 specific types of trial court rulings that the

General Assembly has deemed important enough to the case, or dispositive

enough of the case, to warrant an immediate appeal, even though such rulings

are often interlocutory rather than final judgments”); In re Paul, 270 Ga. 680,

682, n.6 (513 SE2d 219) (1999). 

Based on the foregoing, and reading the statute in its most natural and

reasonable way, OCGA § 15-11-564 provides that decisions regarding the

transfer of juveniles to superior court, though interlocutory in nature, are

directly appealable to the Court of Appeals.  Consequently, the Court of Appeals

8
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erred in dismissing K. S.’s appeal, and we remand the case for the court to

consider K. S.’s claims on the merits.

Judgment reversed and case remanded.  All the Justices concur.

9
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Decided  May 7, 2018.

Certiorari to the Court of Appeals of Georgia — 340 Ga. App. 733.

James J. Anagnostakis, for appellant.

Brian K. Fortner, District Attorney, Sean A. Garrett, Kristi W. Wilson,

Assistant District Attorneys, for appellee.
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SECOND DIVISION
MILLER, P. J.,

ANDREWS and BROWN, JJ.
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May 24, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0006. IN THE INTEREST OF M. C., A CHILD.

MILLER, Presiding Judge.

The Walton County Juvenile Court adjudicated M. C. delinquent for having

committed the offenses of aggravated assault upon a peace officer (OCGA § 16-5-21

(b) (2016)), attempting to elude a police officer (OCGA § 40-6-395 (a)), obstruction

of an officer (OCGA § 16-10-24 (a) (2016)), and reckless driving (OCGA § 40-6-390

(a)). M. C. appeals from the denial of his motion for new trial, arguing (1) that during

closing argument the State improperly commented on his assertion of his right to

remain silent, and (2) the evidence was insufficient because the State failed to

establish venue. First, we find no reversible error on the basis of a violation of M.

C.’s constitutional right to remain silent. We determine, however, that although the

evidence was sufficient to support venue for the charge of attempting to elude a
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police officer, the State did not establish venue as to the remaining offenses for which

M. C. was adjudicated delinquent. Therefore, we affirm in part and reverse in part. 

When reviewing a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, we

construe the evidence favorably to the juvenile court’s judgment. We do

not weigh the evidence or resolve issues of witness credibility, but

merely determine whether a rational trier of fact could have found that

[M. C.] committed the acts charged in the delinquency petition. 

(Citations omitted.) In the Interest of M. S., 292 Ga. App. 127 (664 SE2d 240) (2008). 

Viewed in this light, the evidence shows that while an officer with the

Loganville Police Department was on patrol, his “tag reader” alerted him to a passing

stolen vehicle, driven by M. C. The officer pursued the vehicle as it accelerated and

drove through a grass field and a parking lot, and then onto Highway 78. Additional

officers joined the chase, during which M. C. was driving at speeds of up to 126 miles

per hour. During the pursuit, which spanned at least six miles, M. C. swerved and

drove directly toward two of the police cars. Eventually, M. C. crashed into a tree,

and he and the other juvenile in the vehicle fled on foot. Officers chased and

apprehended them at the scene, and a gun was found in the glove compartment of the

vehicle. 

2
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The State filed a delinquency petition against M. C., and the juvenile court

found that he committed the offenses of aggravated assault upon a peace officer (two

counts), attempting to elude a police officer, obstruction of an officer, and reckless

driving.1 M. C. moved for a new trial, claiming that during closing argument the State

improperly commented on his silence, that the juvenile court wrongfully attached

significance to his failure to testify, and that the evidence was insufficient to support

the verdict as to all counts of the petition. The juvenile court denied the motion, and

this appeal followed. 

1. As his first enumeration of error, M. C. argues that a portion of the State’s

closing argument constituted an improper comment on his invocation of his right to

remain silent. We discern no error on the part of the juvenile court.

A comment upon a defendant’s silence or failure to come forward

is far more prejudicial than probative, and therefore will not be allowed.

Nevertheless, to reverse a conviction, the evidence of the defendant’s

election to remain silent must point directly at the substance of the

defendant’s defense or otherwise substantially prejudice the defendant

in the eyes of the jury.

1 M. C. was also charged with possession of a pistol or revolver by a person
under the age of 18 years (OCGA § 16-11-132), theft by receiving stolen property,
(OCGA § 16-8-7), and possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony
(OCGA § 16-11-106). He was acquitted of these offenses. 

3
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(Citations and footnotes omitted.) Haggins v. State, 277 Ga. App. 742, 747 (6) (627

SE2d 448) (2006). Further, insofar as M. C.’s silence could have been construed as

evidence of his guilt, “[i]t is presumed that a trial judge, when he sits as the trier of

fact, considered only legal evidence.” (Citations omitted.) Peek v. State, 234 Ga. App.

731, 732 (2) (507 SE2d 553) (1998). 

Here, during closing argument, the prosecuting attorney stated, “[w]ith regard

to the vehicle . . . . Well, you’ve heard the officers. . . . [M. C.] didn’t say anything,

didn’t talk to the officers, didn’t give any statement.” Defense counsel objected, after

which the prosecuting attorney withdrew these remarks, but then added, “[w]ell, I can

give the statement that he didn’t give his name. Although he may not have given the

statement of the facts of the case, he didn’t provide a name, address, parents’

information, nothing.” 

Assuming without deciding that these comments were improper, we observe

that they were made in relation to the charge of theft by receiving stolen property, and

the trial court acquitted M. C. of this offense. See Dumas v. State, 216 Ga. App. 643,

644 (455 SE2d 354) (1995) (considering the context of prosecutor’s argument when

determining “the natural and necessary impact of the statement”) (citation omitted).

Indeed, at the hearing on the motion for new trial, the juvenile court noted the context

4
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of the challenged remarks, and that it had not found that M. C. committed the theft.

Therefore, the juvenile court’s judgment does not suggest that it considered any

improper argument from the State in violation of M. C.’s constitutional right to

remain silent, and reversal is not warranted on these grounds.

Relatedly, M. C. contends that the juvenile court drew “prejudicial inferences”

from his failure to testify. He identifies the juvenile court’s following statement, made

after the close of evidence and before rendering the verdict: “[M. C.] didn’t testify

because he didn’t have to testify, because [the other juvenile] was called by the State,

and he laid out, in my opinion, the story . . . .” 

Although the juvenile court commented on M. C.’s failure to testify, the

transcript of the proceedings belies M. C.’s suggestion that he was adjudicated

delinquent on this basis. Immediately after stating that the other juvenile had given

an account of the events, the juvenile court referenced that testimony and stated that

it had not found it credible, particularly given the video of the high-speed chase that

the juvenile court had viewed. At the hearing on the motion for new trial, the juvenile

court provided the following explanation for its remarks:

I wasn’t talking about the fact that, well, he didn’t testify so I took that

into consideration. It was just the fact that he didn’t have to from a

5
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strategy point from the attorney’s point in his case, he doesn’t have to

call him because the other fellow testified for him. Again, “there was no

jury that could have been influenced by the judge’s comments,” and, we

presume that “the judge, as the trier of fact, is able to distinguish

between competent and incompetent evidence and consider only that

evidence which is admissible.” (Citation omitted.) Corsini v. State, 238

Ga. App. 383, 385 (2) (519 SE2d 39) (1999). Therefore, we conclude

that the record demonstrates that the juvenile court did not consider M.

C.’s failure to testify as evidence of his guilt. See id. (no reversible error

where the trial judge commented on appellant’s failure to testify, but did

so in explaining that the State’s evidence was uncontradicted); see also

Moreland v. State, 154 Ga. App. 375, 377 (2) (268 SE2d 425) (1980)

(given context of judge’s statements, and absent an “affirmative

showing” that the judge failed to apply the proper standard in

determining guilt, this Court would not “presume the judge’s intentional

or negligent failure to uphold appellant’s constitutional rights in the

performance of his function as the trier of fact”). 

2. Next, M. C. claims that the evidence was insufficient to support the verdict

as to all counts because the State failed to establish venue in Walton County. We

conclude that the evidence of venue was sufficient as to the charge of attempting to

elude a police officer, but the evidence was insufficient to establish venue as to the

remaining offenses for which M. C. was adjudicated delinquent. 

6
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In a delinquency proceeding, “[t]he standard of review on appeal to determine

whether venue was sufficiently proved is the same as any other sufficiency review —

whether, in the light most favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact could

have found venue beyond a reasonable doubt.” (Citations and footnotes omitted.) In

the Interest of S. W., 337 Ga. App. 110, 111 (1) (786 SE2d 499) (2016).2 

The officer who initiated the chase testified that he first observed M. C. while

sitting in his patrol car on Highway 78, and he then began pursuing M. C. in an

attempt to catch up with him. The officer later turned on his patrol car’s lights and

sirens on Highway 78 in Walton County. The evidence shows that M. C. did not stop

the vehicle in response to the lights and sirens, and therefore, the juvenile court could

have found venue proven beyond a reasonable doubt for the charge of attempting to

elude a police officer. Mack v. State, 283 Ga. App. 172, 173 (1) (641 SE2D 194)

2 M. C. did not explicitly raise a venue issue in the juvenile court, either at trial
or in his motion for new trial. Nevertheless, he may raise it in the context of a
sufficiency claim on appeal. Lembcke v. State, 277 Ga. App. 110, 112 (1) (b) (625
SE2d 505) (2005); In the Interest of J. B., 289 Ga. App. 617, 618 (658 SE2d 194)
(2008) (“When a charging document alleges that venue is proper in a certain county,
and a defendant pleads not guilty in response to that charging document, he has
irrefutably challenged all allegations contained therein, including those pertaining to
venue.”) (citation omitted).
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(2007) (venue in Stephens County was properly shown because “offense of eluding

the officers was complete at the moment [appellant] refused . . . to stop his vehicle

despite the visual and audible signals to bring the vehicle to a stop.”) (citation

omitted). 

Having thoroughly reviewed the record, however, including the video footage

of the police chase, we cannot say that the State proved venue beyond a reasonable

doubt for the charges of reckless driving, aggravated assault on the two officers, and

obstruction, as charged in the delinquency petition. 

The State charged M. C. with reckless driving by traveling at a high rate of

speed and disregarding traffic control signals.3 The aggravated assault charges were

premised on M. C.’s swerving and driving toward two officers. Lastly, the petition

alleged that M. C. ran after the crash despite being told to stop. The officer who

initiated the chase testified that there was a distance of “six or seven” miles between

his turning on his lights and sirens in Walton County, and M. C.’s eventual car crash.

3 The investigating officer testified that when he turned on his lights and sirens
in Walton County, the vehicle which M. C. was driving was traveling at a “very high
rate of speed.” Nevertheless, we cannot say that M. C. was driving recklessly at this
point and that accordingly, venue was proven for this charge because the evidence
that M. C. disregarded traffic control signals came later in the State’s case, through
the testimony of another officer. 

8
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Thus, the offenses set forth above occurred at various points along this span of at

least six miles, during which the officers “[l]eft the city limits.” Despite extensive

testimony regarding the streets, highways and intersections on which all of these

offenses occurred, the State failed to elicit any evidence that they occurred in Walton

County.4 In the Interest of J. B., supra, 289 Ga. App. at 618-619 (street addresses and

other locations in the record insufficient to establish venue). 

Additionally, we cannot rely on the officers’ employment as additional

evidence regarding venue because the testifying officers were employees of the

Loganville Police Department, and the record does not show that their jurisdiction

was confined solely to Walton County. See Frasier v. State, 295 Ga. App. 596, 600

(3) (672 SE2d 668) (2009); Bell v. State, 291 Ga. App. 169, 170 (2) (661 SE2d 207)

(2008) (where arrest was made by city police and State failed to show that city was

located entirely within the county where trial was held, “jury was not authorized to

find that, in the proper performance of their duties, the officers made the stop and

arrest within the territorial jurisdiction of [the county]”). 

4 The only other mention of Walton County in the entire transcript was made
when the prosecuting attorney fleetingly asked the other juvenile during cross-
examination whether, at a certain point in the chase, M. C. regained control of the
vehicle and drove toward Walton County. 
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 We recognize that under OCGA § 17-2-2 (e), “[i]f a crime is committed upon

any . . . vehicle . . . traveling within this state and it cannot readily be determined in

which county the crime was committed, the crime shall be considered as having been

committed in any county in which the crime could have been committed through

which the . . . vehicle . . . has traveled.” (emphasis supplied). This statute, however,

“applies only when it cannot readily be determined in which county the crime was

committed.” Thompson v. Brown, 288 Ga. 855, 856 (708 SE2d 270) (2011). Here, the

witnesses explicitly testified as to the location of the reckless driving, the aggravated

assaults, and the obstruction; the State could have but simply failed to elicit that those

locations were within Walton County. Thus, this statute is inapplicable here. Id.

(statute inapplicable since location of crime could be ascertained); Rogers v. State,

298 Ga. App. 895, 899 (3) (c) (681 SE2d 693) (2009) (same).

The State’s contentions on this issue of venue are all unavailing. First, the State

argues that dash camera video footage was entered into evidence and viewed by the

juvenile court, and this would have allowed the juvenile court to observe where the

acts occurred. The record does not show that the juvenile court took judicial notice

of any “geographical facts,” so as to support a finding of venue, “[n]or are we, as a
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reviewing court, free to resort to judicial notice to legitimize a judgment.” Bradley

v. State, 238 Ga. App. 490 (519 SE2d 261) (1999). 

The State’s attempt to analogize this case to Ward v. State, 270 Ga. App. 427

(2004) is similarly unpersuasive. In Ward, which also involved a police chase,

officers expressly testified that the pursuit of the suspect both began and ended in

Fulton County. Id. at 428. There is no such evidence here establishing that the

entirety of the police chase was within the confines of Walton County, and the State’s

argument is especially problematic because this chase spanned at least six miles. King

v. State, 271 Ga. App. 384, 387 (1) (609 SE2d 725) (2005) (fact that appellant was

arrested in Ben Hill County, 200 yards away from the crime scene, did not prove

venue in that county); compare Brewster v. State, 300 Ga. App. 143, 144 (684 SE2d

309) (2009) (evidence of venue sufficient where officer testified that he was

patrolling in Newton County when he came into contact with appellants; identified

the pursuit route on a map of Newton County; and testified that no portion of the

route fell outside the map).
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Also baseless is the State’s contention that M. C. never presented evidence that

any part of the incident occurred in a county other than Walton County. That is not

M. C.’s burden. “[T]he State’s burden never shifts to the defendant to disprove venue,

as it is axiomatic that the evidentiary burden in a criminal prosecution is upon the

State to prove every material allegation of the indictment and every essential element

of the crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt.” (Citation omitted.) Downs v. State,

257 Ga. App. 696, 697-698 (1) (572 SE2d 54) (2002). Accordingly, we conclude that

the State failed to establish venue with regards to the two counts of aggravated assault

upon a peace officer, reckless driving, and obstruction of an officer, and we must

reverse the delinquency adjudication as to these offenses. In the Interest of D. D., 287

Ga. App. 512, 515 (2) (a) - (b) (651 SE2d 817) (2007). 

Nevertheless, “the [S]tate may retry [M. C.] without violating the Double

Jeopardy Clause [if] there was otherwise sufficient evidence at trial to support the

defendant’s delinquency adjudication for the crimes charged.” (Citations omitted.)

In the Interest of D. D., supra, 287 Ga. App. at 512, 515 (2) (b).

We conclude that there was otherwise sufficient evidence on each of the four

counts. The evidence that M. C. disregarded two red traffic lights while driving at 126

miles per hour, which was well above the speed limit, was sufficient to prove reckless
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driving beyond a reasonable doubt. Brown v. State, 259 Ga. App. 819, 821 (578 SE2d

516) (2003). Likewise, the testimony that M. C. swerved and drove toward the two

officers at a speed of at least 80 miles per hour, so close to the officers that they

braced for impact, authorized the juvenile court to conclude that M. C. committed an

aggravated assault upon both officers. Dyer v. State, 261 Ga. App. 289, 290 (1) (585

SE2d 81) (2003). Lastly, the evidence that M. C. fled on foot after the crash and did

not heed the calls to stop sufficiently supported a finding of obstruction. In the

Interest of E. C., 292 Ga. App. 798, 800-801 (665 SE2d 896) (2008). Thus, the

Double Jeopardy Clause does not bar retrial. In the Interest of D. D., supra, 287 Ga.

App. at 515 (2) (b). 

In summary, we affirm M. C.’s adjudication of delinquency for attempting to

elude a police officer and reverse his adjudications of delinquency for failure to prove

venue on the remaining charges which are not barred from retrial by double jeopardy. 

Judgment affirmed in part and reversed in part. Andrews and Brown, JJ.,

concur.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0069. IN THE INTEREST OF R. P., A CHILD

ANDREWS, Judge.

A delinquent petition filed in the Juvenile Court alleged that R. P. (the child)

committed delinquent acts of theft by receiving stolen property and obstruction of a

law enforcement officer. Prior to adjudication, the Juvenile Court considered pursuant

to Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368 (84 SCt 1774, 12 LE2d 908) (1964) whether

statements made by the child during custodial interrogation were voluntary and

admissible in evidence. The Court ruled that statements made by the child, which

supported allegations in the petition, were inadmissible as evidence because they

were not voluntary and were made in violation of the child’s right to remain silent

under Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (86 SCt 1602, 16 LE2d 694) (1966).
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Pursuant to OCGA § 5-7-1 (a) (4), the State appeals from the order excluding the

evidence. For the reasons that follow, we reverse.

The video recording of the police detective’s custodial interrogation of the

thirteen-year-old child provided uncontradicted proof of the relevant facts. After

viewing the video, the Juvenile Court found the following facts: The police detective

read the child his rights under Miranda (including the right to remain silent), and then

asked the child, “Understanding what I just told you, do you want to speak to me?”

The child responded, “No.” The detective then said, “No? You said no, right?” And

the child immediately responded, “Yeah, I’ll speak to you.” The video shows that,

after the child said, “Yeah, I’ll speak to you,” the detective continued the interview

by questioning the child, and the child made the statements at issue. On these facts,

the Juvenile Court ruled that the child asserted his Miranda right to remain silent by

saying “No,” and that the detective’s duty to “scrupulously honor” the assertion of

this right required that the interview be immediately terminated at that point.

Accordingly, the Juvenile Court found that any statements made by the child after

saying “No” were involuntary and inadmissible. 

Whether a defendant waives his rights under Miranda v. Arizona,
[supra], and makes a voluntary and knowing statement depends on the
totality of the circumstances. In ruling on the admissibility of an
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in-custody statement [pursuant to Jackson v. Denno, supra,] a trial court
must determine whether a preponderance of the evidence demonstrates
that the statement was made freely and voluntarily. Unless clearly
erroneous, we accept the trial court’s factual findings and credibility
determinations relating to the admissibility of the defendant’s statement.
When controlling facts discernible from a videotape are not disputed,
our standard of review is de novo.

Bunnell v. State, 292 Ga. 253, 255 (735 SE2d 281) (2013) (citations and punctuation

omitted); Humphreys v. State, 287 Ga. 63, 72-73 (694 SE2d 316) (2010).1 

“Once [Miranda] warnings have been given, the subsequent procedure is clear.

If the individual indicates in any manner, at any time prior to or during questioning,

that he wishes to remain silent, the interrogation must cease.” Miranda, 384 U.S. at

473-474. As the Supreme Court has noted, the passage “the interrogation must cease”

1 When the statements at issue are made by a juvenile, to determine
admissibility pursuant to Jackson v. Denno, supra, the same basic test applies –
whether, under the totality of the circumstances, the statements were voluntarily made
after a knowing and voluntary waiver of constitutional rights. McKoon v. State, 266
Ga. 149, 150 (465 SE2d 272) (1996). But in applying the test to an accused juvenile,
the court considers the following additional factors: “the age of the accused; the
education of the accused; the knowledge of the accused as to the substance of the
charge and nature of his rights to consult with an attorney; whether the accused was
held incommunicado or allowed to consult with relatives or an attorney; whether the
accused was interrogated before or after formal charges had been filed; methods used
in interrogation; length of interrogation; whether the accused refused to voluntarily
give statements on prior occasions; and whether the accused repudiated an
extrajudicial statement at a later date.” Id. at 150 (citation and punctuation omitted).
The consideration of these additional factors is not at issue in this appeal. 
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could be literally interpreted to mean that “any statement taken after the person

invokes his privilege [to remain silent] would mandate exclusion of the statement

from evidence “even if it were volunteered by the person in custody without any

further interrogation whatever.” Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96, 101-102 (96 SCt

321, 46 LE2d 313) (1975). To avoid “absurd and unintended results” from a literal

interpretation of the language used in Miranda, the Supreme Court explained that 

a blanket prohibition against the taking of voluntary statements or a
permanent immunity from further interrogation, regardless of the
circumstances, would transform the Miranda safeguards into wholly
irrational obstacles to legitimate police investigative activity, and
deprive suspects of an opportunity to make informed and intelligent
assessments of their interests. Clearly, therefore, neither this passage nor
any other passage in the Miranda opinion can sensibly be read to create
a per se proscription of indefinite duration upon any further questioning
by any police officer on any subject, once the person in custody has
indicated a desire to remain silent.

Mosley, 423 U.S. at 102-103. Rather, “the admissibility of statements obtained after

the person in custody has decided to remain silent depends under Miranda on whether

his ‘right to cut off questioning’ was ‘scrupulously honored’[by law enforcement

authorities.]” Mosley, 423 U.S. at 104; Miranda, 384 U.S. at 474, 479; Mack v. State,

296 Ga. 239, 243 (765 SE2d 896) (2014).
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The child clearly invoked the Miranda right to remain silent by responding

“No” when the detective asked him if he wished to speak. The detective then

immediately stated, “No? You said no, right?” to which the child immediately

responded, “Yeah, I’ll speak to you.” When the child responded, “Yeah, I’ll speak to

you,” this was an equally clear statement that he changed his mind, waived the right

to remain silent, and was willing to answer the detective’s questions. The detective’s

statement, “No? You said no, right?” cannot be reasonably construed as a failure to

“scrupulously honor” the child’s initial assertion of the right to remain silent and to

“cut off questioning.” Rather, “No? You said no, right?” was a leading question by

the detective designed to elicit a confirmation from the child that he had asserted the

right to remain silent and cut off questioning. The detective’s statement was not

questioning or interrogation in this context because it was not “express questioning

or its functional equivalent” by “any words or actions on the part of police (other than

those normally attendant to arrest and custody) that the police should know are

reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response from the suspect.” Rhode Island

v. Innis, 446 U.S. 291, 300-301 (100 SCt 1682, 64 LE2d 297) (1980). Moreover, the

detective was not attempting, subtly or otherwise, to coerce or badger the child into

changing his mind about his initial assertion of the right to remain silent. State v.
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Brown, 287 Ga. 473, 477-480 (697 SE2d 192) (2010). There was no constitutional

rule requiring the detective to immediately leave the child’s presence after he initially

asserted the right to remain silent. Id. at 478-480. Accordingly, “this is not a case . .

. where the police failed to honor a decision of a person in custody to cut off

questioning, either by refusing to discontinue the interrogation upon request or by

persisting in repeated efforts to wear down his resistance and make him change his

mind.” Mosley, 423 U.S. at 105-106.

The facts show that, after the child was advised of his Miranda rights, he

expressed an initial intention to remain silent and cut off any questioning, then, prior

to any questioning or interrogation by the detective, immediately changed his mind

and initiated communications by “clearly evincing his intent not to remain silent.”

Larry v. State, 266 Ga. 284, 286 (466 SE2d 850) (1996). The totality of the

circumstances show that the State established by a preponderance of the evidence that

the child’s statements were made voluntarily after a knowing and voluntary waiver

of Miranda rights. The Juvenile Court erred by excluding the statements from

evidence.

Judgment reversed. Miller, P. J., and Brown, J., concur.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1851. IN THE INTEREST OF S. B., a child.

MCFADDEN, Presiding Judge.

After his palm prints were found at the scenes of two burglaries, then-13-year-

old S. B. was adjudicated delinquent for acts that, if committed by an adult, would

constitute the offenses of burglary and attempted burglary. He appeals, challenging

the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the adjudications and arguing, based on

comments made by the juvenile court at the adjudicatory hearing, that the juvenile

court adjudicated him delinquent for acts not alleged in the delinquency petitions.

Because the evidence was sufficient and the juvenile court’s written orders indicated

that S. B. was adjudicated delinquent for the acts alleged in the petitions, we affirm.

1. Sufficiency of the evidence.

S. B. challenges the sufficiency of the evidence supporting his adjudications

of delinquency. In considering this challenge, “we construe the evidence and every

inference from the evidence in favor of the juvenile court’s adjudication[s] to
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determine if a reasonable finder of fact could have found, beyond a reasonable doubt,

that the juvenile committed the acts charged.” In the Interest of J. D., 275 Ga. App.

147, 147-148 (619 SE2d 818) (2005) (citations omitted).

So construed, the evidence showed that in the early afternoon on November 30,

2017, a house on Ellis Street was burglarized. Two video gaming systems, numerous

video games, video game controllers, and other electronics were taken. It appeared

to the investigating officers that the burglar had entered through a kitchen window

at the rear of the house, and the officers found S. B.’s palm prints on the outside of

the bottom lower window pane of that window. The resident of the house testified

that she did not know S. B., did not give S. B. permission to be inside her house, and

did not know why his palm prints would have been on her kitchen window. 

The following week, in the early afternoon on December 4, 2017, a house on

Cleburne Street was burglarized. The back door was kicked in, a bedroom was

ransacked, and numerous items were taken from the house, including video gaming

systems and video games. Screens had been cut out of three windows at the back of

the house, and it appeared to an investigating officer that someone had tried to open

those windows. Officers found S. B.’s palm prints on the outside of the windows. The

resident of the house knew S. B., who went to school with one of her children.

2
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Although S. B. had spent time at the house in the past, in March 2017 the resident had

forbidden him from her house, and he did not have permission to be there on

December 4, 2017. 

In connection with both of these incidents, the state filed delinquency petitions

alleging that S. B. had committed acts that, if committed by an adult, would constitute

the offense of burglary in the first degree. The juvenile court adjudicated S. B.

delinquent for acts constituting the offense of first-degree burglary in connection with

the Cleburne Street house and for acts constituting the offense of criminal attempt to

commit first-degree burglary in connection with the Ellis Street house. 

Pertinently, “[a] person commits the offense of burglary in the first degree

when, without authority and with the intent to commit a felony or theft therein, he or

she enters . . . an occupied, unoccupied or vacant dwelling house of another[.]”

OCGA § 16-7-1 (b). “A person commits the offense of criminal attempt when, with

intent to commit a specific crime, he performs any act which constitutes a substantial

step toward the commission of that crime.” OCGA § 16-4-1. Moreover, “[a] person

charged with commission of a crime may be convicted of the offense of criminal

attempt as to that crime without being specifically charged with the criminal attempt

in the [charging document],” OCGA § 16-4-3, and “[a] person may be convicted of
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the offense of criminal attempt if the crime attempted was actually committed in

pursuance of the attempt[.]” OCGA § 16-4-2.

S. B. argues that the evidence was insufficient to support his delinquency

adjudications because the palm-print evidence was the sole evidence of his

involvement in the burglaries but the state did not show that his palm prints were

impressed on the windows of the burgled houses at the time of the burglaries. He also

argues that there was a reasonable explanation for the presence of his palm prints on

the windows and he argues that the evidence supported other reasonable hypotheses

inconsistent with his having committed the acts alleged. We are not persuaded. 

Fingerprint evidence is a form of circumstantial evidence. See Harris v. State,

298 Ga. 588, 593 (4) (783 SE2d 632) (2016). “To warrant a conviction on

circumstantial evidence, the proved facts shall not only be consistent with the

hypothesis of guilt, but shall exclude every other reasonable hypothesis save that of

the guilt of the accused.” OCGA § 24-14-6. So “when fingerprint evidence is the only

evidence linking a defendant to the crimes on trial, the [s]tate must prove to the

exclusion of other reasonable hypotheses that the fingerprints could have been

impressed only at the time of the commission of the crimes.” Roberts v. State, 296 Ga.

719, 721 (1) (770 SE2d 589) (2015) (citations omitted). It is for the juvenile court,
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as factfinder, to decide whether the totality of the evidence supported a reasonable

hypothesis other than the hypothesis that the fingerprints were impressed at the time

of the burglaries. See White v. State, 253 Ga. 106, 107 (1) (317 SE2d 196) (1984); In

the Interest of H. A., 311 Ga. App. 660, 662 (716 SE2d 768) (2011).

The state argues that the palm-print evidence was not the only evidence

supporting the adjudications of delinquency. But even if we view the palm-print

evidence to be the only evidence supporting the adjudications, it was sufficient. From

the circumstances surrounding the presence of S. B.’s palm prints at the scenes of the

burglaries, the juvenile court could conclude that “the only reasonable explanation

[was] that they were impressed during the commission of the crimes.” Roberts, 296

Ga. at 722 (1) (citation omitted).

As to the Ellis Street house, S. B.’s palm prints were found on the window

through which the burglar gained entry. Although S. B. “testified that he had left his

[ ]prints [on] the window during an earlier attempted burglary[, t]he [juvenile court]

was not required to believe that the [ ]prints had been left at the earlier time but was

authorized to find that [S. B.’s] explanation was evidence of his commission of the

instant burglary.” Moore v. State, 189 Ga. App. 810, 811 (377 SE2d 897) (1989). See

Moon v. State, 187 Ga. App. 558, 558-559 (370 SE2d 808) (1988) (affirming burglary
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conviction where defendant’s fingerprints were on window through which entry was

gained to residence and there was no evidence presenting any other reasonable

explanation of how they came to be there than that they were impressed on window

at time of burglary).

As to the Cleburne Street house, S. B.’s palm prints were also found on exterior

windows. Although there was evidence that he previously had visited that house with

the resident’s permission, that had occurred more than six months before the

December 4 burglary. Since that time, the exterior of the house had been pressure-

washed. See In the Interest of J. D., 275 Ga. App. at 149 (1) (state met burden of

excluding every reasonable hypothesis except that defendant’s fingerprints were

impressed during burglary by, among other things, presenting evidence that victim

regularly washed kitchen window on which defendant’s prints were found).

Moreover, there was no evidence regarding or explanation for how S. B.’s prints

came to be on the outside of windows from which the screens had been cut, and the

juvenile court was authorized to conclude that — notwithstanding S. B.’s earlier

visits to the house — the only reasonable explanation for the presence of the prints

in that specific location was that they were impressed there during the commission

of the crime. See Roberts, 296 Ga. at 722-723 (1) (holding that circumstances
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surrounding presence of defendant’s fingerprints at crime scene led “to the only

reasonable explanation that they were impressed during commission of the crimes,”

despite evidence that defendant had been at scene for innocent reasons on other

occasions) (citation omitted); In the Interest of J. D., supra at 149 (1) (evidence that

defendant had been in victim’s house once and may have been in living room “does

not provide an innocent explanation for the presence of his prints on the exterior and

interior of the rear kitchen window”).

 S. B. argues that other evidence shows that he was not the perpetrator. He

points to evidence that he was either in school or at home with his mother when the

burglaries occurred — primarily his own testimony and that of his mother but also

evidence that his school did not mark him absent on those days. He also points to

evidence that other persons were seen in the vicinity of the houses when the

burglaries occurred. But as stated above, it was for the juvenile court as factfinder to

assess this evidence and determine whether the state had excluded every reasonable

theory other than S. B.’s guilt. White, 253 Ga. at 107; In the Interest of H. A., 311 Ga.

App. at 662. Because the evidence supported a conclusion that the only reasonable

hypothesis was that the palm prints were impressed at the time of the burglaries, the

evidence was sufficient to adjudicate S. B. delinquent for those acts.
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2. Juvenile court’s comments at adjudicatory hearing.

In his reply brief, S. B. argues that the juvenile court erred by “adjudicat[ing

him] delinquent for acts wholly different and separate than that alleged in the

delinquency petitions.” The rule forbidding a “fatal variance” between the language

of the charging document and the proof at trial applies to juvenile delinquency

proceedings. See In the Interest of S. C. P., 320 Ga. App. 166, 167 (739 SE2d 474)

(2013). Pretermitting whether S. B. waived this contention by failing to specifically

enumerate it as error in his initial appellate brief, but see Lebis v. State, 302 Ga. 750,

759-760 (II) (A) (808 SE2d 724) (2017) (considering on appeal whether there was

fatal variance, even though appellant couched claim of error as challenge to

sufficiency of evidence), we find no merit in the argument. 

S. B. argues the juvenile court made comments at the adjudicatory hearing

indicating that she based her adjudications, at least in part, on S. B.’s admitted

presence at both houses at times other than the dates when the burglaries occurred,

as alleged in the delinquency petitions. But

[t]he juvenile court’s statement[s] in court [are] of no legal significance.

A trial court’s oral pronouncement is not a judgment until it is put in

writing and entered as the judgment. Although a trial court’s oral

pronouncements on the record may provide insight of [her] subsequent
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written judgment, discrepancies between the [oral and written]

pronouncements must be resolved in favor of the written judgment. 

In the Interest of L. H., 242 Ga. App. 659, 660 (2) (530 SE2d 753) (2000) (citations

omitted). In her written orders adjudicating S. B. delinquent, the juvenile court stated

that she “found that the allegations of the petition [were] true . . . , that the acts

attributed to [S. B.] were, in fact, committed by [him], and that such acts constitute[d]

acts of delinquency.” To the extent that her comments during the hearing reflect a

different factual basis for her adjudications, we look to the written judgments, which

reflect that the juvenile court based her adjudications on the facts alleged in the

delinquency petitions.

Judgment affirmed. Rickman and Markle, JJ., concur.

9
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July 24, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1221. IN THE INTEREST OF S. M.

RICKMAN, Judge.

The district attorney for the Augusta Judicial Circuit filed a delinquency

petition in the Juvenile Court of Richmond County, alleging that S. M. was

delinquent for committing the act of theft by taking, a misdemeanor, in that S. M took

a cell phone with a value of $1,500 or less from its owner with the intention of

depriving the owner of the property. After initially denying the allegations, S. M.,

who was represented by counsel, formally admitted the allegations and agreed to an

informal adjustment of the matter that included restitution to the victim for the lost

phone. Thereafter, the court held a hearing on the amount of restitution, during which

the State presented evidence on that topic. At the conclusion of the hearing, the court

determined that restitution should be set at $750. The court entered an order for the
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informal adjustment, including restitution in that amount, and S. M. appealed from

that order, challenging, for various reasons, only the amount of the restitution

ordered. The State, however, argues that the appeal should be dismissed. We agree.

An informal adjustment is a “disposition of a case other than by formal

adjudication and disposition.” OCGA § 15-11-2 (39).1 Generally, an informal

adjustment holds all charges in abeyance pending completion of certain conditions

in a certain period of time; upon successful completion all charges will be dismissed.

See In Interest of M. T., 223 Ga. App. 615, 616 (478 SE2d 428) (1996). Here, the

court’s order provides for S. M.’s informal adjustment for a period of 90 days. The

order further provides that 

This order will not expire until such time as all conditions are met. Any

violations of the conditions herein will result in the matter being set on

the Court’s calendar for a final disposition. 

Thus, the order on appeal did not render a final judgment of adjudication and

disposition. See In Interest of J. S. A., _ Ga. App. _ (Case No. A18A0328, decided

June 20, 2018); In the Interest of M. T., 223 Ga. App. at 616. Because “the order

1 In order to proceed with an informal adjustment the child and his or her
parent, guardian, or legal custodian must consent to the adjustment with knowledge
that consent is not obligatory. See OCGA § 15-11-515 (a) (3).

2
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appealed from is not the final judgment to be entered in the case by any court in

Georgia, this appeal is premature, and the case must be dismissed without prejudice.

[S. M.] is expressly granted permission to file a direct appeal from any subsequent

final judgment.” In Interest of M. T., 223 Ga. App. at 616.

Appeal dismissed. McFadden, P. J., and Ray, J., concur.

 

3
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January 25, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A17A1681. IN THE INTEREST OF T. W., a child.

REESE, JUDGE.

Following a bench trial, the juvenile court found T. W. delinquent for

committing the offenses of possession of a pistol by a person under the age of 18 and

participation in criminal street gang activity. In his sole enumeration of error on

appeal, T. W. challenges the sufficiency of the evidence for the offense of

participation in criminal street gang activity.1 For reasons that follow, infra, we

reverse the adjudication of delinquency to the extent it was based upon a finding that

T. W. had participated in criminal street gang activity.

1 T. W. does not challenge the juvenile court’s adjudication of delinquency to
the extent the adjudication was based on his admission to the charge of illegally
possessing a firearm. 
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“In reviewing an adjudication of delinquency, this Court construes the evidence

and all reasonable inferences therefrom in favor of the juvenile court’s adjudication

to determine if a reasonable finder of fact could have found, beyond a reasonable

doubt, that the juvenile committed the acts charged.” In the Interest of W. B., 342 Ga.

App. 277 (801 SE2d 595) (2017) (citation and punctuation omitted). In so doing, we

do not weigh the evidence or determine witness credibility. See id.

So viewed, the evidence shows that, in January 2017, corrections officer Kevin

O’Steen was supervising a prison work detail that was approached by a group of

young people. O’Steen told them to leave, and the group walked over to an

abandoned house across the street. After watching one of the group break a window

at the house, O’Steen called police. When police arrived on the scene, the group

dispersed.

Police Sergeant Matthew Wilson approached T. W., who had started walking

away from the house with his cousin, Charshaun Simmons. According to Wilson,

T. W. appeared to be of school age, so he stopped him to ask him why he was not in

school. While speaking with T. W., Wilson observed that T. W. was palpably nervous

and kept his hand in his pocket, and the officer asked T. W. to take his hand out of

the pocket. The officer searched T. W. and found a .22 caliber handgun in his pocket.

2
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T. W. was taken to the police station, where he gave a recorded statement.

T. W. told an investigator that Lawrence Bell, one of the other young people who had

been at the house, originally had the gun. When police officers approached them, Bell

slid the gun toward T. W. and told him to take it because, as a juvenile, T. W. would

get a lighter sentence if he was caught. Although T. W. claims he initially refused to

pick up the gun, he ultimately picked up the gun and put it in his pocket before

walking away from the house.

The State filed a delinquency petition against T. W. based upon the offenses

of possession of a pistol by a minor and participation in criminal street gang activity

as a member of the “Folk Nation” gang. At the delinquency hearing, the State

tendered certified copies of criminal convictions for Simmons and Bell showing that

the two were affiliated with gangs. In 2014, Bell – then a juvenile – admitted to

participating in street gang activity as a member of the Folk Nation gang. Simmons

was adjudicated delinquent for participating in street gang activity as a member of the

“Bloods” street gang.

The State tendered Detective Garrett Wright as an expert witness on gang

identity, membership, affiliation, and investigation. Wright testified that Folk Nation

is an umbrella street gang organization and that gangs under its control often had a

3
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“para-military style ranking structure” with subordinate gang members under ranking

officers. According to Wright, it is not uncommon for ranking gang members “to pass

guns to juveniles” who face reduced scrutiny and lesser sentences. Wright testified

it was his expert opinion that T. W. “is an associate of Lawrence Bell’s and the Folk

Nation” gang.

Based upon the evidence, the juvenile court adjudicated T. W. delinquent for

both possessing a gun and participating in street gang activity as an affiliate of the

Folk Nation gang. T. W. appeals this ruling, arguing that the State presented

insufficient evidence that he was associated with the Folk Nation criminal street gang

or that he knowingly and intentionally participated in street gang activity.

Georgia’s Street Gang Terrorism and Prevention Act, OCGA § 16-15-1 et seq.,

makes it “unlawful for any person employed by or associated with a criminal street

gang to conduct or participate in criminal gang activity through the commission of”

certain enumerated criminal offenses, including possession of a firearm. OCGA §

16-15-4 (a). See OCGA § 16-15-3 (1) (J). In order to prove a violation of this Act, the

State must show: (1) that T. W. was associated with a criminal gang; (2) that he

committed the act of possessing a firearm; and (3) that the firearm possession was

4
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intended to further the interests of the criminal gang activity. See Zamudio v. State,

332 Ga. App. 37, 39-40 (2) (771 SE2d 733) (2015).

In the case at bar, there was insufficient evidence to demonstrate gang

affiliation. Pursuant to OCGA § 16-15-3 (2), “[c]riminal street gang” is defined as:

any organization, association, or group of three or more persons

associated in fact, whether formal or informal, which engages in

criminal gang activity[.] The existence of such organization, association,

or group of individuals associated in fact may be established by

evidence of a common name or common identifying signs, symbols,

tattoos, graffiti, or attire or other distinguishing characteristics,

including, but not limited to, common activities, customs, or behaviors.

Such term shall not include three or more persons, associated in fact,

whether formal or informal, who are not engaged in criminal gang

activity.

The only evidence that T. W. was involved with a criminal street gang is that

he was in the presence of two people who had previously been adjudicated as gang

members and that he performed an act which might be expected of a junior gang

member. But the Supreme Court of Georgia has made clear that “the commission of

an enumerated offense by the defendant is not itself sufficient to prove the existence

5
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of a criminal street gang.”2 Rodriguez v. State, 284 Ga. 803, 808 (2) (671 SE2d 497)

(2009) (punctuation omitted). Thus, the State must present more evidence than the

fact that T. W. was in the mere presence of gang members and in possession of a gun

belonging to a gang member (Bell).

In previous cases before this Court, the State proved that a juvenile was a gang

member or otherwise connected to a gang by showing that he was wearing clothing

or symbols associated with the gang or through the juvenile’s admission that he was

a gang member. See In the Interest of D. M., 307 Ga. App. 751, 752 (1) (706 SE2d

683) (2011) (evidence was sufficient where the juvenile admitted to gang

membership, the juvenile wore a black bandana that was associated with the gang,

and the State tendered expert testimony that wearing a black bandana was a

proclamation that the shooting at issue was a gang-related act); In the Interest of

C. P., 296 Ga. App. 572, 575 (675 SE2d 287) (2009) (evidence was sufficient where

the juvenile wore colors associated with the gang, carried paper depicting gang

symbols and codes, and admitted to gang membership); see also Morris v. State, 340

2 The Supreme Court noted that, if such evidence, standing alone, was
sufficient, “the nonsensical result would be that a member of any legitimate group
could violate the Act merely by committing an enumerated offense.” Rodriguez, 284
Ga. at 808 (2).

6
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Ga. App. 295, 299-300 (1) (797 SE2d 207) (2017) (evidence was sufficient to show

that the defendant was associated with a criminal street gang when the State presented

Facebook posts by the defendant in which he “displayed various distinguishing

characteristics . . . (e.g., hand signs/symbols, language, tattoos)” associated with a

specific criminal street gang); Taylor v. State, 331 Ga. App. 577, 578, 581-583 (2)

(771 SE2d 224) (2015) (evidence was sufficient where the State showed that the

defendant had “hung” out with gang members previously and that he armed himself

with a handgun before going with those gang members to an area occupied by a rival

gang in order to “invade” the rival gang’s territory). Here, the State presented no

evidence that T. W. was wearing any colors or attire that were uniquely associated

with the Folk Nation gang, that he had ever displayed signs or symbols affiliated with

Folk Nation gang membership, or that he had previously spent time with members of

Folk Nation.

The fact that Simmons and Bell (two of the individuals who were present just

before T. W. was taken into custody) were members of criminal street gangs – albeit

different gangs – may provide circumstantial evidence of T. W.’s gang membership.

However, to warrant an adjudication of delinquency based solely upon circumstantial

evidence, “the proved facts shall not only be consistent with the hypothesis of guilt,

7
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but shall exclude every other reasonable hypothesis save that of the guilt of the

accused.” OCGA § 24-14-6. See In re E. A. D., 271 Ga. App. 531, 532 (610 SE2d

153) (2005). As we have held,

[i]n a case entirely dependent on circumstantial evidence, . . . the State’s

evidence must both be consistent with the hypothesis of guilt and must

exclude every other reasonable hypothesis. Even when the

circumstantial evidence creates a strong suspicion of guilt, mere

suspicion is insufficient to support a conviction.

In re E. A. D., 271 Ga. App. at 532 (citation and punctuation omitted).

Here, while T. W.’s conduct in socializing with gang members and accepting

a gun from a Folk Nation gang member might create a mere suspicion that he was

affiliated with the Folk Nation gang, such circumstantial evidence is legally

insufficient to meet the State’s burden of establishing that T. W. was a member of or

associated with the Folk Nation gang beyond a reasonable doubt. See Jones v. State,

292 Ga. 656, 659-660 (1) (b) (740 SE2d 590) (2013) (conviction was reversed where

the State failed to prove that the defendant was a member of or associated in any way

with a criminal street gang); In the Interest of A. G., 317 Ga. App. 165, 166-167 (730

SE2d 187) (2012) (convictions were reversed because the evidence was insufficient

to establish that the juvenile defendants were members of a criminal street gang;

8
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while the evidence showed that the juveniles possessed purple bandanas and a

notebook that appeared to refer to a gang, there was no evidence that any local gangs

used purple bandanas or used the name written in the notebook). Thus, we must

reverse the juvenile court’s adjudication of T. W. as delinquent to the extent such

adjudication was based upon a finding that T. W. participated in criminal street gang

activity.

Judgment reversed. Miller, P. J., and Doyle, P. J., concur.

9
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February 28, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A17A1204. JONES v. THE STATE. DO-041 C

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

Following a jury trial, Arthur Jones was convicted of burglary1 and armed

robbery2 and acquitted on a count of possessing a firearm during the commission of

a felony.3 He appeals from the partial denial of his motion for new trial,4 contending

that (1) the trial court erred by admitting inculpatory statements he made during a

police interview because they were not voluntary, (2) he received ineffective

assistance of counsel, and (3) the trial court failed to re-sentence him following his

1 OCGA § 16-7-1 (b).

2 OCGA § 16-8-41 (a).

3 OCGA § 16-11-106 (b) (1).

4 Part of his motion was granted on the ground that two counts of burglary
merged. 
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successful merger argument at the motion for new trial. In light of the promises made

by the interviewing detective creating a hope that Jones would not be charged if he

confessed, we agree and reverse.

The record shows that police received information that Jones, a 14-year-old

boy, was involved in a burglary at Mycreatisha Davis’s apartment. Detectives went

to Jones’s residence to discuss the alleged burglary and asked his mother if they could

speak to Jones. His mother agreed and allowed the detectives to go to Jones’s upstairs

bedroom to speak to him. A detective explained to Jones that they were there to talk

about some recent burglaries, and Jones handed her some videos that had been stolen

from Davis. The detective also observed in plain view two cell phones and asked the

mother about them; Jones’s mother told the detective she did not know where one of

them came from. At that point, the detectives determined that Jones would be charged

with the burglary, and they handcuffed Jones and told him and his mother that they

would be bringing him downtown for further questioning. Police told the mother she

could come to the police station, and the mother replied that she would meet them

there shortly after “tak[ing] care of a few things.” 

The mother arrived in the police station lobby five or ten minutes after police

had arrived with Jones, and police explained that they were interviewing Jones and

2
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he was going to be charged with burglary. The mother did not ask to be present, and

police did not inform her that she could be present. 

During the ensuing interview, which lasted approximately 30 minutes, Jones

was Mirandized5 and admitted being the lookout in the Davis burglary and another

burglary in Alabama. The detective asked Jones about other burglaries in the same

apartment complex, but he denied involvement in any other burglaries. Jones was

then released to his mother. 

After police obtained additional information linking Jones to the crimes in this

case - an armed robbery and burglary in Stephanie Taylor’s apartment while her two

young children were with a babysitter - they went back to Jones’s residence to speak

with him again. Jones’s mother was not home, so police called her at work, and she

gave them permission to talk to Jones. 

During the second interview, Jones initially denied involvement in the Taylor

armed robbery and burglary, but the interviewing detective pressed him because she

5 Jones was administered a juvenile advice of rights warning that contained a
simplified version of the Miranda warning. See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U. S. 436
(86 SC 1602, 16 LE2d 694) (1966).

3
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believed he was lying based on allegations from other witnesses. Jones again

admitted involvement in the Davis burglary, but remained evasive about other

burglaries in the area. The interview escalated, and the detective became audibly

frustrated, lecturing Jones: 

Let me explain something to you, ok? You’ve already dug yourself a

hole. . . So when I go to the judge Tuesday, I’m going tell him how you

lied, and how you don’t want to help yourself out because you keep

lying. You understand? Did I not tell you that if I found something out,

I was going to come back and charge you? What happened? . . . . [D]o

you want to be charged with the other [burglaries in the complex]? . . .

What do you think you need to be doing right now?

Jones: I need to be talking.

Detective: Ok. And doing what else?

Jones: And telling the truth.

Detective: Then why didn’t you do it the first time I came to you?

Jones: Because I was nervous.

Detective: You were nervous? Didn’t I promise you I wasn’t going to do

anything? Am I not making that promise to you again? . . . I don’t care

about any other detectives, ok? I’m sitting here telling you, if you don’t

4
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sit here and tell me the truth, you are going to make me charge you

again, do you understand me? . . . If I find out you are lying to me, I’m

going to charge you. . . . Do you want to spend the next three years in

jail? . . . Don’t sit here and play me because you don’t want to play this

game I can play. Because I just got a boy 18 months just on two charges.

Do you understand what I’m telling you? I’ll get you to become a

designated felon real quick. . . . So your best bet is to sit here and tell me

everything that you’ve been involved in, we’re going to sit down and

determine what you’re going to get charged with and what you’re not

going to get charged with, and we’re gonna take it from there. And yes,

you will go to [the youth detention center] tonight if I have my say in it.6

Within one minute after this exchange, Jones admitted his involvement in the

burglary and armed robbery at issue in this case, despite having already denied it

earlier in this interview and in the prior interview. 

Jones was indicted for armed robbery, burglary, and possession of a firearm

during the commission of a felony.7 Jones moved to suppress his statements to police,

6 (Emphasis suppled.)

7 See generally OCGA § 15-11-560 (b) (“The superior court [and not the
juvenile court] shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over the trial of any child 13
to 17 years of age who is alleged to have committed . . . [a]rmed robbery if committed
with a firearm. . . .”).

5
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and following a Jackson-Denno8 hearing, the trial court ruled that his statements were

voluntary. At trial, after hearing the evidence, including redacted recordings of the

interviews, the jury returned a guilty verdict on all counts except for the firearm

charge, and the court sentenced Jones to 15 years with 10 to serve in prison.9 Jones

moved for a new trial, challenging his sentence on merger grounds, the admissibility

of the confession, and the efficacy of his trial counsel, and the trial court granted the

motion as to merger and otherwise denied the motion. Jones now appeals.

1. Jones contends that the trial court erred by admitting his incriminating

statements to police because they were induced by the hope of a lighter punishment.10

Based on the record before us, we agree.

8 378 U. S. 368 (84 SCt 1774, 12 LEd2d 908) (1963).

9 This was Jones’s second trial because the first resulted in a mistrial due to
improper evidence being presented to the jury. 

10 Because Jones’s trial occurred before January 1, 2013, the old evidence Code
applies. See Ga. L. 2011, p. 99, § 101.

6
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“Under Georgia law, only voluntary incriminating statements are admissible

against the accused at trial, and the State has the burden of proving the voluntariness

of a confession by a preponderance of the evidence.”11

In determining whether a juvenile has given a statement voluntarily, a

court considers nine factors set forth in Riley v. State:12 (1) the age of the

accused; (2) the education of the accused; (3) the knowledge of the

accused as to the substance of the charge and nature of his rights to

consult with an attorney; (4) whether the accused was held

incommunicado or allowed to consult with relatives or an attorney;

(5) whether the accused was interrogated before or after formal charges

had been filed; (6) the methods used in interrogation; (7) the length of

the interrogation; (8) whether the accused refused to give voluntary

statements on prior occasions; (9) and whether the accused repudiated

the extrajudicial statement at a later date.13

Here, Jones was fourteen years old and in the ninth grade at the time of the

interviews. Although police asked his mother for permission to interview him, she

was not present during the interviews, nor was any other family member or an

11 (Punctuation omitted.) Canty v. State, 286 Ga. 608, 610 (690 SE2d 609)
(2010).

12 237 Ga. 124 (226 SE2d 922) (1976).

13 Oubre v. Woldemichael, 301 Ga. 299, 305 (2) (a) (800 SE2d 518) (2017).

7
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attorney. Jones was aware that he was going to be charged for the Davis burglary and

that police wanted to know about any other burglaries he was involved in, but no

formal charges had been filed. He had been handcuffed for his transportation to the

police station, but the interview was conducted in an informal, cubicle setting. 

Most notable here was the method used during the interrogation, a Riley factor. 

Former OCGA § 24-3-50, now the nearly-identical OCGA § 24-8-824,

provided at the time of [Jones’s trial] that “to make a confession

admissible, it must have been made voluntarily, without being induced

by another by the slightest hope of benefit or remotest fear of injury. .

. . It has long been understood that “slightest hope of benefit” refers to

promises related to reduced criminal punishment — a shorter sentence,

lesser charges, or no charges at all.14

In the second interview, as noted above, the tone of the interview escalated as

the detective grew frustrated with Jones’s denials of involvement in any burglaries

besides the Davis burglary. The detective shifted from asking questions to exhorting

Jones to tell the truth about those burglaries, explicitly threatening Jones that he

14 (Punctuation omitted.) Oubre, 301 Ga. at 306 (2) (a). “The new Evidence
Code carried forward former OCGA § 24-3-50, as the new OCGA § 24-8-824. The
sole change in the statute is that the new provision replaces ‘must’ with ‘shall’ in the
former phrase, ‘[t]o make a confession admissible, it must have been made
voluntarily[.]’” Id. at 305 n.6.

8
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would be charged with the other burglaries if he did not tell the truth, and promising

him not “to do anything” if he did tell the truth: 

Did I not tell you that if I found something out [after the first interview],

I was going to come back and charge you? What happened? [Jones: You

came back.] Alright, do you want to be charged with the other ones? . .

. Didn’t I promise you I wasn’t going to do anything [after the first

interview]? Am I not making that promise to you again?” 

In light of this explicit promise not to charge Jones with the other crimes under

investigation (including the ones at issue) and his immediate confession thereafter,

the trial court erred by concluding that Jones gave this confession “without being

induced by another by the slightest hope of benefit.”15 Such a promise is “much more

than simply [saying] that his cooperation would be made known to the prosecution

[or judge]. He was told that confessing to the crime [w]ould result in [not being

charged at all.] This is exactly the hope of benefit which is prohibited under Georgia

15 See Oubre, 301 Ga. at 306 (2) (a). See also Canty, 286 Ga. at 610-611
(reversing a conviction on the ground that the defendant confessed only after he was
offered a “shorter term” in exchange for his confession); Turner v. State, 203 Ga. 770,
771 (2) (48 SE2d 522) (1948) (confession inadmissible after defendant told it would
be “lighter on him” if he told the truth); State v. Robinson, 326 Ga. App. 63-66 (755
SE2d 869) (2014) (no error in trial court’s exclusion of statements defendant made
to police upon being told “[t]he person that cooperates is the person that gets help”).

9
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law.”16 Therefore, Jones’s confession was involuntary under the totality of the

circumstances, it should have been suppressed at the Jackson-Denno hearing, and the

trial court erred by denying Jones’s motion for new trial.

2. Jones’s remaining enumerations are moot.

Judgment reversed. Miller, P. J., and Reese, J., concur.

16 Canty, 286 Ga. at 610.

10
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1564. THE STATE v. DANIELL.

ANDREWS, Judge.

The State appeals the grant of a motion to suppress a statement given by a high

school student during the school’s attempt to determine why another student was

found unconscious in the school restroom. We reverse.

On March 8, 2016, the victim, a ninth grade student at Villa Rica High School,

was found unconscious in the school restroom. He revived but could not recall what

had happened. The assistant principal reviewed hallway surveillance video and

observed the victim enter the restroom with the defendant, Hunter Daniell, and

another student, Shane Black. Shortly thereafter, a third student entered the restroom

as well. Because Daniell and Black exited the restroom without the victim, they were

called to the administrative offices, with Daniel being interviewed in the principal’s
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office and Black being interviewed in the assistant principal’s office. At first, Daniell

told the principal that he had no idea what happened, but later changed his story and

stated he thought the third student who entered the restroom may have hit the victim.

But the principal and assistant principal had observed Daniell and Black texting each

other and suspected they were trying to coordinate their stories. 

Officer Michelle Moore, a corporal with the Villa Rica Police Department who

served as the high school’s resource officer, was summoned to the principal’s office.

The assistant principal told her he had seen the two texting about saying Hunter Dean

had struck the victim. At first, Officer Moore didn’t know whether the victim had just

had a medical problem or if the third student had attacked him, and she didn’t

consider Daniell as a suspect; she just wanted to find out if Daniell knew what

happened. She suspected Daniell and Black knew more than what they were telling,

and because the two had been texting each other, she seized their cell phones as

evidence and informed them she would be requesting a search warrant. Daniell’s

mother arrived soon afterwards and told her son to not cover up for anybody and to

tell what he knew about the incident. Daniell then stated that he choked the victim

until he was unconscious and then dropped him to the floor. 

2
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No one expected that admission. Officer Moore decided she needed to tell the

victim’s mother, who had taken her son to the emergency room. She asked Daniell if

he was willing to write a statement while she made the call, and Daniell did so. When

she called the victim’s mother, Officer Moore didn’t know whether the matter would

be handled administratively through the school or through a criminal prosecution. At

that point, Daniel was not under arrest; he was not restrained; he was free to leave,

and there was even a nearby exit door leading to the parking lot; and he was

unsupervised while Officer Moore stepped out of the room and went to the reception

area to make the call. But when the victim’s mother indicated she wanted Daniell

prosecuted, Officer Moore returned and placed him under arrest for aggravated

assault. 

The trial court found that after Officer Moore seized Daniell’s cell phone, the

situation became a custodial interrogation requiring the Miranda warnings. Because

Officer Moore had not informed Daniell of his rights before his subsequent oral and

written admissions, the trial court suppressed those statements. On appeal, the State

contends the trial court erred in finding there was a custodial interrogation that

implicated the Miranda warnings.

3
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“Law enforcement officers are required to give Miranda warnings prior to

questioning only where the subject is in police custody, having either been formally

arrested or restrained to an extent associated with such an arrest. Where one has not

been arrested, he will be considered to be in custody only under circumstances where

a reasonable person in the same situation would perceive that he was deprived of his

freedom of action in a meaningful way.” Jacobs v. State, 338 Ga. App. 743, 745 (791

SE2d 844) (2016). (Citation omitted.)

“A trial court must consider the totality of the circumstances to determine

whether a reasonable person would believe he is not at liberty to leave. Factors

indicating a defendant is not in custody include that the defendant voluntarily

accompanied an officer to another location, that the officer told the defendant he was

not under arrest or otherwise in custody, that the defendant was allowed to speak to

others, and that the defendant was not handcuffed or otherwise restrained.” Id. at 745.

(Citation omitted.)

In the instant case, Daniell was in the school principal’s office; he had been

called there by the school principal, not Officer Moore. When Officer Moore arrived,

she did not think of Daniell as a suspect and did not treat him like one. She was

simply trying to find out what had caused a student to end up unconscious on the

4
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restroom floor. Daniell was allowed to speak to his mother, and actually it was his

mother who elicited Daniell’s statement. Daniell was not restrained while he was in

the principal’s office. Even after Daniell admitted choking the victim, Officer Moore

never restrained him or told him he was not free to leave, and she left him entirely

unsupervised, with a clearly marked exit door near the office, while she left the room

to contact the victim’s mother. Being called to the principal’s office did not constitute

an arrest, and being questioned by his own mother did not constitute a police

interrogation. No doubt, under the circumstances, Daniell had reason to feel he was

in some trouble, but this situation did not transform into a custodial interrogation,

even after Officer Moore took away his cell phone. Considering the totality of the

circumstances in this case, we conclude that a reasonable person would not perceive

he was deprived of his freedom of action in a meaningful way. 

Even if Daniell were considered to have been in custody, the fact that his own

mother elicited the statement militates against suppression of the statement.

“Numerous cases hold that Miranda is not implicated when a suspect in custody is

questioned or encouraged to confess by a father, mother, wife, or girl friend.” Cook

v. State, 270 Ga. 820, 826 (2) (514 SE2d 657) (1999). 
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 Accordingly, the trial court should not have suppressed Daniell’s statement.

Judgment reversed. Miller, P. J., and Brown, J., concur.
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October 4, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1117. BRUMBELOW v. MATHENIA et al.

DILLARD, Chief Judge.

Joshua Brumbelow appeals the trial court’s denial of his petition to legitimate

his biological son, E. M., and its subsequent denial of his motion for a new trial.

Specifically, Brumbelow argues that the trial court erred in finding that he abandoned

his opportunity interest in developing a parent-child relationship with E. M. and that

its judgment was not supported by the evidence.1 For the reasons set forth infra, we

reverse and remand the case with direction.

1 Brumbelow also raises a constitutional challenge, which we do not address
for the reasons set forth in Division 1 infra.
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Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court’s ruling,2 the

record shows that toward the end of 2015, Brumbelow and Jenny Mathenia (who was

separated from her husband at the time) engaged in a one-time sexual encounter, and

she became pregnant. Approximately one month after Mathenia learned that she was

pregnant, she informed Brumbelow of the pregnancy. At first, they discussed the

possibility of raising the child together. But as Mathenia acknowledges, as soon as

she learned of the pregnancy, she was “mean” to Brumbelow and “cussed him out”

via text message because she “didn’t want a kid with him.” And throughout the

pregnancy, Brumbelow repeatedly denied that he was the child’s father, despite

Mathenia telling him “tons of times” that the baby was his child.3 

2 See, e.g., In the Interest of J. M., 289 Ga. App. 439, 440 (657 SE2d 337)
(2008).

3 Mathenia’s testimony regarding Brumbelow’s repeated denials that he was
E. M.’s father was conflicting. On the one hand, she claimed Brumbelow continually
denied his paternity throughout her pregnancy (notwithstanding her repeated
assurances that he was the father), asserting that “every time he would call,” they
argued about whether he was the father. On the other hand, Mathenia asserted that (1)
she “cut off all contact” with Brumbelow early in the pregnancy (i.e., “a little after”
February 2016), (2) she did not tell him anything about her pregnancy in the months
leading up to E. M.’s birth, and (3) Brumbelow never contacted her before the baby
was born. In any event, despite his initial denials of paternity, it is undisputed that,
almost immediately after Brumbelow learned of E. M.’s pending adoption, he filed
a legitimation petition, which was several months before DNA results confirmed that
he was the child’s father. 
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Although Mathenia informed him of the time period when she had been

“romantically involved” with her husband, Brumbelow still doubted that he was E.

M.’s father, in part, because of the marital relationship. For this reason, at some point

early in the pregnancy, Brumbelow accompanied Mathenia to a doctor’s appointment

to find out how many weeks she had been pregnant, so he could “do the math” and

determine whether he was the child’s father. And while Brumbelow thought the

timing was “off about a week or two[,]” he nevertheless offered to pay for Mathenia

to have an abortion. She flatly declined. Then, sometime “a little after” February

2016, Mathenia “cut off all contact” with Brumbelow because he continued to deny

that he was E. M.’s father. As a result, during the entirety of Mathenia’s pregnancy,

Brumbelow never asked about her well-being or if she needed anything. And

although Brumbelow knew where Mathenia lived, he never visited her. Brumbelow

also never offered Mathenia any financial support during the pregnancy (e.g., money

for doctor’s appointments, maternity clothes, or the like). But in May 2016,

approximately two months before E. M. was born, Mathenia communicated via text

message with Brumbelow’s mother about him being the child’s father, and among

other things, Mathenia told her about “cussing [Brumbelow] out” and not wanting to

raise a child with him. 

3
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E. M. was born on July 10, 2016, and the following day, Mathenia voluntarily

relinquished her parental rights. That same day, E. M. went home from the hospital

with Lance and Ashley Hall, who planned to adopt the child, and he has remained in

their custody ever since. Although Mathenia knew that Brumbelow was E. M.’s

biological father, she did not inform him of the child’s birth because she did not think

it was “her job” to do so. Nevertheless, within a month of the baby being born, when

Brumbelow and his mother learned E. M. had been placed with a family for adoption,

Brumbelow contacted Mathenia and told her that he wanted to be a father to their

child. And around the same time, Brumbelow’s mother also contacted Mathenia and

offered to help her and Brumbelow raise the child. To this end, Brumbelow’s mother

asked Mathenia to meet with Brumbelow at his attorney’s office so that she could

“consent for [Brumbelow] to fight for custody,” and Mathenia agreed to do so. 

During the meeting at the attorney’s office, which was some time in August

2016, Mathenia expressed her “desire . . . to revoke [the] surrender of [her] parental

rights” and to be E. M.’s mother. Mathenia explained that, despite initially agreeing

to the adoption, she had been “on and off” about going through with it, and that she

struggled with making the decision. And at least as of this meeting (which occurred

approximately one month after E. M. was born), Mathenia wanted to revoke the

4
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surrender of her parental rights and co-parent E. M. with Brumbelow.4 Shortly after

the meeting, on August 23, 2016, Mathenia returned to the attorney’s office and

acknowledged service of Brumbelow’s legitimation petition, which was filed the

same day. 

 After agreeing at the August 2016 meeting that they would raise E. M.

together as his parents, Mathenia and Brumbelow had no further contact until the first

hearing in this legitimation case, which was held in mid-September 2016. During that

intervening time period, unbeknownst to Brumbelow, Mathenia changed her mind

and decided to contest his efforts to legitimate E. M. and proceed with the adoption.

For this reason, the Halls hired separate counsel for themselves and Mathenia to

represent them in the legitimation proceeding. And in a separate action, the Halls

filed a petition to adopt E. M., which was then consolidated with the legitimation

4 During the legitimation hearing, Mathenia testified she felt pressured and
intimidated by Brumbelow and his mother while they were at his attorney’s office.
But Mathenia also claimed that she was being truthful when she expressed a desire
to be E. M.’s mother, revoke the surrender of her parental rights, and let Brumbelow
be E. M.’s father. It is not entirely clear, then, what Mathenia felt pressured to do
given that Brumbelow’s sole request was that she support his efforts to legitimate E.
M. 

5
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proceeding for trial.5 Ultimately, following a hearing, the trial court denied

Brumbelow’s petition to legitimate E. M. Thereafter, Brumbelow filed a motion for

a new trial, and a motion to stay the adoption proceedings. After the Halls and

Mathenia filed a joint response to both motions, the trial court held a hearing on the

matter.6 The trial court summarily denied Brumbelow’s motion for a new trial, but

granted his motion to stay the adoption proceedings. This Court then granted

Brumbelow’s application for a discretionary appeal, which is now before us. 

5 The Halls’ petition for adoption is absent from the record. As a result, we
cannot determine exactly when it was filed or review its contents. Nevertheless,
undisputed statements by Brumbelow’s attorney during the legitimation hearing
indicate the petition was filed on September 1, 2016, about a week after the
legitimation petition was filed. As explained below, the trial court has stayed the
adoption proceedings until this legitimation action is resolved, and the Halls’ pending
adoption petition is not at issue in this appeal. 

6 A review of the trial court orders indicates that a joint hearing on
Brumbelow’s motions to stay the proceedings and for a new trial was held on
September 5, 2017. But Brumbelow’s notice of appeal did not state that the transcript
should be included in the appellate record, and it has not been transmitted to this
Court. Under such circumstances, we must presume the trial court’s characterization
of the September 5, 2017 hearing is correct. See Carter v. Moody, 236 Ga. App. 262,
264 (511 SE2d 520) (1999) (“It is well established that the burden is on the party
alleging error to show it by the record and that where the proof necessary for
determination of the issues on appeal is omitted from the record, an appellate court
must assume that the judgment below was correct and affirm.” (punctuation omitted)).
Brumbelow’s motion to stay the adoption proceedings is also not included in the
appellate record, but it is undisputed that he made such a motion, and the trial court
granted it. 

6
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We review a trial court’s ruling on a legitimation petition for an abuse of

discretion,7 and its factual findings for “clear error and will only sustain such findings

if there is competent evidence to support them.”8 Bearing these guiding principles in

mind, we turn now to Brumbelow’s specific claims of error.

1. In addition to the claims of error delineated supra, Brumbelow also argues,

for the first time on appeal, that Georgia law regarding legitimation, in general,

violates his constitutional equal protection9 and due process rights.10 Brumbelow

further asserts that this Court must establish precedent regarding whether he was

“deprived of his constitutionally afforded opportunity to form a bond with his child,”

and that current Georgia law impermissibly favors the rights of prospective adoptive

parents over the constitutional rights of a biological father. But regardless of whether

these claims have merit, the Supreme Court of Georgia has exclusive jurisdiction over

7 See In the Interest of J. M., 337 Ga. App. 811, 811 (788 SE2d 888) (2016)
(punctuation omitted); accord In the Interest of B. H.-W., 332 Ga. App. 269, 272 (3)
(772 SE2d 66) (2015).

8 In the Interest of J. M., 337 Ga. App. at 811; accord In the Interest of B.
H.-W., 332 Ga. App. at 272 (3). 

9 See U.S. Const. amend. XIV, §1; Ga. Const. Art. I, § I, ¶ II.

10 See U.S. Const., amend. XIV, § 1; Ga. Const. Art. I, § I, ¶ I.

7
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“. . . all cases in which the constitutionality of a law, ordinance, or constitutional

provision has been drawn in question.”11 Thus, we lack jurisdiction over

Brumbelow’s constitutional challenges. 

Additionally, our Supreme Court has 

interpreted this jurisdictional provision to extend only to constitutional

issues that were distinctly ruled on by the trial court and that do not

involve the application of unquestioned and unambiguous constitutional

provisions or challenges to laws previously held to be constitutional

against the same attack.12 

11 Ga. Const. Art. VI, § VI, ¶ II; see Zarate-Martinez v. Echemendia, 299 Ga.
301, 304 (2) (788 SE2d 405) (2016) (reiterating that the Supreme Court of Georgia
“shall exercise exclusive appellate jurisdiction in all cases in which the
constitutionality of a law, ordinance, or constitutional provision has been drawn in
question.” (punctuation omitted)); Fox v. Norfolk S. Corp., 342 Ga. App. 38, 43 (1)
(802 SE2d 319) (2017) (“[U]nder Georgia law, our Supreme Court has exclusive
jurisdiction over appeals involving construction of the Constitution of the State of
Georgia and of the United States and all cases in which the constitutionality of a law,
ordinance, or constitutional provision has been called into question.” (punctuation
omitted)).

12 State v. Davis, 303 Ga. 684, 687 (1) (814 SE2d 701) (2018) (punctuation
omitted; emphasis supplied); see also City of Atlanta v. Columbia Pictures Corp., 218
Ga. 714, 719 (4) (130 SE2d 490) (1963) (explaining that the Supreme Court of
Georgia “will never pass upon constitutional questions unless it clearly appears in the
record that the point was directly and properly made in the [trial] court below and
distinctly passed upon by the trial judge”).

8
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Here, following the hearing on Brumbelow’s legitimation petition, both parties filed

post-hearing briefs. And in his post-hearing brief, Brumbelow references, only once,

his “due process” rights as an unwed father and that he is entitled to “equal treatment”

under the law afforded to other parents. Moreover, his argument relies exclusively on

Georgia statutes and prior cases applying our current precedent on legitimation.

Finally, Brumbelow did not argue below, as he does now on appeal, that current

Georgia law on legitimation is unconstitutional. 

Furthermore, the trial court’s order denying Brumbelow’s petition was based

solely on Georgia caselaw regarding legitimation and the related public-policy

concerns explicitly delineated in OCGA § 19-8-12 (a) (5), and the court made no

mention of whether current Georgia law on legitimation violated Brumbelow’s state

or federal constitutional rights. Given these particular circumstances, none of the

constitutional arguments Brumbelow asserts on appeal were distinctly ruled upon or

even considered by the trial court. Thus, we decline to transfer this case to the

Supreme Court of Georgia, and we address only the non-constitutional claims of error

over which this Court has jurisdiction.13

13 See City of Decatur v. DeKalb Cty., 284 Ga. 434, 436 (1) (668 SE2d 247)
(2008) (“When the appellate record fails to show that the trial court ruled on the
constitutional question, this Court is without jurisdiction of an appeal in which this

9
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2. In Brumbelow’s two remaining claims of error (which are essentially the

same), he argues that the trial court erred in finding that he abandoned his opportunity

interest in developing a parent-child relationship with E. M. and that the court’s

judgment was not supported by the evidence. We agree. 

When considering a legitimation petition, we must initially determine whether

“the father has abandoned his opportunity interest to develop a relationship with the

child.”14 This is because the law affords an unwed, biological father an opportunity

to develop a relationship with his offspring, and if he “grasps that opportunity and

accepts some measure of responsibility for the child’s future, he may enjoy the

Court’s exclusive appellate jurisdiction of constitutional issues is invoked, and the
appeal is transferred to the Court of Appeals.”); Atlanta Indep. Sch. Sys. v. Lane, 266
Ga. 657, 658 (1) (469 SE2d 22) (1996) (explaining that the Supreme Court “does not
have exclusive appellate jurisdiction over a case where the constitutional issue
asserted on appeal has not been raised in and ruled upon by the trial court”); Griffin
v. Burden, 281 Ga. App. 496, 497 (2) (636 SE2d 686) (2006) (declining to address
an argument that a particular state statute was constitutional when, as here, the trial
court did not “expressly rule upon” that constitutional issue below). 

14 Neill v. Brannon, 320 Ga. App. 820, 821 (1) (738 SE2d 724) (2013)
(punctuation omitted); accord Morris v. Morris, 309 Ga. App. 387, 388-89 (2) (710
SE2d 601) (2011); In the Interest of J. M., 289 Ga. App. at 442 (1); Jones v. Smith,
250 Ga. App. 486, 486 (552 SE2d 112) (2001); see In re Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga.
292, 296 (1) (358 SE2d 459) (1987) (concluding, based on a review of several prior
legitimation cases, that “unwed fathers gain from their biological connection with a
child an opportunity interest to develop a relationship with their children which is
constitutionally protected”).

10
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blessings of the parent-child relationship and make uniquely valuable contributions

to the child’s development.”15 This opportunity interest “begins at conception and

endures probably throughout the minority of the child[,]”16 but it “is not

indestructible[,] [and] [i]t may be lost.”17 Indeed, as we have previously explained,

the factors which may support a finding of abandonment include, without limitation,

“a biological father’s inaction during pregnancy and at birth, a delay in filing a

legitimation petition, and a lack of contact with the child.”18 And in considering these

factors, if the evidence supports a finding that a father abandoned his opportunity

15 Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821 (1) (punctuation omitted); accord Lehr v.
Robertson, 463 U.S. 248, 262 (I) (103 SCt 2985, 77 LE2d 614) (1983); Stanley v.
Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 653 (II) (92 SCt 1208, 31 LE2d 551) (1972); Binns v. Fairnot,
292 Ga. App. 336, 338 (665 SE2d 36) (2008).

16 Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821 (1) (punctuation omitted); accord In re Baby Girl
Eason, 257 Ga. at 296 (1); Binns, 292 Ga. App. at 338.

17 Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821 (1) (punctuation omitted); accord  In re Baby Girl
Eason, 257 Ga. at 296 (1) ; Binns, 292 Ga. App. at 338.

18 Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821 (1) (punctuation omitted); accord Wilbourn v.
Lumpkin, 327 Ga. App. 385, 387 (759 SE2d 262) (2014); Morris, 309 Ga. App. at
389 (2). 

11
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interest in developing a relationship with his biological child, the court is then

“authorized to end its inquiry and to deny the legitimation petition on that basis.”19 

Furthermore, our Supreme Court has acknowledged that “there exists a

continuum of unwed father-child relationships with assigned degrees of protection

afforded rights to custody.”20 On one end are those relationships which have been

“fully developed through present or past custody,”21 and those unwed fathers “must

be treated equally with other parents when their child is to be adopted.”22 But there

are also relationships between unwed fathers and children which, “while short of full

custody, nonetheless establish substantial bonds.”23 Unwed fathers in these

19 Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821-22 (1); see In the Interest of J. M., 289 Ga. App.
at 442 (1) (“If the . . . court concludes that the father has abandoned his opportunity
interest, that finding is sufficient to end the court’s inquiry and justifies the denial of
the legitimation petition.” (punctuation omitted)); In the Interest of J. S., 302 Ga.
App. 342, 344 (691 SE2d 250) (2010) (same).

20 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 294 (1); accord Bowers v.
Pearson, 271 Ga. App. 266, 267 (609 SE2d 174) (2005); see also Davis v. LaBrec,
274 Ga. 5, 6 (549 SE2d 76) (2001) (holding that Eason “recognized a continuum of
rights, specific to the facts of each case, to which varying standards could be
applied”).

21 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 294 (1); accord Bowers, 271
Ga. App. at 267-68. 

22 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 294-95 (1).

23 Id. at 295 (1).

12
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circumstances may “generally visit their children and furnish some support and

otherwise maintain contact with them.”24 And then there are other unwed fathers who

have “developed no relationship with their children[,] [and] [t]heir only connection

is biological.”25 

Lastly, our Supreme Court has also explained that when an unwed biological

father demonstrates “a full commitment to the responsibilities of parenthood by

coming forward to participate in the rearing of his child, his interest in personal

contact with his child acquires substantial protection under the Due Process

Clause.”26 But the mere existence of a biological connection “does not merit

equivalent constitutional protection[,] [and] [t]he actions of judges neither create nor

sever genetic bonds.”27 Instead, the significance of the biological connection is that

24 Id.

25 Id.; accord Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 268. 

26 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 295 (1) (citation and
punctuation omitted; emphasis supplied); accord Lehr, 463 U.S. at 261 (I);
see Thorne v. Padgett, 259 Ga. 650, 651 (386 SE2d 155) (1989) (“We have held that
even an unwed father who demonstrates a commitment to parenthood by participating
in the life of his child acquires substantial protection under the Due Process Clause
of his parental rights.” (punctuation omitted)).

27 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 295 (1) (punctuation omitted);
accord Rivera v. Minnich, 483 U.S. 574, 580 n.7 (2) (107 SCt 3001, 97 LE2d 473)

13
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it “offers the natural father an opportunity that no other male possesses to develop a

relationship with his offspring.”28

Turning to the case at hand, Brumbelow argues the trial court applied the

wrong legal standard in finding that he abandoned his opportunity interest in

developing a relationship with E. M. by basing its decision on everything he did not

do to pursue that interest, rather than all of the things he did to pursue a parent-child

relationship with the child. We agree. Indeed, when considering whether a biological

father abandoned his opportunity interest in a relationship with his child, “the

appropriate inquiry is not whether the father could have done more, but rather

whether the father has done so little as to constitute abandonment.”29 And here, in its

(1987); see Park v. Bailey, 329 Ga. App. 569, 575 (1) (765 SE2d 721) (2014)
(“[B]iology is not destiny, and a man has no absolute right to the grant of his petition
to legitimate a child simply because he is the biological father.” (punctuation
omitted)). 

28 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 296 (1) (punctuation omitted);
accord Lehr, 463 U.S. at 262 (I); Turner v. Wright, 217 Ga. App. 368, 368 (1) (457
SE2d 575) (1995).

29 Magdangal v. Hendrix, 313 Ga. App. 522, 525 (1) (722 SE2d 130) (2012)
(emphasis supplied; punctuation omitted); accord Caldwell v. Meadows, 312 Ga.
App. 70, 73 (1) (717 SE2d 668) (2011); see Morris, 309 Ga. App. at 389-90 (2)
(noting that in determining whether a biological father abandoned his opportunity
interest in a relationship with his child, the question was not whether he “could have
done more,” especially in comparison to financial support the father had provided to
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order, the trial court relied heavily on Brumbelow’s uninvolvement and failure to

provide financial or emotional support during Mathenia’s pregnancy, despite his

ability to do so, as well as his continued failure to provide financial assistance to

either Mathenia or the Halls following E. M.’s birth. Ultimately, the court concluded

that Brumbelow abandoned his opportunity interest in a relationship with E. M.

because his “only action demonstrating any intent to develop a familial bond with [E.

M.] was filing his petition for legitimation . . . .” In doing so, the trial court erred. As

Brumbelow aptly notes, the trial court appears to have applied the wrong legal

standard for considering legitimation petitions. But regardless, the trial court’s

conclusion that the only action Brumbelow took to preserve his opportunity interest

in a relationship with E. M. was filing the legitimation petition is not only

unsupported by the evidence, it is also in direct conflict with the court’s own factual

findings. 

another sibling); Binns, 292 Ga. App. at 338 (pretermitting whether the father could
have done more to pursue a relationship with his child, and holding that, regardless
of what else the father could have done, the evidence did not support a finding that
he had “done so little as to constitute abandonment”).

15
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First, the trial court failed to give any meaningful consideration to

Brumbelow’s decision to file a legitimation petition shortly after E. M.’s birth. Our

appellate courts routinely, if not always, place at least some significance on the length

of time a biological father waits before filing a legitimation petition after learning of

the possibility that he might be the child’s father (or, at the very least, indicate that

any delay or lack thereof was taken into consideration).30 In many of those cases, the

30 See, e.g., Quilloin v. Walcott, 238 Ga. 230, 233, 233 (232 SE2d 246) (1977)
(holding that a biological father’s constitutional rights to legitimate his child were not
violated when the father waited 11 years before taking steps to legitimate or support
his child and when he only did so after the child’s stepfather sought to adopt the
child); Wilbourn, 327 Ga. App. at 386-87 (noting that an unwed biological father’s
opportunity interest in developing a relationship with his child can be abandoned if
not timely pursued and affirming the denial of a legitimation petition because, inter
alia, it was filed four years after the child was born); Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 825 (1)
(holding that the biological father abandoned his opportunity interest in a parent-child
relationship, and explaining that “even though [he] did not learn that he was
definitely the child’s father until the child was one year old, he was aware of the
possibility that he could be the biological father before the child was born and, to
remove any doubts, he could have filed a legitimation petition right after her birth and
sought court-ordered genetic testing”); Matthews v. Dukes, 314 Ga. App. 782 786
(726 SE2d 95) (2012) (holding that the biological father abandoned any opportunity
interest he may have had in raising his child when, although the father had occasional
visits and provided some cash and small gifts, he waited five years to file a
legitimation petition), overruled on other grounds by Brine v. Shipp, 291 Ga. 376
(729 SE2d 393) (2012); In the Interest of J. M., 289 Ga. App. at 444 (1) (b) (noting
that a two-year delay in filing a legitimation petition after the child was born was one
of several factors that supported the trial court’s conclusion that the father abandoned
his opportunity interest); In the Interest of L. S. T., 286 Ga. App. 638, 639 (1) (649
SE2d 841) (2007) (affirming the trial court’s conclusion that a biological father
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unwed father was found to have abandoned his opportunity interest in a parent-child

relationship, at least in part, by waiting years after the child’s birth to file a

legitimation petition.31 But here, the trial court essentially ignored the fact that

Brumbelow filed his petition when E. M. was less than two months old and almost

immediately after he learned of the planned adoption. In fact, Brumbelow filed the

legitimation petition even before the Halls initiated the adoption proceeding32 and

months before DNA results confirmed that he, rather than Mathenia’s husband, was

abandoned his opportunity interest when, inter alia, he waited two years after the
child was born to file his petition, during which time she was in foster care and his
only contact with her was a single phone call); Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 270-71
(holding that the evidence did not support the trial court’s denial of the biological
father’s legitimation petition when, inter alia, the father filed his legitimation petition
even before the child’s birth); Smith v. Soligon, 254 Ga. App. 172, 173-174 (2) (561
SE2d 850) (2002) (holding that a biological father abandoned his opportunity interest
in a parent-child relationship when, inter alia, he did not file a legitimation petition
until the child was over six years old).

31 See supra note 30.

32 See supra note 5. Cf. Quilloin, 238 Ga. at 230, 233 (affirming the denial of
a biological father’s petition to legitimate his child and for visitation when “[t]he
natural father made no effort to legitimate the child or to obtain visitation rights until
after the child’s stepfather filed the adoption petition” (emphasis supplied)); Smith,
254 Ga. App. at 173-74 (2) (holding that a biological father abandoned his
opportunity interest in a parent-child relationship when, although the biological father
had lived with the child until the child was four years old, he did not file a
legitimation petition until the mother married and her husband filed an adoption
petition when the child was over six years old).
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E. M.’s biological father.33 While the expeditious manner in which Brumbelow

initiated this action is only one of many factors to be considered and is certainly not

dispositive, the trial court’s order makes no mention of the undisputed evidence that

Brumbelow obtained counsel and initiated this action almost immediately after

learning Mathenia placed E. M. with the Halls for adoption. Indeed, although the trial

court’s order includes other dates relevant to this proceeding, it makes no reference

33 As explained supra, Brumbelow filed this action on August 23, 2016, which
was just over one month after E. M. was born and months before the parties received
the court-ordered DNA results confirming his paternity. While a biological father is
“not required to wait for the scientific certainty afforded by a DNA test to pursue a
legitimation petition[,]” Wilbourn, 327 Ga. App. at 386-87, it should not be entirely
discounted that, even when Mathenia was married to someone else at the time of
conception, Brumbelow did not wait for the results of a DNA test before seeking to
legitimate E. M. Indeed, in at least one case, that is exactly what this Court indicated
a biological father in similar circumstances should have done in order to preserve his
rights. See Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 825 (1) (affirming the denial of a legitimation
petition when the biological father waited one year until a DNA test confirmed his
parentage to pursue a relationship with his child, explaining that he could have
removed any doubt by filing a legitimation petition as soon as the child was born and
seeking court-ordered genetic testing).
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to the date on which Brumbelow’s legitimation action was filed.34 Suffice it to say,

this omission is notable. 

Furthermore, the trial court also discounted other evidence—which was either

undisputed by the parties or supported by Mathenia’s testimony—of actions that

Brumbelow and his mother (on her son’s behalf) took to preserve his opportunity

interest in a relationship with E. M. And while an unwed father’s “disregard of his

opportunity interest during [the mother’s] pregnancy is as significant as such a

disregard after the child is born[,]”35 Mathenia admitted to engaging in conduct that

would have made it difficult for Brumbelow to contact or assist her during the

34 See Neill, 320 Ga. App. at 821 (1) (explaining that factors which may support
a finding of abandonment include, inter alia, whether there was a delay in filing a
legitimation petition); Wilbourn, 327 Ga. App. at 387 (same); Morris, 309 Ga. App.
at 389 (2) (same). In his brief, Brumbelow complains that the trial court “did not give
enough weight to the time[ ]frame within which [he] filed his legitimation petition.”
And, of course, it is the trial court, not this Court, that determines how much weight
to give to the evidence. See In the Interest of D. F., 251 Ga. App. 859, 859 (555 SE2d
225) (2001) (“This Court neither weighs evidence nor determines the credibility of
witnesses; rather, we defer to the trial court’s factfinding and affirm unless the
appellate standard is not met.” (punctuation omitted)). But the error here is that the
trial court failed to even acknowledge the timeliness of Brumbelow’s petition, despite
this Court’s instruction that any delay (or lack thereof) in filing a legitimation petition
is a factor to be considered in ruling on a legitimation petition. See supra notes 30
and 31 & accompanying text. 

35 Turner, 217 Ga. App. at 369 (1); accord In the Interest of D. S. P., 233 Ga.
App. 346, 348 (2) (504 SE2d 211) (1998).
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pregnancy. Indeed, not only did Mathenia never ask Brumbelow for assistance

(financial or otherwise) during the pregnancy, she testified to cutting off contact with

him a few months into the pregnancy, being “mean” to him because she did not want

to raise a child with him, and cussing him out via text message for the same reason.

So, while we are required to defer to the trial court’s finding that Brumbelow made

no attempts to contact Mathenia during the remainder of her pregnancy, it is

undisputed that Mathenia had already decided not to have any contact with him. And

when, as here, a biological mother admittedly shows hostility toward the biological

father of her child, cuts off all contact with him, and unequivocally advises him that

she does not want to raise a child with him, we cannot say—as the trial court’s order

seems to suggest—that the biological father’s failure to contact or offer financial

assistance to the biological mother during her pregnancy, standing alone, is enough

to constitute an abandonment of his opportunity interest in a relationship with his

child.36 

36 See, e.g., Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 267, 271 (holding that the evidence did
not support the trial court’s denial of the biological father’s legitimation petition
when, inter alia, the father had no contact with and offered no financial assistance to
the mother during her pregnancy, but despite his attempts to discuss the matter with
her, the mother and her parents refused to talk to him about it and unilaterally placed
the child with an adoptive family within a few days of the child’s birth without
consulting the father). As noted infra, by filing the legitimation petition, especially
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Additionally, the trial court found that, despite his ability to do so, Brumbelow

had not provided any emotional or financial assistance to Mathenia or the Halls since

E. M. was born. But Mathenia never had custody of E. M., so she had no need for

financial support following his birth other than for her pregnancy and birthing

expenses. Furthermore, by filing this action, Brumbelow “agreed to assume all the

responsbilities of the child’s legal father and submitted to a claim by [Mathenia] for

recovery of [these] expenses.”37 The trial court also appears to have ignored that, after

E. M. was born, Brumbelow’s mother—who lived with Brumbelow in a four-

bedroom home with enough space for E. M. to have his own room—contacted

Mathenia and volunteered to provide a home for E. M. and to help her and

Brumbelow raise their child.38 Additionally, as to the Halls, they had sole custody of

as soon as he did, Brumbelow voluntarily subjected himself to a claim by Mathenia
for reimbursement of pregnancy and birth-related expenses. See infra notes 37 and
50 & accompanying text.

37 Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 271.

38 While it was not Brumbelow, but his mother, who offered assistance to
Mathenia, the offer of assistance was made shortly after E. M.’s birth, well after
Mathenia admittedly “cut off all contact” with Brumbelow. The trial court did not
include this offer of assistance in its findings of fact and apparently did not consider
it to be relevant. But given that Brumbelow lived with his mother at the time and
contributed to her monthly housing expenses, the offer appears to have been made,
at least in part, on his behalf. And although his mother’s offer of assistance was not
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E. M. with the intent to adopt him. And while he did not assist the Halls financially

or otherwise with regard to the care of E. M., Brumbelow testified that he believed

having any direct contact with them would constitute harassment. For their part, the

Halls claimed that they would have accepted financial support from Brumbelow if he

offered it, but neither of them “felt the need” to contact him because they wanted to

“assume the parental responsibility of [the] child.” Moreover, although Brumbelow

did not offer financial assistance to the Halls, he did make at least one request for

visitation through his attorney during the pendency of this litigation, but he received

no response.39

an action taken by him personally, the specific facts and circumstances of this case
suggest that the offer should not be entirely disregarded in the broader analysis of
whether Brumbelow did so little as to constitute abandonment. See, e.g., Murphy v.
Suddeth, 189 Ga. App. 212, 213, 215 (3) (375 SE2d 254) (1988) (physical precedent
only) (affirming the trial court’s grant of a legitimation petition even when “the
[biological] father negligently and affirmatively ignored his daughter’s existence,
making no contribution to her support and making no direct inquiries as to her
welfare and progress[,]” but there was evidence that, inter alia, the paternal
grandmother “began sending payments to appellant which the latter received ‘under
protest’”).

39 The Halls and Mathenia testified that they did not recall receiving an email
from Brumbelow’s attorney with a request for visitation, but in its order, the trial
court found that the attorney, on Brumbelow’s behalf, did make at least one such
request on December 29, 2017. 
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As to the trial court’s application of the law in denying Brumbelow’s petition,

the court relied almost exclusively on our Supreme Court’s discussion, set forth

supra, of the continuum that exists between unwed fathers who have a fully

developed relationship with their child and those who have no relationship with their

child, such that their only relationship is biological.40 In applying this analysis, the

court found that by his sole action of filing the legitimation petition, Brumbelow had

“only slightly moved on the spectrum from a father who has developed absolutely no

relationship, with the only connection being biological.” But while a consideration

of this continuum may be applicable or helpful in many cases, neither the trial court

nor Mathenia has identified any precedent suggesting that the application of this

continuum is dispositive in every case regardless of the particular circumstances. 

And here, it is unclear how Brumbelow’s action of filing a legal document

would move him along the relationship continuum, slightly or otherwise—beyond

expressing a desire for a future relationship with the child. Indeed, prior to filing the

legitimation petition, Brumbelow had no opportunity to develop a relationship or

bond with his one month old newborn son, who has been in the Halls’ custody since

birth. It was erroneous, then, for the trial court to limit its consideration to how

40 See supra notes 20-25 & accompanying text.
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developed the relationship was between Brumbelow and E. M. without tailoring its

analysis to the facts and circumstances of this particular case.41 As our Supreme Court

has rightly acknowledged, “the possible circumstances of relationships between

unwed fathers and their children are of great variety. . . .”42 Furthermore, applying the

trial court’s reasoning, a biological father’s decision to file a legitimation petition

when the child is a newborn (which we have previously advised unwed fathers to

do)43 is virtually meaningless, and his only “hope” is for the prospective adoptive

41 See In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 292, 296 (I) (explaining
that the factual circumstances of the case went well beyond cases in which the
Supreme Court of the United States has based its determination on how developed the
relationship was between the biological father and the child when the case involved
“an unwed father, an infant some nine months old, adopting parents who have been
in custody of the child virtually all its short life, and a mother who has surrendered
her rights in the child in favor of the adoption”); Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 267, 270-
71 (finding that the biological father had not abandoned his opportunity interest in a
relationship with his child, even though the father had no relationship with the child,
who had been placed with prospective adoptive parents at birth); Doe v. Chambers,
188 Ga. App. 879, 879-80 (1) (374 SE2d 758) (1988) (affirming the trial court’s grant
of a legitimation petition even though the biological father had not developed a
relationship with the child when the child had been placed with adoptive parents
shortly after birth). 

42 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 293 (1).

43 See supra note 33. 
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parents to give him access to the child in order to develop the type of relationship that

may ultimately defeat their petition for adoption. This is not the law. 

To the contrary, in Bowers v. Pearson,44 we held that the biological father did

not abandon his opportunity interest in a relationship with his child, who the mother

unilaterally (and unbeknownst to the father) placed with an adoptive family within

days of her birth.45 Similarly to this case, the trial court in Bowers denied the

biological father’s legitimation petition—which was filed even before the child was

born—based on its finding that he abandoned his opportunity interest in a

relationship with his child “by failing to provide financial or other assistance to [the

mother] during her pregnancy and delivery.”46 In Bowers, the mother admitted that

she never asked the father for assistance because she (and her parents) did not want

him to be involved, and the maternal grandfather indicated that he never asked the

father for assistance because he believed it would be “counterproductive in the

adoption.”47 And while the biological father filed the legitimation petition a month

44 271 Ga. App. 266 (609 SE2d 174) (2005).

45 See generally id. at 266-67, 270.

46 See id. at 267.

47 Id. at 271.
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before the child was born, the mother and her parents believed adoption was in the

child’s best interest, placing the child with prospective adoptive parents shortly after

she was born.48 After detailing the relevant precedent from the Supreme Court of

Georgia and this Court, we held that the evidence did not support a finding that the

father abandoned his opportunity interest in a natural parent-child relationship.49 In

reaching this conclusion, we emphasized that the mother never asked the father for

assistance, the mother and her family did not want him to have any involvement, and

by initiating the legitimation action, the father “agreed to assume all the

responsibilities of the child’s legal father and submitted to a claim by the mother for

reimbursement of birthing expenses.”50

In this case, there was conflicting testimony as to whether, after Brumbelow

attended a doctor’s appointment with Mathenia, he made any efforts to contact her

during the remainder of her pregnancy, and we defer, as we must, to the trial court’s

48 Id. at 267.

49 Id. at 271.

50 Id. at 270-71.
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finding that Brumbelow made no such attempts.51 But similarly to the mother in

Bowers, Mathenia admitted that, a few months into her pregnancy, she cut off all

contact with Brumbelow, she did not want to raise a child with him, and she never

asked him for assistance of any kind during the pregnancy. Additionally, while

Brumbelow did not file the legitimation petition before the child was born like the

father in Bowers, he did file it as soon as he learned that Mathenia surrendered her

parental rights and the child was in the Halls’ custody, which was less than two

months after E. M. was born. Significantly, by initiating this action so soon after the

child’s birth, even before the adoption petition was filed, Brumbelow “agreed to

assume all the responsibilities of the child’s legal father and submitted to a [potential]

claim by [Mathenia] for recovery of birthing expenses.”52

51 See Carden v. Warren, 269 Ga. App. 275, 276 (1) (603 SE2d 769) (2004)
(“In a bench trial, the trial court sits as the trier of fact, and it is the sole arbiter of the
credibility of witnesses.”).

52 Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 271.
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Nevertheless, Mathenia argues that reversing the trial court’s ruling “would run

entirely counter to” our decisions in In Interest of D. S. P.53 and Turner v. Wright.54

But we distinguished those cases in Bowers as follows:

In [denying the father’s legitimation petition], the trial court relied on In

the Interest of D. S. P. and Turner v. Wright, two cases in which it was

determined that the biological fathers had abandoned their opportunity

interests to develop relationships with their children. The court’s

reliance on these cases is misplaced. In D. S. P., the father knew the

mother intended to put the child up for adoption; but he did nothing

until almost two months after the child’s birth and offered no financial

or emotional support to the mother, even though she needed such

support from him. In Turner, the father committed criminal acts after he

became aware he was to be a father, resulting in his incarceration during

the mother’s pregnancy and when he filed the petition for legitimation

within one month after the child’s birth.55 

We find these distinctions applicable here as well. Indeed, unlike in D. S. P.,

Brumbelow was not aware of the planned adoption in advance, and immediately after

he became aware of it, he obtained legal counsel, met with Mathenia to express his

53 233 Ga. App. 346 (504 SE2d 211) (1998).

54 217 Ga. App. 368 (457 SE2d 575) (1995). 

55 Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 271.
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desire to be a father to E. M., and filed a legitimation petition (while under the

impression Mathenia would support it). Turner is similarly inapplicable because it is

undisputed that Brumbelow did not engage in any criminal conduct, and his failure

to develop a relationship with E. M. is not due to any voluntary choice he made.

Instead, here, Mathenia’s unilateral decision to proceed with the adoption was the

cause of his inability to develop a relationship with his child.56 

In sum, we are mindful that, as to any conflict in the evidence, the trial court

determines “the credibility of witnesses and may accept or reject any part of a

witness’s testimony, even in the absence of contradictory testimony.”57 But here, even 

56 The Bowers Court also distinguished Smith v. Soligon, 254 Ga. App. 172
(561 SE2d 850) (2002), which the mother in that case relied upon. Specifically, we
explained that “[i]n Smith, the unwed biological father filed a petition to legitimate
his six-year-old son after the mother married another man who sought to adopt the
child. Although the father had lived with the mother and child until the child was
about four years old, he had never provided the child with any significant emotional
or monetary support.”Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 271. Such circumstances are easily
distinguishable from the instant case, in which Brumbelow pursued his right to a
relationship with his son when the child was only one month old. Unlike Brumbelow,
the father in Smith had years to develop a relationship with his child, provide
financial and emotional support to the child, and to seek to legitimate the child, but
failed to do so.

57 Hayes v. Alexander, 264 Ga. App. 815, 817 (592 SE2d 465) (2003).
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crediting Mathenia’s testimony and resolving all conflicts in favor of the ruling

below, the trial court’s conclusion that Brumbelow’s “only action demonstrating any

intent to develop a familial bond with [E. M.] was filing his petition for

legitimation”58 is wholly unsupported by the evidence. Indeed, even the trial court’s

order acknowledged additional actions Brumbelow took to pursue his opportunity

interest in fathering E. M., such as attending at least one prenatal doctor’s

appointment and requesting visitation with E. M. at least once after the petition for

legitimation was filed. Although the trial court may have found those actions to be

insignificant, they certainly constitute relevant actions other than filing a timely

legitimation petition. Moreover, the trial court failed to acknowledge other actions

taken by Brumbelow less than two months after the child’s birth, such as obtaining

legal counsel, initiating a meeting with Mathenia at his attorney’s office to express

his desire to parent E. M., and filing the instant action without delay. Additionally,

the offer of financial and emotional assistance to Mathenia by Brumbelow’s mother

should also have been considered by the trial court in its analysis. While Brumbelow 

58 (Emphasis supplied). 
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certainly could have done more, assuming that Mathenia or the Halls would have

been receptive to such efforts, that is not—as we have already explained—the

relevant legal standard, and given the particular circumstances of this case, we simply

cannot say that Brumbelow “has done so little as to constitute abandonment.”59 

59 Magdangal, 313 Ga. App. at 525 (1) (punctuation omitted); see Bowers, 271
Ga. App. at 270-71 (holding that the evidence did not support the trial court’s denial
of the biological father’s legitimation petition when, inter alia, the father had no
contact with and offered no financial assistance to the mother during her pregnancy,
but he “filed his legitimation petition before the child’s birth; [and] [the mother],
vested by state law with exclusive control over the not-yet-legitimated child, made
a unilateral decision to place the child for adoption” (footnote omitted)); Doe, 188
Ga. App. at 880 (1) (holding, in a case in which the mother surrendered her parental
rights and the baby was placed in the custody of prospective adoptive parents shortly
after birth, that the trial court did not err in finding that a biological father did not
abandon his opportunity interest in a parent-child relationship when he did not learn
of the pregnancy and birth until two months after the fact, at which point he
“vigorously pursued his opportunity interest to establish parental relationship”); see
also Caldwell, 312 Ga. App. at 72-73 (1) (“While a father’s lack of involvement prior
to a child’s birth is as significant as such a disregard after the child is born, we are
aware of no authority limiting a trial court’s inquiry into whether a father has
abandoned his opportunity interest to the period before the child’s birth especially
where, as here, the father evinced such a clear intent to be involved in his child’s life
following his birth.” (citation and punctuation omitted)). Cf. Neill, 320 Ga. App. at
825-26 (1) (holding that the undisputed evidence established that the biological father
abandoned his opportunity interest in a parent-child relationship when, inter alia, the
father waited four years after learning that the child was his biological daughter
before deciding that he wanted to have a parent-child relationship with her and filing
a legitimation petition and there was no evidence of any actions by the mother or her
family prevented him from filing the petition earlier); In Interest of D. S. P., 233 Ga.
App. at 348-49 (2) (holding that the trial court did not err in finding that the
biological father abandoned his opportunity interest in developing a relationship with
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3. While a finding of abandonment is sufficient to deny a legitimation

petition,60 the trial court also made a summary finding that denying Brumbelow’s

legitimation petition was in E. M.’s best interests. In this regard, we have explained

that when a court determines the unwed father has not abandoned his opportunity

interest in a parent-child relationship, as we have in Division 2 supra, “depending on

the nature of the putative father’s relationship with the child and other surrounding

circumstances, the standard for evaluating whether legitimation is appropriate is

either a test of his fitness as a parent or the best interest of the child.”61 

In In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason,62 our Supreme Court acknowledged that

there are “circumstances in which the best interests of the child standard is

adequate.”63 For example, when there is a divorce “each party has equal rights and a

his child when, although he took actions to challenge the adoption and establish
paternity only two months after the child was born, he was aware of the mother’s plan
for the child to be adopted, he had no communication with the mother for at least nine
months, and he continually failed to provide any emotional or financial support to the
mother). 

60 See supra note 19 & accompanying text.

61 Morris, 309 Ga. App. 387, 388-89 (2) (punctuation omitted); accord Durden
v. Anderson, 338 Ga. App. 565, 565-66 (1) (790 SE2d 818) (2016).

62 257 Ga. 292 (358 SE2d 459) (1987).

63 Id. at 296 (1).
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fitness test cannot be used, . . . a best interests test is sufficient.”64 And the best-

interests-of-the-child standard is likewise adequate when “an unwed father who faces

a mother who has custody and a stepfather who seeks to adopt.”65 But these were not

the circumstances in Eason and they are not the circumstances before us now. Instead,

Eason concerned “an unwed father, an infant some nine months old, adopting parents

who ha[d] been in custody of the child virtually all its short life, and a mother who

ha[d] surrendered her rights in the child in favor of the adoption.”66 And under these

circumstances, the Eason Court concluded that “[t]he adoption laws were being

pursued through the courts and this account[ed] for the placement of the child with

the adopting parents[,] [and] . . .[t]he unwed father ha[d] a constitutionally protected

interest which [could not] be denied him through state action.”67

64 Id.

65 Id.

66 Id.

67 Id. at 297 (1). 
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As in Eason, the relationship E. M. has developed with his prospective

adoptive parents did not take place in the absence of state action. Here, Mathenia, 

vested by state law with exclusive control over the not-yet-legitimated

child,[68] made a unilateral decision to place the child for adoption; and,

if not abandoned by him, [Brumbelow’s] opportunity to develop a

relationship with the child will be lost through the action of the court in

denying his petition to legitimate.”69 

And when an opportunity to develop a relationship with his biological child is lost

due to state action, “a fit biological father who pursues his interest in order to obtain

full custody of his child must be allowed to prevail over strangers to the child who

seek to adopt.”70 This is because Brumbelow has a “constitutionally protected interest

68 See OCGA § 19-7-25 (“Only the mother of a child born out of wedlock is
entitled to custody of the child, unless the father legitimates the child as provided in
Code Section 19-7-22. Otherwise, the mother may exercise all parental power over
the child.”).

69 Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 270-71.

70 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 296 (1) (emphasis supplied);
accord Doe, 188 Ga. App. at 880 (1); see Bowers, 271 Ga. App. at 270 (holding that
when the mother, vested by state law with exclusive control over a not-yet-
legitimated child makes a unilateral decision to place the child for adoption, the
father, if not abandoned by him, loses his opportunity interest to develop a
relationship with the child through state action, and under such circumstances, there
is sufficient state action to compel use of the fitness standard in determining the
father’s right to legitimate the child). 
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which cannot be denied him through state action.”71 In sum, because Brumbelow has

“not abandoned his opportunity interest, the standard which must be used [upon

remand] to determine his right to legitimate the child is his fitness as a parent to have

custody of the child.”72 And if he is fit, “he must prevail.”73

Lastly, we acknowledge that OCGA § 19-7-1 (b.1), the current version of

which was enacted after Eason, provides that a court must consider the best interests

of the child “in any action involving the custody of a child between the parents or

either parent and a third party limited to grandparent, great-grandparent, aunt, uncle,

great aunt, great uncle, sibling, or adoptive parent . . . .”74 But as recently as 2015,

this Court held that Eason “remains binding precedent despite the adoption in 1996

of OCGA § 19-7-1 (b.1), which concerns custody disputes between legal parents and

certain third parties, including prospective adoptive parents.”75 Moreover, in 2001,

71 In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 297 (1).

72 Id. 

73 Id.

74 OCGA § 19-7-1 (b.1) (effective date April 28, 2014) (emphasis supplied). 

75 In the Interest of B. H.-W., 332 Ga. App. at 273 n.2; see Bowers, 271 Ga.
App. at 271 (relying on In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason and holding that an unwed
biological father had not abandoned his opportunity interest in a parent-child
relationship, and because the relationship between the child and the prospective
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the Supreme Court of Georgia clarified that “Eason does not stand for the proposition

that the fitness test is the substantive standard applicable to every legitimation

petition but recognized a continuum of rights, specific to the facts of each case, to

which varying standards could be applied.”76 Instead, Eason held that 

the parental fitness standard must be used to determine the father’s right

to legitimate the child because it was the State’s action which interfered

with the father’s rights with respect to the child and which allowed for

the development of the parent/child relationship between the child and

the adopting parents.77 

And the Eason Court made clear that, “absent the State’s involvement and under other

circumstances, the best interests of the child standard would be adequate.”78 Here, as

in Eason, we have a biological father who pursued his opportunity interest in

adoptive parents had not developed “in the absence of state participation[,]” the case
was remanded solely for a determination of whether the father was a fit parent). 

76 Davis, 274 Ga. at 6.

77 Id.

78 Id. at 6-7; see Quilloin, 434 U.S. at 255 (II) (A) (affirming a decision from
the Supreme Court of Georgia and holding that a court can deny a legitimation
petition of a fit unwed biological father who has not abandoned his child when the
father sought to remove the child from a family unit already in existence with his
biological mother and stepfather, and distinguishing cases like this one in which the
State places a child “with a new set of parents with whom the child had never before
lived”).
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parenting his biological child, who has been in the custody of prospective adoptive

parents since birth, and if the trial court determines on remand that he is a fit parent,

his petition must be granted.79

For all these reasons, we reverse the trial court’s finding that Brumbelow

abandoned his opportunity interest in a relationship with E. M., but remand the case

for the trial court to determine whether Brumbelow is a fit parent, rather than whether

denying his legitimation petition is in E. M.’s best interests. As previously noted, if

the trial court concludes that Brumbelow is a fit parent, his legitimation petition must

be granted. 

Judgment reversed and case remanded. Doyle, P. J., and Mercier, J., concur.

79 See In the Interest of Baby Girl Eason, 257 Ga. at 296 (1) (holding that if a
biological father who sought to legitimate a child who had been placed with
prospective adoptive parents has not abandoned his opportunity interest in parenting
the child, “the standard which must be used to determine his right to legitimate the
child is his fitness as a parent to have custody of the child[,][and] [i]f he is fit he must
prevail”); see supra note 70.
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Synopsis
Background: Department of Family and Children Services
(DFCS) petitioned to terminate mother's parental rights.
The Juvenile Court, Effingham County, granted the
petition after a bench trial. Mother filed an application for
discretionary appeal, which was granted.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Mercier, J., held that:

[1] evidence supported trial court's finding that children
remained, to some extent, dependent;

[2] evidence did not support a finding that reasonable
efforts to remedy the circumstances of dependency were
unsuccessful;

[3] evidence did not support the finding that dependency
would continue or would not likely be remedied; and

[4] evidence was insufficient to support finding that
continuing dependency would cause serious physical,
mental, or emotional harm to the children.

Reversed.

West Headnotes (14)

[1] Infants
Presumptions, inferences, and burden of

proof

Infants
Dependency, Permanency, and Rights

Termination

On appeal from a juvenile court’s decision
to terminate parental rights, the appellate

court reviews the evidence in the light most
favorable to the court’s ruling and determines
whether any rational trier of fact could have
found by clear and convincing evidence that
the parent’s rights should be terminated.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Appeal and Error
Judge as factfinder below

In the appellate review of a bench trial, due
deference must be given to the trial court,
inasmuch as it has the opportunity to judge
the credibility of the witnesses.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Infants
Scope, Standards, and Questions on

Review

The deferential standard of review of a
trial court's termination of parental rights
following a bench trial is tempered by the
fact that there is no judicial determination
that has more drastic significance than that of
permanently severing a natural parent-child
relationship.

Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Parent and Child
Care, Custody, and Control of Child; 

 Child Raising

The right to raise one’s children is a fiercely
guarded right in American society and law
and a right that should be infringed upon only
under the most compelling circumstances.

Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Infants
Future risk;  past history or conduct

Where children have been removed from
parental custody, Department of Family
and Child Services (DFCS) may prove
current deprivation, supporting termination
of parental rights based on continued lack
of parental care and control, by showing
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that, if the children were returned to their
parent at the time of the termination hearing,
they would be deprived. Ga. Code Ann. §
15-11-310(a) (5).

Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Infants
Future risk;  past history or conduct

On petition to terminate parental rights based
on continued lack of proper parental care and
control, present deprivation of children who
have been removed from parental custody
may be established by showing that the
conditions upon which an earlier finding of
deprivation was based still exist at the time
of the termination hearing. Ga. Code Ann. §
15-11-310(a) (5).

Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Infants
Parental unfitness or incompetence in

general

Clear and convincing evidence of present or
current parental unfitness, as opposed to past
unfitness, is required to terminate a mother’s
rights to her natural child based on lack of
proper parental care and control. Ga. Code
Ann. § 15-11-310(a) (5).

Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Infants
Rehabilitation and reunification efforts

Evidence supported trial court's finding that
children remained, to some extent, dependent,
even though there was evidence that mother
had made significant improvements in her
housing, substance abuse, and mental health
circumstances at time of hearing on petition
to terminate parental rights based on lack of
proper parental care and control. Ga. Code
Ann. § 15-11-310(a) (5).

Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Infants

Counseling and treatment

Infants
Financial stability;  employment and

housing

Evidence did not support a finding
that reasonable efforts to remedy
the circumstances of dependency were
unsuccessful, in proceeding to terminate
mother's parental rights based on lack of
proper parental care and control; although
the evidence showed that mother had not
completed an acceptable parenting class,
the evidence also showed that mother had
adequate housing, stable income, and clean
drug screens and that she had completed
substance abuse program, undergone a
mental health assessment, started counseling,
completed an anger management program,
and made continuous attempts to try and find
a parenting class to complete. Ga. Code Ann.
§ 15-11-310(a) (5).

Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Infants
Counseling and treatment

Infants
Financial stability;  employment and

housing

Evidence did not support a finding that
the cause of dependency would continue or
would not likely be remedied, in proceeding
to terminate mother's parental rights based
on lack of proper parental care and control;
although a caseworker testified that further
mental health assessments, counseling, and
classes other than those completed by the
mother were necessary, the evidence showed
that mother had made significant progress
toward eliminating the cause of dependency
by having adequate housing, stable income,
clean drug screens, completing a substance
abuse treatment program, undergoing a
mental health assessment, starting counseling
and treatment, and completing an anger
management program. Ga. Code Ann. §
15-11-310(a) (5).
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Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Infants
Future risk;  past history or conduct

In a proceeding to terminate parental rights,
when a court assesses whether a child now in
foster care is likely to suffer serious harm as
a result of continued deprivation, the court
must consider not only the likelihood of
harm if the child remains indefinitely in foster
care but also the likelihood of harm if the
child returns to the custody of his parent,
notwithstanding that the deprivation persists.
Ga. Code Ann. § 15-11-310(a) (5).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Infants
Future risk;  past history or conduct

Continued dependency will cause harm to a
child in foster care only if all of the options
available to the State short of termination of
parental rights, with those being keeping the
child in foster care or returning the child to the
parent, will themselves cause harm. Ga. Code
Ann. § 15-11-310(a) (5).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Infants
Multiple factors

Evidence did not support a finding that
continued dependency was likely to cause
serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral
harm to children who were subject of petition
to terminate mother's parental rights based
on lack of proper parental care and control;
no mental health professional testified at
the termination hearing about the mother's
mental health or the children's health,
what treatment and counseling she needed,
whether she was complying with professional
treatment recommendations, whether her
mental health caused or was likely to cause
specific harm to her children, and whether
her relationship with her children was itself

detrimental. Ga. Code Ann. § 15-11-310(a)
(5).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Infants
Post-termination plan for child

The juvenile court has no authority to sever
the natural parent-child relationship simply
because it believes the child would be better
off with the foster family.

Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

**632  The Rafter Law Firm, Richard R. Rafter, for
appellant.

Christopher M. Carr, Attorney General, Annette M.
Cowart, Deputy Attorney General, Shalen S. Nelson,
Penny L. Hannah, Senior Assistant Attorneys General,
Jennifer C. Mock, Assistant Attorney General, for
appellee.

Opinion

Mercier, Judge.

*465  The mother of four children, B. R. J., J. L. J., A. S.
M. J. and T. D. J., filed an application for discretionary
appeal from the order of the Juvenile Court of Effingham
County terminating her parental rights to the children,
contending that the Department of Family and Children
Services (DFCS) failed to prove by clear and convincing

evidence that her parental rights should be terminated. 1

We granted the mother’s application. **633  After a
thorough review, we find that the evidence was insufficient
to support a termination of the mother’s parental rights.
Accordingly, we reverse.

[1]  [2]  [3]  [4] On appeal from a juvenile court’s
decision to terminate parental rights, this Court reviews
the evidence in the light most favorable to the court’s
ruling and determines whether any rational trier of fact
could have found by clear and convincing evidence that
the parent’s rights should be terminated. In the Interest
of C. S., 319 Ga. App. 138, 139, 735 S.E.2d 140 (2012).
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Further, “[i]n the appellate review of a bench trial, ...
due deference must be given to the trial court, [inasmuch
as] it has the opportunity to judge the credibility of the
witnesses.” Strickland v. Strickland, 298 Ga. 630, 633-634
(1), 783 S.E.2d 606 (2016). Nonetheless,

this deferential standard of review
is tempered by the fact that there
is no judicial determination which
has more drastic significance than
that of permanently severing a
natural parent-child relationship. It
must be scrutinized deliberately and
exercised most cautiously. The right
to raise one’s children is a fiercely
guarded right in our society and
law, and a right that should be
infringed upon only under the most
compelling circumstances.

In the Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. 839, 840, 805
S.E.2d 285 (2017) (footnote omitted).

So viewed, the evidence shows the following. The children
came to the attention of DFCS in March 2014 because B.
R. J. had “some skin issues,” and there were “numerous
people living in and out *466  of the home.” DFCS
initiated a “family preservation case” to provide “services
in the home due to the children’s special needs, some
delays noticed of the children, and [to] address[ ] [the

mother’s] mental health issues.” 2  In November 2014,
the mother tested positive for methamphetamine and
barbiturates, and DFCS took custody of the children.

On November 21, 2014, the juvenile court entered a
preliminary protective order stating that DFCS filed
a complaint alleging that the children were dependent
and that the court held a hearing on November 17,
2014. In its preliminary order, the court determined that
there was probable cause to believe that the children
were dependent as defined in OCGA § 15-11-2 (22),
and including the following: there were “allegations of
neglect of the children and the children’s hygiene”; a
safety plan had been developed with the mother and
the children’s legal father (J. G.) in August 2014 which
stated that the mother would not be left unsupervised
with the children “due to her unaddressed mental health

issues” 3 ; the mother was non-compliant with service
providers and missed appointments for a psychiatric

evaluation and had not cooperated in scheduling a
mental health assessment; the children’s school reported
numerous absences and chronic hygiene issues; T. D. J.
was not current on immunizations and had not been to a
doctor since his birth; 19 people were living in the three-
bedroom, one-bathroom house; the mother tested positive
for barbiturates and methamphetamine, admitted that
she smoked marijuana and had shown marijuana to the
children; the children’s father had not helped the mother
get necessary mental health assessments; service providers
reported a chaotic household and an inability to provide
services; and the mother’s family members resided with
her and had a history with DFCS regarding inadequate
supervision and neglect. The court found that removing
the children from the home pending the filing of and a
hearing on the dependency petition was necessary for their
protection and that temporary continuation in foster care
was in their best interest. The court stated that the mother
is unable to provide for the basic needs of the children
and had unaddressed mental health needs and substance
abuse **634  issues. The father is unable and unwilling to
help his wife get the assistance she needs or in the *467
alternative find a separate living arrangement for himself
and the children.

In December 2014, the court held an adjudicatory

hearing on DFCS’s dependency petition. 4  In its order of
adjudication and temporary disposition entered January
9, 2015, the juvenile court set out essentially the same
findings made in its November 2014 order. In addition
to the findings stated above, the court added that
A. S. M. J.’s immunizations were not current; that
the mother’s girlfriend (who also lived in the house)
tested positive for marijuana; and that the children’s
father was “a registered sex offender through charges
brought in Delaware.” The court found that the children
were dependent as “a result of substance abuse by the
children’s parent, ... [and that] [t]he substances abused
are barbiturates, methamphetamine, and marijuana,” and
that the parents had not been cooperative with DFCS’s
efforts to provide resources and services.

On January 16, 2015, after a disposition hearing, the court
entered an order continuing temporary legal custody with
DFCS. The court noted that DFCS submitted a case
plan for reunification and that it was a suitable plan, and
ordered DFCS to implement the plan.
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In April 2016, DFCS filed a petition to terminate the
mother’s parental rights to the four children, citing the
mother’s failure to make progress on her case plan
for reunification. The petition included the following
allegations: the mother was discharged from parenting
classes because her attendance was inconsistent and
she was “non-complian[t]”; her only income was Social
Security disability benefits and she failed to provide
DFCS with a budget to show that she could support
herself and her children on her income; “random other
people” were living in or visiting the home; her attendance
in a substance abuse treatment program was sporadic
and her participation was sometimes inappropriate; she
admitted that she smoked marijuana and that she did
so in the children’s presence; she had positive drug
screens during the case plan; she had slurred speech and
difficulty standing during one visit with the children,
and tested positive for phenobarbital at that visit;
she was diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder
and mood disorder; her mental health needs were not
being met; she was discharged from counseling and
anger management class for inconsistent attendance and
inappropriate engagement when she attended; she had
difficulty controlling the children during visits; and she did
not provide financial support for the children while they
were in DFCS’s custody.

*468  A hearing on the termination petition was held on
June 20, 2016. The caseworker testified that in November
2014, when DFCS initially took custody of the children:
19 people were residing in the home, including the mother,
her mother, her sister, her sister’s family, and the legal
father of the four children; the mother had tested positive
for methamphetamine and barbiturates; the children had

“special needs”; 5  and the mother had “mental health
issues.”

The caseworker then testified as to the components
of the reunification case plan that was established for
the family. The written case plan was not included in
the exhibits DFCS introduced at the hearing and it
is not in the appellate record. Nonetheless, according
to the caseworker, the plan required the mother to:
schedule a psychiatric evaluation and follow the treatment
recommendations of the healthcare provider; attend
and complete counseling sessions; participate in anger
management therapy “to promote ... strategies, ...
techniques, and ... skills to use in place of the verbal
and physical aggression that we were seeing”; participate

in parenting education that focuses on substance abuse;
attend and complete a substance abuse program; remain
drug- and alcohol-free for six consecutive months and test
negative when screened; obtain a source of income **635
for six consecutive months in order to meet the financial
needs of herself and her family; obtain and maintain stable
clean and safe housing that was large enough for her and
the children for six consecutive months; create a childcare
plan to ensure proper supervision of the children; and
cooperate with family service providers.

When asked if the mother completed any of the plan
requirements, the caseworker replied that the mother
completed an anger management workshop; that the
mother and her mother were living together in a different
house from the removal house, but the caseworker had
seen “a couple of other people there” during her visits
and was concerned that “in six weeks I’ll show up
unannounced and there’s already other adults in and
out of that home”; the mother had not presented DFCS
with a budget; the mother had not paid child support
while the children were in foster care (though she was
receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and had
not been ordered to pay child support); the mother tested
positive for phenobarbital in February 2016 during a
visit in which she was “very disengaged, sleepy, very
lethargic,” though the mother explained that she had
taken only her prescribed medication and DFCS obtained
information *469  “a couple of months” later verifying
the prescription; the mother was evicted in January 2016
from her previous rental house; and the mother had gotten
into a physical altercation with two teenagers.

During cross-examination, the caseworker acknowledged
that the mother received a certificate of completion for
a substance abuse treatment program; that she had not
tested positive for any illegal substances since November
2015; and that the mother’s new home had sufficient
space. The caseworker testified that two parenting
education providers had discharged the mother from their
programs, one for “noncompliance,” that some parenting
education providers “would not take [the mother’s] case,”
and that the mother would have “to seek out services
on her own.” The caseworker agreed that during a prior
judicial case review the court had directed DFCS to
provide the mother with additional parenting classes, but
stated that the company to which DFCS had referred the
mother after that review did not accept the mother’s case.
When she was asked what “neglect issue” remained, the
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caseworker replied “[t]he untreated mental health issues.”
She stated that the mother’s mental health status “would
interfere, and ... did interfere, with getting the children
to school on time, making sure they went to school, and
that’s some of the academic delays that are with the older
children.”

The mother testified that she was “see[ing] the doctor at
Gateway [Behavioral Health],” and was “also see[ing] a
counselor at Gateway.” She testified that she underwent
an assessment and mental health treatment at Gateway
(pursuant to a referral by her caseworker), that she went
for several months, and that she stopped going in March
2016 because the providers told her she did not need to
return; she stated that her caseworker did not tell her that
she needed to resume counseling. The mother testified
that she also went to another facility, Coastal Harbor, for
counseling in 2016, where she was evaluated and told that
she needed to continue taking her medication but did not
need counseling.

When asked why she was receiving Social Security (or
SSI) disability payments, the mother testified that she
has scoliosis, seizures, and kidney problems; the mother
added that she was prescribed phenobarbital and other
medications, including a prescription for depression, that
she takes her medications as prescribed, and that the anti-
seizure medication prescribed to her makes her sleepy. She
stated that she was sleepy at the February 2016 visitation
because she had a seizure the night before and had gone
to the hospital, that at the hospital she was given anti-
seizure medication, that she was told not to skip doses
of her medications, and that she then took a prescribed
dose of the medication before going to the DFCS office.
Because the medication makes her drowsy, the mother
*470  stopped taking it during the day and takes it only

at night. When asked if she has a bi-polar disorder, the
mother replied that she had said that she did, but that
a doctor told her she did not. Regarding the physical
altercation with two teenagers, the mother testified that
they had injured one of her family members, and that she
believed that the fight **636  occurred before she took the
anger management class.

The mother testified that only she and her own mother
lived in the then-current house, that other people did visit
her, that the children’s legal father was in jail and no
longer lived with her, that she was divorcing him, and that
she was no longer in a relationship with the boyfriend she

had been seeing. She testified that she receives disability
payments of $733 per month and food stamps; that she
and her mother share the rent payment; and that her
own portion of the rent is $300 per month. The mother
stated that she was evicted from her previous residence not
because she was unable to pay the rent, but because the
home was not safe; she decided to stop paying rent and
moved out. She testified that she went to the child support
office to start making child support payments when the
children were in foster care, but the child support recovery
workers told her they could not take support payments
from her SSI disability benefit payments. She testified that
she did give the children gifts, money and other items.

The mother testified that she tried to complete parenting
classes, but that it was not clear from the case plan or
the caseworker which parenting classes were required or
would be acceptable, and she was having difficulty finding
any approved providers willing to give her the training or
to continue the training. Other than the parenting classes,
the mother believed that she had completed all of the
case plan requirements. (Notably, judicial review orders
introduced at the termination hearing include findings
that the mother attended a parenting class in January 2015
but was discharged in March 2015 for failure to attend
scheduled sessions.)

The children’s maternal grandmother testified that she
and the mother were living in the newest residence; that she
(the maternal grandmother) received disability benefits of
$1,221 per month; that she was able to pay the bills herself
but that the children’s mother helped; that other family
members and friends visited the house often but did not
live there; that she and the children’s mother contacted
several providers and tried to make arrangements so that
the mother could complete the case plan requirements,
even though the grandmother was willing to pay for
the services herself, but the providers that were DFCS-
approved would not come to the house and the providers
with whom the grandmother did make arrangements were
not “State Certified by DFCS.”

*471  The children’s guardian ad litem was testified that
she observed a visit in the DFCS office in January 2015
during which the mother encouraged the children to run
through the office area in which the visit was taking place,
though it was not designed to be a play area. The guardian
ad litem testified that when she met with the mother at
the new residence, the mother became excited or angry
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when they discussed “the whole topic of losing her children
permanently” or when they discussed the parenting classes
that she had to take but “that she couldn’t take”; the
maternal grandmother was trying to calm the mother
down, and the guardian ad litem “kept trying to make
sure that [the mother] didn’t get up out of her chair.” She
added that the new home was “very nice,” but that the
family had only been there two to three months at the
time of the hearing. The guardian ad litem most concerned
with “the anger management,” in that the children were
“rambunctious” and if placed together in a home “with
somebody with anger management issues ... [it caused
her to] worry.” The guardian ad litem recommended
terminating the mother’s parental rights.

At the close of evidence, counsel for the mother argued
that the mother had substantially completed her case plan,
pointing to evidence that she had undergone “mental
counseling,” had “clean drug screens,” obtained suitable
housing, and had taken some parenting classes though she
had not completed them. Counsel for DFCS replied that
the mother “still had quite a few components left in her
case plan.”

The court then asked DFCS’s counsel to tell the court
“from the department’s standpoint, what exactly is
outstanding?” DFCS’s counsel replied:

The mental health counseling
services and completing that and
getting that on track. I don’t know
that there’s ever been a formal
diagnosis. There’s been stuff **637
thrown around with bipolar, and
depression, and anxiety, and mood
disorder, and schizophrenia, but
we’ve never gotten anything nailed
down, because as [the caseworker]
said, she has not followed through
with any of these referrals that we
have made, or maybe does one
appointment and then never follows
up. So we have not been able
to actually determine what mental

health issues may exist out there. 6

*472  DFCS’s counsel added that the mother “has not
done the parenting classes.” “[T]hose are the two main
components,” noting “[w]e didn’t know that the substance
abuse—.” (The implication was that substance abuse

was no longer alleged, presumably because the mother’s
drug screens had been negative for six months.) DFCS’s
counsel added that the mother “needed some addition[al]
anger management,” asserting, “[w]e would like to see her
go through a more therapeutic program” than the one she
completed. On July 8, 2016, the court entered an order
terminating the mother’s parental rights.

In its order, the court included the following findings:
the mother failed to show that she could support the
children with her income; she moved several times
while the children were in foster care; she was evicted
earlier that year; the mother’s newest residence was
crowded; she continued to use illegal drugs throughout
the plan; she interacted inappropriately with the children
during visitation; she was diagnosed with generalized
anxiety disorder and mood disorder; she failed to attend
counseling sessions; she had a physical altercation with
two juveniles; she displayed anger in the guardian ad
litem’s presence; she failed to complete a substance abuse
treatment program; she smoked cigarettes in the home
even though one of the children had asthma; and she failed
to provide financial support for the children while they
were in the custody of DFCS. The court acknowledged
that the mother consistently visited the children, and that
she had been prescribed phenobarbital (for which she
tested positive at the February 2016 visit).

Referencing the statutory grounds for termination set
out in OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (5), the court found that
the children were dependent due to a lack of proper
parental care or control, that DFCS had made diligent
and exhaustive efforts in attempts to reunify the family
and that, due to the mother’s ongoing inability and/or
refusal to complete the case plan, the dependency was
likely to continue and was likely to cause serious physical,
mental, emotional or moral harm to the children. The
court concluded that the grounds for termination had
been met.

OCGA § 15-11-310 sets forth the grounds for terminating
parental rights. It pertinently provides:

(a) In considering the termination
of parental rights, the court shall
first determine whether one of
the following statutory grounds for
termination of parental rights has
been met:
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...

(5) A child is a dependent child
due to lack of proper parental
care or control by his or her
parent, reasonable *473  efforts to
remedy the circumstances have been
unsuccessful or were not required,
such cause of dependency is likely
to continue or will not likely
be remedied, and the continued
dependency will cause or is likely
to cause serious physical, mental,
emotional, or moral harm to such
child.

Under OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A), a “ ‘[d]ependent child’
means a child who ... [h]as been abused or neglected and
is in need of the protection of the court[.]” “ ‘Neglect’
means ... [t]he failure to provide proper parental care
or control, subsistence, education as required by law, or
other care or control necessary for a child’s physical,
mental, or emotional health or moral[s].” OCGA § 15-11-2
(48) (A).

OCGA § 15-11-310 (b) pertinently provides that if any
of the statutory grounds for termination has been met,
the court shall then consider whether termination is in
a child’s best interests after considering certain factors.
“[T]he standard of proof to be adduced **638  to
terminate parental rights shall be by clear and convincing
evidence.” OCGA § 15-11-303.

1. The mother contends that the juvenile court erred
by terminating her parental rights because DFCS failed
to present clear and convincing evidence that the
children were “presently dependent” and “continue to
be dependent” due to lack of proper parental care and
control. See generally OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (5), supra.
She asserts that DFCS failed to prove that she did not
substantially complete the requirements of her case plan
for reunification, noting that the case plan was not offered
in evidence and there was no evidence that the mother was
given a clear description of what was required of her from
the beginning of the case.

[5]  [6]  [7] (a) Are the children dependent? “DFCS was
required to present at the termination hearing evidence
of present deprivation, not past or potential future

deprivation.” In the Interest of M. T. F., 318 Ga. App. 135,
145 (1), 733 S.E.2d 432 (2012) (emphasis omitted).

Where, as here, the child[ren]
ha[ve] been removed from parental
custody, DFCS may prove current
deprivation by showing that, if the
child[ren] w[ere] returned to [their]
mother at the time of the hearing,
[they] would be deprived. This may
be established by showing that the
conditions upon which an earlier
finding of deprivation was based still
exist at the time of the termination
hearing.

Id. at 145-146 (1), 733 S.E.2d 432 (citation and
punctuation omitted). See In the Interest of S. P., 336
Ga.App. 488, 496 (2) (a), 784 S.E.2d 846 (2016) *474
(noting that the definition of a “dependent child” under
the new Juvenile Code is similar to the definition of
a “deprived child” under our former Juvenile Code).
“[C]lear and convincing evidence of present or current
parental unfitness, as opposed to past unfitness, is
required to terminate a mother’s rights to her natural
child.” In the Interest of T. M., 329 Ga. App. 719, 720,
766 S.E.2d 101 (2014) (citation and punctuation omitted;
emphasis supplied and omitted); In the Interest of D. D.
B., 282 Ga. App. 416, 418 (1), 638 S.E.2d 843 (2006)
(“evidence of past unfitness, standing alone, is insufficient
to terminate the rights of a parent in her natural child”)
(citation and punctuation omitted); In the Interest of M.
L., 290 Ga. App. 437, 441 (3), 659 S.E.2d 800 (2008).

[8] Here, as set out above, “[t]he mother’s circumstances
at the time of the termination hearing were significantly
different from the circumstances which caused [the
children] to be placed in the custody of DFCS.” In
the Interest of M. T. F., supra at 146 (1), 733 S.E.2d
432. There was evidence that the mother had made
significant improvements in her housing, substance abuse
and mental health circumstances. However, the mother
did not previously challenge the court’s earlier ruling that
the children were dependent on those grounds, and the
court was authorized to find from the evidence presented
that the children remained, to some extent, dependent. See
generally In the Interest of A. S., 339 Ga. App. 875, 879
(1), 794 S.E.2d 672 (2016).
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[9] (b) Have reasonable efforts to remedy the circumstances
been unsuccessful? At the termination hearing, when the
court asked DFCS’s counsel which case plan requirements
had not been satisfied, counsel replied that there were two
—mental health diagnosis and counseling, and parenting
classes; she then added that she wanted to see the
mother complete “a more therapeutic anger management
program” than the one she completed.

Importantly, the reunification case plan was not admitted
in evidence at the termination hearing and is not in the
appellate record. And the testimony does not set out in
detail what was required of the mother regarding mental
health treatment, counseling, or anger management. In
any event, to the extent the case plan requirements are
discernible from the record, clear and convincing evidence
does not show that reasonable efforts to remedy the
circumstances that caused the children to be placed in
DFCS’s custody have been unsuccessful.

In fact, at the time of the termination hearing, the
mother had adequate housing, stable income, and clean
drug screens, and she had completed a substance abuse
treatment program; she had also undergone a mental
health assessment, started counseling and treatment,
and had completed an anger management program. No
*475  mental health professional **639  testified at the

hearing, and it is not clear from the record what mental
health treatment the mother needed in order to remedy
the circumstances. And while the mother had not yet
completed parenting education, her attempts to arrange
for acceptable parenting classes continued through the
period just before the termination hearing.

Thus, in this case, even construing the evidence in the light
most favorable to the termination order, the record does
not show by clear and convincing evidence that reasonable
efforts to remedy the circumstances of dependency were
unsuccessful. See generally In the Interest of T. M., supra
at 724 (1) (a), 766 S.E.2d 101 (2014).

[10] (c) Is the cause of the dependency likely to continue or
not likely to be remedied? Similarly, the record does not
show by clear and convincing evidence that the cause of
dependency will continue or will not likely be remedied.
At the time of the termination hearing, the mother had
made significant progress toward eliminating the causes
of the dependency. Given the progress the mother made
and was still attempting to make toward reunification,

testimony that the DFCS caseworker felt that further
mental health assessments, counseling and classes other
than those completed by the mother were still needed does
not establish by clear and convincing evidence that the
cause of dependency would continue or would not likely
be remedied.

In our view, the evidence is not clear and convincing, at
least at this time, that the cause of the dependency is likely
to continue. See In the Interest of N. T., 334 Ga. App. 732,
743 (3), 780 S.E.2d 416 (2015).

[11]  [12]  [13] (d) Is the continued dependency likely to
cause serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm
to the children? The mother contends that DFCS failed
to present clear and convincing evidence that continued
dependency is likely to cause serious harm to the children
unless the mother’s parental rights are terminated.

[W]hen a court assesses whether
a child now in foster care is
likely to suffer serious harm as
a result of continued deprivation,
the court must consider not only
the likelihood of harm if the child
remains indefinitely in foster care,
but also the likelihood of harm if
the child returns to the custody of
his parent, notwithstanding that the
deprivation persists.

In the Interest of E. M. D., 339 Ga. App. 189, 201
(2) (b), 793 S.E.2d 489 (2016) (citation and punctuation
omitted). The State is required to show that “continued
dependency ... will cause harm. Dependency will cause
harm only if all of the options available to DFCS short of
termination—keeping the child in foster care, or returning
the child  *476  to the parent—will themselves cause
harm.” Id. “[T]he State must show that both would cause
harm.” Id. This Court has reversed termination orders due
to a lack of evidence that the children would experience
serious harm if they remained in foster care, even when the
State did show that the return of the child to the parent
might well cause harm. See id. at 202 (2) (b), 793 S.E.2d
489.

In considering whether there is
evidence that remaining in foster
care will cause serious harm to
a child, we have examined both
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(1) the extent to which instability
and impermanency are “currently
causing specific harms” to the child
and (2) whether the parent’s current
relationship with the child is itself
detrimental.

In the Interest of E. M. D., supra at 202 (1) (b), 793 S.E.2d
489 (citation omitted). Significantly, no mental health
professional testified at the termination hearing about the
mother’s mental health (or the children’s health), what
treatment and counseling she needed, whether she was
complying with professional treatment recommendations,
whether her mental health caused or was likely to cause
specific harm to her children, and whether her relationship
with her children was itself detrimental. Compare In the
Interest of H. M., 287 Ga. App. 418, 419-422, 651 S.E.2d
527 (2007).

[14] In its order, the court found “that harm will
come to the children absent the implementation of the
Department’s proposed permanency plan of adoption,”
and remarked on the generally harmful effects of
prolonged foster care. The court made no specific finding
that harm would come to these children if they were
returned to this mother (although that conclusion is
implied, **640  and the court did include findings of
fact in another section of the order—as recounted above
—as to the mother’s noncompliance with case plan
requirements). And the court made no specific finding
regarding how continuing the status quo would harm
the children in this case. See In the Interest of E. M.
D., supra; In the Interest of J. J. S., 321 Ga. App. 86,
90-91, 741 S.E.2d 207 (2013) (physical precedent only).
While the court did state that one of the children, J. L.
J., is bonded with his foster parents and that the foster
parents are willing to adopt him, “the juvenile court has
no authority to sever the natural parent-child relationship
simply because it believes the child would be better off with
the foster family.” In the Interest of N. T., supra at 744 (4),
780 S.E.2d 416 (citation and punctuation omitted).

The trial court’s factual findings are insufficient to support
a conclusion that the children in this case will be harmed
seriously were they to remain in foster care, by virtue
of either their relationship with their mother or the
impermanency of that situation. See *477  In the Interest
of E. M. D., supra; In the Interest of A. T., 271 Ga. App.
470, 473-474, 610 S.E.2d 121 (2005). And our review of
the record does not show by clear and convincing evidence
that continued efforts to reunify these children with their
mother will cause the children serious physical, mental,
emotional, or moral harm. See In the Interest of N. T.,
supra at 745 (4), 780 S.E.2d 416.

“While we are reluctant to reverse the juvenile
court’s determination, no judicial determination is more
drastic than the permanent severing of the parent-child
relationship.” In the Interest of C. S., 319 Ga. App. 138,
148 (1), 735 S.E.2d 140 (2012) (citations and punctuation
omitted). Accordingly, compelling facts are required to
terminate parental rights. In the Interest of M. T. F., supra
at 148 (1)(c), 733 S.E.2d 432. We note that the juvenile
court judge remarked at the end of the termination
hearing that this case was a difficult one—one that
he “could ... argue both ways.” On the record before
us, we cannot conclude that the evidence clearly and
convincingly supports terminating the mother’s parental
rights.

2. Based on the foregoing, we do not reach the mother’s
remaining contentions.

Judgment reversed.

Barnes, P. J., and McMillian, J., concur.

All Citations

344 Ga.App. 465, 810 S.E.2d 630

Footnotes
1 On the date the termination order was entered (July 8, 2016), B. R. J. was eight years old, J. L. J. was six years old, A.

S. M. J. was three years old, and T. D. J. was two years old. A fifth child, L. J., who was nine years old when the order
was entered, was not named in the termination petition or termination order. Although it is not clear from the record why
he was not included, it appears that L. J. has a different father from the other four children and that DFCS was evaluating
L. J.’s situation separately.
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2 The mother requested in her notice of appeal that no portion of the record be omitted from the record on appeal and
that the entire transcript of evidence and proceedings be transmitted to this Court. Nonetheless, the March 2014 case
plan is not in the record.

3 The August 2014 safety plan is not in the record.
4 The dependency petition is not in the record.
5 The caseworker testified that B. R. J. was “behind academically”; J. L. J. had “ADHA, ... reactive attachment, and ... some

development delays”; A. S. M. J. had “developmental delays”; and T. D. J. had asthma.
6 DFCS’s assertion that there had been no formal diagnosis conflicts with its allegation in its Petition to Terminate Parental

Rights, that “Gateway diagnosed [the mother] with Generalized Anxiety Disorder and Mood Disorder.” Gateway was an
agency to which DFCS referred the mother for mental health and substance abuse services.

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0388. IN THE INTEREST OF A. B. et al., children.

MILLER, Presiding Judge.

Anita Wright appeals from the juvenile court’s order terminating her parental

rights to her eight children, arguing that the juvenile court erred by (1) permitting the

most recent case manager, rather than the previous one, to testify at the termination

hearing, (2) finding that there was current dependency, (3) finding that the

dependency was likely to continue, (4) finding that the continued dependency was

likely to cause harm to the children, and (5) denying her motion for a new trial.1 After

a thorough review of the record, we conclude that the juvenile court properly

1 The oldest child has a different biological father than the other seven children,
however, the biological father of the oldest child was never located. The biological
father of the remaining children also had his rights terminated. This appeal involves
only the termination of the mother’s parental rights, as the father has not appealed. 
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terminated the mother’s parental rights with respect to three of the children, but not

as to the other five, because there was no evidence addressing the likelihood of

continued harm stemming from the dependency for the remaining five children.

Accordingly, we affirm the termination order as to the two oldest children and the

youngest, but must reverse as to the other five children.

On appeal from a juvenile court’s decision to terminate parental rights, we

review the evidence in the light most favorable to the juvenile court’s ruling and

determine whether any rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing

evidence that the parent’s rights should be terminated. In the Interest of C. S., 319 Ga.

App. 138, 139 (735 SE2d 140) (2015). Nonetheless,

this deferential standard of review is tempered by the fact that there is

no judicial determination which has more drastic significance than that

of permanently severing a natural parent-child relationship. It must be

scrutinized deliberately and exercised most cautiously. The right to raise

one’s children is a fiercely guarded right in our society and law, and a

right that should be infringed upon only under the most compelling

circumstances.

(Footnote omitted.) In the Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. 839, 840 (805 SE2d

285) (2017).

2
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So viewed, the evidence shows that on August 14, 2014, the Georgia

Department of Family and Children’s Services (“DFCS”) took Wright’s eight

children, ranging in age from five days old to twelve years old, into custody after

learning that the family was living in an abandoned apartment with no running water

or electricity. The children lacked medical and dental care and were not attending

school. Additionally, the family had limited food and water, there was trash piled up

around the apartment, and there had been instances of violence in the home. Based

on those living conditions, DFCS filed a dependency petition and an amended

dependency petition, alleging that the children lacked parental care or control, the

father was using marijuana, and there had been acts of family violence and verbal

abuse in the home, especially against the two oldest children. 

The juvenile court found the children dependent and in need of the court’s

protection as a result of the allegations of abuse and neglect. This finding was never

appealed. The juvenile court noted the emotional and physical abuse alleged by the

two oldest children and that the newborn child had to be hospitalized immediately for

hypothermia upon being taken into custody. Thereafter, DFCS set up a case plan with

the goal of reunification for the parents. The juvenile court adopted the case plan,

concurrent with reunification and guardianship, which required the mother to do the

3
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following: (1) complete a parental fitness/psychological evaluation; (2) obtain and

maintain stable housing; (3) obtain and maintain a source of income; (4) sign a

release of information; (5) attend all hearings; (6) notify DFCS of any changes of

address, phone numbers or jobs within 48 hours; and (7) contact DFCS to schedule

appointments to discuss her progress. The two oldest children required trauma

assessments, and the remaining children were to be assessed for various therapies.

The children were placed in several different foster homes and given sibling

visitation. The parents were given visitation with all of the children. 

In September 2014, all of the children underwent assessments at Bagley Youth

Development. The oldest child’s trauma assessment showed that she suffered from

PTSD as a result of abuse and neglect. The oldest child revealed that she suffered

beatings with a stick, a belt, and a metal pole. She further witnessed the abuse of her

siblings and other domestic violence. 

The trauma assessment of the second oldest child reported that she also had

been the victim of physical abuse and had witnessed the abuse of her siblings along

with domestic violence in the home. She was frightened of her parents, but also

missed them. She suffered from depression, anxiety, and symptoms of PTSD. 

4
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Between October 2014 and April 2015, the mother made some progress on her

goals, but had yet to obtain the necessary income and housing.2 At a hearing on April

30, 2015, the oldest child’s therapist testified that the child disclosed that her parents

were physically and mentally abusive, she had been “parentified,”3 she had

nightmares about returning home, and she no longer wished to visit her parents. The

therapist testified that the child was diagnosed with PTSD and continued contact with

her mother was detrimental to her. Additionally, the therapist testified that the other

children had been exposed to the parents’ violent behavior. Further, the children’s

case manager testified that she had observed at least five visits with the parents and

that the two oldest children and one of the middle children cried and said they were

afraid to go home. 

Following this hearing, in 2015, the juvenile court suspended visitation

between the two oldest children and the parents. Later that year, DFCS changed the

case plan from reunification to adoption. During a permanency hearing in December

2015, the juvenile court noted that the parents had not completed family therapy or

2 The records reflect some discrepancies with regard to the completion of the
mother’s goals. 

3 The term “parentified” refers to the child being placed in a caregiver role for
other family members. 

5
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the necessary bonding assessments, and that the mother had ceased her individual

therapy. 

In March of 2016, DFCS filed for termination of the parents’ rights, alleging

that the children were dependent, that the dependency would continue and cause

harm, and that the parents had not completed their reunification case plan. 

A court appointed special advocate (“CASA”) submitted a report in June 2016,

finding that the two oldest children did not wish to see their parents and hoped to be

adopted. The third oldest child wanted to return to her parents, and the remaining

children were too young to express a preference. The CASA recommended that the

children remain in their current foster placement with the long-term goal of adoption. 

In July 2016, the parents were indicted for cruelty to children, aggravated

assault, family violence battery, and terroristic threats. As a condition of bond, the

parents were barred from having any of the minor children live with them. 

At the subsequent termination hearing, the oldest child testified that she did not

want to return to her biological parents and that she wanted to be adopted by her

foster parent. She stated that her parents had beaten her from the time she was five

years old, that she was consistently responsible for parenting her younger siblings,

and that she would be beaten if the younger children did anything wrong. Her parents

6
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usually struck her with a belt, but on one occasion they used a stick. Additionally, her

mother called her names and threatened her with a knife. She was not allowed to

leave the house or go to school, but was not home schooled either. She did not

believe her parents could change, despite progress on their case plans, because she

had seen prior instances in which they resorted to their old behavior once supervision

ceased. 

The second oldest child’s therapist testified that the child experienced PTSD

and persistent depressive disorder with anxious distress as a result of the physical and

verbal abuse she and her siblings suffered. She noted that the child had been

parentified, either by her parents or by her older sister, and that if she made a mistake

while in charge of the younger children, she would be abused. She testified that the

child wanted to be adopted, in part because she was afraid that if she were returned

to her parents, she would be punished for speaking out about the abuse. The therapist

noted that the child’s condition had improved with therapy, and she recommended

that the child be adopted given the severity of her PTSD and the trauma she suffered. 

The eight-year-old daughter testified that she wanted to visit her parents, but

would want to live with them if they had a better home than they did before. The

7
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seven-year-old girl and six-year-old boy both testified that they wanted to return to

their parents. The remaining children did not testify. 

DFCS case manager Aliandrise Johnson testified, over the mother’s objection,

that she was the current case manager for the children, and that she based much of her

testimony on the other reports and documents from previous case managers. She

reported that the mother had not completed individual counseling, the parents had not

paid any child support, and she could not verify the mother’s income.4 She explained

that she had visited the parents’ home, but there were no beds, clothes, or toys for the

children. She noted that criminal charges were pending and that as a condition of

bond, the parents could not have the minor children in the home. 

She further testified that all of the children had adoption resources, and she

believed that continued placement in the foster system was harmful because the

children needed a sense of permanency. She acknowledged, however, that only the

two oldest children expressed the desire to be adopted. Additionally, she stated that

the youngest child had been in foster placement since immediately after birth,

4 Although the case manager testified at the termination hearing that she could
not verify the mother’s housing or employment status, the record contains some
evidence that the mother obtained housing and employment, and the case manager
also testified that she had visited the mother’s home. 

8
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interacted with his foster family very well, and would cry when the foster parents left

the room. The youngest child’s foster mother confirmed the child’s bond with their

family. 

The CASA also testified at the termination hearing, stating that he had been

working with the children for 14 months and had observed several parent-children

visitations. He recommended adoption for all of the children, noting that the youngest

had bonded to his foster family, and that the two oldest children did not want to return

home. 

Finally, Keisha Smikle testified that she was the aide and transporter assigned

to take the children to visitation with siblings and parents. She noted that the parents

had missed several of the planned visits and that, although the children interacted

with each other during these visits, they only interacted with their parents sometimes.

She stated that the youngest child did not run to the parents or seem excited to see

them. 

The juvenile court granted DFCS’s petition to terminate the parental rights as

to all eight children. The juvenile court found that the children were dependent given

the parents’ failure to provide for their care and to develop any parental bond with the

children, along with the physical and emotional abuse. The juvenile court further

9
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found that the dependency was likely to continue in light of the oldest child’s

testimony that the parents had relapsed in the past. The juvenile court then found that

the continued dependency was likely to cause harm, given the evidence of PTSD,

parentification of the two oldest children, and the youngest child’s failure to bond

with his biological parents given his placement in foster care since birth. The court

stated that the harm would continue for all eight children due to the need for

consistency and permanency. Finally, the juvenile court found that termination of

parental rights and adoption were in the best interest of all the children, again

pointing to the two oldest children’s desire to be adopted. Accordingly, the court

terminated the parents’ rights. 

Thereafter, the mother entered a plea to the criminal charges, which also

removed the restriction on the children living with her. The mother filed a motion for

reconsideration and for a new trial, both of which the juvenile court denied.5 This

Court then granted the application for discretionary appeal, and this appeal followed. 

OCGA § 15-11-310 sets forth the grounds for terminating parental rights and

provides, in relevant part, that 

5 Due to a clerical mistake, the mother was not informed of the decision.
Accordingly, the juvenile court granted a motion to vacate its order and then re-
entered the order to permit the mother to file her application for discretionary appeal. 

10
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(a) In considering the termination of parental rights, the court shall first

determine whether one of the following statutory grounds for

termination of parental rights has been met: . . .

. . . 

(5) A child is a dependent child due to lack of proper parental care or

control by his or her parent, reasonable efforts to remedy the

circumstances have been unsuccessful or were not required, such cause

of dependency is likely to continue or will not likely be remedied, and

the continued dependency will cause or is likely to cause serious

physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm to such child.

“Dependent child” is defined as a child who . . . “[h]as been abused or

neglected and is in need of the protection of the cour[t].” OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A),

“‘Neglect’ means . . . [t]he failure to provide proper parental care or control,

subsistence, education as required by law, or other care or control necessary for a

child’s physical, mental, or emotional health or moral[s].” OCGA § 15-11-2 (48) (A).

If any of the statutory grounds for termination are met, the court shall then

consider whether termination is in a child’s best interests after considering certain

factors. OCGA § 15-11-26. “[T]he standard of proof to be adduced to terminate

parental rights shall be by clear and convincing evidence.” OCGA § 15-11-303. With

these requirements in mind, we turn to the mother’s arguments on appeal.

11
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1. The mother argues that there was no evidence to support a termination of

rights. In reviewing the juvenile court’s order, we look to whether the record was

sufficient to support the termination as to each of the eight children. We conclude that

the record was insufficient as to five of the children.

(a) Before considering the substantive challenges to the juvenile court’s

findings, we address the mother’s evidentiary claim of error in allowing the current

case manager to testify based on hearsay contained in the reports of prior case

managers. We discern no reversible error.

Pretermitting whether it was error to allow the case manager to testify based

on the records, the case manager’s testimony was duplicative of other evidence in the

record and presented at the termination hearing, including the testimony of the

children, therapist, CASA, and transporter. We thus conclude that the error, if any,

did not affect the juvenile court’s determination. See In the Interest of S. A. B., 269

Ga. App. 705, 708 (605 SE2d 100) (2004).

(b) Turning to the first prong of the statutory grounds for termination, the

mother argues that the juvenile court erred because it focused only on the prior

instances of alleged abuse and neglect and it should not have considered the

economic circumstances of the foster families. We disagree.

12
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The mother did not appeal the juvenile court’s order finding that the children

were dependent, and thus she is bound by that order. In the Interest of B. M., 298 Ga.

App. 100, 102 (1) (a) (679 SE2d 113) (2009). Nevertheless, we find that the juvenile

court’s order finding dependency based on numerous allegations of abuse and neglect

is supported by clear and convincing evidence.6 See OCGA § 15-11-2 (22); see also

OCGA § 15-11-311 (a) (5) (court can consider prior instances of physical and

emotional abuse to determine that child is without proper parental care and control).

Here, the oldest two children repeatedly alleged that their mother beat them, called

them names, and threatened them. One of the therapists testified that the children

suffered from PTSD as a result of the physical abuse and witnessing instances of

abuse of their siblings, as well as domestic violence. In the Interest of R. B., 322 Ga.

App. 421, 424-425 (745 SE2d 677) (2013); In the Interest of A. R., 287 Ga. App. 334,

336 (651 SE2d 467) (2007) (“A juvenile court may consider a mother’s inability to

properly care for one child as evidence that she will not be able to care for her other

children.”). We thus conclude that the juvenile court’s finding of dependency was

6 Although the mother asserts in her brief that the juvenile court found that the
children had been abandoned, the juvenile court did not make such a finding with
respect to the mother. 
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supported by clear and convincing evidence. OCGA § 15-11-311 (a) (4), (5).

(c) As to the second prong of the analysis, the mother contends that there was

no clear and convincing evidence that the dependency was likely to continue, at least

as it pertains to the six younger children, because the evidence showed that she had

complied with most of her case plan and none of the younger children were given

trauma assessments. We discern no error.

As the mother acknowledges, the juvenile court may consider past conduct in

considering whether the dependency is likely to continue. See In the interest of J. S.,

292 Ga. App. 86, 89 (663 SE2d 793) (2008); see also OCGA § 15-11-311 (a) (4), (5)

(court may consider instances of physical or emotional abuse of another child in

considering whether child is without parental care or control). Here, the juvenile court

noted that the oldest child testified that her parents had case plans in the past and

failed to comply. See In the Interest of S. N., 291 Ga. App. 628, 632 (1) (a) (662 SE2d

381) (2008) (juvenile court may find “that the parents’ conduct over the years was a

14
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better predictor of their future conduct than a few months of partial stability”)

(citation and footnote omitted).7

Moreover, the mother failed to complete many of her case plan goals, including

providing child support to the children, completing individual therapy, and

completing family therapy. See In the Interest of M. E. M., 272 Ga. App. 451, 455

(612 SE2d 612) (2005) (likelihood of harm proved by evidence showing that mother

had no stable income or housing, had no parental bond with the children, and had

made no effort to provide any kind of support for children while they were in DFCS

custody). Without such therapy, we agree with the juvenile court that there is clear

and convincing evidence that the abuse that led to the dependency is likely to

continue. See In the Interest of J. B. M., 284 Ga. App. 480, 485 (1) (644 SE2d 317)

(2007) (juvenile court can consider parent’s past refusal to remedy abuse as evidence

that dependency is likely to continue) (citation and punctuation omitted).

(d) Finally, as to the third prong, the mother contends that the juvenile court

erred by finding that the continued dependency was likely to cause harm to the

7 Because the statutory provisions under the old juvenile code contain similar
factors and statutory requirements, we look to cases decided under the old code for
guidance. See, e.g. In the interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. 839 (805 SE2d 285)
(2017) (relying on cases decided under the old juvenile code in case brought under
new juvenile code).
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children because there was no testimony as to the potential harm to the six youngest

children. We agree as to five of the six youngest children.

In determining whether harm to the child exists, 

our law requires a juvenile court to consider both the relationship

between the parent and child at the time of the termination hearing and

what might happen if the child were returned to the parent. Thus, the

court must assess whether a child currently in foster care is likely to

suffer serious harm as a result of continued dependency if the child

remains indefinitely in foster care, and also the likelihood of harm if the

child returns to the custody of his parent, notwithstanding that the

[dependency] persists. 

(Citations and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of A. S., 339 Ga. App. 875, 881

(3) (794 SE2d 672) (2016). Moreover, 

an order terminating parental rights must contain explicit findings

supporting the conclusion that the continued deprivation will cause or

is likely to cause serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm to

the child. Indeed, the propriety of a termination order is inextricably

intertwined with one of this republic’s oldest and most sacred

fundamental liberties—the right to maintain familial relations and

integrity. To this end, a mere recitation that this legal requirement was

met will not suffice. Instead, the juvenile court must ascertain the facts

and state not only the end result of that inquiry but the process by which

it was reached.
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(Citations and punctuation omitted.) Id. 

The record contains ample evidence supporting termination of rights for the

two oldest children and the youngest. The two oldest children testified to the abuse

and their desire not to return to their mother, and one child’s therapist testified to the

effects and likely harm that the abuse had caused and could continue to cause if the

child was returned to her parents. Additionally, both the DFCS case worker the

CASA testified that returning these children would be detrimental and that they

recommended adoption. This testimony provides clear and convincing evidence to

support the juvenile court’s termination order with respect to the two oldest children.

See In the Interest of J. B. M., supra, 234 Ga. App. at 485 (1).

Additionally, with respect to the youngest child, there was clear and convincing

evidence to support termination. The youngest child has been in foster care since

birth, he has no bond with his biological parents, he has bonded with his foster

family, and the foster family was willing to adopt him. In the Interest of C. A. W., 272

Ga. App. 4, 6 (611 SE2d 154) (2005) (“We have previously held that where evidence

showed no parental bond between parent and child, the child had adapted well to

foster care, and the foster parent wished to adopt, this was sufficient to support the

juvenile court’s conclusion that continued [dependency] was likely to harm the
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child.”). We therefore affirm the juvenile court’s order terminating the mother’s

parental rights to these three children.

As to the remaining five children, the record is devoid of any evidence showing

that the dependency is likely to continue or that continued dependency would cause

harm to the children, as required to support the termination order. Here, the bulk of

the evidence at the hearing and in the record itself outlines the harm to the two oldest

children and the youngest if they returned to their mother or stayed in foster care.

However, the record is devoid of any evidence as to how the home environment

harmed the other five children. There are no trauma assessments for those five

children, no therapy notes or testimony, and these five children expressed the desire

to return to their parents. “It is not automatically true that a finding that [dependency]

is likely to continue will support a finding that continued [dependency] will harm the

child.” (Citation and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of J. B. M., supra, 284 Ga.

App. at 487 (2) (d). Given the complete lack of evidence regarding the other five

children, and in recognition of the magnitude of a termination decision, we cannot

conclude that the decision to terminate the mother’s rights with respect to the middle

five children is supported by clear and convincing evidence. In the Interest of A. S.,

supra, 339 Ga. App. at 881 (3). 
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We acknowledge that, in some cases, the trauma and abuse perpetrated against

one child can be imputed to the other children for purposes of termination

proceedings. See In the Interest of S. B., 312 Ga. App. 180, 183-184 (1) (718 SE2d

49) (2011) (sexual abuse of older siblings allowed court to infer adverse effect on

younger siblings and find children deprived); In the Interest of I. G., 236 Ga. App.

642, 643-644 (513 SE2d 53) (1999) (mother’s abuse of one child that left the child

in a persistent vegetative state and for which the mother pled guilty to aggravated

battery and cruelty to children and was incarcerated, warranted finding that other

children were deprived). Such evidence may allow a court to infer that the other

children in the home are dependent, but it does not automatically establish that the

dependency will continue and is likely to cause harm. In the Interest of J. B. M.,

supra, 284 Ga. App. at 487 (2) (d). In light of the current lack of evidence that the

physical abuse of the older children harmed the younger children, we are constrained

to conclude that the juvenile court’s order terminating the mother’s parental rights for

those five children was in error. 

Accordingly, we affirm the termination of the mother’s rights with respect to

the two oldest children and the youngest child, but reverse the juvenile court’s order
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with respect to the other five children.8 In doing so, we are mindful that the children

have been in foster care, with families ready to adopt them, for well over three years.

It is conceivable that termination of parental rights as to the five remaining children

is appropriate. Nevertheless, given the “drastic measure of permanently and

irrevocably severing the natural parent-child relationship,” we cannot conclude that

the record before us provides the clear and convincing evidence to support the

conclusion that termination is warranted as to these five children. See In the Interest

of E. G. L. B., supra, 342 Ga. App. at 848 (1).

2. Finally, the mother argues that the trial court erred in denying her motion for

new trial because the verdict was against the weight of evidence. We disagree.

The juvenile court has the discretion to grant or deny a motion for new trial in

termination proceedings. In the Interest of S. B., 335 Ga. App. 1, 9 (1) (780 SE2d

520) (2015).

In her motion for new trial, the mother argued that the juvenile court erred in

allowing the oldest child to testify, excluding evidence of a bonding assessment, and

failing to consider the subsequent finalization of her criminal charges. Although the

8 The mother does not argue that the juvenile court erred by finding that
termination was not in the children’s best interest, and thus she has abandoned this
issue. In the Interest of R. S., 287 Ga. App. 228, 232 (2) (651 SE2d 156) (2007).
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juvenile court has the authority to consider new evidence in a motion for new trial,

In the Interest of S. B., supra, 335 Ga. App. at 9 (1), the court’s failure to do so in this

case is not an abuse of discretion. Here, the evidence the mother sought to introduce

was an alleged bonding assessment that was never entered into evidence, and for

which neither party subpoenaed the therapist to testify. Moreover, the criminal

charges, although one factor to be considered in the termination case, was not the

juvenile court’s sole basis for terminating the mother’s rights. The fact that the

mother had resolved the pending criminal charges, which thus enabled her to have the

minor children in her home, did not minimize the continued dependency resulting

from years of neglect, abuse, and domestic violence. Thus, on these facts, we cannot

conclude that the juvenile court abused its discretion in denying the motion for new

trial.

In summary, we find clear and convincing evidence to support termination of

the mother’s parental rights regarding the two oldest children and the youngest child,

and the juvenile court’s order is affirmed in this regard. We do not find that there is

clear and convincing evidence regarding the other five children on the present record,

and we therefore reverse the juvenile court’s order with respect to these children. 

Judgment affirmed in part, reversed in part. Andrews and Brown, JJ., concur.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0416. IN THE INTEREST OF A. F. et al., CHILDREN.

BARNES, Presiding Judge.

The mother of A. L. C. B. F. (“A. F.”), C. M. J. F. (“C. F.”), and A. K. W. F.,

appeals from the order of the trial court terminating her parental rights.1 On appeal,

she contends that the evidence was insufficient to support the termination. Upon our

review, and finding insufficient evidence demonstrating that continued dependency

will cause or is likely to cause the children serious physical, mental, emotional, or

moral harm, we reverse. 

On appeal from an order terminating parental rights, we review the

evidence in the light most favorable to the juvenile court’s judgment in

order to determine whether any rational trier of fact could have found by

clear and convincing evidence that the natural parent’s rights to custody

have been lost. We neither weigh evidence nor determine witness

credibility, but defer to the juvenile court’s findings of fact and affirm

unless the appellate standard is not met.

1 This Court granted the mother’s application for discretionary review of the
termination order.
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 (Citation and punctuation omitted). In re U. G., 291 Ga. App. 404, 404 (662 SE2d

190) (2008).

So viewed, the evidence demonstrates that, at the time of the termination

hearing, A. L. C. B. F. was four-and-a-half years old; C. M. J. F. was three-and-a-half

years old, and A. K. W. F. was one-and-a-half years old.2 Andrew Walker is the

biological father of A. K. W. F.3 The location of A. L. C. B. F. and C. M. J. F.’s

putative biological father is unknown, and the legal father, the mother’s husband, by

request, was excused from the proceedings. 

On June 9, 2015, upon the filing of a complaint alleging dependency, and the

entry of a dependancy removal order, A. L. C. B. F. and C. M. J. F. were taken into

the custody of the Whitfield County Division of Family and Children Services

(“DFCS”) On June 10, 2015, the trial court entered a preliminary protective order

placing temporary custody of the two children with DFACS. According to the order,

there was probable cause to believe that the children were dependant because the

2 The mother has a fourth child, her oldest, who is also in state custody and who
is not a part of this case.

3 The juvenile court terminated both the mother’s and Walker’s parental rights
in the termination order, but only the mother’s termination is the subject of this
appeal.
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mother was unemployed, did not have a stable environment for the children, and there

was a history of domestic violence, including a recent physical altercation between

the mother and her current boyfriend during which she had threatened to “harm

herself with a razor.” Thereafter, on June 15, 2015, DFACS filed a petition of

dependency alleging that the two children were dependent because the “children have

been abused or neglected and are in need of protection of the court” given the

mother’s unemployment, lack of stable home environment and violent relationship

with Walker, the father of her unborn child. 

Subsequently, the juvenile court entered an order of dependency as to the two

children. According to that order, the children were dependant “due to being

homeless, and without food, clothing and shelter.” The order noted the mother’s

frequent moves and that she had been staying week-to-week in different motels; at

one point, there was no food in her residence; and she was seen searching through

trash cans for food at a gas station. The order also noted the mother’s history of

abusive relationships with men and the children witnessing the abuse. 

The mother’s ensuing reunification case plan required, among other things, that

she maintain stable housing for six consecutive months, maintain visitation with the

children, pay child support, participate in parenting classes, comply with random drug
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screenings, and comply with psychological referral for parental fitness and domestic

violence assessments. After a case plan judicial review and permanency planning

hearing, on September 9, 2015 the trial court entered an order detailing the mother’s

progress, including that, although she was still unemployed, she was visiting the

children, had enrolled in parenting classes, and had all negative drug screenings. At

the time, the mother was living with Walker at his grandmother’s house. 

After a March 2, 2016 permanency hearing, the trial court found that the

mother had completed her psychological evaluation and continued to have clean drug

screenings. She was also working, had housing and was paying child support. A. K.

W. F., who was born on November 30, 2015, was living with the mother, and the

mother was allowed limited, but unsupervised visitation with A. F. and C. F.

However, the trial court found that before the children could be reunited with the

mother, additional elements of the case plan needed to be completed, including

mental health treatment. 

On March 30, 2016, the mother visited DFACS and reported that the previous

night, she and Walker had an altercation and she was “fearful for her safety.” She said

that Walker “hit her frequently,” and was advised to get a Temporary Protective

Order (“TPO”) to have Walker removed from the lease. DFACS scheduled an
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appointment for the mother to meet with the District Attorney’s office to take out the

TPO, but she did not show up. However, Walker was arrested and charged with

family violence, and his probation was revoked. On May 25, 2016, after Walker was

released from jail and discovered hiding in the mother’s home, A. K. W. F. was taken

into DFACS custody. 

The trial court’s order after a subsequent August 8, 2016 permanency hearing

revealed that, although the mother had achieved certain of her case plan goals, her

housing was uncertain because she lived in a mobile home that was leased to Walker.

The trial court “strongly cautioned” the mother about continued contact with Walker

because of their “domestic violence issues.” The mother had been referred for mental

health treatments, and had participated in vocational rehabilitation and applied for

Social Security disability. 

On January 9, 2017, DFCS filed a petition to terminate the mother’s parental

rights, alleging that termination was in the children’s best interest because she: could

not maintain stable housing, employment, or transportation; had a history of abusive

relationships and did not protect the children from the effects of the abuse; and was

intellectually and emotionally incapable of safely parenting the children. 
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Hearings on the termination petition was held on April 10, 2017 and April 20,

2017. A case manager with DFACS testified that the mother had a long history of

instability with housing, income and relationships, and that her involvement with

DFACS started in February 2013. At that time, DFACS received a report that the

mother was living with A. F. in an abandoned house in Columbus, Georgia, and a

family support case was opened the next month because the mother was homeless.

DFACS received a report in August 2013 that the family was homeless and that the

mother was observed striking one of her children while in a hospital emergency room.

In February and March 2014, DFACS investigated reports of neglect and family

violence, and the case was ultimately closed when the family moved in with the

mother’s mother-in-law. 

The case manager further testified that the current case was a result of

allegations of neglect and family violence, including that the mother had reported that

Walker struck her in the head and stomach while she was pregnant with A. K. W, F.

According to the case manager, at the time of the termination hearing, the mother did

not have a stable income, refused to participate in therapy, and continued her

relationship with Walker, which endangered the children. She also testified that the

mother would not work with Georgia Vocational Rehabilitation Services (“GVRS”),
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had let her food stamps and other benefits lapse, and that the children would not be

safe in her care. 

A job readiness specialist with GVRS testified that the mother had briefly

worked at a convenience store, but at the 90-day follow-up, the mother was no longer

working. A parent aide with Family Menders testified that while the mother was

cooperating with services, she missed at least 15 appointments and had at least 3

different residences. The aide testified that the mother had little or no food in the

home on several occasions, that she had bought food for the mother with her own

money, and that the mother had difficulty preparing even basic meals. According to

the aide, from the time she started working with the mother in July 13, 2016 until the

time of the hearing, the mother had only worked “maybe six to eight weeks.” 

A friend of the mother’s testified that she would provide food for the mother

at times, that the mother had asked her not to tell DFCS that she was with Walker,

and that although the mother loves the children, she cannot take care of them,

financially or otherwise. The mother’s oldest child, and A. K. W. F. are placed with

the friend, and, she agreed that the children “have a good time seeing their mother,”

and that they love her and know that she’s their mother. 
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A psychologist, who had seen the mother on three different occasions, testified

that she did not believe that the mother could independently meet the needs of caring

for the children or provide an environment in which to raise them. According to the

doctor’s evaluation, the mother likely needed daily parenting support, and the doctor

diagnosed her with mixed personality disorder, borderline intellectual functioning,

and intellectual developmental disorder. 

The mother testified that she currently had rent-free housing, acknowledged

that she was unemployed, but was trying to apply for Social Security disability

benefits. According to the mother, she was last employed a week before the

termination hearing but was fired within 30 minutes because she did not speak

Spanish. Five months earlier, she was fired from a gas station because she “burnt the

chicken.” When asked if she could keep a job, the mother answered “I can try.” She

further testified that she had never missed visits with the children, that the children

love her and she has a strong maternal bond with them, that she had paid her child

support, had completed parenting classes and psychological evaluation, and that the

only goal in her case plan that she had not completed was therapy. The mother

admitted that she let Walker come home when he got out of jail, and that she knew

8
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he was not allowed to be around the children. The guardian ad litem recommended

that the mother’s parental rights be terminated. 

The juvenile court issued an order terminating the mother and Walker’s

parental rights. The court concluded that there was clear and convincing evidence of

parental misconduct and inability, and that termination of parental rights was in the

children’s best interests considering their physical, mental, emotional, and moral

needs, including their need for permanency, stability, and a secure and stable home.

The court found, by clear and convincing evidence, that: the children were dependent;

the lack of proper parental care and control was the cause of the dependency; that

cause was likely to continue and not be remedied; and the continued dependency

would cause or was likely to cause serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral

harm. The court also found that reasonable efforts had been made, without success,

to prevent the need to remove the children from the home and to make it possible for

them to return to the home, and that the termination of parental rights would enable

the children to achieve a more stable home life through adoption. 

 In its order, the trial court included extensive factual findings including that,

the mother could not consistently provide a home and care for her children, the

mother’s lengthy history of financial and housing instability, her history of
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relationships involving domestic violence with at least three men, admission that she

intended to reconcile with Walker, and five-year history with DFCS for these issues.

The trial court acknowledged that the mother had completed parenting classes, was

in counseling, and made some attempt to meet the requirements of her reunification

case plan, but that her progress was insufficient, and would never be sufficient, to

enable her to be a full-time independent parent. 

On appeal, the mother contends that the evidence was insufficient to support

the termination of her parental rights. She asserts that the evidence demonstrated

substantial compliance with her case plan, including that, she completed parenting

classes and drug screening, was in counseling at the time of the termination hearing,

paid child support, and was significantly employed in 2016.

The termination of parental rights involves a two-pronged analysis. See OCGA

§ 15- 11-310. First, under OCGA § 15-11-310 (a), the trial court first determines

whether one of the requisite statutory grounds for termination of parental rights has

been met, including, the ground in this case, that:

[the] child is a dependent child due to lack of proper parental care or
control by his or her parent, reasonable efforts to remedy the
circumstances have been unsuccessful or were not required, such cause
of dependency is likely to continue or will not likely be remedied, and
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the continued dependency will cause or is likely to cause serious
physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm to such child.

OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (5). Second, if any of the statutory criteria has been met, the

trial court must ascertain whether termination of parental rights is in the best interest

of the child. The factors pertaining to the “best interest” inquiry include: (1) the

child’s sense of attachments, including the sense of security and familiarity and the

continuity of affection; (2) the child’s wishes and long-term goals; (3) the child’s

need for permanence, stability and continuity of relationships; and (4) other factors

listed in OCGA § 15-11-26, which the trial court considers relevant. See OCGA §

15-11-310 (b).

As to the statutory grounds, first, the mother did not appeal the juvenile court’s

order finding that the children were dependent, and thus she is bound by that order.

In the Interest of B. M., 298 Ga. App. 100, 102 (1) (a) (679 SE2d 113) (2009). In

considering whether the cause of the dependency is likely to continue, among other

matters, here the trial court considered evidence that, after more than two years under

the existing case plan, the mother was still not ready to resume independently caring

for the children. In the Interest of O. M. J., 297 Ga. App. 20, 27 (2) (b) (676 SE2d

421) (2009) (“The test in determining termination of parental rights is whether the
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mother, ultimately standing alone, is capable of mastering and utilizing the necessary

skills to meet her parenting obligations.”) (citation and punctuation omitted; emphasis

in original). Moreover, although the mother contends that she achieved several of the

case plans goals, including recent housing, the mother’s housing was dependent on

her relationship with others, including an abusive boyfriend, and most recently,

whether her Social Security benefits were approved. The trial court was authorized

to find that her housing was not stable. See In the Interest of A. R., 302 Ga. App. 702,

709 (1) (c) (691 SE2d 402) (2010). Regarding “recent improvement, the trial court,

not the appellate court, determines whether a parent’s conduct warrants hope of

rehabilitation.” (Citations and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of D. L. S., 271

Ga. App. 311, 314 (1) (c) (609 SE2d 666) (2005). Consequently, the trial court did

not err in finding that the dependency was likely to continue and will not likely be

remedied.

When a court assesses whether a child now in foster care is likely

to suffer serious harm as a result of continued deprivation, the court

must consider not only the likelihood of harm if the child remains

indefinitely in foster care, but also the likelihood of harm if the child

returns to the custody of his parent, notwithstanding that the deprivation

persists. The State is required to show that continued dependency will

cause harm. Dependency will cause harm only if all of the options
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available to DFCS short of termination — keeping the child in foster

care, or returning the child to the parent — will themselves cause harm.

The State must show that both would cause harm. This Court has

reversed termination orders due to a lack of evidence that the children

would experience serious harm if they remained in foster care, even

when the State did show that the return of the child to the parent might

well cause harm. In considering whether there is evidence that

remaining in foster care will cause serious harm to a child, we have

examined both (1) the extent to which instability and impermanency are

currently causing specific harms to the child and (2) whether the

parent’s current relationship with the child is itself detrimental.

(Citation and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of B. R. J., 344 Ga. App. 465, 475-

476 (1) (d) (810 SE2d 630) (2018). See In the Interest of A.S., 339 Ga. App. 875, 881

(3) (2016) (“The State must show that both scenarios would likely cause serious harm

in order for a termination of parental rights to be justified.”)

Here, although the trial court found that “serious harm will occur to the

children if the children are returned to the care of either parent,” the trial court did not

assess the extent to which instability and impermanency are currently causing specific

harms to the children, and whether, as a result of the dependency, the children would

be harmed by remaining in foster care indefinitely. Although the psychologist who

evaluated the mother testified that the mother’s abusive relationship with Walker was
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“not healthy for the children and that’s going to lead to more trauma when they are

taken away again,” there was no testimony at all from any witness about the effects,

harmful or otherwise, of foster care on the children in relation to their dependency.

There was “no . . . finding regarding how continuing the status quo would harm the

children in this case.” In the Interest of B. R. J., 344 at 476. See In the Interest of A.

T., 271 Ga. App. 470, 473-475 (610 SE2d 121) (2005) (reversing termination of

rights given no particularized evidence as to adverse effects of foster care or

impermanency on the children in question).

While “our Court has recognized, in case after case, that children should not

be required to linger unnecessarily and indefinitely in foster care, inasmuch as

children need permanence of home and emotional stability, or they are likely to suffer

serious emotional problems,” In the Interest of C. L., 315 Ga. App. 607, 612 (1) (b)

(727 SE2d 163) (2012), the evidence was “insufficient to support [the trial court’s]

conclusion that any continued dependency experienced by these children will cause

or is likely to cause them serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm, and we

therefore reverse.” In Interest of E. M. D., 339 Ga. App. 189, 206 (2) (793 SE2d 489)

(2016). 

Judgment reversed. Ellington, P.J., and McMillian J., concur.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0862. IN THE INTEREST OF C. A. B. et al., children.

MILLER, Presiding Judge.

Linda Baker, the mother of children C. A. B., D. M. B., and H. U. B., appeals

from the juvenile court’s order terminating her parental rights to all three children. On

appeal, she contends that the juvenile court lacked clear and convincing evidence to

support the termination of her parental rights because she had substantially complied

with most of her case plan goals and was set to be released from incarceration. After

a thorough review of the record, we conclude that there is clear and convincing

evidence to support the juvenile court’s order finding that Baker subjected the

children to aggravated circumstances and that it was in the children’s best interest to

be permanently removed from her custody. Accordingly, we affirm.
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On appeal from a juvenile court’s decision to terminate parental rights, we view

the evidence in the light most favorable to the juvenile court’s ruling and determine

whether any rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence

that the parent’s rights should be terminated. In the Interest of C. S., 319 Ga. App.

138, 139 (735 SE2d 140) (2012). Nonetheless,

this deferential standard of review is tempered by the fact that there is

no judicial determination which has more drastic significance than that

of permanently severing a natural parent-child relationship. It must be

scrutinized deliberately and exercised most cautiously. The right to raise

one’s children is a fiercely guarded right in our society and law, and a

right that should be infringed upon only under the most compelling

circumstances.

(Footnote omitted.) In the Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. 839, 840 (805 SE2d

285) (2017).

So viewed, the evidence shows that Baker has four children: son De. B., born

in 2007, and daughters C. A. B., born in 2008, D. M. B., born in 2012, and H. U. B.,

born in 2015.1 Baker lost custody of De. B. in 2014 after she physically abused him

1 C. A. B.’s father surrendered his parental rights. The juvenile court also
terminated the father’s parental rights with respect to D. M. B.’s father and H. U. B.’s
father. The fathers have not appealed the termination of their rights.

2
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because she believed he was stealing money from her. She was charged with child

cruelty in connection with this abuse and received a probated sentence. De. B. was

removed from Baker’s care, but the other children were not.

C. A. B. had witnessed her mother strike her brother on the head with a stick

and, after De. B. was removed from Baker’s custody, Baker began physically abusing

C. A. B. Specifically, Baker used a stick or other object to strike C. A. B.; Baker hit

C. A. B. if she did not complete her chores quickly enough or properly; Baker pushed

her into the furniture and busted her lip; and Baker had burned her with hot water in

the bathtub. When C. A. B. was interviewed in connection with the removal petition,

she had a facial wound and bruises on her body, including a busted lip and a loose

tooth. 

In 2015, Baker left seven-year-old C. A. B. home alone for an hour while she

took the other two children to the doctor. During that time, C. A. B. was sexually

assaulted by an unknown attacker. When questioned about this incident, Baker first

stated that C. A. B. was not at home when Baker woke up that morning and that when

C. A. B. returned to the home, she was “bleeding between her legs” and stated that

she had “been with a boy.” Baker later changed her story and admitted that she had

asked her brother to stay with C. A. B. while she took the other children to the doctor,

3
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but that she left the house before her brother arrived. This was not the first time Baker

had left C. A. B. home alone. Baker was arrested, jailed, and charged with child

cruelty. 

The Division of Family and Children Services (“DFCS”) filed a petition for

temporary custody of C. A. B., D. M. B., and H. U. B., noting that Baker was

currently incarcerated on charges of child cruelty related to C. A. B. The children

were removed from the home, taken into DFCS custody, and placed with their aunt

and uncle. When the children were removed, H. U. B. was three months old, and D.

M. B. was three years old. 

The juvenile court found the children to be dependent, and Baker did not

appeal from this decision.2 DFCS prepared a case plan, which required Baker to settle

her legal issues, obtain stable housing and income, and undergo assessments for

parental fitness, mental health, and substance abuse, and complete any

recommendations from those assessments. 

In January 2016, Baker pleaded guilty to child cruelty in the second degree, and

she was sentenced to ten years, with two to serve. Although DFCS initially planned

2 Baker is bound by the juvenile court’s dependency order because she did not
appeal it. See In the Interest of J. S. G., 242 Ga. App. 387, 388 (1) (529 SE2d 141)
(2000).
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on Baker’s reunification with her children, it later recommended non-reunification

due to Baker’s incarceration and the length of time the children were in DFCS

custody. In October 2016, DFCS filed its original petition to terminate Baker’s

parental rights. In April 2017, DFCS amended the petition, citing as grounds for

termination that Baker had not complied with the case plan and was currently

imprisoned. 

At a hearing, Baker testified that she was currently incarcerated on child cruelty

charges, and she admitted that she had physically abused De. B. and left C. A. B. at

home alone. Baker explained that she had never applied for or had a job, and that she

received social security benefits due to “slow brain waves inside [her] head.” She

stated that she planned to live with her mother after her release from jail until she

could find housing and a job. She further testified that she had completed programs

and courses while incarcerated. However, she admitted that she did not receive any

job training or parenting classes during her imprisonment. 

The director of a child advocacy center, who had conducted a forensic

interview with C. A. B., testified that C. A. B. had injuries to her face and body when

she was interviewed, and C. A. B. had stated that Baker caused those injuries. The

director also testified that C. A. B. expressed the desire to remain with her aunt. The

5
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court appointed special advocate (“CASA”) testified that all three children were

thriving in the aunt’s custody. Neither D. M. B. nor H. U. B. testified due to their

ages.

The juvenile court found that the children were dependent due to their lack of

parental care and control, and that Baker had subjected the children to aggravating

circumstances through the abuse of De. B. and C. A. B. After detailing the abuse C.

A. B. suffered, the juvenile court found that Baker’s conduct qualified as aggravated

circumstances in that she subjected C. A. B. and her siblings to chronic abuse.

Although the juvenile court found that Baker had met some of the parenting plan

goals by completing the various required assessments, the juvenile court further noted

that she had failed to provide care and support, to create a significant bond with her

children over the previous six months, or to obtain stable housing and income due to

her incarceration. Thus, the juvenile court found that the cause of the children’s

dependency was likely to continue and cause serious physical, mental, emotional, or

moral harm given the egregious abuse. The juvenile court then considered that

placement with the aunt and uncle was in the children’s best interest because they

would remain with family and be able to see each other. Baker sought discretionary

review, and this Court granted her application. This appeal followed. 

6
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In her sole enumeration of error, Baker argues that the juvenile court’s decision

is not supported by clear and convincing evidence where, as here, she made

significant progress toward most of her case plan goals. She also contends that the

language in the juvenile court’s order leaves it unclear whether the court was relying

on lack of proper parental care and control or on aggravating circumstances, the latter

of which DFCS did not allege as a basis for termination. After a careful review of the

record, we conclude that there is sufficient evidence to support the termination of

Baker’s parental rights.

OCGA § 15-11-3103 sets forth the grounds for terminating parental rights and

provides, in relevant part, that 

(a) In considering the termination of parental rights, the court shall first

determine whether one of the following statutory grounds for

termination of parental rights has been met: 

. . . 

(2) The parent has subjected his or her child to aggravated

circumstances;

3 We refer to the statute in effect in 2017, as that is the date applicable to the
termination order in this case. We note that the statute was amended effective July 1,
2018 and the language in the current version has changed. Compare OCGA § 15-11-
310 (a) (5) (2017) with OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (5) (July 1, 2018). 
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. . .

(5) A child is a dependent child due to lack of proper parental care or

control by his or her parent, reasonable efforts to remedy the

circumstances have been unsuccessful or were not required, such cause

of dependency is likely to continue or will not likely be remedied, and

the continued dependency will cause or is likely to cause serious

physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm to such child.

The term “aggravated circumstances” means, as is relevant here, the parent

abandoned the child, subjected the child or the child’s sibling to torture or abuse, or

assaulted the child or the child’s sibling, which resulted in serious bodily injury.

OCGA § 15-11-2 (5) (A), (C), (F). “Abuse” is defined to include “[a]ny nonaccidental

physical injury or physical injury which is inconsistent with the explanation given for

it suffered by a child as the result of the acts or omissions of a person responsible for

the care of a child[.]” OCGA § 15-11-2 (2) (A).

If any of the statutory grounds for termination are met, the court shall then

consider whether termination is in the children’s best interest. OCGA § 15-11-310

(b); see also OCGA § 15-11-26. “[T]he standard of proof to be adduced to terminate

parental rights shall be by clear and convincing evidence.” OCGA § 15-11-303. 

8
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As an initial matter, the fact that the juvenile court considered aggravating

circumstances, even though the termination petition did not specify this as a grounds

for termination, does not preclude our review of that basis for terminating Baker’s

parental rights. See In the Interest of K. C. W., 297 Ga. App. 714, 717 (1) (678 SSE2d

343) (2009) (finding no error in juvenile court’s consideration of father’s mental

capacity even though that was not identified as a ground for termination in the

petition).

Turning to the merits, Baker focuses her argument on the trial court’s finding

that the children were dependent and that the dependency was likely to continue and

cause harm. We need not decide whether dependency was an appropriate basis on

which to terminate Baker’s parental rights because the juvenile court also found that

Baker subjected the children to aggravated circumstances – namely, the abuse of De.

B. and C. A. B. – and the record amply supports termination on this statutory basis.

See OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (5). 

As the juvenile court found, Baker has a history of abusing her children. She

lost custody of her oldest child because she abused him, and once he was removed

from the home, Baker began abusing C. A. B. The juvenile court’s order details the

physical abuse and injuries C. A. B. suffered. Moreover, C. A. B. was aware of the

9
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abuse her older brother suffered before her mother began to abuse her. This is a

sufficient basis for the juvenile court to terminate Baker’s parental rights with regard

to C. A. B. See OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (2).

There is also sufficient evidence to support the termination of Baker’s parental

rights with respect to D. M. B. and H. U. B. When they were removed from Baker’s

care, D. M. B. and H. U. B. were only three years old and three months old,

respectively. As noted, the definition of “aggravated circumstances” includes that the

parent subjected the child or the child’s sibling to abuse, or assaulted the child’s

sibling. See OCGA § 15-11-2 (5) (C), (F). Thus, the juvenile court was authorized to

consider Baker’s abuse of C. A. B. as evidence that she will not be able to care for her

other children. Id.; see also In the Interest of S. B., 312 Ga. App. 180, 183-184 (1)

(718 SE2d 49) (2011) (sexual abuse of older siblings allowed court to infer adverse

effect on younger siblings and find children deprived); In the Interest of S. L. B., 265

Ga. App. 684, 688 (595 SE2d 370) (2004) (“the fact that appellant had three older

children who were not in her care or supported by her indicates that she would

likewise be unable to care for S. L. B.”); In the Interest of K. C. H., 257 Ga. App. 529,

531-532 (2) (571 SE2d 515) (2002) (finding younger child dependent after parent lost

custody of older child due to sexual abuse by mother’s live-in boyfriend).

10
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Accordingly, there was clear and convincing evidence to support the termination of

Baker’s parental rights on the statutory ground of aggravated circumstances due to

abuse.4 We therefore affirm the juvenile court’s order terminating Baker’s parental

rights to all three children.

Judgment affirmed. Brown and Goss, JJ., concur.

4 In her reply brief, Baker challenges the finding that termination was in the
children’s best interest. However, she waived this issue by not raising it in her initial
brief. See Currid v. DeKalb State Court Probation Dept., 274 Ga. App. 704, 707 (1),
n. 8 (618 SE2d 621) (2005) (refusing to consider legal and factual arguments raised
for the first time in reply brief). Nevertheless, there is clear and convincing evidence
to support the juvenile court’s finding that termination of Baker’s parental rights is
in the best interest of the children.

11
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September 20, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1162. IN THE INTEREST OF E. M.

RICKMAN, Judge.

The biological father of E. M. appeals from a juvenile court order terminating

his parental rights to his minor child. For the reasons given below, we affirm.

The record shows that in December 2015, the Juvenile Court of Murray County

entered a dependency removal order for three children, including E. M. (then age

five), arising in part from the children’s mother having tested positive to multiple

controlled substances at the time she gave birth to the youngest of the three children.

The children were placed in foster care. The local Department of Family and Children

Services (“DFCS”) thereafter filed a petition alleging that the children were

dependent, and the court entered a preliminary protective order. At the hearing on the
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petition, the mother testified that the appellant, the biological father of only E. M.,1

was incarcerated for “family violence” and that the couple was not married. The

appellant was not present for the hearing. In January 2016, the court found that the

children were dependent because the appellant was incarcerated, the other two

biological fathers had no bond with their children, and the mother was an

unrehabilitated drug user; the court therefore placed custody of the children with

DFCS. All parents were ordered to contact the office of child support enforcement

immediately to establish an account for the payment of any child support obligation,

which was set, at a minimum, at $45 per week for one child pending further

determination. 

Separately, the appellant was issued a “reunification/adoption” case plan that

required him to comply with numerous conditions, including that he begin supervised

visits with E. M. once he was released from incarceration “if approved by the courts.” 

As of a February 2016 case plan review, the appellant had been appointed

counsel, but he remained incarcerated and did not appear; he was expected to come

up for parole in May 2016. In that same month, he moved to legitimate E. M. 

1 The appellant is not the biological father of the other two children, and this
appeal concerns the termination of the appellant’s parental rights to E. M. 

2
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In December 2016, DFCS filed a petition to terminate the parental rights of all

three children. A hearing on the matter was held on June 20, 2017. The appellant was

still incarcerated at the time of the hearing and not present, although he was

represented by counsel. At the termination hearing, DFCS presented two witnesses,

and the court took judicial notice of the entire record with certain exceptions not

relevant here. The mother was not present because she recently had been arrested on

a new drug charge and was incarcerated. The guardian ad litem and the court-

appointed special advocate (CASA), who were present at the hearing, did not testify,

but the CASA’s reports are included in the record. 

Following the hearing, the juvenile court terminated all of the parents’ parental

rights, including the appellant’s. The trial court found (1) that all parents had

wantonly and willfully failed to comply with orders to support their children; (2) that

the children had been abandoned by their parents; and (3) that the children were

dependent due to a lack of proper parental care or control by their parents, that

reasonable efforts to remedy the circumstances were unsuccessful or not required,

that the cause of the dependency of each child was likely to continue or not be

remedied, and that continued dependency would cause or was likely to cause serious

harm to the children. 

3
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With regard to the appellant specifically, the court found that he had been

incarcerated during the entirety of the case and had failed to complete any case plan

goals; that he “ha[d] a history of use and abuse of illegal drugs and ha[s]

unrehabilitated substance abuse issues”; that he had a “history of repeated criminal

behavior and incarcerations which have had a demonstrably negative effect on the

quality of relationship with his child”; that he has had no relationship with his child

since she entered care; and that he had sent the child only one card and no gifts or

support. 

Finally, the court found that the children were bonded to the current foster

parents and vice versa, that DFCS had made reasonable efforts to finalize the

permanency plan, and that it was in the best interests of the children that termination

of parental rights be granted. 

We granted the appellant’s application for discretionary review, and this appeal

followed. 

1. The appellant first contends that the trial court lacked personal jurisdiction

over him because he was not personally served with process regarding the termination

of his parental rights. This assertion of error, however, is not properly before this

Court.

4
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An application for discretionary review must “enumerat[e] the errors to

be urged on appeal,” OCGA § 5-6-35 (b), and so, when we grant

discretionary review, it necessarily is limited to the errors actually

enumerated in the application.

Zekser v. Zekser, 293 Ga. 366, 369 (2) (744 SE2d 698) (2013); see also OCGA § 15-

1-2 (“lack of jurisdiction of the person may be waived”). Here, the appellant did not

enumerate lack of personal jurisdiction as an error in his application for discretionary

review, and therefore that enumeration is waived. See, e.g., Lutz v. Lutz, 302 Ga. 500,

502 (1) (807 SE2d 336) (2017).

2. The appellant contends that insufficient evidence was presented to warrant

termination of his parental rights. 

On appeal from an order terminating parental rights, we review the

evidence in the light most favorable to the juvenile court’s judgment in

order to determine whether any rational trier of fact could have found by

clear and convincing evidence that the natural parent’s rights to custody

have been lost. We neither weigh evidence nor determine witness

credibility, but defer to the juvenile court’s findings of fact and affirm

unless the appellate standard is not met.

(Citation and punctuation omitted). In the Interest of U. G., 291 Ga. App. 404, 404

(662 SE2d 190) (2008).

5
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Construed in favor of the judgment, the evidence presented to the trial

court—as found in the record of the entire proceedings, for which the court took

judicial notice, and as presented at the termination hearing—is set forth either in the

recitation of the procedural facts above, or as follows. 

The children had been in DFCS custody since May 28, 2016. The appellant had

“issues with drugs and alcohol”; had not completed any case plan goals; and had

failed to provide DFCS with proof of stable housing or income, drug treatment,

payment of child support, or psychological evaluations. Further, the appellant had not

had a relationship with the child during the two years that DFCS had been involved

and, in the same two years, the appellant had only sent the child one card, no gifts,

and no money or support. The case manager had written to the appellant once a month

since she had become involved and the appellant had responded perhaps four times.

DFCS performed an exhaustive search for appropriate family members with whom

to place the child but found none. DFCS performed a home evaluation of the

appellant’s mother’s home, but her home was not approved because the appellant had

lived there and he had a “drinking problem,” the appellant and the mother had

unspecified “domestic violence” issues, and DFCS could not confirm that the

appellant’s mother would prevent the mother and appellant from living there in the

6
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future. E. M. was doing well and strongly bonded with her foster mother but was

receiving counseling due to behavioral issues. Finally, there was testimony that it was

in the children’s best interest to terminate the parental rights of all of the parents. 

The court considered the CASA’s reports, which are contained in the record.

The reports show that the appellant never indicated any interest in obtaining custody

of the child, and that the CASA recommended that the appellant’s parental rights be

terminated and that termination was in the child’s best interests. 

 The court also allowed into evidence certified copies of six criminal multi-

count convictions of the appellant ranging from 2002 to 2015, including at least three

convictions of family violence (battery), one being a felony, as well as a conviction

of second degree cruelty to children because an incident of violence occurred in the

presence of a child. More specifically, in the first case, the appellant was convicted

of family violence battery for striking his spouse about the head and face and

knocking her to the ground; cruelty to children for doing so in the presence of two

children; and disorderly conduct for breaking the windshield of his spouse’s car. In

the second case, the appellant was convicted of obstruction of a law enforcement

officer by fleeing from the officer; he was sentenced to time served plus probation.

In the third case, the appellant was convicted of family violence battery for striking

7
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a woman about the head and body and throwing her to the ground. In the fourth case,

the appellant pled guilty to felony family violence battery for striking a woman about

her head and body, dragging her across the floor, and by kicking her. In the fifth case,

the appellant again pled guilty to family violence battery for striking the same victim

about the head and body; in April 2013, he was sentenced to four years to serve two,

with the remainder on probation. Finally, in the sixth case, the appellant was

convicted of two counts of aggravated stalking for violating his previous probation

by having contact with the victim for the purpose of harassing and intimidating her;

he was also convicted of terroristic threats by offering to commit other violent acts

on the same victim. On June 1, 2015, he was sentenced to a total of twelve years to

serve approximately four years and three and a half months (after credit for time

served), with the remainder on probation. 

(a) The juvenile code calls for a two-pronged analysis in such a case. See

OCGA § 15-11-310.2 First, the trial court determines whether one of five statutory

grounds for termination has been met, including the three grounds upon which the

court relied in this case: 

2 The current juvenile code went into effect on January 1, 2014, before the
original petition in this case was filed on December 12, 2016. See Ga. L. 2013,
p. 294, § 5-1.

8
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The parent has wantonly and willfully failed to comply for a period of 12
months or longer with a decree to support his or her child that has been
entered by a court of competent jurisdiction of this or any other state;

A child is abandoned by his or her parent; or

A child is a dependent child due to lack of proper parental care or control
by his or her parent, reasonable efforts to remedy the circumstances have
been unsuccessful or were not required, such cause of dependency is
likely to continue or will not likely be remedied, and the continued
dependency will cause or is likely to cause serious physical, mental,
emotional, or moral harm to such child.

OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (3), (4), (5).3 These grounds are independent, and thus, on

appeal, if there is sufficient evidence supporting any one of these grounds, we need

not consider the other grounds in order to affirm.4 See, e.g., In Interest of B. D. O.,

343 Ga. App. 587, 591 (1) (807 SE2d 507) (2017); In the Interest of S. G. T., 175 Ga.

App. 475, 477 (2) (333 SE2d 445) (1985). Second, if one or more of these criteria has

been met, the trial court then considers whether termination is in each child’s best

interest by considering certain factors as shown below. OCGA § 15-11-310 (b).

3 The statute was amended in 2018 to include additional language. See Ga. L.
2018, p. __, § 3.

4 Thus, even if aspects of the trial court’s rulings on the other grounds might
be flawed, the appellant cannot show harm as long as the evidence supports the trial
court’s rulings on one ground. See In re M. T. C., 267 Ga. App. 160, 161 (598 SE2d
879) (2004).

9
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As shown above, the trial court found three independent statutory grounds for

terminating the appellant’s parental rights in the child, including that he wantonly and

willfully failed to comply for a period of 12 months or longer with a decree to support

his or her child. See OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (3). The court found as a matter of fact

that the appellant had failed to provide any gifts or support at any time during the

proceedings. 

On appeal, however, the appellant references this ground in only one sentence

of his brief: “When asked whether she or anyone at DFCS ever informed [the

appellant] of an amount he was supposed to be paying in child support for his child,

she testified she did not and had no knowledge anyone else with DFCS so informed

him.” The appellant did not otherwise argue or cite any authority to support that the

trial court erred in its finding on this ground. “Any enumeration of error that is not

supported in the brief by citation of authority or argument may be deemed

abandoned.” Court of Appeals Rule 25. Pretermitting whether the appellant

abandoned this argument, however, we conclude that clear and convincing evidence

was presented to support this independent ground for terminating the appellant’s

parental rights. 

10
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First, on January 19, 2016, the appellant was ordered by the court to pay

support of $45 per week pending further determination. Although the DFCS case

manager admitted that she had not personally informed the appellant of the required

amount of support, this order provided the appellant with the required information.

And it is undisputed that the appellant was represented by counsel as of February 22,

2016, if not before. Next, the DFCS case manager testified that the appellant failed

to provide any support for the child through the date of the final hearing on June 20,

2017, well over 12 months after the date of the court order requiring him to support

the child. Thus, the undisputed evidence supports the trial court’s finding that the

appellant failed to comply for a period of 12 months or longer with a decree to

support his child. See OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (3). 

With regard to the finding that the appellant’s actions were wanton and willful,

although it is true that an inability to earn income due to incarceration may constitute

justifiable cause for failing to pay child support, see In re G. W. R., 270 Ga. App. 194,

199 (2) (606 SE2d 281) (2004), here, the appellant failed to offer any explanation

whatsoever for failing to pay any support. Id.; see also In the Interest of M. J. P., 290

Ga. App. 184, 187 (659 SE2d 402) (2008) (“incarceration does not per se give rise

to justifiable cause”). The court therefore was authorized to conclude that the

11
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appellant’s failure to pay support was wanton and willful. See In re A. D. L., 253 Ga.

App. 64, 68 (2) (557 SE2d 489) (2001) (appellant’s failure to show lack of ability to

pay contributed to trial court’s finding by clear and convincing evidence of wanton

and willful failure to pay court-ordered child support for a period of 12 months or

more); In Interest of J. M. H., 203 Ga. App. 856, 857 (1) (418 SE2d 128) (1992)

(clear and convincing evidence of wanton and willful failure to pay court-ordered

support shown where appellant “offered no evidence of justifiable cause for not

supporting his child”); cf. In the Interest of S. R. M., 283 Ga. App. 463, 468 (2) (a)

(641 SE2d 666) (2007) (imprisoned parent may present testimony to the court by

affidavit or deposition). 

Combined with the appellant’s almost complete lack of contact with the child,

we conclude that appellant’s failure to explain his failure to pay court-ordered support

provided sufficient evidence to show that the appellant wantonly and willfully failed

to comply for a period of 12 months or longer with a decree to support his child. See

OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (3); In Interest of J. M. G., 214 Ga. App. 738, 739 (3) (448

SE2d 785) (1994) (wanton and willful failure to pay court-ordered support for more

than one year supported termination under prior similar statute); In Interest of G. K.

J., 187 Ga. App. 443, 444 (2) (370 SE2d 490) (1988) (same).

12
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(b) The appellant also contends that insufficient evidence was presented to

show that termination of his parental rights was in the best interests of the child. The

statute applicable to this case5 provided that when addressing the best interests of the

child, the court consider the following factors:

(1) Such child’s sense of attachments, including his or her sense of
security and familiarity, and the continuity of affection for such child;

(2) Such child’s wishes and long-term goals;

(3) Such child’s need for permanence, including his or her need for
stability and continuity of relationships with a parent, siblings, and other
relatives; and

(4) Any other factors, including the factors set forth in Code Section 15-
11-26,6 considered by the court to be relevant and proper to its
determination.

OCGA § 15-11-310 (b).

The trial court found that termination of the appellant’s parental rights

was in the child’s best interests in part because the appellant “essentially had no

relationship with the child since she entered care”; he sent the child only one

5 The statute was amended in 2018. See Ga. L. 2018, p. _, § 3.

6 “OCGA § 15-11-26 sets forth an additional, non-exhaustive list of factors the
court can consider in determining the best interests of the child.” In Interest of B. D.
O., 343 Ga. App. 587, 591 n. 6 (807 SE2d 507) (2017). These include “[a]ny other
factors considered by the court to be relevant and proper to its determination.” OCGA
§ 15-11-26 (20).
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card during the pendency of the case; he failed to send any gifts or support; and

he had “a history of repeated criminal behavior and incarcerations that have had

a demonstrably negative effect on the quality of [the] relationship with his

child.” 

The evidence cited above supports these findings. The record shows that

the appellant never indicated that he wanted custody of the child; that with one

exception in 18 months, he failed to communicate with the child; that he failed

to pay court-ordered support; that he had been incarcerated repeatedly for

violence, including family violence; that in one incident, he committed family

violence in the presence of a child; that, at a minimum, the appellant had a

drinking problem; that the child was bonded to her current foster parents and

was doing well; and that the CASA opined that it was in the child’s best interests

to terminate the appellant’s parental rights. These findings are sufficient to

support the court’s conclusion that termination of the appellant’s rights was in

the child’s best interests as is evident from best-interest factors found in the

Code. See OCGA § 15-11-26 (2) (“[t]he love, affection, bonding, and emotional

ties existing between such child and each parent”); OCGA § 15-11-26 (4) (the

“[s]uch child’s need for permanence”); OCGA § 15-11-26 (6) (“[t]he capacity

14
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and disposition of each parent or person available to care for such child to give

him or her love, affection, and guidance”); OCGA § 15-11-26 (8) (“[t]he

stability of the family unit”); OCGA § 15-11-26 (18) (“[a]ny evidence of family

violence, substance abuse, criminal history”); and OCGA § 15-11-26 (19)

(“[a]ny recommendation by a court appointed custody evaluator”). Cf. In

Interest of B. D. O., 343 Ga. App. 587, 592 (2) (807 SE2d 507) (2017) (“the

same evidence that shows a lack of parental care and control can also support a

finding that termination is in a child’s best interests”).

(3) Finally, citing OCGA § 15-11-202, the appellant contends that the trial

court erred by concluding that DFCS used reasonable efforts to reunify the

appellant and his child. He argues further that he was entitled to a case plan that

contained achievable goals and assistance in meeting those goals. 

(a) A review of the Juvenile Code shows that OCGA § 15-11-202 pertains

to dependency proceedings, not termination proceedings. Termination

proceedings are a separate matter and are governed by Article 4 of the Juvenile

Code. See OCGA § 15-11-260 et seq. The purpose of a termination proceeding

is to protect children who already have been adjudicated as dependent from

parents unwilling or unable to provide safety and care adequate to protect the

15
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children, “by providing a judicial process for the termination of all parental

rights and responsibilities.” OCGA § 15-11-260 (a) (1). The “reasonable efforts”

requirement pertaining to termination proceedings is found in OCGA § 15-11-

310 (a) (5), which, as applicable to this case, provided for termination of

parental rights if:

A child is a dependent child due to lack of proper parental care or

control by his or her parent, reasonable efforts to remedy the

circumstances have been unsuccessful or were not required, such

cause of dependency is likely to continue or will not likely be

remedied, and the continued dependency will cause or is likely to

cause serious physical, mental, emotional, or moral harm to such

child.

(Emphasis supplied). Nothing else in Article 4 of the Juvenile Code references

“reasonable efforts” or OCGA § 15-11-202. For the above reasons, we conclude

that OCGA § 15-11-202 is not applicable to the issue of the appellant’s failure

to comply with a support decree. Cf. In Interest of V. S., 230 Ga. App. 26, 30-31

(2) (495 SE2d 142) (1997) (holding that, under prior version of the Juvenile

Code, procedures contained in statute pertaining to orders of disposition

removing a child from the home of his parents and placing him in the State’s

care did not pertain to proceedings to terminate parental rights); In re F. C., 248

16
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Ga. App. 675, 679 (2) (549 SE2d 125) (2001), disapproved on other grounds by

Miller v. State, 285 Ga. 285 (676 SE2d 173) (2009) (under prior version of the

Juvenile Code, statute regarding reasonable efforts for reunification pertaining

to removal and placement orders did not pertain to termination proceedings).

And, because we are affirming the trial court’s termination order based on

the third of five independent grounds for termination, see OCGA § 15-11-310

(a) (3), we need not address whether the trial court had sufficient evidence to

support termination under OCGA § 15-11-310 (5), which contains the only

“reasonable efforts” clause related to termination proceedings. Similarly,

because our holding does not depend on the trial court’s conclusion that the

appellant failed to meet the requirements of his case plan, the appellant’s

argument that the trial court erred with regard to that holding does not require

a reversal.

Judgment affirmed. McFadden, P. J., and Ray, J., concur.

17
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FOURTH DIVISION
DILLARD, C. J.,

DOYLE, P. J., and MERCIER, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

October 3, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0949. IN THE INTEREST OF G. M. et al., CHILDREN
(MOTHER). 

DILLARD, Chief Judge.

The mother of G. M. and N. M., two minor children, appeals the juvenile

court’s order finding her children to be dependent and granting temporary custody to

the Lowndes County Division of Family and Children Services (“DFCS”). In doing

so, the mother contends that DFCS failed to present clear and convincing evidence

that her children were dependent. For the reasons set forth infra, we reverse. 

G. M. was born in September 2013, and N. M. was born in October 2015. At

N. M.’s birth, the mother tested positive for opiates and admitted to using opiates

while pregnant. As a result of the mother’s drug use, N. M. showed signs of opiate

withdrawal when she was born, but she was successfully treated, and all her
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symptoms resolved by the time she was one month old. Initially, DFCS did not

remove the children from their mother’s care. Instead, the mother was referred for a

substance-abuse assessment. She complied with this directive, and, ultimately, went

to outpatient therapy to address her drug dependence. Over the next several months,

the mother was randomly drug tested. She had a positive drug test (for amphetamine)

on December 4, 2015, but all of her other drug screens—including urine tests on

November 28, 2015, December 18, 2015, and January 26, 2016, and a hair-follicle

test on May 4, 2016—were negative. The negative hair-follicle screen was indicative

of the mother not using illegal drugs for the three to six months prior to the test. 

But on May 6, 2016, the mother’s therapist arrived for an appointment and

observed that she was under the influence. The mother admitted that she had taken

two Soma pills, and the therapist contacted the DFCS caseworker, who came to the

home and removed the children. Ultimately, the children were placed in foster care.

Approximately one month later, DFCS filed a complaint, alleging that the mother was

an admitted drug addict, who had not worked her case plan1 or made any progress

1 Although the complaint references a case plan and the notice of appeal asked
the clerk not to omit anything from the appellate record, it does not appear in the
record. Indeed, the only case plans in the record were entered after the instant
dependency order. We remind the parties that “although the chronology and the
nature of events may be clear to the witnesses, and others involved in the lower court

2
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toward resolving her addiction. As a result, DFCS sought a finding of dependency

and custody of the children. The juvenile court entered a preliminary protective order

pending a hearing, which was later held on July 12, 2016. 

At the hearing, the DFCS case manager testified that, despite the mother’s

negative drug screens, she was continuing to use opiates throughout DFCS’s

involvement with the family. Specifically, the caseworker testified the mother

admitted to her and the therapist that she was continuing to use drugs. But the

therapist testified that between January and May 2016, the mother admitted only to

using opiates on May 6. And although the mother admitted to using Soma without a

prescription on May 6, she denied using drugs since then and testified that, with the

help of therapy, she had stopped using drugs prior to May 6. The mother was

prescribed opiates three years before the hearing and, since then, she had taken drugs

on occasion without a prescription, self-medicating as a coping mechanism. 

With regard to the incident on May 6, 2016, the therapist and the caseworker

observed that the mother’s speech was slurred, she moved slowly, and she was

proceedings, including the presiding judge, without the development of a full and
complete record, this Court is greatly hampered in its consideration of the issues
presented.” In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 696 n.6 (769 SE2d 119)
(2015) (punctuation omitted); accord In the Interest of A. J. I., 277 Ga. App. 226, 228
n.2 (626 SE2d 195) (2006). 

3
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irritable and unfocused. When the caseworker arrived at the mother’s home, she was

returning from a neighbor’s house with N. M. and G. M. and admitted to being under

the influence. At the hearing, the caseworker expressed concern that the mother could

not provide proper supervision to the children while she was under the influence. But

the caseworker conceded that the children were not abused nor left unsupervised, and

they never went without food, clothing, shelter, or medical care. Indeed, the

caseworker testified that she did not have any evidence the mother placed her

children in harm’s way on May 6, “but there are a lot of possibilities out there.” 

As for the mother’s treatment, her therapist testified that she suffered from

depression and was forthcoming about her substance abuse. The mother had not been

required to enter an inpatient treatment program in her initial substance-abuse

assessment, and it was undisputed that she was compliant with her outpatient therapy.

The therapist nonetheless recommended inpatient treatment, which the mother

expressed a willingness to try. Nevertheless, the mother failed to enroll in inpatient

drug treatment prior to the hearing, despite a DFCS recommendation and referral. 

Before the children were born, the mother was jailed as a result of shoplifting

and credit-card fraud charges. And before N. M. was born, she was arrested,

convicted, and placed on probation for driving under the influence of Soma. G. M.

4
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was not with her at the time of her arrest. At the hearing, the caseworker testified that

the mother had “been to jail like three times since we’ve had this case for violations

of her probation[,]” but provided no dates or other details about the probation

violations. In this regard, the mother admitted to being incarcerated twice for

probation violations, although one time was in June 2016, after the children had been

removed from her care. 

The DFCS caseworker also testified to certain medical concerns. Specifically,

she believed G. M. was suffering from tooth decay, which the mother had failed to

address. Notably, however, the children’s pediatrician testified that tooth decay is a

common problem among young children, affecting some 40 percent of the population

of South Georgia, and that it is hard to obtain a dental appointment for a child under

the age of three through Medicaid. N. M. also suffered from unexplained seizures

and, according to the caseworker, unusual eye movements. But the caseworker

admitted that there was no evidence N. M.’s seizures or unusual eye movements were

caused by anything within the mother’s control. And the pediatrician explained that

the mother obtained regular medical care for the children, including successful

treatment for N. M.’s seizures, which appeared to be unrelated to her intra-uterine

opiate exposure. 

5
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Following the hearing, the juvenile court entered an order, nunc pro tunc to

July 12, 2016,2 finding the children to be dependent based on the mother’s abuse of

opiates, awarding temporary custody to DFCS, and ordering the mother to enter an

inpatient substance-abuse treatment program. Specifically, the juvenile court based

its finding of dependency on the following facts: the mother tested positive for

opiates at N. M.’s birth and, as a result of her drug use, N. M. experienced opiate

withdrawal; the mother had a positive drug test in December 2015, was under the

influence on May 6, 2016, and admitted using opiates without a prescription over the

past three years; the mother was on probation based on a conviction for driving under

the influence of a prescription medication and had been incarcerated on two occasions

for probation violations since October 2015; the mother had not entered residential

drug treatment; and G. M.’s teeth were noticeably decayed. This appeal follows.3 

2 The trial court entered its order in August 2016 nunc pro tunc to the July
hearing, but the transcript was not made a part of the record on appeal until October
2017 and, as a result of this delay, the case was not docketed in this Court until
December 2017.

3 Neither G. M.’s father nor N. M.’s father was served with the complaint prior
to the hearing, and neither is a party to this appeal. But since the juvenile court
entered its dependency order, G. M.’s father has legitimated him and has been
“actively participat[ing] in the case plan for reunification[.]” 

6
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In a single claim of error, the mother appeals from the juvenile court’s

determination that her children were dependent, contending that the court lacked clear

and convincing evidence to support its finding of dependency. We agree.

We review the juvenile court’s finding of dependency in the light most

favorable to the juvenile court’s judgment “to determine whether any rational trier of

fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence that the child is dependent.”4

In doing so, we do not weigh the evidence or determine the credibility of witnesses;

4 In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. 236, 244 (784 SE2d 83) (2016). The
Juvenile Code was “substantially revised in 2013.” In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga.
138, 140 (1) n.4 (780 SE2d 291) (2015). Importantly, the former Juvenile Code
“authorized a juvenile court to award custody to the Department of any minor child
shown to be ‘deprived.’” In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. at 244 n.4. But the
current Juvenile Code “uses the word ‘dependent’ in lieu of ‘deprived[.]’” Id. In this
case, DFCS filed its complaint on June 6, 2016, such that the new Juvenile Code
applies. See OCGA § 15-11-16 (a) (3) (providing that a proceeding under the new
Juvenile Code “may be commenced . . . by the filing of a complaint or a petition as
provided in Article[ ] 3 . . . of [the new Juvenile Code],” which governs dependency
proceedings); In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. at 140 (1) n.4 (noting that the new
Juvenile Code applies to proceedings commenced on or after January 1, 2014).
Nonetheless, given the similarities between the definition of a “deprived child” and
that of a “dependent child,” we find that “our previous decisions addressing the
deprivation of a child are relevant to appeals involving the dependency of a child.”
In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. at 244 n.4.

7
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“instead we defer to the juvenile court’s findings of fact and affirm unless the

appellate standard is not met.”5 

Notably, even a temporary loss of custody is not authorized unless there is clear

and convincing evidence that the dependency “resulted from the unfitness on the part

of the parent, that is, either intentional or unintentional misconduct resulting in the

abuse or neglect of the child or by what is tantamount to physical or mental

incapability to care for the child.”6 Thus, only under compelling circumstances that

are found to exist by such clear and convincing proof may a court sever, even

temporarily, the parent-child custodial relationship.7 This is because “the right to the

custody and control of one’s child is a fiercely guarded right in our society and in our

law.”8 Indeed, as our Supreme Court recently emphasized, the right of familial

5 In the Interest of A. J. H., 325 Ga. App. 848, 848 (755 SE2d 241) (2014);
accord In the Interest of B. M. B., 241 Ga. App. 609, 609 (527 SE2d 250) (1999).

6 In the Interest of A. J. H., 325 Ga. App. at 852 (punctuation omitted); accord
In the Interest of C. R., 292 Ga. App. 346, 351 (2) (665 SE2d 39) (2008).

7 In the Interest of A. J. H., 325 Ga. App. at 852; accord In the Interest of H.
S., 285 Ga. App. 839, 841 (648 SE2d 143) (2007); In the Interest of A. J. I., 277 Ga.
App. at 227; In the Interest of S. J., 270 Ga. App. 598, 599 (607 SE2d 225) (2004).

8 In the Interest of H. S., 285 Ga. App. at 843-44; accord In the Interest of A.
J. I., 277 Ga. App. at 230. 

8
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relations is “among the inherent rights that are derived from the law of nature.”9 And

because of the sacred right at stake in custody proceedings, generally, the record must

contain evidence of present dependency, not merely past or potential future

dependency.10 Finally, the party who brings the petition alleging dependency, not the

parent from whose custody the child is being removed, carries the burden of proof.11

Here, the juvenile court found the children dependent, as defined by OCGA §

15-11-2 (22), in that they had been abused or neglected.12 “Neglect” is defined as,

inter alia, “[t]he failure to provide proper parental care or control, subsistence,

education as required by law, or other care or control necessary for a child’s physical,

mental, or emotional health or morals; [or] . . . [t]he failure to provide a child with

9 Patten v. Ardis, 304 Ga. 140, 141 (2) (816 SE2d 633) (2018); accord Sloan
v. Jones, 130 Ga. 836, 847 (62 SE 21) (1908); Moore v. Dozier, 128 Ga. 90, 93-94
(57 SE 110) (1907); see generally In the Interest of R. B., 346 Ga. App. 564, 571-76
(816 SE2d 706) (2018) (Dillard, C.J., concurring fully and specially). 

10 In the Interest of A. J. H., 325 Ga. App. at 852; accord In the Interest of R.
S. T., 323 Ga. App. 860, 863 (748 SE2d 498) (2013).

11 In the Interest of T. P., 291 Ga. App. 83, 85-6 (3) (661 SE2d 211) (2008); see
OCGA § 15-11-180 (“The petitioner shall have the burden of proving the allegations
of a dependency petition by clear and convincing evidence.”). 

12 See OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A) (defining a “dependent child” as “a child who
. . . [h]as been abused or neglected and is in need of the protection of the court”).

9
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adequate supervision necessary for such child’s well-being[.]”13 And “abuse” is

defined as “[a]ny nonaccidental physical injury . . .; [e]motional abuse; [s]exual abuse

or sexual exploitation; [p]renatal abuse; or [t]he commission of an act of family

violence . . . in the presence of a child.”14

Although a juvenile court may consider prior unrehabilitated substance abuse

to infer harm to a child even when there is no showing of actual harm,15 the evidence

established that the mother had passed all but one of her drug screens since November

2015, she was forthcoming and compliant in her outpatient treatment, and she was

willing to enter inpatient treatment, even though she had not been required to do so

by court order prior to the instant dependency order or by her initial substance-abuse

assessment. And while the mother was under the influence on May 6, 2016, she

13 OCGA § 15-11-2 (48). 

14 OCGA § 15-11-2 (2). 

15 See OCGA § 15-11-311 (a) (2) (providing that, in determining whether a
child is without proper parental care or control, the juvenile court may consider, inter
alia, “[e]xcessive use of or history of chronic unrehabilitated substance abuse with
the effect of rendering a parent of such child incapable of providing adequately for
the physical, mental, emotional, or moral condition and needs of his or her child”);
In the Interest of K. W., 279 Ga. App. 319, 321 (631 SE2d 110) (2006) (“[A] juvenile
court is entitled to infer an adverse effect on the children when there is evidence of
chronic alcohol or drug abuse by the parent.”).

10
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admitted the relapse to her therapist and the DFCS caseworker, and there was no clear

and convincing evidence that the children were placed in harm’s way as a result of

her intoxication that day.16

16 Compare In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. at 701-02 (reversing
finding of deprivation when, although parents admitted to incidents of domestic
violence in front of child and father “admitted to previously using methamphetamine
daily for five years,” the evidence established that father had passed several drug
screens, he was willing to undergo random drug tests, and he was partway through
a nine-month substance abuse program); In the Interest of A. J. I., 277 Ga. App. at
229-30 (reversing deprivation finding when, although mother tested positive for
drugs once or twice when the children were in her custody, there was no evidence that
“her occasional drug use resulted in her inability to care for her children or that it
adversely affected the children” and there was no evidence that the mother used drugs
around the children); In the Interest of M. L. C., 249 Ga. App. 435, 438-39 (548 SE2d
137) (2001) (reversing finding of deprivation when, although father admitted to
previous addiction to marijuana, he had used only once in the preceding ten months
and had passed all but one of his monthly drug tests), with In the Interest of C. R., 292
Ga. App. 346, 349-50 (1) (a) (665 SE2d 39) (2008) (affirming finding of deprivation
when “mother used cocaine both before and after the birth of [the child]. . . and often
left [the child] in the care of others when she went to use drugs”); In the Interest of
K. W., 279 Ga. App. at 322-23 (affirming finding of deprivation and holding that it
was fair to infer harm to child from mother’s chronic abuse of methamphetamine
when, despite ongoing DFCS investigation into her addiction, mother did not cease
using the drug); In the Interest of J. L., 269 Ga. App. 226, 227-29 (1) (603 SE2d 742)
(2004) (affirming finding of deprivation and holding that it was fair to infer that
mother’s chronic abuse of illegal drugs would have an adverse effect on child when
she had failed repeated drug tests despite enrollment in treatment, refused to complete
treatment, was hostile toward DFCS workers, and admitted to continued use of illegal
drugs). But cf. In the Interest of A. S., 339 Ga. App. 875, 880 (2) (794 SE2d 672)
(2016) (affirming finding that children’s dependency was likely to continue and
would not likely be remedied when there was evidence that mother and her youngest
child tested positive for cocaine and marijuana at the child’s birth, mother “continued

11
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Furthermore, the evidence was undisputed that G. M. was not with the mother

when she was arrested for driving under the influence and that her other criminal

convictions occurred prior to the children’s births. As for her probation violations,

although she was jailed twice for probation violations, one violation occurred after

the children were taken out of her care, and DFCS failed to present any evidence as

to the dates or lengths of any incarcerations. Thus, DFCS failed to present clear and

convincing evidence that these probation violations resulted in abuse or neglect of the

children.17

Finally, as to G. M.’s tooth decay, the evidence was not clear and convincing

that the tooth decay was the mother’s fault or that it was causing G. M. any pain or

testing positive for cocaine and marijuana, as well as oxycodone” afterwards and,
following a period of treatment and negative screens, mother tested positive for
benzodiazepines, failed to complete substance abuse counseling, and refused “drug
screens despite being advised the refusal would be treated as a positive screen by
DFCS”). 

17 Cf. In Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. 839, 846 (1) (805 SE2d 285)
(2017) (“[I]mprisonment alone does not automatically authorize a termination of
parental rights premised upon parental unfitness; there must be circumstances in
aggravation.” (punctuation omitted)); In the Interest of T. Z. L., 325 Ga. App. 84, 95,
98-99 (1) (a) (751 SE2d 854) (2013) (reversing termination of father’s rights when,
although there was evidence of four prior convictions, two of the crimes were
committed before the child’s birth, only one involved a lengthy (four-year) period of
incarceration, and there was no finding that the father was likely to continue to
engage in criminal activity). 

12
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other ill effects. Rather, the undisputed evidence was that tooth decay was extremely

common in young children and that it was very difficult to obtain treatment for same

for a child G. M.’s age on Medicaid.18 

Admittedly, the mother has a substance abuse problem, which resulted in N.

M. suffering from withdrawal symptoms at birth. But since that time, the mother has

been seeking treatment for her addiction, resulting in a five-month period of negative

drug screens. Although she relapsed on May 6, 2016, on this record, we cannot say

that there was clear and convincing evidence that the children were presently

dependent as a result of her relapse, her legal problems, or G. M.’s tooth decay.

Accordingly, we conclude that DFCS failed to establish sufficient evidence of the

18 Compare In the Interest of A. J. H., 325 Ga. App. at 852 (reversing finding
of deprivation when, although mother failed to give child all of his prescribed
medication, there was no evidence to counter her explanation that some were to be
given only as needed or the dosages had been reduced, and there was no evidence that
the child suffered any ill effects from inconsistent use of medication), with In the
Interest of D. N. B., 258 Ga. App. 481, 481-82 (574 SE2d 574) (2002) (affirming
termination of parental rights when mother had a lengthy history of neglecting the
child, including the fact that, at the time child was taken into DFCS custody, she “had
five abscessed teeth and numerous other decayed teeth and urgently needed dental
work[; h]er gums were swollen, infected, and bleeding, and the child had difficulty
eating”). 

13
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mother’s unfitness, and we therefore reverse the juvenile court’s finding of

dependency and its subsequent award of temporary custody to DFCS.19

Judgment reversed. Mercier, J., concurs. Doyle, P. J., dissents.

* THIS OPINION IS PHYSICAL PRECEDENT ONLY. COURT OF APPEALS RULE
33.2 (a)

19 See In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. at 702 (reversing determination
that child was deprived when record lacked clear and convincing evidence of harm
to child); In the Interest of A. J. I., 277 Ga. App. at 231 (same); In the Interest of M.
L. C., 249 Ga. App. at 439 (same).

14
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A18A0949. IN THE INTEREST OF G. M. et al., CHILDREN
(MOTHER). 

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

Respectfully, I dissent because there was sufficient evidence to support the trial

court’s finding of dependency.1

On appeal from an order finding a child to be a dependent child,

we review the juvenile court’s finding of dependency in the light most

favorable to the lower court’s judgment to determine whether any

rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence

that the child is dependent. In making this determination we neither

weigh the evidence nor judge the credibility of the witnesses, but instead

defer to the factual findings made by the juvenile court, bearing in mind

that the juvenile court’s primary responsibility is to consider and protect

the welfare of a child whose well-being is threatened.2

1 To the extent that the record lacks documentation from the mother’s case plan
prior to the removal of the children in May 2016, we presume that the trial court’s
order is supported by evidence absent from the record. See In the Interest of C. M. L.,
260 Ga. App. 502, 504 (2) (580 SE2d 276) (2003).

2 (Punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of R. D., 346 Ga. App. 257, 259 (1) (816
SE2d 132) (2018).
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Clear and convincing evidence is an intermediate standard of proof, greater than a

preponderance of the evidence but less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt; under

the clear and convincing evidence standard it is not necessary to make a showing of

evidence that is unequivocal or undisputed.3 

“Under the most recent version of Georgia’s Juvenile Code, the juvenile court

may place a minor child in the protective custody of the Department where the State

shows, by clear and convincing evidence, that the child is a dependent child.”4 A

“dependent child” has, inter alia, “been abused or neglected and is in need of the

protection of the court.”5 “Neglect” is defined as “[t]he failure to provide proper

parental care or control, subsistence, . . . or other control necessary for a child’s

physical, mental, or emotional health or morals;” or “[t]he failure to provide a child

with adequate supervision necessary for such child’s well-being.”6

In determining whether a child is without proper parental care or

control, the trial court may consider, among other things, excessive use

of or history of chronic unrehabilitated abuse of intoxicating liquors or

3 Cf. Clarke v. Cotton, 207 Ga. App. 883, 884-885 (2) (429 SE2d 291) (1993).

4 In the Interest of A. W., 340 Ga. App. 406, 411 (1) (797 SE2d 655) (2017).

5 OCGA § 15-11-2 (22).

6 OCGA § 15-11-2 (48) (A) & (B).

2
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narcotic or dangerous drugs or controlled substances with the effect of

rendering the parent incapable of providing adequately for the physical,

mental, emotional, or moral condition and needs of the child.7

Moreover, this Court has held that a juvenile court may infer that chronic,

unrehabilitated drug use has an adverse effect on a minor child “[e]ven though there

is no evidence of how [a parent’s] drug use adversely affects” a child.8

In this case, although there was disputed evidence of the mother’s sobriety

during the period between the time her infant tested positive for opiates at birth in

October 2015 and the time the mother admitted to taking unprescribed opiates

resulting in removal of the children in May 2016, there was clear and convincing

7 (Punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of J. C., 264 Ga. App. 598, 601 (2) (591
SE2d 475) (2003). See also In the Interest of S. O. C., 332 Ga. App. 738, 743-744 (1)
(774 SE2d 785) (2015) (“when there is clear and convincing evidence of such chronic
unrehabilitated drug use, the juvenile court may infer an adverse impact on the child
and find the child deprived”); In the Interest of C. R., 292 Ga. App. 346, 350 (1) (a)
(665 SE2d 39) (2008) (affirming finding of deprivation because “[c]lear and
convincing evidence was presented . . . that the [parent] had a history of drug abuse
which continued after [the child] was born and during the [parent’s] care of [the
child]”).

8 (Emphasis supplied.) See In the Interest of J. L., 269 Ga. App. 226, 229 (1)
(603 SE2d 742) (2004). Compare with In the Interest of J. C., 264 Ga. App. at 601
(2) (“parents’ admission of isolated drug use, considered alone, may not be clear and
convincing evidence that they could not provide for the ‘physical, mental, emotional,
or moral condition and needs’ of the child[]” but other evidence in addition to the
parents’ admission established deprivation) (emphasis supplied).
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evidence on which the juvenile court could rely to support its finding that the children

were dependent because of the mother’s chronic, unrehabilitated drug use. 

The record contains evidence that the mother had numerous negative drug

screens;9 however, the mother admitted to her case worker that she used unprescribed

opiates between October 2015 and May 2016.10 Additionally, her therapist testified

that she observed the mother visibly intoxicated in May 2016 at their scheduled in-

home appointment.11 That evidence coupled with the mother’s admission to using

9 The mother had negative urine tests on November 18, 2015; December 18,
2015; January 26, 2016; and a negative hair follicle test on May 4, 2016 (two days
before the admitted use). Although the hair follicle test may have covered much of
the time frame between January 26, 2016, and May 4, 2016, the exact time frame
which the test covered was not specifically indicated. 

10 The mother also provided equivocal testimony at the hearing regarding her
use of opiates during that time period.

11 The case worker testified that when the mother was under the influence she
“was very irritable, not focused. She kind of moved kind of — her body movement
was kind of like slow. I guess you could say a robotic type of movement.” The case
worker testified that the drug use could be a problem because she would not be as
“alert as you need to be” or “give the reaction that you need to give” to children as
young as G. M. and N. M. Compare with In the Interest of A. J. I., 277 Ga. App. 226,
229 (626 SE2d 195) (2006) (reversing the termination of the mother’s parental rights,
noting that there was “no evidence that [the mother’s] occasional drug use resulted
in her inability to care for her children or that it adversely affected the children[;] . .
. no evidence that the caseworker observed any adverse living conditions or that the
children were not being properly cared for at that time . . .[; a]nd, according to the
caseworker, the mother told her that the children were not with her at the time of the
marijuana use.”) (emphasis supplied).
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opiates for three years prior to N. M.’s birth, her conviction for driving under the

influence of opiates prior to N. M.’s birth, her use of opiates during her pregnancy

with N. M. resulting in the child suffering withdrawal syndrome, her incarceration

after the children were removed from her care in May, and another incarceration

during the time period of October 2015 to May 2016, the juvenile court was

authorized to find that the mother had an ongoing drug addiction,12 which it could

infer resulted in adverse effects on the children.13

12 Compare with In the Interest of A. W., 340 Ga. App. at 414-415 (1)
(reversing a deprivation finding in which there was no evidence of the mother’s
continued use of narcotics after a single, though serious, domestic violence incident
between the mother and father while the child was being cared for by a family
member, and no evidence that the mother was a long-term user); In the Interest of G.
R. B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 700-701 (769 SE2d 119) (2015) (reversing because although
there was admission of past drug use by the father, there was no evidence of
concurrent drug use during the dependency case);

13 See In the Interest of N. H., 297 Ga. App. 344, 345-346 (1) (677 SE2d 399)
(2009); In the Interest of C. R., 292 Ga. App. at 350 (1) (a); In the Interest of K. W.,
279 Ga. App. 319, 322-323 (631 SE2d 110) (2006); In the Interest of J. L., 269 Ga.
App. at 229 n.6 (collecting cases). In addition to the testimony regarding the mother’s
drug use, there was some evidence that she had misused her food stamps in April
2016, which would have affected her capacity to provide for the children, as well as
some evidence that G. M. may have tooth decay. Moreover, because the children were
very young at the time of the proceedings, it is unlikely that they could testify
regarding any adverse effects or lack thereof caused by the mother’s drug use.
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Based on these facts and the standard of review, I would affirm the juvenile

court’s finding of dependency.
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SECOND DIVISION
MILLER, P. J.,

ANDREWS and BROWN, JJ.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

June 8, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0257. IN THE INTEREST OF H. B. et al., CHILDREN.

BROWN, Judge.

The parents of minor children Hai. B., L. B., and Han. B. appeal from the

juvenile court’s order finding the children to be dependent and placing them in the

temporary custody of the Paulding County Department of Family and Children

Services (“DFCS” or the “Department”). On appeal, the parents challenge the

sufficiency of the evidence to establish that the children are dependent and several

related juvenile court rulings. For the reasons that follow, we affirm.

On appeal from an adjudication of dependency, “we review the evidence in the

light most favorable to the juvenile court’s judgment to determine whether any

rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence” that the

children are dependent. In the Interest of E. G. M., 341 Ga. App. 33, 34 (1) (798 SE2d
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639) (2017). “[W]e neither weigh the evidence nor judge the credibility of the

witnesses, but instead defer to the factual findings made by the juvenile court, bearing

in mind that the juvenile court’s primary responsibility is to consider and protect the

welfare of a child whose well-being is threatened.” (Citation and punctuation

omitted.) Id.

So viewed, the record shows that Hai. B. was born in July 2004, L. B. was born

in October 2005, and Han. B. was born in April 2013; all are female. On May 9, 2017,

DFCS received a report that the father had been taking showers with his two youngest

daughters and had been forcing them to perform oral sex on him. At the request of

DFCS, the juvenile court issued a Dependency Removal Order on May 12, 2017, and

scheduled a preliminary protective hearing for May 15, 2017. On May 22, 2017,

DFCS filed a petition seeking to have the children adjudicated dependent based on

the above-referenced allegations, as well as additional allegations of past physical and

sexual misconduct by the parents. An adjudicatory and dispositional hearing was

conducted on May 30 and June 16, 2017. The children remained in DFCS custody

during this time. 

On June 23, 2017, the juvenile court entered the Order of Adjudication and

Disposition that is primarily at issue in this appeal. In its order, the court identified

2
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two grounds for its dependency rulings. First, the court concluded that the children

are dependent due to “the issue of sexual touching while the father was taking

showers with [L. B. and Han. B.]” and the mother’s “fail[ure] to protect the children.”

Second, the court found the children to be dependent due to the parents’ “failure to

get treatment for the children” with respect to the parents’ “long standing and chronic

history of domestic violence,” which, the court found, “has had a negative effect on

the children.” Consequently, the court ordered the children to remain in DFCS

custody and directed DFCS to prepare a case plan to reunify the family. This appeal

followed.

1. The parents contend that the evidence was insufficient to establish their

children’s present dependency. The State counters that the parents cannot meet their

burden of showing error, primarily because they designated the hearing transcript to

be excluded from the record on appeal. We agree with the State that, on the current

record, the parents have not met their burden of establishing reversible error.

“Under the most recent version of Georgia’s Juvenile Code, the juvenile court

may place a minor child in the protective custody of the Department where the State

3
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shows, by clear and convincing evidence, that the child is a ‘dependent child.’”1

(Citations and footnote omitted.) In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. 236, 244

(784 SE2d 83) (2016). The Juvenile Code defines “dependent child,” in relevant part,

as a child who “[h]as been abused or neglected and is in need of the protection of the

court.” OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A). “Neglect,” in turn, is defined as “[t]he failure to

provide proper parental care or control, subsistence, education as required by law, or

other care or control necessary for a child’s physical, mental, or emotional health or

morals.” OCGA § 15-11-2 (48) (A).

Factors to be considered in determining whether a child is without proper

parental care or control include “[e]gregious conduct or evidence of past egregious

conduct of a physically, emotionally, or sexually cruel or abusive nature by [a] parent

toward his or her child or toward another child of such parent.” OCGA § 15-11-311

(a) (4). Consideration of past misconduct is appropriate because “the juvenile court

1 Before 2014, the Juvenile Code authorized a juvenile court to award DFCS
custody of any minor child shown to be “deprived,” rather than “dependent.” In the
Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. 236, 244, n. 4 (784 SE2d 83) (2016). “Given the
similarities between the definition of a ‘deprived child’ and that of a ‘dependent
child,’ . . . our previous decisions addressing the deprivation of a child are relevant
to appeals involving the dependency of a child.” Id.; compare OCGA § 15-11-2 (8)
(2013) (defining “deprived child” under the prior Juvenile Code), with OCGA
§ 15-11-2 (22) & (48) (2017) (defining “dependent child” and “neglect” under the
current Juvenile Code).
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is not required to reunite a child with a parent in order to obtain current evidence of

deprivation or neglect.” (Citation and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of

E. G. M., 341 Ga. App. at 54 (4). Nevertheless, the record must contain evidence of

present dependency, not merely past or potential future dependency. See In the

Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 700 (769 SE2d 119) (2015); In the Interest of

T. H., 319 Ga. App. 216, 219 (735 SE2d 287) (2012).

Moreover, a finding of parental unfitness is essential to support an adjudication

of present dependency. See In the Interest of E. N. R., 323 Ga. App. 815, 816 (748

SE2d 293) (2013); In the Interest of C. D. E., 248 Ga. App. 756, 761 (1) (546 SE2d

837) (2001). “[U]nfitness” in this respect refers to “intentional or unintentional

misconduct resulting in the abuse or neglect of the child or by what is tantamount to

physical or mental incapability to care for the child.” (Punctuation and footnote

omitted.) In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. at 700-701; accord In the Interest

of C. D. E., 248 Ga. App. at 761 (1). Parental unfitness, like dependency, also must

be proved by clear and convincing evidence. See In the Interest of S. J., 270 Ga. App.

598, 599 (607 SE2d 225) (2004).

“Appellants have the burden of showing error affirmatively by the record.”

Famble v. State Farm Ins. Co., 204 Ga. App. 332, 336 (4) (419 SE2d 143) (1992).

5
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Where the appellants elect not to provide this Court with a transcript of the relevant

hearing, and the transcript is necessary to review the claimed error, we will assume

that the evidence is sufficient and affirm. Id.; see also Blue v. Blue, 279 Ga. 550, 550

(1) (615 SE2d 540) (2005) (“[I]n the absence of a transcript of the evidence, we must

presume that the evidence supports the judge’s findings.”); Maree v. Phillips, 274 Ga.

369, 370 (2) (552 SE2d 837) (2001) (absent a transcript, an appellate court will

presume that the trial court discharged its duty in compliance with the law); In the

Interest of M. S. S., 308 Ga. App. 614, 619 (1) (b) (708 SE2d 570) (2011) (in the

absence of transcript, we presume juvenile court’s order justified).

Given the absence of a hearing transcript, the following facts are taken

primarily from the juvenile court’s Order of Adjudication and Disposition. During the

dependency hearing, the court heard testimony from K. M. (a 10-year-old classmate

of L. B.) and K. M.’s mother. Both witnesses testified that K. M. “told her mother that

[L. B.] came to school recently and told that [sic] she showered with her father and

that her little sister[, Han. B.,] sucked her father’s private parts.” The juvenile court

explicitly found K. M.’s “testimony credible”; in light of its ultimate ruling, we

presume that the court similarly credited K. M.’s mother’s testimony. And given the

absence of a transcript, we accept the juvenile court’s finding that the parents waived

6
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any objection to the admissibility of this hearsay testimony.2 See Maree, 274 Ga. at

370 (2).

A detective whom the juvenile court qualified as an expert in conducting

forensic interviews testified that he had interviewed L. B. and Han. B. several weeks

before the hearing. According to the detective, “each child immediately offered up,

using adult language, that there has been no sexual abuse and then told him about the

shower schedule for each person in the home.” The youngest child, Han. B. “also

offered up that she could not tell the police man [sic] if something ever happened to

her because they will take her sisters away.” (Punctuation omitted.) The detective

testified that neither child made a disclosure and that it was clear that each had been

coached about what to say. 

The juvenile court implicitly credited the detective’s testimony, finding that the

children had been coached by their parents. The court also explicitly discredited the

parents’ denials that they had spoken with the children before the interviews and

2 Before the current Evidence Code became effective in 2013, see Ga. L. 2011,
pp. 99, 214, § 101, hearsay had no probative value, even if no contemporaneous
objection was raised to its admission. See In the Interest of A. T., 309 Ga. App. 822,
826 (1) (711 SE2d 382) (2011). Under the current Evidence Code, however, “if a
party does not properly object to hearsay, the objection shall be deemed waived, and
the hearsay evidence shall be legal evidence and admissible.” OCGA § 24-8-802.

7
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found that the parents’ interference had prevented L. B. and Han. B. from

corroborating the reports made by K. M. and her mother. 

T. L., the mother’s half-sister, testified regarding a family visit to her home in

late 2009, when L. B. was four years old. Shortly after the family arrived, T. L. heard

the parents “arguing about [the father] wanting to shower with [L. B.]” Later that

afternoon, T. L. saw L. B. lying across her father’s lap as her father “rubb[ed] her

across her buttocks over her panties.” At some point during the visit, as the women

and girls were about to go out, L. B.’s father indicated that L. B. was going to stay

home with him. L. B.’s mother, however, refused to let her stay with her father. T. L.

testified that she “shared her concerns about the things that she had heard and saw

with the mother,” who denied that “there was anything going on.” The juvenile court

found T. L.’s testimony credible and noted that, “although it is several years old, it

is consistent with the reoccurring allegations that have been made” against the father

and “support[s] a finding that the issue of showering with his girls was not a fiction.” 

Dr. James E. Stark testified on behalf of the parents as an expert in abuse and

neglect, forensic psychology, custody and visitation, allegations of abuse, and anger

management. After conducting a psychosexual evaluation of the father based upon

the father’s “self-referral,” Dr. Stark reported, in relevant part, as follows: (i) the

8
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father appeared to be trying to show himself in the best light; (ii) results indicated that

he “responded in an overtly defensive manner” while resisting admissions of personal

shortcomings, which resulted in a profile of “questionable validity due to his

defensiveness”; (iii) although he reported high anxiety, testing revealed only

“minimal anxiety symptoms”; and (iv) scores on sexual interest tests showed “no

overt signs of deviant or problematic behaviors.” Based on Dr. Stark’s report and

testimony, the juvenile court (i) found that the father “feigns” anxiety, and

(ii) implicitly discounted Dr. Stark’s finding of a low propensity for child abuse based

on his additional observation that the father provided only limited documents for him

to review and the court’s finding that “the testing [was] based on [the father’s]

attempt to show that he is not sexually attract[ed] to children.” 

The juvenile court also recounted several past sexual misconduct allegations,

apparently to address the parents’ assertions that prior court orders were “res

judicata” as to those allegations. See Division 2, infra. In 2010, allegations were made

that the father was showering with his two now-adult daughters – who were

approximately ages eleven and thirteen at the time – “and that he tried to put his

‘thing’ in their mouths.” Due to these allegations, the two older daughters were

placed in foster care for a period of time. Although one of the older daughters

9
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testified at the dependency hearing that these allegations were false, the juvenile court

implicitly discredited this testimony, which the court described as “disturbing” in

light of the father’s claim that he did not have a relationship with his adult daughters.

The court also found that the adult daughter who testified had not been in the parents’

home in over four years, had never met the youngest child, Han. B., and had not

spoken to her father for several years before being asked to testify. 

Additional allegations were made in 2012 after the father initiated divorce

proceedings. In her answer and counterclaim to the 2012 divorce petition, the mother

alleged that the father had been showering with his daughters and improperly

touching L. B., who would have been six years old at the time. Approximately six

months later, proceedings involving DFCS in Cherokee County resulted in a court

order directing Hai. B. and L. B. to be placed in shelter care on the ground that L. B.

had alleged sexual abuse by her father. The juvenile court in that case ultimately

found, based on the parents’ stipulation, that the children were deprived3 due to

“inappropriate verbal discipline” and required the family to participate in various

types of counseling. The court also entered a six-month protective order requiring the

3 The 2012 Cherokee County case arose under the old Juvenile Code. See note
1, supra.
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mother to ensure that there was no unsupervised contact between the children and the

father and prohibiting the mother from allowing the father to stay in the home

overnight absent DFCS permission. 

In 2013, allegations were made that the father was rubbing baby oil on L. B.’s

genitals. At the time, L. B. would have been seven years old. In 2014, a referral was

made after one or more persons reported that L. B., who would have been eight or

nine years old at the time, was “habitually touching her genitals in class.” The

juvenile court noted that the parents had provided no documents regarding the

outcome of these allegations, notwithstanding their attorney’s assertion that the issue

had been “resolved by prior court order.” Consequently, the court stated that it was

“unaware of the outcome” of the 2013 and 2014 allegations and that it presumed that

no court order existed determining “whether or not [these instances] of sexual abuse

occurred.” 

Absent a transcript, there is no basis in the record to call into question the

juvenile court’s findings that followed from the testimony presented at the

dependency hearing. See Blue, 279 Ga. at 550. The court was entitled to credit the

testimony of K. M. and her mother, the detective, and T. L., and to determine that the

children are dependent due to sexual touching during showers with their father.

11
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Adequate evidence also exists to establish that the mother failed to protect her

children from the misconduct. See In the Interest of C. A. J., 331 Ga. App. 788, 791

(1) (771 SE2d 457) (2015) (affirming a deprivation determination on grounds that,

inter alia, the mother knowingly had failed to protect her child from sexual abuse by

her husband); In the Interest of S. B., 312 Ga. App. 180, 183-184 (1) (718 SE2d 49)

(2011) (affirming a deprivation determination as to all four of the parents’ children

on grounds that the father had molested two of them and the mother had done nothing

to stop the abuse despite knowing of it). We therefore affirm the juvenile court’s

ruling that the children currently are dependent.

2. The parents also contend that the juvenile court improperly took judicial

notice of certain filings made in this case and in prior court proceedings. In making

the findings discussed above, the juvenile court explicitly considered allegations

made in filings in a 2010 superior court case, a 2011 juvenile court case, a 2012

divorce case, and a 2012 juvenile court case. The parents’ claim that the court

improperly took judicial notice of these filings is flatly refuted by the dependency

order, in which the court explicitly stated that each of these filings was tendered into

evidence in the current case without objection. 

12
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To the extent that the parents claim that the juvenile court improperly

considered allegations not included in any of the above filings, absent a transcript, we

presume that the testimony presented at the dependency hearing supported any such

findings. See Blue, 279 Ga. at 550 (1); Maree, 274 Ga. at 370 (2); In the Interest of

M. S. S., 308 Ga. App. at 619 (1) (b). Notwithstanding the parents’ suggestion to the

contrary, the juvenile court did not treat any of the prior allegations as if they had

been proven. Instead, it summarized the extended history of recurring allegations,

which the father confirmed had been made against him. The court then rejected the

parents’ claim that the prior proceedings were “res judicata” based upon its

conclusion that “there has never been a court order that states [that the father] did or

did not shower[] with” or “commit sexual acts with his female children.” (Emphasis

omitted.) A review of the juvenile court’s order as a whole shows that its finding of

dependency rested upon L. B.’s statements at school and “testimony that supported

the likelihood that the events occurred and the eye witness testimony provided” at the

hearing. (Emphasis supplied.) It did not rest upon allegations in documents admitted

without objection to support the parents’ res judicata arguments. We discern no error

in this regard.

13
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3. The parents also contend that the juvenile court misrepresented various facts

in its Order of Adjudication and Disposition. We address each alleged discrepancy

in turn.

(a) The parents maintain that the juvenile court misrepresented the number of

prior misconduct allegations. In particular, the parents challenge the court’s statement

that prior sexual abuse allegations had been made against the father “beginning when

his now 19 and 20 year old daughters were younger, and again in 2010, 2012, and

2013 as to the three children that are before this Court.” We agree that, (a) standing

alone, this statement suggests that allegations involving the father’s now-adult

children predated 2010 and that allegations against Hai. B., L. B., and Han. B. were

made in 2010, and (b) both propositions conflict with the court’s specific findings as

to prior allegations. Nevertheless, when viewed in context with the entire dependency

order, it is apparent that, in its analysis of each prior allegation, the juvenile court

properly considered each allegation only once. Consequently, this isolated

discrepancy does not rise to the level of reversible error.4 See In the Interest of C. B.,

308 Ga. App. 158, 159 (2), n. 4 (706 SE2d 752) (2011) (appellant must show harm

4 The parents have identified no record evidence supporting their passing,
conclusory suggestion that the juvenile court “was obviously aware” that two sets of
2012 allegations arose out of the same circumstances. 
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as well as error to prevail on appeal; to be reversible, error must be harmful).

Similarly, the parents’ claim that the juvenile court mischaracterized as “sexual

abuse” a 2014 report that L. B. had been touching herself in class likewise provides

no basis for reversal, as the court did not rely upon this particular evidence to support

its finding of dependency. Its decision rather rested on L. B.’s statements at school

and the hearing testimony “that supported the likelihood that the events occurred.”

The court took great pains throughout its order to note that no court orders had

resolved the prior sexual abuse allegations. See id.

(b) The parents assert, without elaboration, that the juvenile court

mischaracterized T. L.’s testimony about the family’s 2009 visit to her home as “an

eye witness account of [the father’s] intent to shower with [L. B.]” Given T. L.’s

testimony, as described above, this was a permissible inference on the part of the

juvenile court.

(c) The parents contend that the juvenile court mischaracterized K. M.’s

testimony as describing L. B.’s “outcry” – which, the parents claim, means a “loud

cry or vehement protest” – because L. B. and Han. B. “denied [K. M.]’s statement in

multiple forensic interviews.” As used in the context of this case, however, the term

“outcry” denotes a report made by a child identifying potential sexual or physical
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misconduct. See, e.g., In the Interest of C. A. J., 331 Ga. App. at 789-791 (1); In the

Interest of S. B., 312 Ga. App. at 181-182; In the Interest of R. J. M., 295 Ga. App.

886, 887, 890 (1) (673 SE2d 527) (2009). L. B.’s subsequent, contradictory

statements have no bearing on the court’s characterization of her earlier statement as

an outcry. We discern no error in this regard.

(d) The parents maintain that the juvenile court misrepresented the detective’s

testimony that he believed the children had been coached before their forensic

interviews when the court found that, but for the parents’ interference, L. B. and

Han. B. “would have been able to tell the truth about what is actually going on in

[their] home.” In light of the totality of the evidence discussed above, this also was

a permissible inference by the court.

(e) The parents assert that the juvenile court misrepresented the record by

implying that the father previously had been found guilty of assault. In the

dependency order, the court stated, in relevant part, “In 2011, the father was arrested

for making terroristic threats against the mother and that [sic] he assaulted her. (The

father was found not guilty on the terroristic threats case [sic].)” Absent a transcript,

we presume that the evidence supports the court’s findings in this regard. See Blue,
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279 Ga. at 550 (1); Maree, 274 Ga. at 370 (2); In the Interest of M. S. S., 308 Ga.

App. at 619 (1) (b).

4. The parents further contend that the juvenile court abused its discretion by

admitting T. L.’s “irrelevant” testimony. Given the similarities between T. L.’s

account and the current allegations, however, it was well within the court’s discretion

to admit her testimony. See In the Interest of A. R., 296 Ga. App. 62, 63 (2) (a) (673

SE2d 586) (2009) (we review a trial court’s decision to admit or exclude evidence for

abuse of discretion). Although the parents highlight that T. L. described events that

preceded the current allegations by several years, this challenge implicates the weight

of the evidence, rather than its admissibility. See Jones v. Chatham County Bd. of Tax

Assessors, 270 Ga. App. 483, 486 (3) & n. 8 (606 SE2d 673) (2004); In the Interest

of D. S. R., 246 Ga. App. 426, 427 (2) (541 SE2d 61) (2000). The challenged

testimony is relevant to show that the current allegations are consistent with an

ongoing pattern of circumstances supporting the juvenile court’s ultimate conclusion

that the children’s welfare currently is at risk.

5. The parents contend that their children were denied the right to legal counsel

during the May 15, 2017 preliminary protective hearing and that a conflict of interest

required their children’s appointed attorney to seek to be removed as their guardian
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ad litem. See OCGA §§ 15-11-103 (a)-(c); 15-11-104 (b), (h). The State responds that

the parents lack standing to raise these claims on behalf of their children. 

(a) As to the alleged denial of counsel during the May 15 hearing, we agree

with the State. Pretermitting whether the children’s attorney was acting as such during

the May 15 hearing, we presume that, given her May 15 appointment, she represented

the children during the dependency hearing, and nothing in the record suggests that

she has since been relieved of that representation. See OCGA § 15-11-103 (e) (“An

attorney appointed to represent a child in a dependency proceeding shall continue the

representation in any subsequent appeals unless excused by the court.”). Because the

children remain represented, standing to raise any claims on their behalf rests with the

children, and not with the parents.5 See In the Interest of W. L. H., 292 Ga. 521, 524

(739 SE2d 322) (2013) (“[W]hen a court appoints a guardian ad litem to represent a

minor, the minor is in effect made a party to the action and has standing through the

guardian ad litem to appeal.”) (citation, punctuation, and emphasis omitted); accord

In the Interest of R. L., 321 Ga. App. 837, 838-839 (1) (743 SE2d 502) (2013); In the

Interest of J. C. W., 318 Ga. App. 772, 779-780 (1) (734 SE2d 781) (2012).

5 The children have not filed any briefs in this appeal.
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(b) Even if we assume, without deciding, that the parents have standing to

assert a claim that the children’s attorney labored under a conflict of interest, the

absence of a transcript of the dependency hearing precludes us from determining

whether any conflict significantly affected the attorney’s performance. Cf. State v.

Abernathy, 289 Ga. 603, 604-605 (1) (715 SE2d 48) (2011) (defendant asserting

ineffective assistance of counsel must demonstrate that conflict of interest

“significantly affected counsel’s performance”) (citations and punctuation omitted).

The parents’ reliance on a July 2017 guardian ad litem report is misplaced, as that

report post-dated the dependency ruling and thus has no bearing on the ruling at issue

in this appeal. 

6. The parents also challenge the juvenile court’s initial Dependency Removal

Order (“DRO”), which was issued on the same day the complaint was presented in

this case. The DRO recounted the current allegations, as well as several of the prior

allegations discussed above, and ordered DFCS to take temporary custody of the

children on the ground that remaining at home would be contrary to their welfare.

According to the parents, the children’s removal was unwarranted at this stage of the

proceedings because the father had moved out of the house by then. 

19
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The State’s claim that the parents’ failure to designate a hearing transcript for

inclusion in the record on appeal precludes review of this contention is misplaced, as

the record contains no indication that a hearing was held before the DRO’s issuance.

See OCGA § 15-11-132 (a) (“The facts supporting the issuance of an order of

removal may be relayed orally, including telephonically, . . . and the order directing

that a child be taken into custody may be issued orally or electronically.”). As to the

merits of the parents’ claim, however, they have pointed to nothing in the record

indicating that it was brought to the juvenile court’s attention before the DRO’s

issuance that the father had moved out of the house. Consequently, the parents cannot

show error by the court in failing to take that factor into consideration. See In the

Interest of S. M., 333 Ga. App. 326, 329 (1) (775 SE2d 782) (2015) (“The burden is

on him who asserts error to show it affirmatively by the record . . . .”) (punctuation

and footnote omitted); Capital Land USA, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Motors Credit of

America, Inc., 308 Ga. App. 71, 73-74 (3) (706 SE2d 590) (2011) (this Court will not

consider arguments raised for the first time on appeal).

7. Relying upon OCGA § 15-11-134 (c), the parents contend that the DRO is

“void ab initio” because it does not include individualized findings as to each child’s

dependency or as to misconduct by the mother.  According to the parents, the absence
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of such findings deprived the juvenile court of jurisdiction to order the children’s

removal in the DRO. We discern no error.

“As a general rule, a juvenile court is a court of special and limited jurisdiction,

and a juvenile court’s judgment must show on its face such facts as are necessary to

give the court jurisdiction of the person and subject matter. If the order of a juvenile

court fails to recite the jurisdictional facts, the judgment is void.” (Citation and

punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of B. H.-W., 332 Ga. App. 269, 270 (1) (772

SE2d 66) (2015).

Jurisdiction of the subject-matter does not mean simply jurisdiction of

the particular case then occupying the attention of the court, but

jurisdiction of the class of cases to which that particular case belongs.

As applied to the subject-matter of a suit, jurisdiction is always

conferred by law. . . . [I]f the pleadings state a case belonging to a

general class over which the authority of the court extends, then

jurisdiction attaches and the court has power to hear and determine the

issues involved.

(Citation and punctuation omitted; emphasis in original.) Nicholson v. State, 261 Ga.

197, 199 (4) (403 SE2d 42) (1991). A juvenile court thus has the power to hear and

determine the issues involved in a case in which present dependency of a child is

alleged. See Lewis v. Winzenreid, 263 Ga. 459, 460-461 (435 SE2d 602) (1993).
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The complaint in this case alleged, in relevant part, that: (i) a report had been

made that the father had been taking showers with his youngest two daughters and

forcing them to perform oral sex on him; (ii) there is a history of sexual assault

allegations having been made against the father; (iii) the family also has a history of

domestic violence; (iv) the parents had demonstrated an inability to provide for the

children in a safe and stable manner; and (v) the children “are without proper parental

care or control as required by law and necessary for their physical, mental[,] and

emotional health.” These allegations were sufficient to identify this case as one in

which the present dependency of the children is at issue. See Lewis, 263 Ga. at 460-

461; see also OCGA §§ 15-11-2 (22) (A), (48) (A); 15-11-311 (a) (4).

The DRO identified each of the children by name and date of birth and recited

the same factual allegations that were included in the complaint, as identified above.

Although it would have been better for the body of the DRO to have explicitly stated

that the children were alleged to be “dependent,” the factual allegations in the DRO

were at least minimally sufficient to show that this case concerns whether the children

presently are “in need of the protection of the court” due to “abuse[] or neglect[].” See

OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A). When viewed in conjunction with the caption of the order,

which identifies it as a “Dependency Removal Order,” these factual allegations
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sufficiently show that this case belongs to a class of cases over which the juvenile

court has subject matter jurisdiction.6 See OCGA § 15-11-10 (1) (C); In the Interest

of B. H.-W., 332 Ga. App. at 270-271 (1) (a juvenile court’s custody order showed on

its face the necessary jurisdictional facts by, in relevant part, identifying the child and

the general subject matter of the proceedings); In the Interest of M. L. C., 249 Ga.

App. 435, 436 (1) (548 SE2d 137) (2001) (the juvenile court’s deprivation order

sufficiently recited the necessary jurisdictional facts by “reflect[ing] on its face that

it was addressing the alleged deprivation of M. L. C.”); compare In re Tidwell, 279

Ga. App. 734, 738-739 (1) (a) (632 SE2d 690) (2006) (a juvenile court order

containing no indication that the deprivation of a child with regard to her custodial

parent had yet been placed in issue was void insofar as it purported to rule on that

issue).

The parents have not cited, and we are not aware of, any authority supporting

their contention that more particularized findings as to each child or parent were

required in the DRO to establish the juvenile court’s jurisdiction over this general

6 To the extent that the parents claim that the DRO failed to establish personal
jurisdiction, “this is an issue that can be waived, and because the [parents have] not
shown that [they] raised the matter below, we deem it waived on appeal.” In the
Interest of M. L. C., 249 Ga. App. 435, 436 (548 SE2d 137) (2001).
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class of case. To the contrary, OCGA § 15-11-134 (c), on which the parents primarily

rely, governs the findings required to justify removal. It imposes no requirements

related to a court’s jurisdiction to address the issue in the first instance. See Lewis,

263 Ga. at 460-461. Consequently, we find no merit in the parents’ claim that the

DRO is void on its face.

8. Finally, the parents contend that the juvenile court erred by failing to

conduct a dispositional hearing. This contention is flatly contradicted several times

in the record.

First, following the preliminary protective hearing, the juvenile court ordered

an “Adjudication and Disposition hearing” to be held two weeks later. In the order,

the court also barred the father from visiting his children “pending the Adjudication

and Disposition hearing.” The hearing notice issued by DFCS and served on the

parents’ counsel similarly designated the hearing as an “Adjudicatory and

Dispositional Hearing.” When the parties failed to complete the hearing in one day,

the court entered an “Order Continuing Adjudication and Disposition Hearing,” in

which it scheduled a “second day of a specially set Adjudication and Disposition

Hearing” two weeks after the first day of the hearing. Finally, in its Order of
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Adjudication and Disposition, the court observed that “[t]he Adjudication and

Dispositional trial” lasted two days. 

To the extent that the parents claim that a dispositional hearing separate from

the adjudicatory hearing was required, any such claim is refuted by OCGA § 15-11-

210 (a), which explicitly contemplates a dispositional hearing “held in conjunction

with an adjudication hearing.” Consequently, this enumeration of error is meritless.

9. Given our conclusion that the juvenile court did not err when it found the

children dependent based on issues related to sexual misconduct, we do not address

the parents’ challenge to the additional finding of dependency premised on domestic

violence. See In the Interest of N. H., 297 Ga. App. 344, 345 (1), n. 1 (677 SE2d 399)

(2009). For each of the above reasons, we affirm the judgment of the juvenile court.

Judgment affirmed. Miller, P. J., and Andrews, J., concur.
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THIRD DIVISION
ELLINGTON, P. J.,

BETHEL, J., and SENIOR APPELLATE JUDGE PHIPPS

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

May 18, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0802. IN THE INTEREST OF I. H. H., a child.

BETHEL, Judge.

The mother appeals the juvenile court order terminating her parental rights. She

argues that the juvenile court erred in finding by clear and convincing evidence that

the child would be harmed if the termination petition was not granted. We disagree

and find that the juvenile court was statutorily authorized to terminate the mother’s

parental rights pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (4), which provides for termination

of parental rights when “[a] child is abandoned by his or her parent[.]”

“[O]n appeal from a termination order, we view the evidence in the light most

favorable to the juvenile court’s ruling and determine whether a rational trier of fact

could have found by clear and convincing evidence that the parent’s rights should

have been terminated.” In the Interest of S. O. C., 332 Ga. App. 738, 741-742 (774

SE2d 785) (2015) (footnote and punctuation omitted). “In making this determination
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we neither weigh the evidence nor judge the credibility of the witnesses, but instead

defer to the factual findings made by the juvenile court, bearing in mind that the

juvenile court’s primary responsibility is to consider and protect the welfare of a child

whose well-being is threatened.” In re S.C.S, 336 Ga. App. 236, 245 (784 SE2d 83)

(2016) (citations and punctuation omitted). 

So viewed, the evidence shows that the child was placed in the custody of the

Gwinnett County Department of Family and Children Services on June 18, 2015,

based on allegations that he had been abandoned by his mother. The mother had gone

to California and left the child with a paramour who in turn left the child with the

child’s maternal great grandmother. After the great-grandmother was no longer able

to care for the child, the child’s putative father was contacted by the Department to

retrieve the child. At that time, the mother’s whereabouts were unknown and she had

not been heard from in six months. The child was found to be dependent by the

juvenile court since he was without a legal custodian due to being abandoned by his

mother. At the final adjudicatory hearing in September 2015, the mother, who was

represented by counsel, stipulated to her inability to care for the child and asked that
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the child be placed in the care of fictive kin, T. T.1 The mother expressed her

willingness to work through a case plan in order to reunite her with the child. 

Following an October 2015 hearing, the mother made no contact with the

Department, had not begun working on her case plan, and her whereabouts were once

again unknown. After the mother failed to appear for other hearings, the Department

filed a motion for non-reunification and termination of parental rights. The mother

did not attend the hearing on the motion. 

At the motion hearing, the assigned case manager testified that the mother

never signed the case plan and that the Department had been unable to contact her.

The case manager noted that aside from telephone conversations, the child had not

had any physical contact with the mother and that the mother had provided no

financial assistance for the child. The juvenile court also heard from the child’s

caretaker, T. T., who testified that since coming to live with her, the child has

developed a strong bond with T.T. T. T. also testified that since coming to live with

her, the mother calls the child sporadically but has not visited him or sent money to

aid in his care. T. T. confirmed that the child missed his mother and did not

1 Evidence shows that T. T. also has physical custody of the mother’s other
child. 
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understand why she did not call or visit him. T. T. also testified that the mother has

a history of erratic behavior and mood swings. T. T. told the juvenile court that she

wanted to adopt the child. 

Following the hearing, the juvenile court entered an order terminating the

mother’s rights to the child based on the finding that the child had been abandoned.

The mother moved for a new trial which was denied. This Court granted the mother’s

application for discretionary appeal and this appeal followed. 

In her only enumeration of error, the mother argues that the juvenile court erred

in finding that the child would be harmed if the termination petition was not granted.

Because the mother misinterprets the statutory ground on which the order for

termination was granted, her argument is without merit. 

OCGA § 15-11-310 (a) (4) provides that termination of parental rights is

authorized when “[a] child is abandoned by his or her parent[.]” OCGA § 15-11-2 (1)

defines “abandonment” or “abandoned” to mean “any conduct on the part of a parent,

guardian, or legal custodian showing an intent to forgo parental duties or relinquish

parental claims.” The statute further provides examples of such conduct, such as a

parent’s failure to communicate meaningfully with the child, maintain regular

visitation with the child, leave the child with another person without provision for his
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or her support, or to participate in any court ordered plan or program designed to

reunite the parent and child for a period of at least six months. See OCGA § 15-11-2

(1) (A)-(H).

Here, the Department claimed in its petition for termination that the child had

been abandoned by her mother and putative biological father.2 During the termination

hearing, the evidence showed that the child was abandoned by his mother for over six

months and had been in the Department’s custody for nearly a year. Counsel for the

mother conceded that the child was dependent. The evidence also showed that the

mother refused to sign a case plan and that she had no physical contact with the child

since he was placed in foster care. The mother did not attend the termination hearing,

and her attorney told the court that he did not know the mother’s whereabouts.3 

And after reciting its findings of fact, the juvenile court stated:

2 The order giving rise to this appeal also terminated the parental rights of the
putative biological father. The father did not appeal the order. 

3 We note that during the same hearing, the attorney for the mother orally
petitioned to withdraw from the case citing the mother’s failure to maintain contact
with him leading up to and during the termination hearing. 
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Based upon the foregoing, the Court finds and concludes that there

exists parental misconduct4 relative to the above-named child; that the

mother and putative father have failed to provide their child with a

home, care or support, and that the parents have abandoned their child.

The Court finds and concludes that clear and convincing evidence

supports the termination of [the mother] and [the putative father]. 

Contrary to the mother’s argument, the statutory provision in question does not

require the juvenile court to make a finding that the child would suffer harm if he

remained in foster care in order for parental rights to be terminated. Additionally, the

mother has failed to enumerate as error and challenge on appeal the juvenile court’s

determination that the evidence supported a finding of abandonment by the mother

as a statutory ground for terminating her parental rights. Therefore, the mother has

waived on appeal her right to challenge the juvenile court’s finding as to this ground

on appeal. See, e.g., In the Interest of E. G. M., 341 Ga. App. 33, 49 (2) (a) (798 SE2d

639) (2017); In the Interest of B. M. L., 239 Ga. App. 511, 512 (521 SE2d 448)

4 Indeed, pursuant to this statutory basis for termination of parental rights, the
termination can be based on parental “non-conduct” (as opposed to misconduct) for
a period of six months or more. Where a parent fails to perform parental duties for the
requisite time period, a child can be found to be abandoned. In such cases, it is the
parent’s severance of the familial bond through inaction that terminates the
relationship.
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(1999). Cf. Hewitt v. Community & S. Bank, 324 Ga. App. 713, 716 (2) (751 SE2d

513) (2013) (“Grounds that are not attacked as erroneous will not be considered on

appeal and are presumed to be binding and correct. An appellant’s failure to attack

alternative bases for a judgment results in the affirmance of that judgment.”) (citation

and punctuation omitted); Marks v. State, 280 Ga. 70, 75 (4) (623 SE2d 504) (2005)

(holding that failure to enumerate on appeal a ruling as error will result in waiver of

the claim).

Thus, because the termination of the mother’s parental rights is justified on the

ground of abandonment, we affirm.

Judgment affirmed. Ellington, P.J., and Senior Appellate Judge Herbert E.

Phipps, concur. 
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In the Supreme Court of Georgia  

        

                                             Decided: June 29, 2018

S17G1391.  IN THE INTEREST OF I.L.M., et al., children.

HINES, Chief Justice.

This Court granted certiorari to the Court of Appeals in the case of In the

Interest of E.G.M., 341 Ga. App. 33 (798 SE2d 639) (2017),1 to determine

whether the Court of Appeals erred in the manner in which it applied certain

provisions of the Juvenile Code, OCGA § 15-11-1, et seq., pertaining to the

juvenile court’s decision to order a continuance of a dependency hearing. 

Finding that the Court of Appeals did err, we reverse the judgment of that Court.

In July 2015, the Juvenile Court of Cherokee County terminated the

parental rights of a father and a mother as to their three minor children, I.L.M.,

I.T.M., and B.M.  On October 8, 2015, in a separate case, the Cherokee County

Department of Family and Children Services (“DFCS”) filed a petition alleging

1 As presented to the Court of Appeals, this case involved two separate cases from the
Juvenile Court of Cherokee County, both involving children of the same parents; case number
A16A1768 pertained only to the child E.G.M., and case number A16A2046 pertained to three
children, I.L.M., I.T.M., and B.M.  Only the case pertaining to E.G.M. is encompassed in this Court’s
granted writ of certiorari.
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the parents’ newly-born child E.G.M. to be dependent.  See OCGA § 15-11-150

et seq.2  That same day, the juvenile court entered a protective custody order and

appointed a guardian ad litem for E.G.M.; an adjudication hearing on DFCS’s

petition was scheduled for October 22, 2015.  At the hearing on that date, all

parties announced that they were ready to proceed.  However, the court, on its

own motion and over the parents’ objections, decided to continue the hearing

until a later date, and set the adjudication hearing for November 18, 20153; no

written continuance order was entered at that time.

On November 13, 2015, the parents filed a joint motion to dismiss the

dependency petition, asserting that the juvenile court’s decision to continue the

originally scheduled hearing of October 22, 2015 contravened the scheduling

2 OCGA § 15-11-150 reads:

A DFCS employee, a law enforcement officer, or any person who has actual
knowledge of the abuse, neglect, or abandonment of a child or is informed of the
abuse, neglect, or abandonment of a child that he or she believes to be truthful may
make a petition alleging dependency. Such petition shall not be accepted for filing
unless the court or a person authorized by the court has determined and endorsed on
the petition that the filing of the petition is in the best interests of the public and such
child.

3 The court later, on its own motion, rescheduled the hearing for November 17, 2015.

2
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provisions of OCGA §§  15-11-1104 and 15-11-181,5 and that the court’s order

failed to meet OCGA § 15-11-110’s requirements for granting a continuance. 

The juvenile court then, without request from any party, again continued the

4 OCGA § 15-11-110 reads:

(a) Upon request of an attorney for a party, the court may continue any hearing under this
article beyond the time limit within which the hearing is otherwise required to be held;
provided, however, that no continuance shall be granted that is contrary to the interests of the
child. In considering a child’s interests, the court shall give substantial weight to a child’s
need for prompt resolution of his or her custody status, the need to provide a child with a
stable environment, and the damage to a child of prolonged temporary placements.

(b) Continuances shall be granted only upon a showing of good cause and only for that
period of time shown to be necessary by the evidence presented at the hearing on the motion.
Whenever any continuance is granted, the facts proved which require the continuance shall
be entered in the court record.

(c) A stipulation between attorneys or the convenience of the parties shall not constitute good
cause. Except as otherwise provided by judicial rules governing attorney conflict resolution,
a pending criminal prosecution or family law matter shall not constitute good cause. The
need for discovery shall not constitute good cause unless the court finds that a person or
entity has failed to comply with an order for discovery.

(d) In any case in which a child or his or her parent, guardian, or legal custodian is
represented by an attorney and no objection is made to an order continuing any such hearing
beyond the time limit, the absence of such an objection shall be deemed a consent to the
continuance; provided, however, that even with consent, the court shall decide whether to
grant the continuance in accordance with subsection (a) of this Code section.

5   OCGA § 15-11-181 reads in pertinent part:

(a) The court shall fix a time for an adjudication hearing. If the alleged dependent child is in
foster care, the hearing shall be scheduled for no later than ten days after the filing of the
petition alleging dependency. If the alleged dependent child is not in foster care, the
adjudication hearing shall be held no later than 60 days after the filing of the petition alleging
dependency. If adjudication is not completed within 60 days from the date such child was
taken into protective custody, the petition alleging dependency may be dismissed without
prejudice. . . .

3
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adjudication hearing, setting it for January 12, 20166; again, no written order re-

setting the adjudication hearing was entered at that time.   The adjudication

hearing was, in fact, held on January 12, 2016.  

On January 22, 2016, the juvenile court executed a “Continuance Order,”

re-setting the October 22, 2015 hearing to November 18, 2015; the order was

entered “nunc pro tunc for October 22, 2015.”  And on February 11, 2016, the

court executed an “Order Denying Parents’ Joint Motion to Dismiss,” in which

it stated that E.G.M.’s case was not called until 3:30 p.m. on October 22, 2015

and the November 18, 2015 date to which it was re-set was the next available

court date, and concluded that “there was good cause to continue [the October

22, 2015 adjudication hearing] based upon the lengthy court docket, leaves of

absence filed by attorneys,7 and the Holiday schedule”8;  this order was entered

“nunc pro tunc for January 12, 2016.”   Also on February 11, 2016, the court

executed an “Order of Adjudication and Disposition” placing E.G.M. in the

6 Notice of of this hearing date was issued on January 5, 2016.

7 No leaves of absence appear in the appellate record.  The record contains a conflict notice
for one attorney, filed on November 10, 2015, providing notice of a conflict on November 17, 2015.

8 The record is devoid of any showing of a holiday that might have impacted the October 22,
2015 hearing date; holidays after that might have impacted the court’s ability to continue the hearing
to a date within the time required by  OCGA § 15-11-181 (a).
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temporary custody of DFCS and establishing a reunification plan for the parents;

this order too was entered “nunc pro tunc for January 12, 2016.”  The Court of

Appeals affirmed the judgment of the juvenile court, including its orders that

continued the adjudication hearing on the petition regarding E.G.M. and that

denied the parents’ motion to dismiss.  See E.G.M., supra at 59-61 (5).

As to the entry of the written orders nunc pro tunc to an earlier date,

generally, a trial court is authorized to do so.  “A nunc pro tunc entry is for the

purpose of recording some action that was taken or judgment rendered

previously to the making of the entry, which is to take effect as of the former

date.” Coleman v. Coleman, 240 Ga. 417, 418 (1) (240 SE2d 870) (1977)

(Citations and punctuation omitted).  Thus, the juvenile court is authorized to

cause the written order to “relate back to . . .  the date of the hearing and its oral

ruling.” Hinkle v. Woolever, 249 Ga. App. 249, 252 (n. 1) (547 SE2d 782)

(2001).  However, “[s]uch an entry can not be made to serve the office of

supplying non-action on the part of the court.”  Coleman, supra.  While a nunc

pro tunc order may record that which occurred at the earlier date, it is not a

device to be used to alter a judgment previously made, or to add additional

matters not decided in the prior ruling.  See Maples v. Maples, 289 Ga. 560,
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561-562 (2) (713 SE2d 865) (2011).  Rather,

the purpose of a nunc pro tunc entry is to record some previously
unrecorded action actually taken or judgment actually rendered. It
may not be used to supply an order not yet made by the court. A
nunc pro tunc entry is an entry made now of something actually
previously done to have effect of former date; office being not to
supply omitted action, but to supply omission in the record of action
really had but omitted through inadvertence or mistake. The general
rule is that nunc pro tunc entries are proper to correct clerical errors
but not judicial errors.  A clerical error involves an error or mistake
made by a clerk or other judicial or ministerial officer in writing or
keeping records; it does not include an error made by the court
itself. To be clerical in nature it must be one which is not the result
of judicial reasoning or determination.

In the Interest of H.L.W., 244 Ga. App. 498, 498-499 (535 SE2d 834) (2000)

(Citations and punctuation omitted.)  Thus, if the juvenile court’s ruling entered

on January 22, 2016 nunc pro tunc to October 22, 2015, was based on matters

not actually before the court and considered by it in deciding to continue the

October 22, 2015 hearing, it would be an improper nunc pro tunc order.9 

Further, assuming that the order reflects a decision based on matters before the

court at that hearing, that decision would nonetheless have to be made properly

under the relevant statutes to authorize the Court of Appeals’ affirmance of it. 

9 The record does not contain a transcript of the October 22, 2015 hearing.
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OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) sets out time limits in which an adjudication

hearing on a dependency petition must occur, and the adjudication completed,10

and OCGA § 15-11-110 governs the granting of a continuance of an

adjudication hearing “beyond the time limit within which the hearing is

otherwise required to be held.”  OCGA § 15-11-110 (a).  A continuance is to be

“granted only upon a showing of good cause [and] only for that period of time

shown to be necessary by the evidence presented at the hearing on the motion.” 

OCGA § 15-11-110 (b) (Emphasis supplied.)  This shows a clear requirement

that a departure from the statutory hearing schedule is to be ordered only for

significant reasons, and only after considering evidence regarding the reasons

that allegedly create the necessity.11  That this mandate is to be strictly followed

is also seen in  OCGA § 15-11-110 (c)’s specifications that counsel stipulation

10 OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) specifies that if the child alleged to be dependent is in foster care,
the adjudication hearing is to be held no later than ten days after the filing of the petition alleging
dependency.  The juvenile court found that, as E.G.M. was taken into protective custody on October
8, 2015, the ten-day time limit applied, rather than the 60-day limit in which OCGA § 15-11-181 (a)
requires the adjudication hearing to be held if the child is not in foster care.  In any event, January
12, 2016, the date of  both the hearing and the nunc pro tunc entry of the order adjudicating E.G.M.
as dependent, was more than 60 days after the October 8, 2015 filing of the petition alleging that
E.G.M. was dependent.

11 Although the statute requires a showing of good cause and “evidence” presented on the
period of time shown to be necessary, and that these facts be entered in the court record, nothing in
the statute prohibits the court from considering evidence already in the court’s record.

7
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and party inconvenience shall not be considered good cause, and that while a

need for discovery may constitute good cause, a continuance may be granted

only if there has been a failure to comply with a discovery order.  Indeed, “a

pending criminal prosecution or family law matter” may constitute good cause

only after consideration of “judicial rules governing attorney conflict

resolution,” OCGA § 15-11-110 (c), and even with counsel consent to a

continuance, the court must “decide whether to grant the continuance in

accordance with subsection (a) of this Code section,”12 and place upon the

record “the facts proved which require the continuance.”  OCGA § 15-11-110

12 It is true that OCGA § 15-11-110 (a) refers to requests for continuances by “an attorney
for a party” that would continue any hearing beyond the time limit within which the hearing is
otherwise required to be held. Absent a clear statutory prohibition, we do not read the statute’s
silence as eliminating judges’ ability to consider such a continuance sua sponte; we do, however,
read the statute as guiding judges’ exercise of discretion in granting such a continuance.

Every court generally has the “ ‘inherent power . . .  to control the disposition of the causes
on its docket with economy of time and effort for itself, for counsel, and for litigants.’ ” Bloomfield
v. Liggett & Myers, Inc., 230 Ga. 484, 485 (198 SE2d 144) (1973) (quoting Landis v. N. Am. Co.,
299 U.S. 248, 254 (57 SCt 163, 81 LE 153) (1936)). Given how long-standing and inherent this
judicial power is, we will not lightly find that a statute has eliminated it in a particular context
without a clear statement to that effect by the General Assembly. No such statement is present here,
and so we conclude that a judge may consider a continuance on his or her own initiative.

However, we have previously recognized the General Assembly’s authority to guide or limit
judges’ exercise of the inherent power to control their dockets. See, e.g., Ford v. Uniroyal Goodrich
Tire Co., 267 Ga. 226, 229 (2) (476 SE2d 565) (1996) (reversing trial court for not complying with
statute in which “legislature intended to limit the trial court’s discretion to decide how cases on its
docket are to be tried”). And that is precisely what the General Assembly has done in enacting the
firm time limits of OCGA § 15-11-181 and the procedural and substantive finding requirements of
OCGA § 15-11-110. As a result, if a judge wishes to continue a proceeding to which OCGA §
15-11-110 applies beyond the time limits of OCGA § 15-11-181, he or she must first comply with
the requirements of OCGA § 15-11-110. 

8
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(b).13  Thus, OCGA § 15-11-110’s requirements significantly advance the

purpose of “ensur[ing] that dependency proceedings are conducted

expeditiously to avoid delays in permanency plans for children.”  OCGA § 15-

11-100 (2).14  

In its order denying the parents’ motion to dismiss, the juvenile court

addressed its prior decision to continue the October 22, 2015 hearing, and stated

that it had “fully considered all requirements set forth in O.C.G.A. § 15-11-

13 The parents note  OCGA § 15-11-110 (b)’s language that a continuance “shall be granted
only upon a showing of good cause and only for that period of time shown to be necessary by the
evidence presented at the hearing on the motion,” and suggest that a separate hearing must thus be
held on any motion to continue a dependency hearing.   However, here the case was called and the
parties were present and ready for a hearing when the court orally ruled that it would be continued,
and it appears that scheduling a separate hearing would not have been required, assuming that the
facts then presented showed a continuance to be necessary.

14 OCGA § 15-11-100 reads:

The purpose of this article is:

(1) To assist and protect children whose physical or mental health and welfare is substantially
at risk of harm from abuse, neglect, or exploitation and who may be further threatened by the
conduct of others by providing for the resolution of dependency proceedings in juvenile
court;

(2) To ensure that dependency proceedings are conducted expeditiously to avoid delays in
permanency plans for children;

(3) To provide the greatest protection as promptly as possible for children; and

(4) To ensure that the health, safety, and best interests of a child be the paramount concern
in all dependency proceedings.

9
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110.”15  The court also cited In the Interest of D.T., 284 Ga. App. 336 (643 SE2d

842) (2007), for the principle that the hearing could be continued for “good

cause.”  However, In the Interest of D.T. was decided under a former version of

the Juvenile Code and pertained to the treatment of a “deprived” child rather

than a “dependent” child.  In the 2013 enactment of the current Juvenile Code,

the General Assembly set out “to substantially revise, supersede, and modernize

provisions relating to juvenile proceedings and enact comprehensive juvenile

justice reforms,” Ga. L. 2013, p. 294, and a simple statutory change of definition

from “deprived” to “dependent” was not the only alteration made.  Indeed, at the

time In the Interest of D.T. was decided, a juvenile court had statutory authority

to grant a continuance in a deprivation hearing, see former OCGA § 15-11-56

(b),16 but authority for the  statement that it could do so for “good cause” arose

15 In its continuance order, the court stated it found “that the continuance is not contrary to
the interests of the child as outlined in O.C.G.A. § 15-11-110.”  

16 When the opinion of In the Interest of D.T., supra, was issued, OCGA § 15-11-56 (b) read:

(b) Continuances; scheduling. On its own motion or that of a party, the court may
continue the hearings under subsection (c) of Code Section 15-11-54 for a reasonable
period to receive reports and other evidence bearing on the disposition of a child. In
this event, the court shall make an appropriate order for protection of the child during
the period of the continuance. In scheduling investigations and hearings, the court
shall give priority to proceedings in which a child has been removed from his or her
home before an order of disposition has been made.

10
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not from statute, but from Uniform Juvenile Court Rule (“UJCR”) 11.3, which

states, as it did in 2007, that upon motion “the court may continue a hearing for

a reasonable time upon good cause shown.”17  In the Interest of L.A.E., 265 Ga.

See Ga. L. 2002, p. 1162, § 7.  And at that time, OCGA § 15-11-54 read:

(a) Findings. After hearing the evidence on any petition alleging deprivation, the
court shall make and file its findings as to whether the child is a deprived child. If the
court finds that the child is not a deprived child, it shall dismiss the petition and order
the child discharged from any detention or other restriction theretofore ordered in the
proceeding.

(b) Findings with regard to result of alcohol abuse or drug abuse. If the court finds
that a child is deprived, the court shall also make and file a finding as to whether such
deprivation is the result of alcohol abuse or drug abuse by a parent or guardian.

(c) Disposition. The court shall proceed immediately or at a postponed hearing to
make a proper disposition of the case in accordance with Code Section 15-11-55 if
the court finds from clear and convincing evidence that the child is deprived.

See Ga. L. 2002, p. 1162, § 5.

17 The opinion of the Court of Appeals in this case quotes from UJCR 11.3 that “the court
may continue a hearing for a reasonable time upon good cause shown.”  In the Interest of E.G.M.,
supra at 59 (5).  In its entirety, the Rule reads:

RULE 11.3 CONTINUANCE
On the motion of the court or that of a party, the court may continue a hearing for a
reasonable time upon good cause shown. However, in cases involving allegations of
deprivation the granting of continuances beyond the statutory limitations as defined
in OCGA § 15-11-39 (a) shall be by written order and the specific reason for the
continuance must be stated therein.

 
We note that the most recent amendment of UJCR 11.3 was to take effect August 16, 2001, at which
time OCGA § 15-11-39 (a) read:

(a) After the petition has been filed the court shall fix a time for hearing thereon,
which, if the child is in detention, shall not be later than ten days after the filing of
the petition. In the event the child is not in detention, the court shall fix a time for
hearing thereon which shall be not later than 60 days from the date of the filing of the

11
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698, 700 (1) (462 SE2d 148) (1995); In the Interest of D.T., supra at 341 (3).  

And, in its 2013 enactment of OCGA § 15-11-110, the General Assembly not

only incorporated “good cause” into the statute, but imposed specific

requirements for the granting of continuances in dependency hearings. 

petition.

See Ga. L. 2002, p. 1162, § 3.   Currently, OCGA § 15-11-39 (a) does not pertain to dependency
hearings, and reads:

In any jurisdiction within which a risk reduction program has been established, when
a child comes before the court for disposition, the court may order that a risk
assessment or risk and needs assessment, as defined in Code Section 49-4A-1, be
made of such child and the circumstances resulting in such child being before the
court.

Compare OCGA § 15-11-181 (a), which addresses the scheduling of dependency hearings.
We note further that UJCR 11.3 continues to refer to “cases involving allegations of

deprivation.”   However, as part of its 2013 statutory overhaul of the Juvenile Code. 

the General Assembly amended the definitions applicable to juvenile proceedings.
See Ga. L. 2013, p. 294, § 1–1; see also OCGA § 15–11–2 (codification of new
definitions for juvenile proceedings). Effective January 1, 2014, the new definitions
contained in OCGA § 15–11–2 became applicable to juvenile proceedings
commenced on and after that date. Ga. L. 2013, p. 294, § 5–1 (“This Act shall
become effective on January 1, 2014, and shall apply to all offenses which occur and
juvenile proceedings commenced on and after such date.”).  The former definitions
used the term “deprived” to mean a child who was “without proper parental care or
control, subsistence, education as required by law, or other care or control necessary
for the child’s physical, mental, or emotional health or morals.” See former OCGA
§ 15–11–2 (8) (A). But the new definitions refer to a child as “dependent,” rather
than “deprived,” which is a child who, inter alia, “[h]as been abused or neglected and
is in need of the protection of the court. . . .” OCGA § 15–11–2 (22) (A). 

In the Interest of G.R.B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 693-694 (n. 1) (769 SE2d 119) (2015).  To the extent
that there is any conflict between UJCR 11.3 and OCGA § 15–11–110, UJCR 11.3 would not
“abrogate or interfere with an otherwise-valid statutory enactment . . ..” Edwards v. State, 281 Ga.
108, 110 (636 SE2d 508) (2006). 

12
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Considerations of docket congestion may, in fact, constitute “good cause”

justifying a continuance under OCGA § 15-11-110.  The court’s continuance

order noted that the matter was not called on October 22, 2015 until

“approximately 3:30 p.m. [and that the court had begun] its calendar at 8:30 a.m.

with approximately twenty-three (23) cases on the calendar,” recited that the

court heard a lengthy detention hearing earlier on the calendar, and concluded

that there was not sufficient time to complete the hearing that day. The court

recognized that OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) required the hearing to be held within

ten days of the filing of the petition, and set the new hearing date for November

18, 2015, well beyond the statutorily required date; in doing so, the court stated

that the statutory date could not be met because of “numerous matters scheduled

for hearings,” and described November 18, 2015 as “the next available court

date.”18  Although the facts recited in the court’s continuance order may well

have authorized a continuance to a date within the period set by the statute for

18 On November 5, 2015, the court reset the hearing to November 17, 2015; an e-mail sent
to the parties on November 3, 2015 stated that the change was “[d]ue to a court scheduling conflict,”
but no details regarding that conflict were provided in either the formal notice resetting the hearing,
or the earlier e-mail regarding it.  And, no order in the record directly addresses the court’s grant of
a continuance to January 12, 2016.  In its order denying the motion to dismiss, the court stated that
the hearing was reset from the November 2015 date to January 12, 2016 “due to a contested Superior
Court matter”; again, no further detail or analysis is provided.  Notice of the January 12, 2016
hearing date was entered on January 5, 2016.

13
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a hearing, the only justification the court gave for continuing the hearing almost

four weeks in the future was that the reset date was the “next available court

date.”  But, OCGA § 15-11-110 requires more from a court than this; a

continuance under OCGA § 15-11-110 is to be granted “only for that period of

time shown to be necessary.”  OCGA § 15-11-110 (b) (Emphasis supplied.) 

Thus, a court must evaluate what other matters are competing for the court’s

attention such that the dependency hearing must be continued to the date chosen,

including a determination of why those other matters must be afforded a priority

over that given the dependency hearing by virtue of OCGA § 15-11-110, and the

court must place upon the record those facts justifying the continuance, as found

at the time the continuance was granted.19   However, the court did not, in any

written or recorded order, put forth any showing regarding the other cases on the

docket sufficient to show why this matter, despite its priority, was reset to

November 18, 2015.  As such, the order failed to meet the stringent

requirements of OCGA § 15-11-110 (b) for ordering a continuance beyond the

19 Although the continuance order states that the court “has considered the need for a prompt
resolution of the custody status, the need for a stable environment, and the need to eliminate
prolonged temporary placements,” factors which OCGA § 15-11-110 (a) directs the court to give
substantial weight, nothing in the order, or the record as a whole, indicates why these considerations
were outweighed by other matters on the docket.  

14
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statutory period.20   

OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) states that “[i]f adjudication is not completed

within 60 days from the date such child was taken into protective custody, the

petition alleging dependency may be dismissed without prejudice.”  E.G.M. was

taken into protective custody on October 8, 2015, adjudication did not occur

until January12, 2016, which was 96 days later, and the time limit set forth in

OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) was not met.  In rejecting the parents’ arguments in

favor of dismissing without prejudice the dependency petition, the juvenile court

relied upon the fact that it had continued the dependency hearing on October 22,

2015.  But, that continuance order did not meet the requirements of  OCGA §

15-11-110, and it was that flawed continuance order that caused the failure to

meet the adjudication time limit of OCGA § 15-11-118 (a).  The General

Assembly has stated that dependency proceedings are to be completed

expeditiously, OCGA § 15-11-100 (2) , dismissal of a petition without prejudice

20 We are aware that juvenile courts must manage congested dockets, and that hearings other
than those on dependency petitions take place in those courts that are also subject to time restrictions. 
See, e.g., OCGA § 15-11-301 (time requirements for hearings on petitions to terminate parental
rights); OCGA § 15-11-403 (regulating continuances of hearings on complaints alleging children are
in need of services); and OCGA § 15-11-478 (addressing continuances of hearings in delinquency
proceedings).  However, OCGA § 15-11-110 is clear that a continuance of a dependency hearing
must be made in compliance with its requirements, and the continuance granted here was not so
made. 

15
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furthers that goal by imposing a consequence for a failure to meet the statutory

time requirements, see In the Interest of M.D.H., 300 Ga. 46, 57 (6) (793 SE2d

49) (2016), and in the circumstances of this case, we must conclude that the

juvenile court abused the discretion afforded it under OCGA § 15-11-181 (a) to

dismiss the petition without prejudice.  Accordingly, the judgment of the Court

of Appeals is reversed.

Judgment reversed.  Melton, P.J., Benham, Hunstein, Nahmias, Blackwell,

Boggs, Peterson, JJ., and Judge Aaron B. Mason concur.  Grant, J., disqualified.

16
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FIRST DIVISION
BARNES, P. J.,

ANDREWS and MCMILLIAN, JJ.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

January 31, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0256. IN THE INTEREST OF J. N., A CHILD.

ANDREWS, Judge.

The mother of J. N. appeals from a protective order granted to J. N.’s Guardian

Ad Litem (“GAL”) in this dependency action. For reasons that follow, we vacate the

juvenile court’s ruling and remand for further proceedings.

The record shows that shortly after his birth in June 2015, J. N. was placed in

the temporary protective custody of the Department of Family & Children Services

(“DFCS”). DFCS filed a Petition for Dependency, and the juvenile court appointed

a GAL for J.N. Over the ensuing months, the court found J. N. to be a dependent

child, adopted a case plan for the mother, extended DFCS’s custody, and held several

review hearings. 

On February 24, 2017, the mother filed a Motion for Discovery, asserting that

she had requested discovery from DFCS but had not yet received any information. In
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response, J. N.’s GAL, who is also an attorney, moved for a protective order and to

quash the discovery request to the extent it applied to her file. The juvenile court

granted the GAL’s motion, but issued a certificate of immediate review, and we

granted the mother’s application for interlocutory appeal. 

The statutory scheme governing dependency proceedings sets forth a

framework “[t]o assist and protect children whose physical or mental health and

welfare is substantially at risk of harm from abuse, neglect, or exploitation and who

may be further threatened by the conduct of others.” OCGA § 15-11-100 (1). As part

of those proceedings, the juvenile court must appoint a GAL and an attorney for an

alleged dependent child. See OCGA § 15-11-103 (b) (attorney); OCGA § 15-11-104

(a) (GAL). The attorney represents the child, while the GAL “assist[s] the court in

determining the best interests of [the] child.” OCGA § 15-11-2 (35). A person does

not need to be an attorney to act as a GAL. See OCGA § 15-11-104 (e). But an

attorney can serve as both the GAL and legal representative for a child “unless or

until there is conflict of interest between the attorney’s duty to such child as such

child’s attorney and the attorney’s considered opinion of such child’s best interests

2
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as guardian ad litem.” OCGA § 15-11-104 (b). Although not completely clear from

the record, it appears that the GAL in this case may also be J. N.’s attorney.1

In determining the best interests of a child, a GAL must consider numerous

factors, including the child’s welfare and safety; the mental and physical health of

everyone involved; the child’s cultural, familial, religious, and community ties; the

need for permanence; and the child’s wishes and long term goals. OCGA § 15-11-105

(b). To assess these factors, the GAL conducts an independent investigation,

interviews the child, consults with other professionals involved in the case, and

reviews relevant materials, such as court documents, educational information, and

health reports. OCGA § 15-11-105 (c). All records and materials acquired or

reviewed during this investigation are deemed confidential and cannot be disclosed

by the GAL “except as ordered by the court.” OCGA § 15-11-105 (f).

Through her motion for protective order, J.N.’s GAL argued that this

confidentiality provision, as well as the attorney-client privilege and work product

doctrine, shielded her file from discovery. The trial court agreed, granting a blanket

protective order over the entire file without considering its contents. Nothing in the

1 The record does not contain the court order appointing the GAL or J. N.’s
attorney, but the protective order refers to the GAL as “GAL Attorney.” 

3
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statutory scheme, however, provides such sweeping protection for a GAL’s file.

Although the GAL must treat all information and records obtained as confidential,

that material may be disclosed if ordered by the court. See OCGA § 15-11-105 (f).

Furthermore, the juvenile court must ensure that the parties have the ability to

challenge the GAL’s recommendations “in accordance with the rules of evidence

applicable to the specific proceeding.” OCGA § 15-11-104 (k).

Simply put, there is no absolute privilege that prevents discovery merely

because a file belongs to, or the information was created, gathered, and maintained

by, the GAL. See In the Interest of B. H., 295 Ga. App. 297, 299 (3) (671 SE2d 303)

(2008) (noting that, under a prior version of statutory scheme, the legislature did not

“enact[] an evidentiary exclusion of communications between a child and a [court

appointed special advocate]”). Compare OCGA § 24-5-501 (listing types of

communications that are privileged and “excluded from evidence on grounds of

public policy”). The juvenile court, therefore, erred in imposing blanket protection

for the GAL’s file.

Automatic discovery of that file, however, is equally inappropriate. The

attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine may shield portions if the GAL is

acting as J. N.’s attorney. See OCGA § 15-11-103 (c) (“A child’s attorney owes to his

4
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or her client the duties imposed by the law of this state in an attorney-client

relationship.”); St. Simons Waterfront v. Hunter, Maclean, Exley & Dunn, 293 Ga.

419, 421-422 (1) (746 SE2d 98) (2013) (discussing attorney-client privilege);

Wellstar Health Sys. v. Jordan, 293 Ga. 12, 17 (743 SE2d 375) (2013) (discussing

work product doctrine). And although the confidentiality provision in OCGA § 15-

11-105 does not create an absolute privilege, it prevents unfettered disclosure of the

GAL’s investigative materials. Finally, OCGA § 15-11-170 (e) allows the juvenile

court to

deny, in whole or in part, or otherwise limit or set conditions concerning

a discovery response upon a sufficient showing by a person or entity to

whom a request for discovery is made that disclosure of the information

would: (1) Jeopardize the safety of a party, witness, or confidential

informant; (2) Create a substantial threat of physical or economic harm

to a witness or other person; (3) Endanger the existence of physical

evidence; (4) Disclose privileged information; or (5) Impede the

criminal prosecution of a minor who is being prosecuted as an adult or

the prosecution of an adult charged with an offense arising from the

same transaction or occurrence.

Accordingly, we vacate the juvenile court’s ruling and remand for further

review of this discovery dispute. On remand, the juvenile court must exercise its

discretion to determine whether the material sought by the mother is privileged or

5
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otherwise should not be subject to discovery pursuant to OCGA §§ 15-11-105 and

15-11-170 (e). See In the Interest of B. H., supra at 300 (4) (discovery in this type of

proceeding “is allowed in the discretion of the judge”). In doing so, the court should

consider whether any non-privileged information is “so material to the [mother’s]

case as to outweigh the policy, as expressed in [OCGA § 15-11-105 (f)], that a

[GAL’s] confidential information not be disclosed.” Id. at 299-300 (3) (applying

former OCGA § 15-11-9.1 (h) (1), which provided that all records acquired,

reviewed, or produced by a CASA – an individual appointed to advocate for the

child’s best interests in a deprivation proceeding – “shall be deemed confidential and

shall not be disclosed except as ordered by the court”).

Judgment vacated and case remanded. Barnes, P. J., and McMillian, J.,

concur.

6
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FOURTH DIVISION
DILLARD, C. J.,

DOYLE, P. J., and MERCIER, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.
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June 20, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0807. IN THE INTEREST OF J. W., a child. DO-028

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

The mother of J. W. appeals from a juvenile court order granting the maternal

grandfather’s petition for permanent guardianship of J. W., a minor child born on

March 28, 2003. The mother contends that the juvenile court erred because the

evidence was insufficient to support findings that (1) continuing efforts of

reunification would be detrimental to the child, and (2) guardianship was in the best

interests of the child. Because the record supported the juvenile court’s findings, we

affirm.

When reviewing the findings that support a guardianship order, 

this [C]ourt construes the evidence in favor of the judgment and

determines whether a rational trier of fact could have found clear and

convincing evidence that reunification services should not be provided.
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We neither weigh the evidence nor determine the credibility of

witnesses; we defer to the juvenile court’s factfinding and affirm unless

the appellate standard is not met.1

So viewed, the evidence shows that the mother met J. W.’s father when they

were using methamphetamine together. The father and mother dated for a few

months, but after they stopped seeing each other romantically, the mother learned that

she was pregnant with J. W. According to the mother, during the first several years

of J. W.’s life, she began using methamphetamine on a daily basis — eventually

doing it “constantly like non-stop” — “neither one of us was exactly the best parent.”

Her drug use was due in part to the strain of “working at night and trying to take care

of everything and the baby [J. W.] during the day.” In the meantime, the mother gave

birth to two additional children, and from a very young age, J. W. began to exhibit

behavioral problems; and after J. W. was evaluated later, he was diagnosed with

Asperger’s syndrome, reactive attachment disorder, and post traumatic stress disorder. 

1 In the Interest of K. G., 343 Ga. App. 345, 347 (2) (b) (807 SE2d 70) (2017).
See also Strickland v. Strickland, 298 Ga. 630, 633-334 (1) (783 SE2d 606) (2016)
(“In the appellate review of a bench trial [over child custody], a trial court’s factual
findings must not be set aside unless they are clearly erroneous. Rather, due deference
must be given to the trial court, acknowledging that it has the opportunity to judge the
credibility of the witnesses.”) (citations omitted).

2
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In the summer of 2015, when J. W. was twelve, the mother was evicted and

could not maintain housing or employment, a dependency action was initiated, and

J. W. was adjudicated dependent and placed with his maternal grandfather. In October

2015, a final adjudication of dependency was entered along with a disposition order

adopting a reunification case plan for the mother and granting custody to the

grandfather until further order from the juvenile court. The case plan required that J.

W. receive appropriate mental health counseling and that the mother: attend

residential drug treatment and remain sober, work with parenting coaches to gain

insight into her own parenting and J. W.’s needs, acquire stable, drug-free housing,

develop healthy and supportive relationships with law-abiding people, and refrain

from contacting people actively using drugs or engaging in other criminal activity. 

In early 2016, a review order was entered finding that J. W. had stabilized in

the grandfather’s home and improved in school, and the court ordered that additional

benefits be sought for the child and visitation by the mother could ensue as approved

by J. W.’s therapist. In July 2016, the grandfather petitioned the juvenile court for

permanent guardianship over J. W., and after a preliminary hearing in September

2016, the court held a hearing in February 2017, which hearing was continued until

May 2017 because the mother was without legal representation. Following a final

3
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hearing, which included testimony from the mother, the grandfather, the guardian ad

litem (“GAL”), and J. W.’s therapist, the juvenile court entered an order granting the

permanent guardianship. The mother now appeals.

1. The mother contends that the evidence did not support a finding by clear and

convincing evidence that continuing efforts of reunification would be detrimental to

J. W. Because there is evidence specifically showing that, in light of J. W.’s

diagnosed disorders, continued uncertainty about his living situation and

guardianship would be harmful, we disagree.

Before a juvenile court is authorized to appoint a permanent guardian, the court

is required to “[f]ind that reasonable efforts to reunify such child with his . . . parents

would be detrimental to such child. . . .”2 At the hearing, the evidence showed that the

mother had made substantial progress on her case plan by entering into a residential

treatment facility and remaining sober, attending counseling, and obtaining

employment. But there was also evidence that, since the case plan was put into effect,

she had entered into and wished to maintain a romantic relationship with a boyfriend

on probation for possession of methamphetamine, despite five months earlier telling

the juvenile court that she had no interest in dating, and she understood the risks

2 OCGA § 15-11-240 (a) (1).

4
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inherent in entering into a romantic relationship with someone else in recovery from

drug addiction. At the time of the final hearing, the mother had decided to move from

the Douglas County area (where J. W. went to school, received therapy, and lived

with his grandfather) to the Savannah, Georgia area, temporarily residing in two

locations until arriving at her third a week before the final hearing. 

Pertinent to the mother’s relocation and housing circumstances, there was

evidence from both the GAL and from J. W.’s therapist, a licensed practicing

counselor, addressing J. W.’s heightened need for stability due to his diagnosis of

Asberger’s syndrome and post-traumatic stress disorder. It was undisputed that since

moving in with his grandfather, J. W. had progressed significantly — his behavior

improved, he had begun developing positive relationships with peers, and he had

moved from an assistive classroom to a classroom in a “regular middle school, [in]

which, amazingly, he’s done pretty well.” J. W.’s progress was attributed to the

therapy and stability he enjoyed while living with his grandfather. The GAL testified

that because of his condition, J. W. needs “a lot of stability” and would not “do well

with change. . . so I think that it would be probably very detrimental to his progress

to move him.”

5
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Similarly, J. W.’s therapist testified that “he’s still working through his

trauma[,] and . . . sometimes he experiences . . . a re-traumatization, which is

indicat[ed] by his behaviors.” The therapist explained that “what I’m referring to

when I say that is, especially the ongoing court situation and the consistent reminders

of [‘]where am I going to be[‘] and [‘]who will I be placed with[‘] and [‘]what does

my future look like[?’]” Therefore, “if a court situation comes about and he knows

that there may be a change,” his behavior regresses. The therapist emphasized in this

testimony that, due to J. W.’s diagnoses, disruptions in stability, such as a move to

Savannah with his mother to live with his younger siblings, would “set him back at

a very important [time].” This was also based on his history with his mother when J.

W. “was responsible for caring for his [younger] siblings[,] . . . and . . . facing the

potential for that responsibility again creates anxiety and re-traumatizes him.” Based

on J. W.’s need for stability, the mother’s history and current lack of established,

long-term stability and sobriety, the therapist concluded that a permanent

guardianship with his grandfather “would be very helpful.” The therapist specifically

explained that a reunification plan would be harmful because it would prolong the

uncertainty: “[J. W.] needs . . . something he can hold onto, something he can say this

is what’s going to happen and we’re going to plan around it.” 

6
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This testimony about J. W.’s needs at the time of the final hearing and the

mother’s history and her circumstances at the final hearing provided clear and

convincing evidence that continuing to work a reunification plan would be

detrimental to J. W.3 Accordingly, this enumeration is without merit.

2. The mother also contends that the evidence failed to show that guardianship

was in the best interests of J. W. Again, we disagree.

In addition to the finding above, the juvenile court must make a finding “that

the appointment of a permanent guardian for such child is in the best interests of such

child and that the individual chosen as such child’s permanent guardian is the

individual most appropriate to be such child’s permanent guardian taking into

consideration the best interests of the child.”4 Here, the GAL and J. W.’s therapist

both testified that granting the grandfather’s guardianship petition was in the best

interest of J. W.5 This was supported by the above testimony outlining the harm

3 See In the Interest of K. G., 343 Ga. App. at 350 (affirming finding of clear
and convincing evidence that reunification would be detrimental because of the
child’s particular needs and the mother’s failure to meet them).

4 OCGA § 15-11-240 (a) (4).

5 The GAL noted that termination of the mother’s parental rights was not in J.
W.’s best interest because she had a relationship with him, and continued contact was
not detrimental to J. W. 
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suffered by J. W. in his mother’s custody and the harm to J. W. presented by

continuing the uncertainty in his living conditions that he had already experienced for

the two years prior to the guardianship hearing.6 

In the appellate review of a bench trial . . . due deference must be given

to the trial court, acknowledging that it has the opportunity to judge the

credibility of the witnesses. After giving the juvenile court’s findings

of fact the required deference, we find that the court was authorized to

conclude that the permanent guardian had demonstrated by clear and

convincing evidence that the appointment of a permanent guardian

would be in [J. W.’s] best interests.7 

Accordingly, this enumeration presents no basis for reversal.

Judgment affirmed. Dillard, C. J., and Mercier, J., concur.

6 See In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. 138, 140 n. 4 (780 SE2d 291) (2015)
(finding no material difference in former Juvenile Code and current Juvenile Code
with respect to orders of permanent guardianship); In the Interest of D. T. A., 318 Ga.
App. 182, 185 (2) (733 SE2d 466) (2012) (decided under former Juvenile Code and
noting that the same evidence that shows a lack of parental care and control can also
support a finding that termination is in a child’s best interests); Whitehead v. Myers,
311 Ga. App. 680, 688-689 (1) (716 SE2d 785) (2011) (guardianship under former
Code). See also In the Interest of A. B., 274 Ga. App. 230, 232 (617 SE2d 189) (2005)
(“it is well settled that children need permanence of home and emotional stability[,]
or they are likely to suffer serious emotional problems”) (citations omitted).

7 (Citation and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of K. G., 344 Ga. App. 674,
676-677 (2) (__ SE2d __) (2018).

8
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A1378. IN THE INTEREST OF K. B., a child. DO-051

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

This case addresses the Juvenile Code’s definition of a “child.” A few days

before K. B.’s 18th birthday, the juvenile court in this case held a hearing and entered

an order adjudicating her a dependant child as defined by OCGA § 15-11-2 (22).

After K. B.’s 18th birthday, the juvenile court held another hearing and entered a

disposition order finding continued dependency and placing K. B. into the care of the

Department of Family and Children Services (“DFCS”). DFCS now appeals, arguing

that the juvenile court lacked jurisdiction to enter that order because K. B. did not

meet the statutory definition of a “child” under OCGA § 15-11-2 (10). Because K. B.

was over the age of 18 and not in the care of DFCS as required by OCGA § 15-11-2

(10), we agree and reverse. 
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We review the juvenile court’s “decision de novo as it involves the

interpretation of a statute, which is a question of law.”1

The record shows that K. B. was born on June 19, 1999. In 2016, she was

adjudicated to be a “child in need of services” due to ongoing conflict with her

mother at home.2 In May 2017, approximately six weeks before K. B.’s 18th birthday,

a guardian ad litem (“GAL”) was appointed to represent her best interests, and a week

later, the GAL filed a petition alleging that K. B. was a dependent child. After an

attorney was appointed to represent K. B. in the proceedings, a pretrial conference

was held on the dependency petition, and on June 12, 2017, a dependency hearing

was held; K. B. was adjudicated dependent on June 16, three days before her 18th

birthday. 

Following a hearing on August 10, 2017, a disposition order was entered in

October 2017, nunc pro tunc August 10, 2017. In that order, the juvenile court found

that K. B. was not living at home due to ongoing conflict with her mother, and she

was sharing a bedroom with a male friend in a two-bedroom/two-bathroom residence

1 In the Interest of H. E. B., 303 Ga. App. 895, 896 (695 SE2d 332) (2010).

2 See generally OCGA § 15-11-380 et seq. It is not clear from the record what
services, if any, K. B. received as a result of that adjudication.

2
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along with four others. Over DFCS’s objection on jurisdictional grounds, the court

ruled that 18-year-old K. B. remained dependent and ordered that temporary custody

be transferred to DFCS so that she could receive independent living services from

DFCS. It is undisputed that K. B. was not in the custody of DFCS and was not

receiving services from DFCS prior to the order. 

DFCS now appeals from this order, arguing that the court lacked jurisdiction

over K. B. because she did not meet the statutory definition of a “child” when the

juvenile court ordered K. B. into its custody. We agree.

We begin with the relevant Code sections. With respect to the juvenile court’s

jurisdiction generally, under OCGA § 15-11-10, the juvenile court has exclusive

original jurisdiction over actions “concerning any child who . . . [i]s alleged to be a

dependent child.” 

OCGA § 15-11-2 (10), defines the term “child” as anyone who is:

(A) Under the age of 18 years;

(B) Under the age of 17 years when alleged to have committed a

delinquent act;

(C) Under the age of 22 years and in the care of DFCS as a result of

being adjudicated dependent before reaching 18 years of age;

3
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(D) Under the age of 23 years and eligible for and receiving independent

living services through DFCS as a result of being adjudicated dependent

before reaching 18 years of age; or 

(E) Under the age of 21 years who committed an act of delinquency

before reaching the age of 17 years and who has been placed under the

supervision of the court or on probation to the court for the purpose of

enforcing orders of the court.3

It is undisputed that at the time of the disposition, K. B. was not under the age

of 18, she was not alleged to have committed a delinquent act, and she was not

“receiving independent living services.” Accordingly, the question becomes whether

K. B. met the definition in subpart (C): “[u]nder the age of 22 years and in the care

of DFCS as a result of being adjudicated dependent before reaching 18 years of age.”

When we consider the meaning of a statute, we . . . presume that

the General Assembly meant what it said and said what it meant. To that

end, we . . . afford the statutory text its plain and ordinary meaning, we

. . . view the statutory text in the context in which it appears, and we . .

. read the statutory text in its most natural and reasonable way, as an

3 (Emphasis supplied.) This Code section, including the definition at issue, has
been revised effective July 1, 2020. See Ga. L. 2018, p. 472, §§ 1-1, 5-1. The new
definition in subparagraph (C) applies to individuals who are “[b]etween 18 and 21
years of age and receiving extended care youth services from DFCS.” OCGA § 15-
11-2 (10) (C) (effective date July 1, 2020).

4
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ordinary speaker of the English language would. Applying these

principles, if the statutory text is clear and unambiguous, we attribute to

the statute its plain meaning, and our search for statutory meaning is at

an end.4

Here, according to a plain reading of OCGA § 15-11-2 (10) (C) as written, the

language at issue essentially contains three elements in the definition of a child: (i)

she must be under the age of 22 years; (ii) she must be in the care of DFCS; (iii) and

the care must be as a result of being adjudicated dependent before reaching 18 years

of age (as opposed to resulting from another reason for DFCS intervention such as

delinquency). This reading gives effect to all of the language in the text and manifests

a pragmatic, codified policy of allowing dependent children who are in the care of

DFCS at age 18 to continue care until age 22. The fact that an individual who does

not meet this definition cannot invoke her status as a “child” merely reflects the

sometimes difficult exercise of legislative judgment necessary when drawing lines

and establishing the scope of a statutory scheme.

For example, the legislature could have written that an individual must be

under the age of 22 and adjudicated dependent before the age of 18. Or the legislature

4 (Citations and punctuation omitted.) Deal v. Coleman, 294 Ga. 170, 172-173
(1) (a) (751 SE2d 337) (2013).

5
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could have written that an individual be under the age of 22 and “eligible for care”

as a result of a dependency adjudication entered before the age of 18. But these

alternatives were not employed; instead, the General Assembly wrote “in the care of

DFCS as a result of being adjudicated dependent before reaching 18 years of age.”

“[W]e must presume that the General Assembly meant what it said and said what it

meant,”5 so we apply the ordinary meaning of that provision as written. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the context of the language at issue,

particularly the definition immediately following subpart C. The next definition,

subpart D, applies if an individual is “[u]nder the age of 23 years and eligible for and

receiving independent living services through DFCS as a result of being adjudicated

dependent before reaching 18 years of age.”6 Again, the legislature drafted this

definition to include those “eligible for and receiving independent living services.”7

5 (Punctuation omitted.) Arby’s Restaurant Group, Inc. v. McRae, 292 Ga. 243,
245 (1) (734 SE2d 55) (2012).

6 OCGA § 15-11-2 (10) (D).

7 (Emphasis supplied.)

6
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This mirrors the language at issue, i.e., “in the care of DFCS,” not just eligible for

care. Given this similar context and language, we read subpart C in the same way.8

For these reasons, we conclude that the juvenile court erred by ruling that K.

B. met the definition of a child under OCGA § 15-11-2 (10) (C). Despite her prior

dependency adjudication, K. B. was not ordered into custody of DFCS nor were any

services ordered by the juvenile court or provided by DFCS as a result of that

adjudication until after she had reached the age of 18. Accordingly, at the time of the

disposition hearing, 18-year-old K. B. was not “in the care of DFCS” and was not a

child as defined by OCGA § 15-11-2 (10) (C).

Judgment reversed. Dillard, C. J., and Mercier, J., concur.

8 We note that the General Assembly stated that the Juvenile Code “shall be
liberally construed to reflect that the paramount child welfare policy of this state is
to determine and ensure the best interests of its children.” OCGA § 15-11-1. But that
does not authorize this Court to depart from a natural reading of the Code as written
absent an absurd or impractical result. Any expansion of the juvenile court’s
jurisdiction or the definitions in the Code section must be done by the legislature,
something that it has declined to do as recently as the 2018 session. See Ga. L. 2018,
p. 472, § 1-1.

7
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A17A1551. IN THE INTEREST OF K. D., et al., CHILDREN
(FATHER).

BETHEL, Judge.

In this case, the father appeals from the Polk County Juvenile Court’s order of

final disposition and approval of his case plan with regard to K. D., F. S., R. S., and

M. S., his minor children (the “children”), whom the juvenile court found to be

dependent. On appeal, the father argues that there was insufficient evidence for the

juvenile court to find the children dependent. The father also argues that the juvenile

court erred in determining that he must be supervised when he spends time with his

children during the pendency of his case. Because there was insufficient evidence in

the record supporting the juvenile court’s finding of dependency, we reverse.
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On appeal from a lower court’s finding of dependency, we review the record

in the light most favorable to the lower court’s judgment to determine whether any

rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence that the

children were dependent. See In re A.B., 289 Ga. App. 655, 655 (1) (658 SE2d 205)

(2008). So viewed, the record reflects that the Department of Human Services, acting

by and through the Polk County Department of Family and Children Services

(collectively, “DFCS”) filed a complaint and petition for dependency in the juvenile

court alleging, inter alia, that the children had been subject to a history of domestic

violence, most recently involving an incident in which the father was arrested for

pointing a gun at the children’s mother. The complaint and petition also alleged that

the family had previously refused services from DFCS, including domestic violence

assessments and counseling for the children. The complaint and petition sought the

entry of a court order establishing a case plan for the children.1 

The children’s mother, through her attorney, stipulated to a finding of

dependency in her case based on the allegations in the DFCS complaint. Her

stipulation provided that

1 The children’s mother was also named in the complaint and petition filed by
DFCS. Her case, however, is not part of this appeal.

2
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The children have been subjected to multiple incidents of domestic

violence as perpetrated by the father against the mother; [t]he health and

safety of the children cannot be assured in the home until the parents

undergo domestic violence assessments and follow all resulting

recommendations; and the oldest child, [K.D.] is in need of an

evaluation to address his exposure to domestic violence. 

Based on this stipulation, the juvenile court entered an order as to the mother finding

the children dependent in that they had been neglected and abused, as defined in

OCGA §§ 15-11-2 (2) and (48), and were in need of the protection of the court. 

A family service plan entered after the issuance of the juvenile court’s order in

regard to the mother indicated that the children were present in the home during the

incident in which the father pointed a gun at the mother. As part of the plan, the

mother agreed not to allow the children to be unsupervised or to have any contact

with the father until otherwise determined by DFCS or the juvenile court. 

At the December 14, 2016, adjudication hearing in the father’s case, DFCS

called the mother to testify. The mother admitted contacting the police in response to

the June 1 incident, which resulted in the father’s arrest for aggravated assault. She

stated that he came into their house at 5:00 a.m. and that she contacted the police

because she did not feel safe. She stated that he was mad because she had left their

3
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dog outside overnight. The children were in bed with the mother when the father

came in. After a brief exchange, the father went back outside. She followed him

outside, at which point the father pulled a gun on the mother.2 

On cross-examination, the mother stated that when the father came into the

bedroom that he did not hit or touch her or the children, nor did he curse at them. She

also stated that he had never been aggressive or violent toward the children although

he had been “aggressive” toward the mother. She stated that she was not afraid of the

father. Although she admitted that there had been instances of altercations and

domestic abuse by the father in the past, she stated that those incidents took place

several years before the June 1 incident. She stated her belief that the father was not

a danger to the children. 

DFCS also presented testimony from the police detective who investigated the

June 1 incident. The detective testified regarding his interview with the mother

following the June 1 incident. He recounted the mother’s description of the father’s

early-morning arrival at their house, including that the father pulled a gun on her and

2 On cross-examination, the mother indicated that she could not recall if the
father had actually pulled a gun on her because it was still dark outside during their
altercation. However, she reported to the police that he had done so, and we must
construe the evidence in the record in the light most favorable to the decision of the
juvenile court.

4
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threatened to kill her. The mother told the detective that the children were in bed

when this incident occurred and that they had not witnessed any of the incident. The

children were not interviewed by the police in regard to the incident.3 

Following the adjudication hearing, the juvenile court issued an order of

adjudication and temporary disposition as to the father’s case. In that order, the

juvenile court found that, on June 1, 2016, the father returned home around 5:00 a.m.

after having been away from the house for at least 24 hours. He entered the bedroom

where the mother was asleep with the children and expressed anger to the mother for

leaving the family’s dog outside overnight and because he had to “break in” to the

house, as all doors were locked. The father went outside, and the mother followed

him, after which an altercation ensued in which the father pointed a firearm at the

mother and stated that he “ought to kill her.” The father was later arrested and

charged with aggravated assault. The juvenile court also noted that, as of the date of

the order, the father had pending charges for aggravated assault stemming from a

3 The children were interviewed by DFCS, but DFCS failed to provide the
father with notice that the contents of that interview would be offered into evidence.
As a result, the juvenile court sustained the father’s objection to the admission of the
children’s interviews with DFCS into evidence. 

5
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separate incident in which he was alleged to have engaged in a shootout on a public

street. 

Based on this and other evidence, the juvenile court found that, as to the father,

the children were dependent in that they had been abused and neglected and were in

need of the protection of the court. The juvenile court also found that, due to its

findings regarding the father’s history of violence, visitation between the father and

the children was to be supervised by DFCS. Following a second hearing, the juvenile

court entered a final order of disposition and approval of the father’s case plan which

mirrored the court’s previous finding that the children were dependent and that the

father’s visits with the children would be supervised by DFCS during the pendency

of his case. This appeal followed.

1. The father first argues that there was insufficient evidence in the record to

support the trial court’s determination that the children are dependent. We agree.

OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A) provides, in relevant part, that a dependent child is

“a child who . . . [h]as been abused . . . and is in need of the protection of the court[.]”

OCGA § 15-11-2 (2) (E) defines “abuse” to include “[t]he commission of an act of

family violence as defined in Code Section 19-13-1 in the presence of a child.” As

used in OCGA § 15-11-2 (2) (E), the term “presence” means “physically present or

6
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able to see or hear.” An act of family violence “includes a single act, multiple acts,

or a continuing course of conduct.” Id. OCGA § 19-13-1 (2) defines acts of family

violence to include acts between spouses or persons who are parents of the same

child, including the act of committing assault. A person commits the offense of

assault when, inter alia, that person “[c]ommits an act which places another in

reasonable apprehension of immediately receiving a violent injury.” OCGA § 16-5-20

(a) (2).

The evidence in this case was sufficient to support a finding that the father

committed an assault against the mother when he threatened her and pointed a gun

at her outside their home on June 1, 2016. See, e.g., Harris v. State, 342 Ga. App.

829, 831 (1) (805 SE2d 281) (2017) (evidence sufficient where defendant pointed

firearm at victim in threatening manner, placing victim in fear). However, all

testimony presented by DFCS indicated that this incident took place outside the

presence of the children, as the uncontradicted record showed that they were inside

the house asleep. There was no evidence that any of the children saw or heard the

exchange between their mother and father. As a result, none of the testimony offered

by DFCS established an act of abuse on the part of the father sufficient to warrant a

finding of dependency.

7
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Moreover, the mother’s stipulation in her case failed to provide evidence in the

father’s case that an act of abuse sufficient to warrant a finding of dependency had

occurred. We note that “[a] stipulation is simply a voluntary agreement by a party that

it will not contest certain facts.” Fulton Cty. Bd. of Assessors v. Calliope Prop., LLC,

315 Ga. App. 405, 408 (3) (727 SE2d 198) (2012) (citation omitted). Such an

agreement relieves the opposing party of the need to offer evidence on the stipulated

matter. Id. 

In relation to the matter before us, the mother’s stipulation is best characterized

as agreement to a set of legal conclusions rather than to a specific set of facts or an

agreed version of events. The stipulations entered in her case were essentially

concessions by the mother that the allegations in the DFCS complaint were sufficient

to warrant a finding that the children were dependent as to her. Although the juvenile

court accepted those concessions in making its finding of dependency as to the

mother, DFCS was still required to prove facts supporting a finding of dependency

as to the father. It failed to do so.

The testimony presented by DFCS through the mother and the investigating

detective failed to establish that the June 1 incident took place in the presence of the

children. Indeed, that testimony indicated precisely the opposite. Although the

8
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stipulation indicates that the children had been “subjected to multiple incidents of

abuse,” it does not identify or elaborate on those incidents or give any factual

background that would allow the juvenile court to determine whether any of those

incidents constituted acts of abuse as defined in OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A). Thus,

given the breadth of the statements in the stipulation regarding the incidents, the

juvenile court could not rely on the stipulation as evidence regarding the June 1

incident.

Because we determine that DFCS did not present evidence that the June 1

incident occurred in the children’s presence, there was insufficient evidence to

support a finding that the children had been abused. See In re H. S., 285 Ga. App.

839, 842 (648 SE2d 143) (2007) (evidence insufficient where state presented no

evidence that child witnessed domestic abuse between parents). We therefore reverse

the juvenile court’s finding of dependency as to the father.4

4 We note that at the father’s adjudication hearing, there was significant
discussion on the record between the court, counsel for DFCS, and the father in
regard to whether a probable cause proceeding pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-101 might
be a more appropriate vehicle for this case in light of the preliminary stage of the
evidence available to DFCS at the time, including the expressed desire of DFCS to
have both the children and the parents evaluated by medical and psychological
professionals. The father did not agree to undergo such assessments and did not agree
to hold the DFCS petition in abeyance pending a probable cause hearing. The juvenile
court permitted DFCS to decide whether it wished to proceed under its dependency

9
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2. As we find that there was insufficient evidence to support the juvenile

court’s finding of dependency as to the father, we need not reach his second

enumeration of error.

Judgment reversed. Andrews, J., and Rickman, J., concur.

petition or whether it preferred to move forward with a probable cause hearing under
OCGA § 15-11-101 to determine whether there were grounds to order the father to
undergo a domestic violence assessment. DFCS elected to proceed with the
dependency proceeding. 

10
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A17A1747. IN THE INTEREST OF K. M., a child.

BRANCH, Judge.

The mother of K. M., a minor child, appeals from an order of the Camden

County Juvenile Court denying the mother’s petition to terminate the temporary

guardianship of K. M. held by K. M.’s maternal grandparents. The mother contends

that the trial court applied the wrong evidentiary standard to determine whether the

guardianship should be terminated and that under the correct evidentiary standard, the

evidence does not support the court’s judgment. We agree with the mother and

therefore reverse the order of the juvenile court and remand the case for further

proceedings consistent with this opinion.

The relevant facts are largely undisputed and show that K. M. was born in

January 2011. Although K. M.’s parents have never been married to each other, the
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father has legitimated the child. Immediately after his birth, K. M. and his mother

moved in with the mother’s parents where they both remained until the mother moved

out in October 2011. In September 2011, K. M.’s grandparents filed a petition in

Camden County probate court seeking temporary guardianship of the child. The

petition stated that the guardianship was needed because neither parent was

financially stable, and each of K. M.’s parents consented to both the temporary

guardianship and the appointment of the maternal grandparents as the temporary

guardians. The probate court granted the petition the same day it was filed. 

In March 2016, the mother filed a petition in Camden County Probate Court

seeking to terminate her parents’ temporary guardianship of K. M. After the

grandparents filed an objection to the petition, the case was transferred to the juvenile

court. The juvenile court heard evidence in the matter in June and September 2016

and appointed a guardian ad litem to represent K. M. The evidence presented at the

hearing showed that during the initial years of K. M.’s life, the mother went through

a period of instability where she lived in a number of different rental properties and

worked a number of different jobs. Even during this period, however, the mother

maintained contact with K. M. and was present in his life. 

2
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In April 2014, the mother married K. M.’s stepfather, who serves as a

submariner in the U.S. Navy. At the time of the hearing, the couple had lived for two

years in a three-bedroom townhouse, where K. M. had his own bedroom. At some

point after her marriage, and at least one year prior to the June 2016 hearing, the

mother began caring for K. M. and the mother’s nine-year-old brother two days a

week. One day a week the mother would also care for the mother’s foster brother in

addition to the other two children. For at least an entire year before the hearing, the

mother had taken K. M. and the mother’s brother and foster brother to their weekly

speech therapy sessions, and the grandparents had allowed K. M. (and sometimes

their other children) to spend the night with the mother and her husband once or twice

a month.1 Additionally, the mother’s unrefuted testimony showed that in the year

before the hearing, she picked up K. M. from school as many as four days a week and

saw him as many as six days a week. The mother knew all of the child’s teachers and

1 After the mother filed the petition to terminate the guardianship, the
grandparents discontinued overnight visits and cut back significantly on the amount
of time the mother was allowed to spend with K. M. 
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physicians and she could also identify the child’s medical issues and how to treat

them.2 

Although the mother did not pay child support for K. M., she did provide

financial assistance to the guardians. Specifically, the mother and her husband gave

her parents money, paid for K. M.’s speech therapy, and regularly paid for food and

clothing for the child. Additionally, the mother provided the grandparents with the

child support K. M.’s father paid to her. The mother had worked full-time until

approximately nine months before the hearing. Because her work schedule changed

from week to week, however, the mother quit her job to ensure she was available to

get K. M. from school at least two days a week, thereby increasing her time with him

and decreasing his time in day care. Although the mother was not currently employed

outside the home, she testified that she and her husband could provide for K. M. and

that doing so would not strain their resources. 

Neither the mother nor her husband has a history of drug or alcohol use and the

evidence showed that they did not drink and did not keep alcohol in their home.

2 The medical issues included K. M.’s speech delays, occasional asthma, and
difficulties having bowel movements. The speech delays are treated with speech
therapy, the asthma is treated with an inhaler on an as-needed basis, and the intestinal
issues are treated by providing the child with a daily fiber supplement. 
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Although the mother does smoke, she does so only outside and never around K. M.

because of his issues with asthma. 

The mother presented the testimony of a local police officer who described

herself as the mother’s “best friend.” The friend lived less than two blocks from the

mother and was in the mother’s home frequently. According to the friend, the home

was always clean and was an appropriate place for a child to live. The friend had

observed the mother with K. M. on numerous occasions, noting that when the mother

was with K. M. she usually had her youngest brother and sometimes her parents’

foster child. According to the friend, K. M. appeared to love his mother, the mother

took good care of K. M. and the other children when they were with her, and she had

witnessed the mother giving K. M. his required medications. The friend had seen the

mother engaging in activities with the children on a regular basis, including cooking,

crafts, playing outside, and watching television. 

A second friend of the mother offered similar testimony, saying that for

approximately two years she had seen K. M. with his mother at least twice a week;

that the mother frequently cared for her youngest brother while she was caring for K.

M.; that the mother took good care of the children; and that the home was kept clean. 
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K. M.’s biological father testified that he supported termination of the

guardianship and the return of custody to the mother, with the father having

visitation.3 The father indicated that at the time he and the mother consented to the

guardianship, the understanding between the parties was that the guardianship would

not be permanent, explaining, “[t]he whole point of the guardianship was due to our

financial [in]stabilities. We’re both in a better position [now] where we can handle

our responsibilities.” 

The grandmother testified that she believed the guardianship should be

continued because it was in the best interest of K. M. To support her position, the

grandmother pointed to the facts that K. M. had a close bond with his grandparents

and their youngest son; the grandparents lived on approximately three acres of land

that provided K. M. with space to play, while the mother’s home did not have a

substantial yard; the grandparents had a number of animals on their property and K.

M. experienced joy and satisfaction caring for the animals; K. M. was especially close

3 The father acknowledged that, at the request of the maternal grandparents, he
had previously signed a statement saying that he opposed termination of the
guardianship. The father explained that he wrote that statement based solely on
information provided him by the grandparents and before he had spoken with K. M.’s
mother. After speaking with the mother and learning the details about her living and
financial situation, the father was of the opinion that custody should be returned to
the mother. 
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to his dog and his horse, both of which lived on the property; that K. M. had become

withdrawn after the mother filed her petition to terminate the guardianship; and that

at the suggestion of K. M.’s pediatrician, the grandparents had begun taking K. M.

to a therapist.4 

Although the grandmother acknowledged that over the course of K. M.’s life,

the mother had “grown up” significantly, she also indicated that she had concerns

about the stability of the mother’s marriage. In support of their claims of potential

marital instability, the grandparents introduced evidence showing that approximately

18 months before the hearing, in January 2015, the mother and her husband had an

argument, during which the mother kicked the husband. Although some limited

physical contact occurred during the argument, police were not called and no incident

report was filed. According to the mother and her husband, it was the only major

argument the couple had ever had; it did not occur in front of K. M.; and the couple

had learned from the experience. The husband described the argument as “a newly

[married] thing,” while the mother testified that the argument “was stupid” and “made

4 No evidence was introduced as to any diagnosis, findings, or
recommendations made by the therapist.
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us realize a lot of things,” and that “we talk better now and we communicate better

now.” 

The court-appointed guardian ad litem (“GAL”) filed a written report based on

his review of the record and his interviews with the parties. The GAL expressed his

belief that if the guardianship was terminated immediately there was a “possible

threat” of emotional or physical harm to K. M. that would be “more than just the

emotional toll that comes from a change in living arrangements.” In support of this

conclusion, the GAL cited the strong psychological bond K. M. had with his

grandparents and their youngest son; the “sporadic” contact between K. M. and his

mother “until recently”; and K. M.’s unique medical needs that [his grandparents] are

well able to handle while [the mother] is still learning.” 

The GAL further noted that “it remains to be seen whether . . . there would be

probable cause of likely abuse, neglect, or abandonment of the child if the

guardianship were terminated.” (Emphasis supplied.) The GAL also expressed

concern that the mother’s stability depended in large part on her marriage. He opined

that in the absence of the marriage, there was probable cause to believe that K. M.

would be at risk of abuse, neglect, or abandonment in the custody of the mother. The

GAL stated that “there has not been enough time to know whether the [mother’s]
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relationship with [her husband] is a true lasting one or just another fling like she has

had in the past.” 

The GAL acknowledged that all parties (including the grandparents) agreed

that “at some point” custody of K. M. needed to be returned to the mother. The GAL

therefore recommended a continuation of the guardianship for some period of time,

while the case moved forward as a dependency proceeding, with the court retaining

jurisdiction and formulating a permanency plan to transition K. M. to his mother’s

custody.5 See OCGA § 15-11-100 et seq. 

When giving his oral report to the court on the final day of the hearing, the

GAL expressed the same opinions set forth in his written report. And during his oral

report, the GAL stated that the guardianship would have to be terminated in the

absence of “a showing of probable cause of possible abandonment, neglect, or abuse”

5 The GAL’s recommendation with respect to the case continuing as a
dependency proceeding reflects the mandate of OCGA § 15-11-14 (c) (2), which
provides that if a court determines “[t]hat is in the best interests of a child that the
temporary guardianship be continued over the parent’s objection,” then the “case
shall proceed as a dependency matter pursuant to the provisions of Article 3 of [the
Juvenile Code].” (Emphasis supplied.) Although the court below continued the
guardianship over the objections of both K. M.’s parents, there is nothing in the order
to show that the court applied OCGA § 15-11-14 (c) (2)’s requirement that the case
proceed as a dependency matter.
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of K. M. in his mother’s custody. The court responded that “probable cause is a very

weak standard . . . [i]t’s almost at the bottom of the scale.” 

Following the hearing, the juvenile court entered a one-page order that

contained no findings of fact or conclusions of law. Instead, the order summarily

denied the mother’s petition, stating that “[t]he Court determined pursuant to OCGA

§ 15-11-14 (b) (1) that it is in the best interest of the child” to continue the temporary

guardianship. The mother now appeals from that order. 

1. Although the juvenile court’s order does not articulate the evidentiary

standard it applied to determine the best interests of K. M., the record reflects the

court’s belief that it could continue the guardianship if “probable cause” existed to

believe that K. M. would suffer harm if custody were returned to the mother. The

mother contends that “probable cause of harm” represents the wrong standard for

determining the best interest of the child under OCGA § 15-11-14. The plain and

unambiguous statutory language at issue shows that the mother is correct.

The mother filed her petition to terminate the guardianship under OCGA § 29-

2-8, which provides, in relevant part:

Either natural guardian of the minor may at any time petition the court

to terminate a temporary guardianship; provided, however, that notice
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of such petition shall be provided to the temporary guardian. If no

objection to the termination is filed by the temporary guardian within ten

days of the notice, the court shall order the termination of the temporary

guardianship. If the temporary guardian objects to the termination of the

temporary guardianship within ten days of the notice, the court shall

have the option to hear the objection or transfer the records relating to

the temporary guardianship to the juvenile court, which shall determine,

after notice and hearing, whether a continuation or termination of the

temporary guardianship is in the best interest of the minor.

OCGA § 29-2-8 (b). (Emphasis supplied.)

Following transfer of the case to the juvenile court, the petition proceeded

under OCGA § 15-11-14, which provides:

(a) The court shall hold a hearing within 30 days of receipt of a case

transferred from the probate court pursuant to . . . Subsection (b) of

Code Section 29-2-8.

(b) After notice and hearing, the court may make one of the following

orders:

(1) That the temporary guardianship be established or continued if the

court determines that the temporary guardianship is in the best interests

of a child. The order shall thereafter be subject to modification only as

provided in Code Section 15-11-32; or

(2) That the temporary guardianship be terminated if the court

determines it is in the best interests of a child. A child shall be returned

to his or her parent unless the court determines that there is probable
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cause to believe that he or she will be abused, neglected, or abandoned

in the custody of his or her parent.

(c) A case shall proceed as a dependency matter pursuant to the

provisions of Article 3 of this chapter if, after notice and hearing, the

court determines:

(1) That it is in the best interests of a child that the temporary

guardianship not be established or that the temporary guardianship be

terminated but there is probable cause to believe that he or she will be

abused, neglected, or abandoned if returned to his or her parent; or

(2) That it is in the best interests of a child that the temporary

guardianship be continued over the parent’s objection.

OCGA § 15-11-14 (emphasis supplied).

Although we have not been called upon previously to interpret OCGA § 15-11-

14, the unambiguous language of that statute makes clear that a juvenile court

deciding a petition to terminate a temporary guardianship must engage in a two-step

analysis. First, the court must determine whether termination or continuation of the

guardianship is in the best interest of the child. Second, if the court finds that

termination is in the best interest of the child, custody must be returned to the child’s

parent unless the juvenile court finds “probable cause to believe” that the child “will

be abused, neglected, or abandoned” while in parental custody. OCGA § 15-11-14

(b) (2). If, however, the juvenile court continues a temporary guardianship over the
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objection of the parents, the court is required to retain jurisdiction and have the case

“proceed as a dependency matter pursuant to” OCGA §15-11-100 et seq. See OCGA

§ 15-11-14 (c) (2).

Here, instead of applying the “the clear and convincing evidence” standard to

determine the best interest of the child, the juvenile court erroneously applied the

“probable cause” standard (which is to be used in determining whether a child whose

guardianship has been terminated should be returned to his parent’s custody). And as

shown below, in the context of a custody dispute between a child’s natural parents

and third parties, the “best interest of the child” standard requires a showing of more

than probable cause. Furthermore, the burden of satisfying this stringent standard

rests on the third party who is seeking to obtain or maintain custody of the child.

In Boddie v. Daniels, 288 Ga. 143 (702 SE2d 172) (2010), a mother seeking

to terminate a third party’s temporary guardianship of her child challenged the

constitutionality of the best interest of the child standard set forth in OCGA §29-2-8
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(b).6 The mother’s challenge relied on the fact that under both the United States and

Georgia Constitutions, parents have a right “to the care and custody of their children.”

Clark v. Wade, 273 Ga. 587, 596 (IV) (544 SE2d 99) (2001) (plurality opinion). “This

right to the custody and control of one’s child is a fiercely guarded right that should

be infringed upon only under the most compelling circumstances.” Id. at 596-597

(IV) (punctuation and footnote omitted). See also Troxel v. Granville, 530 U. S. 57,

65 (II) (120 SCt 2054, 147 LE2d 49) (2000) (plurality opinion) (the constitutional

right of parents to “the care, custody, and control of their children is perhaps the

oldest of the fundamental liberty interests recognized by this Court”) (punctuation

omitted); In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. 138, 145 (780 SE2d 291) (2015) (“there

can scarcely be imagined a more fundamental and fiercely guarded right than the right

of a natural parent” to guide “the care, custody, and management of their children”)

(citations and punctuation omitted). Accordingly, whenever a third party challenges

6 At the time Boddie was decided, there existed no provision in the juvenile
code addressing termination of a temporary guardianship, and the juvenile court
decided those cases under the best interest of the child standard found in OCGA § 29-
2-8. In 2014, however, Georgia’s new juvenile code became effective, including
OCGA § 15-11-14, which sets forth the procedure and standard for deciding a
petition to terminate a temporary guardianship transferred to the juvenile court under
OCGA § 29-2-8. As explained more fully below, we find that “the best interest of the
child” standard included in OCGA § 15-11-14 is the same as “the best interest of the
child” standard found in OCGA § 29-2-8.
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a natural parent’s right to custody of his or her child, that party must overcome three

constitutionally based presumptions in favor of parental custody: “(1) the parent is

a fit person entitled to custody, (2) a fit parent acts in the best interest of his or her

child, and (3) the child’s best interest is to be in the custody of a parent.” Clark, 273

Ga. at 593 (II). See also Troxel, 530 U. S. at 68 (II) (noting the constitutional

presumption that “fit parents act in the best interests of their children”); Brawner v.

Miller, 334 Ga. App. 214, 216 (1) (778 SE2d 839) (2015).

The mother in Boddie argued that because the best interest of the child standard

did not require an affirmative showing of parental unfitness, it violated her

constitutional right to control the upbringing of her child. The trial court disagreed

and denied the mother’s petition, finding “by a preponderance of the evidence that the

best interests of the child [would] be served by continuing the temporary

guardianship.” 288 Ga. at 144. The Supreme Court of Georgia reversed, finding that

the juvenile court had applied both the wrong evidentiary standard and the wrong
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legal standard. Relying on its prior plurality opinion in Clark,7 the Court found that

the best interest of the child standard would not violate the Constitution provided it

was construed narrowly. Thus, the Court held that the best interest of the child

standard

as found in OCGA § 29-2-8 (b) must be interpreted to mean that the

third party must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the child

will suffer physical or emotional harm if custody were awarded to the

biological parent by terminating the temporary guardianship. Once this

7 Clark addressed the constitutionality of the best interest of the child standard
found in OCGA § 19-7-1 (b.1), which applies in custody actions between a natural
parent and the child’s grandparent, great-grandparent, aunt, uncle, great aunt, great
uncle, sibling, or adoptive parent. The statute provides that in such cases,

parental power may be lost by the parent, parents, or any other person

if the court hearing the issue of custody, in the exercise of its sound

discretion and taking into consideration all the circumstances of the

case, determines that an award of custody to such third party is for the

best interest of the child or children and will best promote their welfare

and happiness. There shall be a rebuttable presumption [in favor of

parental custody], but this presumption may be overcome by a showing

that an award of custody to such third party is in the best interest of the

child or children. The sole issue for determination in any such case shall

be what is in the best interest of the child or children.

OCGA § 19-7-1 (b.1).
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showing is made, the third party must then show that continuation of the

temporary guardianship will best promote the child’s welfare and

happiness.

Boddie, 288 Ga. at 146 (punctuation omitted; emphasis supplied), quoting Clark, 273

Ga. at 599 (V).

Harm in this context is defined as “either physical harm or significant, long-

term emotional harm; [it does] not mean merely social or economic disadvantages.”

Boddie, 288 Ga. at 146 (citation and punctuation omitted). See also Clark, 273 Ga.

at 598 (IV) (holding that evidence showing that a child will suffer some emotional

distress does not meet the “rigorous harm” standard and noting “that the death of a

parent, divorce, or change in home and school will often be difficult for a child, but

some level of stress and discomfort may be warranted when the goal is reunification

of the child with the parent”); Floyd v. Gibson, 337 Ga. App. 474, 478 (788 SE2d 84)

(2016) (the rigorous harm standard “requires a showing by the third-party that a child

will suffer physical or emotional harm if custody were awarded to the biological

parent, not that harm ‘may’ result”) (punctuation omitted, emphasis in original). And

in determining whether the child will suffer actual harm, a trial court must consider
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the factors set forth by the Georgia Supreme Court in Clark. See Boddie, 288 Ga. at

146. Those factors are

(1) who are the past and present caretakers of the child; (2) with whom

has the child formed psychological bonds and how strong are those

bonds; (3) have the competing parties evidenced interest in, and contact

with, the child over time; and (4) does the child have unique medical or

psychological needs that one party is better able to meet.

Clark, 273 Ga. at 598-599 (IV) (footnotes omitted).

We find that the best-interest-of-the-child standard articulated in Clark and

Boddie applies to cases decided under OCGA § 15-11-14. The same constitutional

concerns that led the Supreme Court of Georgia to interpret narrowly the best-

interest-of-the-child standard found in both OCGA § 29-2-8 and OCGA § 19-7-1

(b.1) also exist with respect to petitions decided under OCGA § 15-11-14.

Accordingly, we find that in deciding a petition to terminate the temporary

guardianship pursuant to this statute, a juvenile court must determine whether there

is clear and convincing evidence that termination would cause the child either

“physical harm or significant, long-term emotional harm.” Boddie, 288 Ga. at 146

(citation and punctuation omitted). And in making this determination, the court must

bear in mind that the burden of coming forward with clear and convincing evidence
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is on the party opposing the termination. Id. Thus, the juvenile court in this case erred

when it applied the “probable cause of harm” standard to determine whether

termination was in the best interest of K. M. Id. (noting that the best interest of the

child standard must be applied “so as to ensure that the temporary guardianship will

be continued only when a real threat of harm would result from termination”)

(citation and punctuation omitted).

2. The mother contends that when the correct legal standard is applied, the

grandparents failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that it was in the best

interest of K. M. to continue the temporary guardianship. We agree that the current

record contains no clear and convincing evidence that termination of the guardianship

would cause K. M. physical or long-term emotional harm.8 See Clarke v. Cotton, 207

8 To the extent that the juvenile court was basing its decision on the
conclusions of the guardian ad litem, we note that most of those conclusions were
unsupported by the available evidence. Specifically, the GAL’s statement that “until
recently” contact between K. M. and his mother had been “sporadic” ignores the fact
that for approximately two years before the GAL filed his report, the mother regularly
cared for the child at least two days a week. It also fails to acknowledge the fact that
the grandparents had admittedly limited the mother’s contact with K. M. Nor does the
record support the GAL’s conclusion that K. M. has “unique medical needs that [his
grandparents] are well able to handle while [the mother] is still learning.” Assuming
that speech delays, occasional asthma, and difficulty with bowel movements could
be considered “unique medical conditions,” all the evidence of record, including the
testimony of the grandmother, shows not only that the mother knows how to treat
these issues, but that she has successfully treated the child in the past. Finally, the
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Ga. App. 883, 884 (429 SE2d 291) (1993) (under Georgia law,”’clear and convincing

evidence’ is ‘an intermediate standard of proof’ . . . which is greater than the

preponderance of the evidence standard ordinarily employed in civil proceedings, but

less than the reasonable doubt standard applicable in criminal proceedings”), quoting

Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U. S. 745, 756 (II) (102 SCt 1388, 71 LEd2d 599) (1982).

See also In the Interest of J. V. J., 329 Ga. App. 421, 428 (765 SE2d 389) (2014)

(“the juvenile court’s preference that [custody of a child] remain with [someone other

than her natural parents] is wholly without consequence, [where] the court lack[s]

clear and convincing evidence” to support that decision).

We recognize, however, that it has been over a year since the juvenile court

heard this case. Accordingly, if the grandparents continue to oppose the termination

on remand, we leave it for the juvenile court to consider any additional, more recent

evidence that may be available regarding the best interest of K. M., with that

GAL’s observation that “there has not been enough time to know whether the
[mother’s] relationship with [her husband] is a true lasting one or just another fling
like she has had in the past,” borders on the nonsensical. At the time the GAL drew
this conclusion, the mother had been married for over two and a half years. By any
standard, a relationship of that duration cannot be classified as a romantic “fling.”
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consideration to include the factors set forth by the Supreme Court in Clark.9 And we

emphasize that to continue the guardianship, the grandparents must come forward

with clear and convincing evidence that termination will cause K. M. “physical harm

or significant, long-term emotional harm.” Boddie, 288 Ga. at 146 (emphasis

supplied). See also Floyd, 337 Ga. App. at 478 (a showing that physical or long-term

emotional harm might result is insufficient to meet the best interest of the child

standard). If the grandparents meet this initial evidentiary burden, they would then

need to show that “continuation of the . . . guardianship will best promote [K. M.’s]

welfare and happiness.” Boddie, 288 Ga. at 146 (citation and punctuation omitted).

Finally, should the juvenile court again deny the mother’s petition, it shall enter

an order sufficient to provide this Court with an adequate basis for review.

Additionally, if the juvenile court continues the guardianship over the objection of

either parent, the case shall proceed as a dependency matter pursuant to Article 3 of

the Juvenile Code. See OCGA § 15-11-14 (c) (2).

9 In considering those factors, the juvenile court must also consider to what
extent the mother’s contact with and opportunity to parent K. M. have been limited
by the grandparents.
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For the reasons set forth above, the order of the juvenile court denying the

mother’s petition to terminate the temporary guardianship of K. M. is reversed. The

case is remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

Judgment reversed and case remanded with direction. McFadden, P. J., and

Bethel, J., concur.
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In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0264. IN THE INTEREST OF M. F., A CHILD (FATHER).

RICKMAN, Judge.

The father of minor child, M. F., appeals from a juvenile court order purporting

to temporarily modify the permanent guardianship of M. F. by, inter alia, granting full

custodial powers to the father. While not challenging the grant of custody, the father

contends that the juvenile court erred by attempting to retain jurisdiction over the case

and in doing so, granting visitation to the former guardians and ordering the father

to undergo counseling. The father also contends the juvenile court erred by granting

the former guardians attorney fees. For the following reasons, we affirm with

direction in part and reverse in part.

In January 2012, the Juvenile Court of Douglas County put M. F.

under a permanent guardianship, finding that the young girl was

deprived as a result of problems that both of her parents had with
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substance abuse.1 A little more than two years later, her father filed a

petition in the Superior Court of Gwinnett County, alleging that M. F.

and her guardians are residents of Gwinnett County, that the Gwinnett

County court, therefore, has jurisdiction of matters involving the custody

of M. F., that the father has resolved his problems with substance abuse,

that he now is a fit parent, and that he ought to have custody of his

daughter. Although the petition was denominated a “complaint for

custody,” the Gwinnett County court construed it as a petition to modify,

vacate, or revoke the guardianship pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-244. As

such, the Gwinnett County court concluded that the Juvenile Court of

Douglas County properly had jurisdiction of the petition, and it

transferred the petition to Douglas County. There, the guardians filed a

motion to dismiss the petition, contending that it failed to state a claim

upon which relief could be granted because, they argued, a change in the

circumstances of a parent is no basis for a modification, vacatur, or

revocation of a permanent guardianship. The Juvenile Court of Douglas

County granted the motion to dismiss, and the father appeal[ed].

(Footnotes omitted.) In re M. F., 298 Ga. 138-139 (780 SE2d 291) (2015). 

The Georgia Supreme Court held that the father’s petition was properly

transferred to the juvenile court but that the juvenile court erred when it dismissed his

1 “M. F. was born in May 2008 to unmarried parents, but her relationship with
her father was legitimated in January 2011. Although the guardians were awarded
custody of M. F. in January 2012, her father enjoyed certain visitation rights under
the order of permanent guardianship.” In re M. F., 298 Ga. at 139, n. 2.
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petition for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be granted, and in

awarding attorney fees to the guardians. In re M. F., 298 Ga. at 140-146 (1) and (2).

The case was remanded to the juvenile court and, following a hearing, the juvenile

court entered an order purporting to temporarily modify the permanent guardianship. 

The juvenile court granted a “temporary modification of the permanent

guardianship” which changed custody of M. F. from the former guardians to her

father. In its order, the juvenile court also granted the former guardians visitation two

weekends a month and over school vacations and holidays.2 The father was ordered

to pay attorney fees to the former guardians because he originally filed the complaint

in the wrong county. 

The father filed an application in this Court for interlocutory review, which we

granted. While the father’s application was pending, the former guardians filed a

motion in the juvenile court for clarification of its order modifying the permanent

guardianship. Following a hearing, the juvenile court issued an amended order

modifying the permanent guardianship. In the amended order, the juvenile court, in

2 Despite the juvenile court’s attempt to grant visitation to the former
guardians, the plain language of OCGA § 15-11-244 (a) (3) authorizes the court to
allow visitation between a child in the custody of a guardian with his or her parent in
order to encourage “meaningful contact.” 

3
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addition to granting the former guardians increased visitation and requiring the father

to undergo a year of counseling, stated that the “[f]ather is vested with full custodial

powers, rights and control [of M. F.] as contemplated in a Modification of Custody

in Superior Court.” Additionally, the amended order stated that “[The juvenile court]

chose not [to] dissolve the Permanent Guardianship as custody of the child would

vest in [the Mother] and require further legal action.” 

1. The father contends that the juvenile court erred by granting visitation to the

guardians and ordering the father to undergo counseling. Specifically, he argues that

while the juvenile court’s order was denominated as an order modifying the

permanent guardianship, in effect, it revoked the guardianship and thus left the

juvenile court without authority or jurisdiction to place the complained of restraints

upon the father’s custodial rights.3 We agree. 

Under Georgia law, permanent guardianship orders shall: “[n]ot be subject to

review by the [juvenile] court except as provided in [OCGA § 15-11-244]” and

3 Initially, we note that the neither the guardians, nor the child, through her
attorney, cross-appealed and there is no challenge to the trial court’s grant of full
custodial rights to the father. Nevertheless, upon our full review of the record, there
was more than sufficient evidence to support the grant of custody to the father,
including testimony about his addiction recovery, marriage, finances, and
employment, in addition to the guardian ad litem’s recommendation that it was in the
best interests of the child for the permanent guardianship to be revoked. 

4
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“[e]stablish a reasonable visitation schedule which allows the child adjudicated as a

dependent child to maintain meaningful contact with his or her parents[.]” OCGA §

15-11-242 (a) (2) and (3) (emphasis supplied). Pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-244 (a),

“[t]he [juvenile] court shall retain jurisdiction over a guardianship action . . . for the

sole purpose of entering an order following the filing of a petition to modify, vacate,

or revoke the guardianship and appoint a new guardian.” (Emphasis supplied).

When reviewing the juvenile court’s order, we are mindful that orders “are

construed according to their substance and function and not merely by nomenclature.”

Forest City Gun Club v. Chatham County, 280 Ga. App. 219, 220 (633 SE2d 623)

(2006). See Lewis v. City of Savannah, 336 Ga. App. 126, 129 (1), n.2 (784 SE2d 1)

(2016). Applying this maxim, the substance of the juvenile court’s order granted full

custodial powers of M. F. to the father. The father cannot have full custodial powers

while the permanent guardianship is still in place because “[f]or so long as an order

of permanent guardianship remains effective, permanent custody of the child is

committed to the permanent guardian as a matter of law.” In re M. F., 298 Ga. at 140

(1). Under Georgia law, once a permanent guardianship has been awarded, the

guardian shall have the exclusive power to “[t]ake custody of the person of the minor

and establish the minor’s place of dwelling within this state.” OCGA § 29-2-22 (a)

5
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(1); see also OCGA § 15-11-242 (b). It follows that once full custody of a minor is

returned to a natural parent, the guardianship ceases to exist. Accordingly, the

juvenile court’s order, while denominated as only a modification of the permanent

guardianship, in effect revoked the permanent guardianship when it transferred full

custody of M. F. from the former guardians to the father. See generally In re M. F.,

298 Ga. at 140 (1).

Once the permanent guardianship was revoked, the juvenile court no longer

had jurisdiction over this case. See OCGA § 15-11-244 (a). Thus, we affirm the

juvenile court’s order revoking the guardianship and remand this case with the

direction that the juvenile court amend its order to remove the additional conditions

imposed upon the father by the court.

2. The father contends that the juvenile court erred by granting the former

guardians attorney fees. 

The Georgia Supreme Court has already reversed the juvenile court for

awarding attorney fees to the former guardians “on the ground that the [father’s]

petition was without any basis as outlined in OCGA § 15-11-244.” (Punctuation

omitted.) In re M. F., 298 Ga. at 146 (2). 

6
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On remand, the juvenile court awarded attorney fees on the basis that “the

action should have been filed [in the juvenile court] and not Gwinnett County.” While

the juvenile court did not specifically reference a statute authorizing the award, the

guardians requested the fees pursuant to OCGA § 9-15-14. 

OCGA § 9-15-14 authorizes the assessment of litigation costs and

attorney fees for frivolous actions and defenses. The standard of review

for awards under subsection (a), for claims made despite a complete

absence of any justiciable issue of law or fact, is the ‘any evidence’ rule,

and the standard of review for motions under subsection (b), for actions

lacking substantial justification or interposed for delay or harassment,

or unnecessarily expanding the proceedings, is the ‘abuse of discretion’

rule. 

Wallace v. Noble Village at Buckhead Sr. Housing, LLC, 292 Ga. App. 307, 310 (664

SE2d 292) (2008). See OCGA § 9-15-14 (a) and (b). 

We doubt that juvenile courts have authority to award attorney fees under

OCGA § 9-15-14. See In the interest of T. M. M. L., 313 Ga. App. 638, 640 (722

SE2d 386) (2012). But regardless, this attorney fee award cannot stand. It is plain

from our Supreme Court’s discussion of the issue, which covers two full pages of the

official reporter, In re M. F., 298 Ga. at 139-141 (1) that the father’s initial filing was

7
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not done in the absence of any justiciable issue of law or fact and that it did not lack

substantial justification.

Judgment affirmed in part with direction; reversed in part. McFadden, P. J.

concurs. Ray, J. concurs in judgment only as to Division 1; otherwise fully

concurring.*

* DIVISION 1 OF THIS OPINION IS PHYSICAL PRECEDENT ONLY. SEE COURT OF APPEALS RULE 33.2.(a).
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FOURTH DIVISION
DILLARD, C. J.,

DOYLE, P. J., and MERCIER, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be

physically received in our clerk’s office within ten days

of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

June 25, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0263. IN THE INTEREST OF R. B. et al., children.

MERCIER, Judge.

C. M. (“the mother”) appeals from the order entered April 4, 2017, nunc pro

tunc to December 9, 2016, by the Juvenile Court of Douglas County finding her minor

children R. B. and T. B. dependent and granting temporary custody of the children to

their maternal grandmother. The mother contends that the juvenile court erred by: (1)

ordering the removal of the children from her custody without following statutory

guidelines for changing custody and without making the requisite findings under

OCGA § 15-11-134; (2) failing to dismiss the petition for dependency without

prejudice when hearings were not held within the statutorily-mandated time frames and

the mother did not receive proper notice of the proceedings; and (3) adjudicating the

children dependent when there was not clear and convincing evidence of dependency.
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For the following reasons, we vacate the judgment in part, reverse it in part, and

remand the case with direction. 

1. The mother contends that the juvenile court erred by removing R. B. and T.

B. from her custody and from the children’s home without following the statutory

guidelines set out in OCGA § 15-11-133, without making the findings required by

OCGA § 15-11-134, and without holding a preliminary protective hearing within 72

hours of the children’s removal as required by OCGA § 15-11-145 (a). 

OCGA § 15-11-133 (a) provides that “[a] child may be removed from . . . her

home, without the consent of . . . her parents, guardian, or legal custodian: (1)

[p]ursuant to an order of the court under this article[.]” “Any order authorizing the

removal of a child from . . . her home shall be based on a finding by the court that

continuation in . . . her home would be contrary to . . . her welfare.” OCGA § 15-11-

134 (a). “Any order continuing a child’s placement outside of the physical custody of

. . . her parent, guardian, or legal custodian shall be based on a finding by the court

that return of such child to such custody would be contrary to . . . her welfare.”

OCGA § 15-11-134 (b). “Findings under this Code section shall be made on an

individualized case-by-case basis and shall be documented in the court’s written

order.” OCGA § 15-11-134 (c). 

2
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“Foster care” is defined as “placement in foster family homes, child care

institutions, or another substitute care setting approved by the department.” OCGA

§ 15-11-2 (34). “A child taken into custody shall not be placed in foster care prior to

the hearing on a petition for dependency unless: . . . [f]oster care is required to protect

the child; . . . or . . . [a]n order for the child’s foster care has been made by the court.”

OCGA § 15-11-135 (a). Pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-135 (c) (3), “[a]n alleged

dependent child may be placed in foster care” in the home of a relative. “If an alleged

dependent child is removed from . . . her home and is not returned home, the

preliminary protective hearing shall be held promptly and not later than 72 hours after

such child is placed in foster care[.]” OCGA § 15-11-145 (a). “Reasonable oral or

written notice of the preliminary protective hearing . . . shall be given to . . . [the

child’s] parent [if such person can be found].” OCGA § 15-11-145 (b). 

As explained below, the mother is correct that the statutory requirements for

removal of custody were not followed here, specifically those requiring a preliminary

protective hearing within 72 hours after the children were placed in foster care,

reasonable notice of the hearing to the parent, and an order that included certain written

findings regarding the children’s welfare. 

3
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On September 2, 2016, the Douglas County Department of Family and Children

Services (the “Department”) filed a non-emergency petition for dependency and

complaint, which stated that the children resided with their maternal grandmother, that

“the Department placed the minor children with the maternal grandmother through a

Safety Plan agreement[,]” and that the children were not taken into custody under the

provisions of OCGA § 15-11-132.1 A hearing on the petition was scheduled for

September 26, 2016. On that date the mother was not present in court. Counsel for the

Department stated, “we don’t have proof of service back from the sheriff, so I do not

know if . . . [the mother has] been served.” 

The juvenile court stated that it understood that the maternal grandmother “ha[d]

been taking care of” the children, and announced that it was “go[ing] ahead and

enter[ing] an order placing the children temporarily in [the maternal grandmother’s]

custody.” The Department confirmed with the maternal grandmother that the address

that was provided to the sheriff’s office for service of the petition on the mother was

correct. The attorney for the children then informed the court that the children had not

“indicated that they want[ed] to go back with [the mother],” and the guardian ad litem

1 OCGA § 15-11-132 involves verbal custody orders.
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informed the court that the children were “fearful” of the mother coming to their

school. The juvenile court stated, “I will enter an order that they cannot have any

contact with their mother until she appears before the [court][.]” 

The juvenile court asked the Department’s counsel, “[s]o how much time do

you want to tag the parents?” The Department’s counsel replied, “it depends on what

we get back from the sheriff. I would say 60 days”; the court then stated that the

hearing would be continued until November 28, 2016. The court next instructed the

maternal grandmother: “[W]hat I want [the mother] to know is if she wants to have

contact with her children, if she will come up here and apply for an attorney, I can

move the court date up.” 

On September 26, 2016, the juvenile court entered an “Interim Custody Order”

which stated, “[maternal grandmother] has . . . been awarded legal and physical

custody of the . . . children.” Then, on November 23, 2016, nunc pro tunc to

September 26, 2016, the court entered an order stating that the September 26, 2016

matter was being continued “for good cause” until November 28, 2016 “for an

adjudication,” that “temporary custody and control” of the children was awarded to

the maternal grandmother, and that the mother was prohibited from having contact with

5
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the children “until such time as she appear[ed] before the [c]ourt.” Neither order

included the findings required by OCGA § 15-11-134. 

The mother submitted a financial affidavit for appointment of counsel in the

dependency case on September 28, 2016, and an attorney was appointed to represent

her on September 29, 2016. At the November 28, 2016 adjudication hearing, the

mother appeared with counsel, acknowledged service of the petition, and requested

a “trial date.” Counsel for the mother stated, “I may be filing a motion to dismiss,” and

argued,

[the mother] has not been served until today when she’s acknowledging

service. She’s had no contact with the Department. They’ve

acknowledged that they had the wrong phone number for her and we’re

just now having a hearing. So . . . the 72-hour hearing, . . . the 10-day

hearing, none of that has taken place in this case. And she’s gone now

three months . . . having her due process rights violated by having her

children removed from her custody. 

The juvenile court then set the case for the adjudication hearing to be held on

December 9, 2016. 

At the December 9, 2016 adjudication hearing, the mother’s counsel argued that

the petition should be dismissed pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-133 and OCGA § 15-11-

6
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145 because “there was never a . . . 72-hour hearing after . . . removal. [The mother]

did not have notice of the hearing. And the custody order does not set up a factual

basis as to why the children were being removed and placed in the custody of [the

maternal grandmother].” Counsel for the mother further argued, “the children were

effectively removed from [the mother’s] custody in September and as we sit here

today in December, she has not had an opportunity to contest the removal[.]” The

juvenile court found that the mother’s motion had not been filed and was not timely,

and denied it. After hearing evidence, the juvenile court found the children to be

dependent as to the mother.2 The court further noted, “this is not a case where the

children were removed by the State. The Department filed the petition following an

investigation, set it for a hearing. The mother was not served, apparently, for the

[September 26, 2016] hearing. The custody order was entered because the children

were with the grandmother without her having the ability to address things like medical,

dental care.” The juvenile court entered an order on April 4, 2017, nunc pro tunc to

2 The petition also alleged that the children were dependent as to their father, but
the December 9, 2016 hearing addressed the dependency of the children only as to the
mother. The father is not a party to this appeal.
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December 9, 2016, finding the children dependent as to the mother and granting

temporary custody of the children to their maternal grandmother. 

The Department contends that the children were not in foster care. It also argues

that removal of the children from the mother’s custody is distinguishable from removal

of the children from their home and, in this case, the children were not removed from

their home inasmuch as prior to the dependency proceedings they had lived with their

grandmothers “for an extended period of time.” Therefore, the Department argues, the

juvenile court was not required to hold a preliminary protective hearing or comply with

the other statutory provisions related to removal of the children from their home. 

In support of its argument that the children were not removed from their home,

the Department cites In the Interest of J. W. K., 276 Ga. 314 (578 SE2d 396) (2003).

In that case, the Court held that former OCGA § 15-11-58 (a) (2000) (which set forth

procedural requirements related to the removal of a child from the child’s home in

connection with a deprivation action) did not apply where the juvenile court granted

legal custody to a child’s aunt and uncle for two years because “the evidence [was]

irrefutable that the only home [the child] ha[d] known” for the preceding ten years was

the home of his aunt and uncle; the child’s mother had not provided a home for him

for ten years; the child’s aunt and uncle had cared and provided for the child for ten

8
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years; the mother had seen the child infrequently; and the mother had “assumed

virtually no responsibility for . . . his well-being.” Id. at 315-316 (1). 

The instant case is distinguishable from In the Interest of J. W. K., and we agree

with the mother that the children in this case were removed from their home and were

placed in foster care as contemplated by the dependency statutes. The evidence before

the juvenile court on December 9, 2016 showed that, prior to the Department’s

involvement, the children were residing with the paternal grandmother for the summer

(by agreement with the mother). The mother “was to pick [the children] up at the end

of the summer to go back to school.” When the paternal grandmother needed to travel

to Ohio to visit her ailing father, she contacted the mother to request that she pick up

the children. The mother replied that she could not get the children at that time because

she had plans to travel to Florida. The paternal grandmother told the mother that if she

did not come to pick up the children, the paternal grandmother would call the maternal

grandmother to see if she would get the children. The mother did not respond, and the

maternal grandmother picked up the children and kept them “all summer.” 

A. M., an investigator for the Department, testified that in July 2016, the

Department received a telephone call in which someone expressed concerns regarding

how the children were being disciplined. A. M. began an investigation, and while the

9
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mother was still out of town, A. M. interviewed the maternal grandmother and the

children. When A. M. later met with the mother in August 2016, the mother was angry

and said that A. M. could “send [the children] to foster care.” A. M. told the mother

that the Department was not going to take the children, “but [was going to] leave them

in [the maternal grandmother’s] custody.” The juvenile court thereafter entered the

September 26, 2016 order awarding temporary custody of the children to the maternal

grandmother, and prohibiting the children from having any contact with the mother

until she appeared before the court. 

At the December 9, 2016 hearing, the mother testified as follows. She received

a telephone call from the Department on August 8, 2016, which was the children’s first

day of school. She had tried “to get [the children] for that weekend to make sure that

they were situated before school started.” She then called the maternal grandmother

“repeatedly” on August 8, 2016, “trying to figure out why [the Department] was calling

[the mother].” The maternal grandmother told the mother that the Department had

attempted to contact the mother “before”; the mother saw that she had one missed call

from the Department. The mother spoke with A. M. and with K. F., another

Department employee, and was “advised” that the Department was “going to do . . .

[an] investigation.” The mother assumed that the Department was going to contact her. 

10
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The mother spent time with R. B. and T. B. on their birthdays on August 13,

2016 and September 10, 2016. Later, the mother sent a text message to the maternal

grandmother and “asked her for the [children] [for the] weekend.” The maternal

grandmother sent the mother a text message informing her that the mother’s custody

of the children had been “removed,” that “[the maternal grandmother had] temporary

custody of [the children],” and that the mother had “missed a court date[.]” 

There was no evidence before the juvenile court that, prior to the Department’s

involvement, the children’s residence with the maternal grandmother was anything

other than a temporary arrangement, which arrangement the mother could have ended

at any time. See generally In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. 138, 145 (2) (780 SE2d

291) (2015) (recognizing the fundamental right of parents to direct the upbringing of

their children, that parents have a fundamental liberty interest in the care, custody and

management of their children, and that unless and until that relationship is lawfully

terminated, parents retain parental rights). The evidence did not demonstrate that the

maternal grandmother’s home was the children’s home. Compare In the Interest of J.

W. K., supra. The juvenile court’s order of September 26, 2016 constituted a removal

of the children from their home with the mother and a removal of custody of the

children from the mother. In these circumstances, the juvenile court was required to

11
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hold a preliminary protective hearing within 72 hours of the court’s grant of custody

to the maternal grandmother, with reasonable notice given to the mother, see OCGA

§ 15-11-145, and to make the findings required by OCGA § 15-11-134 (a), (c). The

court erred by not holding the hearing within the required time period, by not giving

the mother proper notice of the hearing, and by not making the required written

findings.

2. The mother contends that because the statutory time frame for the hearing

was not followed and she did not receive proper notice of the proceedings, the trial

court erred by not dismissing the dependency petition (without prejudice). We agree.

The notice and hearing requirements of the juvenile code are mandatory, and if

the procedural safeguards are not followed, “dismissal of the petition would be

without prejudice. Another petition can be filed without delay if there is reason to

believe the child[ren are] being neglected or abused.” Sanchez v. Walker County Dept.

of Family & Children Services, 237 Ga. 406, 407, 411 (229 SE2d 66) (1976) (holding

that the notice and hearing requirements of former Ga. Code §§ 24A-1402 (a) and

24A-1404 (c) (requiring prompt notice to parents when a child is taken into custody,

and an informal detention hearing within 72 hours after a child is placed in detention,

with reasonable notice to the parents) are mandatory); see In the Interest of E. C., 291

12
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Ga. App. 440, 441 (662 SE2d 252) (2008) (applying Sanchez in the context of former

OCGA § 15-11-49 (e), which required the filing of a petition within five days of a

detention hearing if an allegedly deprived child was not released from shelter care at

such hearing). 

“We applaud the important function performed by the Department . . . in

protecting children who are mistreated by their parents. However, wresting a child

away from the care and custody of [his or her] parents is of serious consequence. It

is so drastic that it should be attended only by the most stringent procedural

safeguards.” Sanchez, supra at 411 (citation omitted). Because the statutory

requirements were not followed here, we vacate the September 26, 2016 order granting

temporary custody to the maternal grandmother, reverse the juvenile court’s denial of

the mother’s December 9, 2016 motion to dismiss the petition as to the mother, vacate

the juvenile court’s December 9, 2016 order finding the children dependent as to the

mother and continuing the maternal grandmother’s temporary custody of the children,

and remand the case with instruction that the dependency petition be dismissed

without prejudice as to the mother. 

3. Given our holding in Divisions 1 and 2, we need not address the mother’s

remaining contention. 

13
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Judgment reversed in part and vacated in part and remanded with direction.

Doyle, P. J., concurs, Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially.

14
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A18A0263. IN THE INTEREST OF R. B. et al., children.

DILLARD, Chief Judge, concurring fully and specially.

The liberty interest of parents to direct the upbringing, education, and care of

their children is the most ancient of the fundamental rights we hold as a people.1 This

most cherished right derives from the natural order, preexists government, and may not

be interfered with by the State except in the most compelling circumstances. And even

then, both the federal and Georgia constitutions require that parents be afforded due

process. Unfortunately, this case presents yet another troubling example of a parent’s

right of familial relations being interfered with by our government without such

procedural protections. I write separately, then, to express my grave concerns about

the trial court’s failure to recognize and safeguard the mother’s constitutional right to

familial relations with her children. 

Juvenile courts must be mindful in every case that, regardless of any perceived

authority given to them by Georgia’s Juvenile Code to interfere with a natural parent’s

custodial relationship with his or her child, such authority is only authorized if it

comports with the long-standing, fundamental principle that “[p]arents have a

constitutional right under the United States and Georgia Constitutions to the care and

1 I concur fully in the majority’s thoughtful and well-reasoned opinion. As a
result, it may be cited as binding precedent. See Court of Appeals Rule 33.2 (a) (1). 
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custody of their children.”2 In this respect, the Supreme Court of the United States has

acknowledged that “[t]he liberty interest . . . of parents in the care, custody, and

control of their children—is perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests . .

. .”3 Moreover, although a parent’s right to raise his or her children without state

2 Clark v. Wade, 273 Ga. 587, 596 (IV) (544 SE2d 99) (2001) (plurality
opinion); see Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (43 SCt 625, 67 LEd 1042)
(1923) (noting that the “liberty interest guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment [to
the United States Constitution] includes freedom . . . to engage in any of the common
occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, establish a home[,] and
bring up children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience,
and generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized at common law as essential to
the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men” (emphasis supplied)); see also Prince v.

Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 166 (64 SCt 438, 88 LEd 645) (1944) (noting that there is a “private

realm of family life which the state cannot enter”); Pierce v. Soc’y of the Sisters of the Holy
Names of Jesus & Mary, 268 U.S. 510, 535 (45 SCt 571, 69 LEd 1070) (1925) (“The

child is not the mere creature of the state; those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right,
coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations.”); In the Interest of
M. F., 298 Ga. 138, 144-45 (2) (780 SE2d 291) (2015) (“The presumption that children ordinarily belong
in the care and custody of their parents is not merely a presumption of the statutory and common law, but
it has roots in the fundamental constitutional rights of parents. The Constitution secures the fundamental right
of parents to direct the upbringing of their children, and it protects a private realm of family life which the
state cannot enter without compelling justification.” (punctuation and citation omitted)); Brooks v.
Parkerson, 265 Ga. 189, 191 (2) (a) (454 SE2d 769) (1995) (“The U.S. Supreme Court has long
recognized a constitutionally protected interest of parents to raise their children without undue state
interference.”); see generally U.S. Const. amend. IX (“The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain
rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.”) (emphasis supplied);
U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1 (“. . . No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States . . . .”); Ga. Const. Art. 1, § 1, XXIX (“The
enumeration of rights herein contained as part of this Constitution shall not be construed to deny to the
people any inherent rights which they may have hitherto enjoyed.”) (emphasis supplied).  

3 Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (II) (120 SCt 2054, 147 LE2d 49) (2000)
(plurality opinion); see id. at 68 (II) (noting the constitutional presumption that “fit
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interference is largely expressed as a “liberty” interest, the Supreme Court of the

United States has also noted that this right derives from “privacy rights” inherent in the

text, structure, and history of the federal constitution.4  

parents act in the best interests of their children”); Parham v. J. R., 442 U.S. 584, 602
(III) (b) (99 SCt 2493, 61 LE2d 101) (1979) (noting that the federal constitution’s
“concept of the family rests on a presumption that parents possess what a child lacks
in maturity, experience, and capacity for judgment required for making life’s difficult
decisions,” and that “natural bonds of affection lead parents to act in the best interest
of their children”); see also 2 ST. GEORGE TUCKER, BLACKSTONE’S COMMENTARIES

WITH NOTES OF REFERENCE TO THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 446
(Birch & Small 1803) (“The duty of parents to provide for the maintenance of their
children is a principle of natural law.”); 2 JAMES KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN

LAW 169 (O. Halsted 1827) (noting that “[t]he rights of parents result for their duties
[to their children],” and “the law has given them such authority”); JOHN LOCKE,
SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT, Ch. 6, § 71 (Hackett Publishing Co., Inc. 1980,
originally published in 1690) (“This shews the reason how it comes to pass, that
parents in societies, where they themselves are subjects, retain a power over their
children, and have as much right to their subjection, as those who are in the state of
nature.”).

4 See Brooks, 265 Ga. at 191-92 (2) (a); see also Clark, 273 Ga. at 606
(Thompson, J., dissenting) (“Under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, and our state constitution, parents have a fundamental liberty interest and
privacy right in raising their children without undue state influence.” (emphasis
supplied)); see, e. g., Prince, 321 U.S. at 165 (recognizing a parent’s authority over
rearing his or her children and the right of a parent to control over and training of her
child as “sacred private interests” that are “basic in a democracy”).  

3
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In Georgia, a parent’s natural right to familial relations is also recognized “under

our state constitutional protections of liberty and privacy rights.”5 Indeed, Georgia

courts have repeatedly recognized that “the constitutional right to raise one’s children

is a fiercely guarded right in our society and law, and a right that should be infringed

upon only under the most compelling circumstances.”6 In fact, according to our

Supreme Court, “there can scarcely be imagined a more fundamental and fiercely

guarded right than the right of a natural parent to [his or her] offspring.”7 And the

“fundamental liberty interest of natural parents in the care, custody, and management

of their child does not evaporate simply because they have not been model parents.

5 Brooks, 265 Ga. at 192 (2) (a). Cf. Powell v. State, 270 Ga. 327, 330-31 (2)
(510 SE2d 18) (1998) (“[T]he ‘right to be let alone’ guaranteed by the Georgia
Constitution is far more extensive tha[n] the right of privacy protected by the U.S.
Constitution, which protects only those matters ‘deeply rooted in this Nation’s history
and tradition’ or which are ‘implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.’”). 

6 In the Interest of D. M., 339 Ga. App. 46, 52 (793 SE2d 422) (2016)
(punctuation omitted); accord In the Interest of J. C., 242 Ga. 737, 738 (1) (251 SE2d
299) (1978); In the Interest of S. O. C., 332 Ga. App. 738, 743 (774 SE2d 785)
(2015); In the Interest of J. V. J., 329 Ga. App. 421, 425 (765 SE2d 389) (2014); In
the Interest of C. J. V., 323 Ga. App. 283, 283 (746 SE2d 783) (2013); In the Interest
of M. A., 280 Ga. App. 854, 856 (635 SE2d 223) (2006).

7 In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. at 145 (2) (punctuation omitted); accord
Floyd v. Gibson, 337 Ga. App. 474, 479 (1) (788 SE2d 84) (2016).

4
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. . .”8 Put another way, the focus of a determination of whether a parent is fit for the

purposes of custody

must be the parent’s ability to provide for the children in a manner

sufficient to preclude the need for an entity of the government to

intervene and separate the children from the parent, and a court is not

permitted to terminate a parent’s natural right to custody merely because

it believes that the children might have better financial, educational, or

moral advantages elsewhere, that is, the parent’s ability to raise his

children is not to be compared to the fitness of a third person.9

To be sure, parental rights are not absolute. But when this fundamental liberty interest

is at stake, the court must “give full, fair, and thoughtful consideration to the serious

matter at hand.”10

8 In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. at 145 (2); accord Santosky v. Kramer, 455
U.S. 745, 753 (II) (102 SCt 1388, 71 LE2d 599) (1982); In the Interest of S. O. C.,
332 Ga. App. at 746-47 (3).

9 Floyd, 337 Ga. App. at 476-77 (1) (punctuation omitted); accord Harris v.
Snelgrove, 290 Ga. 181, 182 (2) (718 SE2d 300) (2011); Wade v. Wade, 272 Ga. 526,
527 (1) (531 SE2d 103) (2000).

10 Floyd, 337 Ga. App. at 479 (1); accord In the Interest of C. H., 343 Ga.
App. 1, 15 (805 SE2d 637) (2017) (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially)
(Certiorari review granted by the Supreme Court of Georgia on June 18, 2018. See
S18C0322.) 

5
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In construing our Juvenile Code to comport with these constitutional

safeguards, we have explained that there are three constitutionally based presumptions

in making a custody determination: “(1) the parent is a fit person entitled to custody,

(2) a fit parent acts in the best interest of his or her child, and (3) the child’s best

interest is to be in the custody of a parent.”11  Furthermore, we have also emphasized

that “[t]o authorize even a temporary loss of custody by a child’s parent, the

[dependency12] must be shown to have resulted from unfitness on the part of the

11 Brawner v. Miller, 334 Ga. App. 214, 216 (778 SE2d 839) (2015)
(punctuation omitted); accord Clark, 273 Ga. at 593 (II); Trotter v. Ayres, 315 Ga.
App. 7, 8-9 (2) (726 SE2d 424) (2012); Galtieri v. O’Dell, 295 Ga. App. 797, 798
(673 SE2d 300) (2009).

12 Our old Juvenile Code was substantially revised in 2013, and the new Juvenile
Code applies to this case because it was initiated in 2015, after the revisions  were
enacted. See In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. at 138 n.1; Ga. L. 2013, p. 294, § 5-1
(providing that the Juvenile Code became effective on January 1, 2014). And “[t]oday,
the law no longer speaks of a ‘deprived child,’ but instead refers to a ‘dependent
child.’” In the Interest of M. F., 298 Ga. at 138 n.1. Although this case was decided
under the new Juvenile Code, several of the cases relied upon in this concurrence
regarding the requirements to justify the removal of a child from his or her parent’s
custody or the termination of parental rights were decided under the old Code and use
the terms “deprived” and “deprivation,” rather than “dependent” and “dependency.”
Nevertheless, given the similarities between the definitions of these terms, Georgia
courts have repeatedly indicated that, to the extent that there is any meaningful
distinction between a “deprived child” under the old Code and a “dependent child”
under the new Code, it is an unimportant one in cases involving child custody or
termination of parental rights. See id. at 144 (2) (explaining that the reappearance of a
fit parent is a material change in circumstances that can render a child no longer

6
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parent, that is, either intentional or unintentional misconduct resulting in the abuse or

neglect of the child or by what is tantamount to physical or mental incapability to care

for the child.”13  Significantly, an order temporarily transferring custody of a child

based on alleged dependency “must be grounded upon a finding that the child is at the

present time a [dependent] child, and a finding of parental unfitness is essential to

support an adjudication of present [dependency].”14 And, of course, the child’s

“deprived” or “dependent” for purposes of a custody determination); In the Interest
of C. J. V., 333 Ga. App. 844, 847-48 (2) (777 SE2d 692) (2015) (noting the
similarities between the statutory definitions of “deprived” and “dependent” and
rejecting a mother’s argument that there was insufficient evidence to support the
termination of her parental rights merely because the juvenile court, in a case in which
the new Code applied, found her child “deprived” rather than “dependent”);  In the
Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 693 n.1 (769 SE2d 119) (2015) (setting forth
the similarities in the statutory definitions of “deprived” and “dependent,” and noting
that, even though the juvenile court improperly used “dependent” in its order, this
Court would use “deprived” instead because the old Juvenile Code applied at the time
the petitions were filed). For purposes of consistency and because the new Code
applies, I am only using the terms “dependent” and “dependency” in this separate
opinion. 

13 In the Interest of E. N. R., 323 Ga. App. 815, 816 (748 SE2d 293) (2013)
(punctuation omitted; emphasis omitted); accord  In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga.
App. at 700-01; In the Interest of S. D., 316 Ga. App. 86, 86 (728 SE2d 749) (2012);
In the Interest of J. H., 310 Ga. App. 401, 402 (713 SE2d 472) (2011). 

14  In the Interest of E. N. R., 323 Ga. App. at 816 (punctuation omitted and
emphasis supplied); accord In the Interest of D. H. D., 289 Ga. App. 32, 35 (656
SE2d 183) (2007)

7
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present dependency must always be proved in court by clear and convincing

evidence.15 

As explained by the majority, the mother in this case was deprived of several

constitutional and statutory rights, including her right to a hearing within 72 hours of

the court’s grant of custody to the maternal grandmother, her right to reasonable

notice of that hearing, and her right to written factual findings by the juvenile court to

support its ruling. But perhaps the most troubling aspect of this case is that the

mother’s constitutional right to the custody, care, and control over her own children

was almost entirely ignored when the court granted temporary custody to the maternal

grandmother without any evidence that the children were presently dependent—i.e.,

no showing had been made by the State that the children were dependent as a result

of their mother’s unfitness to care for them.16 Indeed, at the time of the initial

September 2016 hearing, the children had not been in their mother’s physical custody

for several months. Nevertheless, the State contends that the mother’s rights were not

15 See, e.g.,  Brawner, 334 Ga. App. at 216; In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga.
App. at 700; In the Interest of E. N. R., 323 Ga. App. at 816;  In the Interest of S. D.,
316 Ga. App. at 86. Here, the sole basis for the juvenile court’s custody decision
appears to be educational neglect. But, again, no witness testimony or other evidence
was presented to support the court’s finding. 

16 See supra notes 14-15 & accompanying text.
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violated because it did not take the children into custody or place them in foster care.

This is utter nonsense. As the majority rightly notes, a parent does not surrender her

custodial rights to a relative merely because she allows her children to temporarily visit

that relative for the summer. 

The State also argues that any error committed by the trial court in the

September 26, 2016 interim custody order—i.e., the order issued before the mother

had notice of the proceeding and prior to her appearance in court—was harmless

because the mother ultimately had a full and fair opportunity to contest the order. But

given the gravity of the constitutional rights at stake and the length of time the mother

involuntarily spent away from her children, I find this argument as offensive as it is

unavailing.17

In sum, I take this opportunity, yet again,18 to remind our juvenile courts and the

State that, in making any decision or taking any action that interferes with a parent-child

17 See e.g., In the Interest of J. M. B., 296 Ga. App. 786, 790-91 (676 SE2d 9)
(2009) (holding, in a termination case involving a parent’s “fundamental and fiercely
guarded right to his or her child,” that the total and erroneous denial of appointed
counsel during the termination hearing was presumptively harmful because it called into
question the very structural integrity of the fact-finding process). 

18 See, e.g., In Interest of R. S. T., 345 Ga. App. 300, 314-21 (812 SE2d 614)
(2018) (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially);  In the Interest of C. H., 343 Ga.
App. at 13-19 (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially).

9
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relationship, our Juvenile Code is subordinate to and must be construed in light of the

fundamental rights recognized by the federal and Georgia constitutions. As this Court

has rightly recognized, “[t]he constitutional right of familial relations is not provided

by government; it preexists government.”19 Indeed, this “cherished and sacrosanct

right is not a gift from the sovereign; it is our natural birthright. Fixed. Innate.

Unalienable.”20 Thus, regardless of a court’s (or any other state actor’s) personal

feelings or perception of a parent’s fitness to care for or retain custody of his or her

child, careful consideration of these bedrock constitutional principles and safeguards

must remain central to each case without exception. And when this fails to occur, we

will not hesitate to remind our juvenile courts and the State of the solemn obligation

our government has to safeguard the parental rights of the citizens it serves. 

19 In Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. at 848; accord In the Interest of C.
H., 343 Ga. App. at 18 (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially); see In Interest
of R. S. T., 345 Ga. App. 300, 315-16 (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and specially)
(“The liberty interest parents have in familial relations with their children is a natural-law
right that has been enshrined in our positive law. It is a right that preexists government
and one that we retain as a people separate and apart from any statute or constitution.”
(footnotes and punctuation omitted)). 

20 In Interest of E. G. L. B., 342 Ga. App. at 848 (punctuation omitted); accord
In the Interest of C. H., 343 Ga. App. at 18 (Dillard, C. J., concurring fully and
specially).

10
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FOURTH DIVISION
DILLARD, C. J.,

DOYLE, P. J., and MERCIER, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

June 13, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0373. IN THE INTEREST OF R. D. et al., children. DO-013

DOYLE, Presiding Judge.

The mother of minor children R. D. (born March 12, 2015), L. D. (born January

30, 2009), K. D. (born April 10, 2007), and T. D. (born August 2, 2004), appeals from

a juvenile court order finding the children dependent. She contends that the juvenile

court erred (1) because the evidence did not show that any dependency was caused

by the mother, and (2) by allowing the guardian ad litem (“GAL”) to make objections

and participate in cross-examination. Finding no reversible error, we affirm.

The record shows that the mother’s involvement with the Department of Family

and Children Services (“DFCS”)1 began in 2010, to address the mother’s

1 The parents have lived in different counties over the relevant time frame. For
simplicity, we refer to each county’s DFCS and juvenile court without county
designation unless required for clarity.
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unreasonable and excessive physical discipline of her three children born at that time.

. In 2012, the three children were temporarily removed from the home due to physical

abuse by the parents, and after the parents completed their case plan, the children

were returned to the home less than a year later. 

In 2014, while the parents were the legal guardians of three additional children

(nieces of the mother), DFCS again became involved with the family after two-year-

old niece J. W. received burns when the father placed her on a hot stove after

ingesting Ambien while he was alone with the children. The father was later indicted

for aggravated battery because of the burning and because the child allegedly tested

positive for GHB, a central nervous system depressant also known as a “date rape

drug.”2 J. W. also exhibited bruises on her abdomen, chest, ear, and thigh, as well as

scratches on her back and lacerations on the inside of her lip; she also presented with

high liver enzymes, which was not associated with any toxic substance or virus, but

2 See generally Gantt v. State, 263 Ga. App. 102, 104 n.1 (587 SE2d 255)
(2003) (explaining the drug GHB). When the father was questioned about the events
of this abuse, he asserted his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. In the
present civil proceeding, such assertions can support a negative inference. See In the
Interest of K. N. C., 264 Ga. App. 475, 481 (4) (a) (590 SE2d 792) (2003), citing
Sanders v. State, 259 Ga. App. 422, 425 (2) (577 SE2d 94) (2003) (“[A]lthough a
person does have a right to invoke the privilege in a civil case in order to protect
himself, when he does so, an inference against his interest may be drawn by the
factfinder.”).
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which can result from physical trauma. The mother stated that the children injured

each other, and the parents were unable to control them. Based on these facts and the

parents’ inability to supervise and care for the other children, the juvenile court

entered a temporary disposition finding that children were dependent and temporarily

placed into foster care. 

In February 2015, after a hearing, the juvenile court entered an order nunc pro

tunc November 2014 adjudicating the children dependent. At that time, T. D., then

ten years old, had entered a residential psychiatric treatment facility based on

aggressive behavior and visual and auditory hallucinations, and she had made an

outcry of sexual abuse by the father that coincided with the onset of her

hallucinations. The juvenile court ordered that custody remain with DFCS based on

recommendations by the case manager, the parents’ lack of progress on their

reunification case plan, and incomplete counseling and psychological fitness

evaluation of the parents. 

After further proceedings with DFCS, in August 2015, the juvenile court

entered an order nunc pro tunc July 2015 returning K. D., L. D., and R. D., to the

custody of their parents. The order included a protective provision requiring the

parents to participate in therapy with the children as well as individually, allow access

3
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to the children in the home, and cooperate with DFCS. Due to continued mental

health concerns, T. D. remained in custody of DFCS residing at the psychiatric

treatment center. 

In August 2016, the juvenile court entered a removal order as to all four

children after DFCS received four reports of recent physical abuse. The next month,

DFCS filed dependency petitions as to the children, and in March 2017, the juvenile

court held an evidentiary adjudication hearing with both parents present. Following

the hearing, the juvenile court entered an order finding the children dependent and

requiring a permanency hearing within nine months. The mother filed this appeal. 

1. The mother contends that there was insufficient clear and convincing

evidence to support a finding that she caused any dependency. We disagree.

[O]n appeal from an order finding a child to be a dependent child,

we review the juvenile court’s finding of dependency in the light most

favorable to the lower court’s judgment to determine whether any

rational trier of fact could have found by clear and convincing evidence

that the child is dependent. In making this determination we neither

weigh the evidence nor judge the credibility of the witnesses, but instead

defer to the factual findings made by the juvenile court, bearing in mind

4
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that “[t]he juvenile court’s primary responsibility is to consider and

protect the welfare of a child whose well-being is threatened.”3

With respect to the dependency findings challenged by the mother, OCGA §

15-11-2 (22) defines a “dependent child” as one who, among other things, “[h]as been

abused or neglected and is in need of the protection of the court.” The Code defines

the term “abuse” as “[a]ny nonaccidental physical injury or physical injury which is

inconsistent with the explanation given for it suffered by a child as the result of the

acts or omissions of a person responsible for the care of a child; [or] . . . [e]motional

abuse. . . .”4

Here, there was evidence that the mother had a demonstrated history of

involvement with DFCS, including prior adjudications of dependency stemming from

her own abusive behavior and lack of supervision of the children. A child who lived

in the household described his childhood atmosphere as one of daily yelling,

threatening, and cursing at the children by the mother, who would routinely discipline

the younger children by striking them with a hand or a belt hard enough to leave

3 (Citation omitted.) In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. 236, 244-245 (784
SE2d 83) (2016), quoting In the Interest of A. B., 289 Ga. App. 655, 656 (1) (658
SE2d 205) (2008).

4 OCGA § 15-11-2 (2) (A), (B).
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visible marks. The mother also frequently hit the children’s heads and slapped their

lips. As the trial court’s findings conclusively demonstrate, the physical discipline

imposed by the mother on her children was both unreasonable and excessive. The

child described the mother as “doing the most yelling.” 

Despite her prior involvement with DFCS, the mother’s physically abusive

conduct persisted. On one occasion in March 2016, after the children had been

returned to the home most recently, the mother unreasonably and excessively

disciplined seven-year-old L. D. by slapping or spanking her bare skin multiple times

and beating her head against the wall.5 On another occasion after the return of the

children, the mother got into a physical fight with one of the children, rolling on the

floor and throwing punches: “[I]t was like an actual fight with . . . [the 11-year-old

child] and a grown woman.” Afterward, the mother “kind of bragg[ed] about it.” 

Throughout the children’s time in the house, on regular occasions, the mother

would excessively discipline the children by forcing them to stand against a wall,

facing it, with their arms held out horizontally for long periods of time, at least once

5 Also during that time, L. D. had trouble with bathroom training linked to the
atmosphere in the home. 

6
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for “hours.” The mother also routinely yelled and cursed at the children if they failed

to daily clean the house to her standards, calling them “MF-er.” 

Mental health professionals who interviewed the children reported that the

three older children suffered emotionally from the abusive environment maintained

at the home – the youngest was too young to participate in a mental health evaluation.

A clinical psychologist, Dr. Andy Anderson, who testified as an expert on parental

fitness, diagnosed the mother with a trauma-related personality disorder, and

explained that the mother did not acknowledge any excessive physical discipline or

neglect in the household. The mother lacked insight as to the cause of her chronic

involvement with DFCS. Based on his evaluation of the mother and father, Anderson

stated that he did not expect the mother to change her abusive conduct, despite

repeated involvement with DFCS, including mental health counseling and parenting

classes: “[Y]ou’d expect history to repeat itself to some degree. . . Short of

[acknowledging the problem,] you wouldn’t expect somebody to miraculously begin

their recovery.” He also explained that the instability and multiple placements in

foster care experienced by the children,

is not good for them and contributes to social, emotional, [and]

behavioral dysfunction. The reason for those – the length of time in this

7
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case, I still hold the parents accountable for it because . . . on the

surface, at least, the concerns expressed about their parenting are not

that complicated from a social services perspective. It should have been

relatively easy to resolve, at least for [the mother]. . . And so if [the

mother] were making the argument that the reason that [a child’s]

behavior is so disordered is because she’s been in foster care, in and out,

I would say . . . well, the reason that she’s been in [and out of] foster

care . . . is because of your parenting. 

This evidence, when viewed in the proper light on appeal,6 authorized the

juvenile court to find by clear and convincing evidence that the children were

deprived based on physical and emotional abuse.7 As noted above, a “dependent

child” is one who “has been abused or neglected and is in need of the protection of

the court.”8 The evidence showed that the children were subjected to physical abuse

as well as emotional abuse that caused the children emotional harm diagnosed by the

6 See In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. at 244-245.

7 See In the Interest of K. B., 302 Ga. App. 50, 53 (1) (690 SE2d 627) (2010)
(evidence that child suffered physical abuse while in her mother’s custody supported
juvenile court’s finding that child was deprived). See also In the Interest of S. P., 336
Ga. App. 488, 496 (784 SE2d 846) (2016) (physical precedent only) (“Many of the
principles expressed in decisions under our former Code are helpful in determining
whether dependency has been shown. . . .”).

8 OCGA § 15-11-2 (22).

8
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examining psychologist. To the extent that the mother challenges the witness

descriptions of the abuse, particularly of the incident in which she banged L. D.’s

head against the wall, the credibility of the witnesses’ testimony was for the juvenile

court to resolve as the factfinder.9 Although no other child was present in the room,

a child was in the house nearby and testified about hearing the abuse as well as the

later account told to him by L. D.10 The juvenile court was not required to draw an

exculpatory inference from the evidence,11 especially in light of the other evidence

9 See In the Interest of T. B. R., 304 Ga. App. 773, 773 (697 SE2d 878) (2010)
(explaining that appellate courts “do not weigh the evidence or determine the
credibility of witnesses; rather, we defer to the juvenile court’s factfinding and affirm
unless the appellate standard is not met.”).

10 This evidence was taken in an adjudication hearing. See OCGA § 15-11-181
(d) (With certain exceptions not relevant here, “the adjudication hearing shall be
conducted in accordance with Title 24.”). On appeal, the mother makes no challenge
to this testimony on hearsay grounds, so any hearsay challenge is deemed abandoned.
See Brown v. State, 295 Ga. 804, 814 (6) (764 SE2d 376) (2014); In the Interest of
G. Q., 328 Ga. App. 69, 77 (1) (c) (761 SE2d 490) (2014), citing Court of Appeals
Rule 25 (c) (2). See also Bradshaw v. State, 296 Ga. 650, 653 n.2 (769 SE2d 892)
(2015) (“Under our new Evidence Code, if ‘a party does not properly object to
hearsay, the objection shall be deemed waived, and the hearsay evidence shall be
legal evidence and admissible.’”), citing OCGA § 24-8-802.

11 See, e.g., In the Interest of J. S., 295 Ga. App. 861, 863 (673 SE2d 331)
(2009) (“[T]his Court neither weighs the evidence nor determines the credibility of
witnesses; rather, it defers to the trial court’s factfinding and affirms unless the
appellate standard has not been met.”).

9
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of the mother’s abusive parenting in this case. Accordingly, this enumeration is

without merit. 

2. The mother also contends that the juvenile court erred by allowing the GAL

to make objections and examine witnesses. “We review this decision de novo as it

involves the interpretation of a statute, which is a question of law.”12 Based on the

statutory and applicable law, this enumeration is without merit.

During the hearing, the children were represented by an attorney, and a GAL

(also an attorney) was also appointed to represent their best interests, due to an

apparent conflict of interest.13 At a certain point in the hearing, the GAL attempted

to make an objection on a hearsay ground. The juvenile court initially stated that the

GAL would not be allowed to assert objections or participate in examination of

witnesses, based on the court’s understanding that the GAL was essentially acting as

a lay resource to the court instead of as the children’s attorney. After a lengthy

colloquy, the juvenile court ultimately ruled that the GAL could make objections and

12 In the Interest of H. E. B., 303 Ga. App. 895, 896 (695 SE2d 332) (2010).

13 See OCGA § 15-11-104 (b) (“An attorney for an alleged dependent child
may serve as such child’s guardian ad litem unless or until there is conflict of interest
between the attorney’s duty to such child as such child’s attorney and the attorney’s
considered opinion of such child’s best interests as guardian ad litem.”).

10
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examine witnesses, over the mother’s objection. The mother argues that this is

contrary to the statutory authority of the GAL.

As a general matter, OCGA § 15-11-104 (a) provides that, in dependency

proceedings, the juvenile “court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an alleged

dependent child,” and OCGA § 15-11-105 (a) requires that “[a] guardian ad litem

shall advocate for a child’s best interests in the proceeding for which the guardian ad

litem has been appointed.”

Pertinent to the mother’s challenge, OCGA § 15-11-104 (e) provides that “[a]

lay guardian shall not engage in activities which could reasonably be construed as the

practice of law,” but it says nothing about limiting the role of a non-lay guardian. In

interpreting this statute, we must give effect to the use of the term “lay guardian” and

avoid rendering meaningless the term “lay.”14 Therefore, we conclude that the statute

creates a distinction between lay guardians and non-lay guardians, and it does not on

its face limit the conduct of the latter.15 Likewise, OCGA § 15-11-104 (e) does not

14 See In the Interest of K. S., __ Ga. __ (Case No. S17G1344, decided May 7,
2018), citing Slakman v. Continental Casualty Co., 277 Ga. 189, 190 (587 SE2d 24)
(2003) (explaining that, when interpreting a statute, a court must avoid “a
construction that makes some language mere surplusage”).

15 See Deal v. Coleman, 294 Ga. 170, 172-173 (1) (a) (751 SE2d 337) (2013)
(“[W]e must afford the statutory text its plain and ordinary meaning, we must view

11
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support the proposition that a non-lay GAL is authorized only to act as a lay witness

for purposes of reporting on the best interests of a child.16

This is consistent with the larger statutory context.17 OCGA § 15-11-103 (a)

provides that “[a] child and any other party to a proceeding under this article shall

have the right to an attorney at all stages of the proceedings under this article,” and

OCGA § 15-11-181 (b) (2) provides that a GAL “shall have the right to participate

in the adjudication hearing.” In light of this clear provision for the right to an attorney

and the right of a GAL to participate in dependency proceedings, we conclude that

the juvenile court did not err by allowing the non-lay GAL in this case to examine

witnesses and challenge certain evidence in the service of the children’s best interests.

As the GAL argued to the juvenile court, “If [the mother’s attorney] has the right to

the statutory text in the context in which it appears, . . . and we must read the statutory
text in its most natural and reasonable way, as an ordinary speaker of the English
language would.”) (citations and punctuation omitted).

16 We note that OCGA § 15-11-104 (d) provides that “[a] court shall appoint
a CASA to act as guardian ad litem whenever possible, and a CASA may be
appointed in addition to an attorney who is serving as a guardian ad litem.” (CASA
is an acronym for “court appointed special advocate,” which is defined as “a
community volunteer with certain training and court approval. OCGA § 15-11-2
(16).) Thus, the statutory scheme allows for the appointment of an attorney, a CASA,
and an attorney acting as a GAL, as was done in this case. 

17 See Deal, 294 Ga. at 172-173 (1) (a).

12
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object to evidence that comes in because it does not serve his client’s wishes, then I

should have the right to object to . . . evidence coming in because it doesn’t serve the

children’s best interests.”18 

This outcome is also consistent with existing case law. For example, in In the

Interest of W. L. H.,19 the Supreme Court of Georgia addressed the standing of a

child’s attorney to appeal a finding of deprivation under the former Juvenile Code

against the wishes of the GAL. In finding a lack of standing, the Court explained that

“[t]he protector of a child’s best interests is his guardian ad litem. It has previously

been held that, when a court appoints a guardian ad litem to represent a minor, the

minor is in effect made a party to the action and has standing through the guardian ad

litem to appeal.”20 Thus, the non-lay GAL’s role is more than a mere fact witness, and

18 In at least one other context, a GAL has acted essentially as another party to
the litigation, representing the best interests of the child. In such a case, a GAL, on
its own, made motions in the lower court. See Pate v. Sadlock, __ Ga. App. __ (Case
Nos. A18A0395, A18A0396, A18A0397; decided May 3, 2018) (GAL moved for
modification of a temporary order and for “other clarification and direction regarding
certain matters concerning the children”).

19 292 Ga. 521 (739 SE2d 322) (2013).

20 (Footnote and punctuation omitted.) Id. at 524, quoting In the Interest of J.
F., 310 Ga. App. 807, 808 n.1 (714 SE2d 399) (2011).

13
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limiting the non-lay GAL’s participation to that role would undermine the broad duty

undertaken by a GAL in service of a child’s best interests.

Finally, the mother points to no harm that arose from the GAL’s participation

in this case. She has identified no conflict between the GAL’s role reporting her

findings and her role taking part in examination of witnesses or occasional objection

to evidence, nor any improper influence on the process as a conflict attorney

representing the best interests of the children. “[T]he mother is required not only to

show error, but harm as well.”21 Accordingly, based on the record before us, this

enumeration presents no basis for reversal.

Judgment affirmed. Dillard, C. J., and Mercier, J., concur.

21 In the Interest of D. R., 298 Ga. App. 774, 779 (681 SE2d 218) (2009), citing
OCGA § 9-11-61 and overruled on other grounds by In the Interest of A. C., 285 Ga.
829, 833 (1), n. 3 (686 SE2d 635) (2009). See also In the Interest of E. G. M., 341 Ga.
App. 33, 62 (6) (789 SE2d 639) (2017).

14
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SECOND DIVISION
MILLER, P. J.,

ANDREWS, J., and RAY, J.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

May 7, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0306. IN THE INTEREST OF S. A. D. et al., children.
A18A0307. IN THE INTEREST OF L. A. D. et al., children.

MILLER, Presiding Judge.

In these two appeals, the mothers of the respective six children challenge the

juvenile court’s order transferring custody of their children to the Walton County

Department of Family and Children Services (“DFCS”) following the mothers’

voluntary surrender of the children to the paternal grandparents for adoption. The

mothers contend that the juvenile court lacked authority to terminate their parental

rights and order the children surrendered to DFCS rather than the paternal

grandparents who the mothers had designated in their respective surrenders. After the

juvenile court issued its order, the children were nevertheless adopted by the paternal
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grandparents.1 Because the children have been adopted by the grandparents, and this

was the very relief the mothers sought and to which they consented, there is no error

left for this Court to correct. As a result, the mothers’ claims on appeal are moot, and

we therefore dismiss these appeals.

The records show that Larry Denmark, Jr., is the father of all six children.2 The

mother of S. A. D., M. A. D., and S. P. D., is Whipharat Mongkol, who has lived in

Thailand for the entirety of these proceedings. The mother of L. A. D., E. A. D., and

A. A. D. is Supranee Denmark. Supranee and Larry are married and had custody of

all of the children. 

In May of 2014, the juvenile court entered a dependency removal order for all

six children based on evidence of abuse and neglect, and the children were placed in

foster care. Larry subsequently pled guilty to cruelty to children and simple battery,

and he stipulated that the children were dependent. Thereafter, DFCS filed a petition

1 The father’s parental rights to all six children were terminated in a separate
order. He is not a party to this appeal. 

2 The father has another biological child who is not the biological child of
either appellant. At the time of the proceedings, this child was in foster care.
Although he was removed from the home along with the other six children, his
removal is not challenged on appeal. 

2
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for termination of the father’s and both mothers’ parental rights. In 2015, the juvenile

court terminated the father’s parental rights. 

Thereafter, the paternal grandparents filed a petition for custody and sought to

intervene in the pending termination cases. In May of 2016, while the termination

cases were still pending, the mothers surrendered their parental rights to the paternal

grandparents with the intent that the grandparents would adopt the children. DFCS

objected to allowing the grandparents to have custody. At a hearing, the juvenile

court found that the mothers’ surrender of parental rights was a full and final

surrender, leaving the mothers with no residual rights or standing to participate in the

children’s placement. The juvenile court further found that continued placement in

DFCS custody was appropriate, and that DFCS had the right to consent to – or oppose

– the adoption. The following month, in September 2016, the grandparents adopted

the children. 

The mothers appeal, challenging only the juvenile court’s authority to dictate

the terms of the surrender. Because the children have been adopted by the

grandparents, however, we must dismiss this appeal as moot.

It is well settled that “appellate courts address only those rulings that may

affect the proceedings below.” (Punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of I. S., 278 Ga.

3
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859, 861 (607 SE2d 546) (2005). “The general rule is that appellate courts do not

consider moot questions. Mootness is a question of court policy based on the theory

that courts do not give opinions on abstract propositions of law that do not involve

an actual controversy between parties.” (Citation omitted.) Id. “The existence of an

actual controversy is fundamental to a decision on the merits by th[e] court.” (Citation

omitted.) Id. Indeed, OCGA § 5-6-34 (d) expressly provides that “[n]othing in this

subsection shall require the appellate court to pass upon questions which are rendered

moot.” See also OCGA § 5-6-48 (b) (3) (“No appeal shall be dismissed or its validity

affected for any cause nor shall consideration of any enumerated error be refused,

except . . . [w]here the questions presented have become moot.”).

Here, it is undisputed that since the juvenile court entered its order, the children

have been adopted by the grandparents as the mother had wanted. Thus, there is no

ruling from this Court that would affect the proceedings below. Nor is there an actual

controversy remaining between the parties. The mothers’ appeals are thus moot. Boyd

v. Harvey, 173 Ga. App. 581, 584 (2) (327 SE2d 551) (1985) (grant of adoption

petition based on children’s best interest mooted claim of error arising from denial

of legitimation petition).

4
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Moreover, none of the exceptions to the mootness doctrine apply to this case.

In the Interest of T. H., 319 Ga. App. 216, 218 (735 SE2d 287) (2012) (noting the

mootness exceptions as: “when a ruling addresses an issue of significant public

concern; involves an alleged error that is capable of repetition in future proceedings,

yet evades appellate review; or creates collateral consequences that will continue to

plague the affected party.”) (citation omitted). 

As to whether the case involves an issue of public concern that would enable

this Court to hear the appeal, we have explained that this exception applies where

“(1) the public interest will be hurt if the question is not immediately decided; (2) the

matter involved is likely to recur frequently; (3) it involves a duty of government or

government’s relationship with its citizens; and (4) the same difficulty that prevented

the appeal from being heard in time is likely to again prevent a decision.” Hopkins v.

Hamby Corp., 273 Ga. 19 (538 SE2d 37) (2000). We do not find that the

circumstances here fall within this mootness exception. Compare Perdue v. Baker,

277 Ga. 1, 3 (586 SE2d 606) (2003) (dispute between governor and attorney general

regarding allocation of powers is matter of significant public concern).

Second, we cannot conclude that the alleged error is capable of repetition yet

evading review. Should the juvenile court issue an order in similar fashion to the

5
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order issued in this case, the parties in that case would have the right and ability to

appeal from that order. See Hopkins, supra, 273 Ga. at 19 (case related to partitioning

of land, in which the parties settled their dispute, was capable of repetition but would

not necessarily evade review).

Finally, there are no continuing collateral consequences arising from the

juvenile court’s order. The mothers had surrendered the children and consented to the

adoption, and it cannot be said that the juvenile court’s order has resulted in any

collateral consequences that will continue to plague the mothers. See generally, In the

Interest of I. S., supra, 278 Ga. at 862 (appellants failed to show any such adverse

consequences on the record, and the Court declined to presume them under the

circumstances presented); In the Interest of T. H., supra, 319 Ga. App. at 220 (no

collateral consequences where there were other unappealed orders in the record that

would remain regardless of any ruling in the instant case). 

Accordingly, because there is nothing left to decide in these cases, and no

controversy remaining between the parties, we dismiss these appeals as moot.

Appeals dismissed. Andrews and Ray, JJ., concur.

6
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THIRD DIVISION
ELLINGTON, P. J.,

MERCIER and GOBEIL, JJ.

NOTICE: Motions for reconsideration must be
physically received in our clerk’s office within ten
days of the date of decision to be deemed timely filed.

http://www.gaappeals.us/rules

October 23, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A18A0948. IN THE INTEREST OF T. S., et al., CHILDREN. GO-034

GOBEIL, Judge.

The Lowndes County Juvenile Court entered an order finding L. S., born in

2007, and T. S., born in 2010 (collectively, “the children”) dependent as to their

mother, and the court awarded temporary custody of the children to the Lowndes

County Department of Family and Children Services (“the Department”).1 The mother

now appeals, arguing that the Department failed to establish by clear and convincing

evidence that the children were dependent. For the reasons that follow, we affirm.

[O]n appeal from a [dependency] order, we view the evidence in the

light most favorable to the juvenile court’s judgment to determine

1 To the extent that the juvenile court made a dependency determination as to
the children’s father, who legitimated the children after entry of the juvenile court’s
order, his case is not before us at this time.
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whether any rational trier of fact could have found clear and convincing

evidence of [dependency]. In this review, we do not weigh the evidence

or determine the credibility of witnesses; instead we defer to the juvenile

court’s findings of fact and affirm unless the appellate standard is not

met.

 In the Interest of G. R. B., 330 Ga. App. 693, 698 (769 SE2d 119) (2015) (footnotes

and punctuation omitted). See also In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. 236, 244

(784 SE2d 83) (2016).

The record shows that on September 12, 2016, the Department filed a

complaint alleging that the mother’s boyfriend2 had shot the children with a BB gun

in the mother’s presence on April 18, 2016. The complaint further alleged that there

was drug use and domestic violence in the household, and the mother had not

provided for her children.3 The Department subsequently filed a dependency petition

on October 11, 2016, alleging that the Department could not ensure the children’s

safety and well-being in their mother’s care. Specifically, the Department described

2 The mother’s boyfriend is not the biological father of the children. It is also
unclear whether he is the mother’s fiancé or boyfriend. As of the date of the
dependency petition hearing on November 1, 2016, the mother remains in a
relationship with the boyfriend. 

3 The complaint described that the children had been “safety resourced” to a
family friend on June 8, 2016. 

2
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that the mother had continued to allow her boyfriend, who had tested positive for

methamphetamine on September 9, 2016, to have contact with the children in

violation of her case plan. Further, the mother had failed to secure housing or

employment and had been living in a temporary shelter. 

At the dependency petition hearing, Department case manager Adrian Rivers

described that the Department received a report on April 28, 2016, that the mother’s

boyfriend had shot the children with a BB gun or pellet gun in the mother’s presence.

The children also witnessed the boyfriend “roll up something green and smoke it.”

The children had reported the incident at school and described that they were afraid

of the mother’s boyfriend. Upon receipt of the report, Rivers met with the mother at

her job and then traveled to her home. The mother’s boyfriend, however, would not

let him enter the home. Rivers observed physical marks on the children, but he never

asked to see the BB gun or bullets. The mother’s boyfriend denied shooting the

children, and the mother explained that she was not present at the time of the alleged

incident. The mother agreed to the terms of the Department’s safety plan that required

her to keep the children away from her boyfriend and to live with a family friend.

Shortly thereafter, the Department learned that the mother frequently left the children

with the family friend for days at a time without disclosing her whereabouts. On May

3
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5, 2016, Rivers contacted the mother via telephone and advised her that she needed

to be present with the children in the family friend’s home and that the family friend

could not serve as the children’s primary caregiver. On June 2, 2016, the Department

located the mother and her boyfriend residing in a motel with the children present.

The mother apologized to Rivers for her failure to comply with the safety plan. The

Department initiated a second safety plan, to which the mother agreed, which required

the children to be placed with the family friend to address the concern of the children

being in contact with the mother’s boyfriend. The Department also determined that

the mother needed ongoing services to help her secure stable housing and other

required assessments. 

Monica Inman, a case manager for the Department, testified that she took over

the mother’s case at the end of June 2016, at which time the mother’s whereabouts

were unknown. Approximately a month later, the Department located the mother

living at a shelter with her boyfriend. A family team meeting was held at the shelter

to discuss the Department’s case plan, and services were ordered for the mother to

receive assistance.4 Inman described that the mother had been making good progress

4 Inman recalled giving the mother a written copy of her case plan in the
Department’s office, and she discussed the contents of the plan with the mother
“numerous times.” 

4
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while residing in the shelter as she had obtained employment and was working on

securing more permanent housing. Shortly thereafter, the mother moved out of the

shelter after the boyfriend was “discharged” from the shelter, but she did not report

her new address to the Department.5 Inman located the mother approximately two

weeks later, living in an abandoned mobile home with her boyfriend. About a month

later, the mother disappeared again, and was later found living in a motel with her

boyfriend. Throughout her involvement in the case, Inman reported that the mother

had lived in approximately six or seven different addresses and never reported a

change in residence to the Department, which in turn inhibited the Department’s

ability to provide the mother with necessary services. It appeared that the mother was

more focused on her boyfriend than the children’s welfare. Specifically, Inman

testified that “each time [she] met with [the mother] her main conversation was [the

boyfriend]. It was not her children. It was [the boyfriend].” Inman opined that “this

5 A shelter employee testified that residents were not required to submit to
regular drug screens to stay at the shelter. She explained, however, that the shelter
retained the discretion to ask a resident to submit to a drug screen if warranted. If a
resident refused to submit to a request for a drug screen, he would be required to
leave the shelter. On July 20, 2016, the mother’s boyfriend refused a drug test request
from the shelter, and he left the shelter the next day. The boyfriend also had been
written up for his failure to comply with other rules in the shelter. 

5
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could have been an easy case, but [the mother] just did not have the stability to

maintain one place so that [the Department] could provide those services.” 

Inman also testified that the mother’s boyfriend had been uncooperative with

the Department. He continued to abuse drugs, failed to participate in substance abuse

counseling, and failed to follow up with mental health services. During her

interactions with the mother’s boyfriend, Inman reported feeling threatened because

he could get “explosive and hostile . . . when something doesn’t go his way or he

doesn’t like something that’s said.” Inman noted that the boyfriend’s “mood changes

for whatever reason,” and she has “felt threatened in his presence.” Inman also

testified that caring for the children had taken an emotional toll on the family friend

because she was not receiving any financial support from the mother and had her own

family to care for. In fact, the mother had failed to financially support or otherwise

provide for the children since at least April 2016. 

A therapist at Pathway to Hope, an addiction treatment center, testified that she

completed a parental fitness assessment of the mother on June 13, 2016, which

included an in-person interview and screening tests. During the interview, the mother

(1) revealed that she had been the victim of sexual and physical abuse as a child; (2)

admitted that she had smoked marijuana in her youth, but denied using any illegal

6
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substances in the past three years; (3) reported a history of domestic violence with the

children’s father, which had resulted in her seeking refuge in a battered woman’s

shelter; and (4) disclosed symptoms consistent with depression, a condition for which

she had never received treatment. The mother described being in a relationship with

her current boyfriend for approximately a year at the time of the assessment. 

The screening tests revealed that the mother had elevated scores with respect

to potential for physical child abuse. The mother also scored highly with respect to

distress and problems with children and self, which the therapist opined was related

to the mother’s homelessness, separation from her children, untreated mental health

issues, past experience with domestic violence, and concerns about her children’s

behavior. The therapist explained that it was critical that the mother receive necessary

services in order to protect the children from potential abuse or neglect, with those

services to include: (1) a diagnostic evaluation of her mental health needs, (2)

individual therapy for both the mother and children, as well as family therapy, (3)

community support services to help the mother manage stress, and (4) access to

resources for housing, budgeting, and parenting classes. 

A second therapist at Pathway to Hope testified that she had performed urine

and hair follicle screens on both the mother and her boyfriend on September 9, 2016.

7
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The mother had tested negative on both screens. The boyfriend’s urine tested

negative, but the hair follicle screen tested positive for amphetamines,

methamphetamines, and cocaine. 

The mother testified that she and the children were living with her boyfriend

at the time of the Department’s initial intervention in April 2016.6 She described that

the children loved her boyfriend, but they told people that they feared him because

he would raise his voice when reprimanding them. She denied that the boyfriend had

ever physically disciplined the children, and further denied any instances of domestic

violence between the couple. 

 With respect to the specific allegations in the dependency petition, the mother

testified that she had purchased the toy pellet guns with plastic bullets at the Dollar

Store. She clarified that the guns were not high powered and the boyfriend had played

with the toy guns with the children several times in the past. With regard to the

specific incident, she testified that she “[a]llegedly . . . was at work because [she] [did

6 At that time, the mother, the boyfriend, the children, and the boyfriend’s sister
were living in a six-bedroom house owned by the boyfriend’s mother. According to
the mother, as a condition of living in the house rent-free, the mother and the
boyfriend were responsible for paying their share of the utility bills. The mother
explained that part of the reason they had to leave this home was because her
boyfriend’s mother was concerned about her “image” after the Department started an
investigation into the family. 

8
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not] remember this ever happening.” She acknowledged, however, that she saw

triangle-shaped marks on one of the children’s skin. But, she noted that, she had been

shot by BB’s in the past and they inflicted circle-shaped marks upon contact on skin. 

The mother acknowledged that she had agreed to the terms of the Department’s

safety plan, which required her to keep the children away from her boyfriend, after

the children had reported to the school that the boyfriend had shot them with a BB

gun. She also admitted that she violated the safety plan when she brought the children

to stay at a motel room where her boyfriend was living at the time. The mother also

confirmed that she was supposed to provide the family friend, who had been serving

as a safety resource, a portion of her food stamps to help support the children. The

mother claimed that when she asked her friend if she needed assistance in providing

clothing and school supplies for the children, the friend responded “it was taken care

of.” Moreover, the mother claimed that her food stamps had been “cut off” right

before she planned to give them to the family friend. The mother stated that she never

received a copy of the case plan in writing. Nevertheless, she was aware of the terms

of the second case plan that required her to undergo a psychological assessment,

obtain stable housing, and participate in individual therapy. Although the mother has

9
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been undergoing therapy on weeks when she did not have to work, she admitted that

she had not completed a psychological assessment. 

The mother was employed as of the date of the hearing and living in a motel.

She admitted that she had left a shelter after her boyfriend refused to submit to a drug

screen. She explained that she and her boyfriend had planned a trip to Atlanta on the

day of the drug screen for his cancer treatment and that the shelter refused the

boyfriend’s request to reschedule the test. After leaving the shelter, the couple lived

in an abandoned mobile home, but later moved to a motel because the mobile home

was infected with bed bugs. The mother described that she remained in a relationship

with the boyfriend, but noted that she was willing to leave him in order to regain

custody of her children. She maintained that she had never tested positive for drugs

during the Department’s investigation, and she had only recently learned of her

boyfriend’s positive drug screen. The mother was aware that her boyfriend took

medication for schizophrenia. 

Following the hearing, the juvenile court entered an order on November 8,

2016, nunc pro tunc to November 1, 2016, finding that the children were abused or

neglected based on the mother’s repeated failure to keep the children away from her

boyfriend, as well as her failure to find suitable and stable housing or address her

10
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mental health needs. The trial court found that the mother had failed to ensure a safe

environment for the children, and the Department had made reasonable efforts to

eliminate the need to remove the children from the home or extended family. The

children were adjudicated dependent with temporary custody awarded to the

Department. The juvenile court instructed the Department to set up supervised

visitation between the mother and children, and develop a case plan for reunification.

The mother now appeals. 

In her sole contention of error, the mother argues that the juvenile court erred

by finding the children dependent because there was no clear and convincing

evidence of abuse or neglect. “Under the most recent version of Georgia’s Juvenile

Code, the juvenile court may place a minor child in the protective custody of the

Department where the State shows, by clear and convincing evidence, that the child

is a dependent child.” In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. at 244 (footnote and

punctuation omitted). The criteria to be reviewed by the juvenile court are clear.

Pursuant to OCGA § 15-11-2 (22),7 a dependent child is defined as “a child who: (A)

Has been abused or neglected and is in need of the protection of the court[;] (B) Has

7 Because the dependency petition was filed in 2016, the new Juvenile Code
applies. See In the Interest of S. C. S., 336 Ga. App. at 244 n. 4, quoting Ga. L. 2013,
p. 294, § 5-1.

11
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been placed for care or adoption in violation of law; or (C) Is without his or her

parent, guardian, or legal custodian.” But even after finding a child to be dependent,

a juvenile court can only remove a child from a parent’s custody if it finds that “the

[dependency] resulted from unfitness on the part of the parent, that is, either

intentional or unintentional misconduct resulting in the abuse or neglect of the child

or by what is tantamount to physical or mental incapability to care for the child.” In

the Interest of J. H., 310 Ga. App. 401, 402 (713 SE2d 472) (2011). And “[p]roof of

unfitness must be shown by clear and convincing evidence; this standard recognizes

the importance of the familial bond and helps eliminate the risk that a factfinder

might base his determination on a few isolated instances of unusual conduct or

idiosyncratic behavior.” In the Interest of C. L. Z., 283 Ga. App. 247, 249 (641 SE2d

243) (2007) (footnote and punctuation omitted).

Here, the juvenile court found the children dependent pursuant to subparagraph

(A), “a child who . . . [h]as been abused or neglected and is in need of the protection

of the court [.]” OCGA § 15-11-2 (22) (A). First, abuse is defined as

(A) Any nonaccidental physical injury or physical injury which is

inconsistent with the explanation given for it suffered by a child as the

result of the acts or omissions of a person responsible for the care of a

child; (B) Emotional abuse; (C) Sexual abuse or sexual exploitation; (D)

12
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Prenatal abuse; or (E) The commission of an act of family violence as

defined in Code Section 19-13-18 in the presence of a child. An act

includes a single act, multiple acts, or a continuing course of conduct.

As used in this subparagraph, the term “presence” means physically

present or able to see or hear.

OCGA § 15-11-2 (2).

In this case, adopting the trial court’s factual findings, the record demonstrates

only a single incident of violence,9 in which the children reported to their school that

the mother’s boyfriend had shot them with a BB gun. Other than evidence that the

children were understandably upset that morning at school and told the school that

they were scared of the boyfriend, there is no clear indication that the children

suffered any emotional or physical harm from the incident.

8 See OCGA § 19-13-1 (“As used in this article, the term ‘family violence’
means the occurrence of one or more of the following acts between past or present
spouses, persons who are parents of the same child, parents and children, stepparents
and stepchildren, foster parents and foster children, or other persons living or
formerly living in the same household: (1) Any felony; or (2) Commission of offenses
of battery, simple battery, simple assault, assault, stalking, criminal damage to
property, unlawful restraint, or criminal trespass . . . .”).

9 The Department alleged the existence of domestic violence between the
mother and her boyfriend in its initial complaint, but there was no evidence presented
during the hearing to establish any instances of physical abuse between the couple.

13
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However, the Department case manager described feeling threatened in her

interactions with the father because he could get “explosive and hostile.” Moreover,

the mother testified that the children told people that they feared the boyfriend

because he would raise his voice when reprimanding them. The mother also admitted

that although she was aware that her children were afraid of her boyfriend, she did not

“look into any of it because of [her] interactions with him there with [her] children

around.” As noted by the Department case manager, the mother did not appear to

recognize the issues with her boyfriend and seemed more focused on maintaining a

relationship with the boyfriend than the children’s welfare. Notably, the mother

knowingly violated the terms of the Department’s safety plan on multiple occasions,

including after the children had been “safety resourced” to a family friend in June

2016, by failing to keep the children away from the boyfriend. See In the Interest of

C. H., 305 Ga. App. 549, 557 (700 SE2d 203) (2010) (“Where evidence shows that

a parent violates a safety plan by placing a child in an abusive environment, a court

may find [dependency] and order loss of custody.”). Although a close call, based on

the foregoing, we cannot say that the evidence was insufficient to support the

juvenile’s court finding of dependency based on abuse. See In the Interest of L. F.,

14
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275 Ga. App. 247, 250 (620 SE2d 476) (2005) (“It is the province of the juvenile

court to weigh the evidence and determine its credibility.”).10

Next, we conclude that the Department put forth sufficient evidence to sustain

the juvenile court’s finding that the children were neglected or that they would be

neglected if they were allowed to stay with the mother. In pertinent part, the Code

defines “[n]eglect” as “(A) [t]he failure to provide proper parental care or control,

subsistence, education as required by law, or other care or control necessary for a

child’s physical, mental, or emotional health or morals; [or] (B) [t]he failure to

provide a child with adequate supervision necessary for such child’s well-being . . ..”

OCGA § 15-11-2 (48). This definition is similar to former OCGA § 15-11-2 (8) (A)

(2013), which defined “a deprived child [as] a child who is without proper parental

10 Compare In the Interest of H. S., 285 Ga. App. 839, 842-843 (648 SE2d 143)
(2007) (reversing deprivation finding where child witnessed one incident of domestic
violence between mother and father during which the father grabbed child’s arm and
father had hit child on the head on “a couple” of other occasions when she ran
through the house, but no evidence these incidents had a negative impact on child);
In the Interest of T. L., 269 Ga. App. 842, 843-846 (2) (605 SE2d 432) (2004)
(reversing finding of deprivation in absence of evidence showing how child was
negatively impacted by “filthy” and cluttered conditions in home); In the Interest of
M. L. C., 249 Ga. App. 435, 436-439 (2) (548 SE2d 137) (2001) (reversing finding
of deprivation where parents admitted to substance abuse, depression, and incidents
of domestic violence but no evidence presented showing adverse impact on child and
neighbors testified that they were “wonderful” parents).

15
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care or control, subsistence, education as required by law, or other care or control

necessary for the child’s physical, mental, or emotional health or morals.’” In the

Interest of S. M., 321 Ga. App. 827, 831 (743 SE2d 497) (2013) (punctuation

omitted). In order to make this determination, the court focuses on the needs of the

child rather than parental fault. Id.

In this case, testimony at the hearing clearly established that the mother has not

adequately cared for or supported her children. Due to the mother’s frequent moves,

she has consistently failed to partake in services offered by the Department, including

assistance in securing stable housing. See In the Interest of T. V., 302 Ga. App. 124,

127 (1) (690 SE2d 457) (2010) (“Lack of stable housing and lack of support due to

a parent’s unstable or irregular employment are appropriate factors in determining

deprivation.”) (citation omitted). In fact, the mother opted to leave the temporary

shelter, even though the shelter staff were working to help the mother secure

permanent housing,11 in a bid to stay with her boyfriend after he was discharged from

the facility for refusing to submit to a drug test. Moreover, the mother has repeatedly

moved around without informing the Department of her whereabouts. By her own

admission, the mother has failed to abide by the terms of the Department’s safety

11 The shelter assisted the mother in paying past-due utility bills. 
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plan, which required her to keep the children away from her boyfriend. At the time

of the hearing, the mother testified that she was employed, but there is no indication

that she has furnished any financial support to her children or that her current income

would be adequate to provide for the children. In the Interest of L. F., 275 Ga. App.

at 251 (In determining whether the parent’s current situation is stable, the juvenile

court may consider the parent’s past conduct and decide, “[w]hat weight, if any, is to

be given to recent improvements in [the parent’s] housing [and employment]

circumstance . . . .”).

The juvenile court also pointed to the mother’s untreated mental health issues

in its order of dependency. During an interview with a therapist, the mother disclosed

symptoms consistent with depression, a condition for which she had never received

treatment. The mother also posted high scores in screening tests for depression and

potential for child abuse. The therapist explained that it was critical that the mother

receive necessary services in order to protect the children from potential abuse or

neglect. The mother admitted that she was aware of the terms of the safety plan,

which required her to undergo a psychological assessment, obtain stable housing, and

participate in individual therapy. Although the mother has been undergoing therapy

on weeks when she did not have to work, she had not completed a psychological

17
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assessment. Moreover, the mother’s ability to partake in necessary services was

significantly impacted by her frequent moves and her failure to update the

Department on her whereabouts. We note that the mother has voiced a willingness to

leave the boyfriend in order to regain custody of the children. Nevertheless, the

record evidence shows that the mother has continued to violate the terms of the safety

plan that required her to keep the children away from her boyfriend. Despite the lack

of evidence in the record to show the incidence of any physical, emotional or mental

abuse of the children on the part of the mother, “[o]ur law does not require a child to

suffer serious injury” before State intervention. In the Interest of G. B., 263 Ga. App.

577, 583 (588 SE2d 779) (2003) (addressing termination of parental rights).

Construed in the light most favorable to the juvenile court’s finding, therefore,

we conclude that sufficient evidence supports the juvenile court’s finding of abuse

or neglect due in part to the mother’s failure to properly care for and support the

children. Accordingly, we affirm the juvenile court’s order finding the children

dependent as to the mother.

Judgment affirmed. Ellington, P. J., and Mercier, J., concur.
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March 1, 2018

In the Court of Appeals of Georgia

A17A1805. JOHNSON v. HAUCK.

RICKMAN, Judge.

In this relative adoption case brought pursuant to OCGA § 19-8-10 (b), the

biological mother of the minor child at issue appeals from the superior court’s final

judgment and decree of adoption (“the decree”), which terminated her parental rights

and granted the maternal grandmother’s petition to adopt the child.1 The mother

contends, among other things, that the adoption petition was legally insufficient and

that the superior court violated her due process rights in refusing her request for

appointed counsel. We agree that the adoption petition failed to meet the statutory

requirements; therefore, we vacate the decree and remand this case for additional

1 The superior court also terminated the parental rights of the child’s biological
father; the father, however, is not party to this appeal. 
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proceedings consistent with this opinion. For the purposes of remand, we conclude

that the superior court did not violate the mother’s due process rights when it denied

her motion for the appointment of legal counsel and address two additional

procedural errors in order to prevent their recurrence.

On appeal of a decision terminating parental rights, we determine

whether after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the

appellee, any rational trier of fact could have found by clear and

convincing evidence that the natural parent’s rights to custody have been

lost. We defer to the [superior] court’s findings unless the clear and

convincing standard is not met. In matters of adoption, the superior

court has a very broad discretion which will not be controlled by the

appellate courts except in cases of plain abuse.

(Citations and punctuation omitted.) Ray v. Denton, 278 Ga. App. 69, 70 (1) (628

SE2d 180) (2006).

The scant appellate record shows as follows. The mother gave birth to the

minor child in August 2013, and both the mother and the child were determined to

have illegal drugs in their systems. The juvenile court issued an order stating that

“[a]ll the parties agreed it is in the best interest of the child to be in [the

grandmother’s] permanent custody,” and consequently awarded custody to her. In

2
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November 2014, the grandmother filed a petition to adopt the child in the superior

court. 

The superior court conducted a hearing on the adoption petition, during which

the mother appeared pro se. As the hearing commenced, the court noted for the record

that it had “received numerous phone calls and . . . correspondence from [the mother]

. . . requesting among other things . . . that she be given counsel.” After recognizing

this was an adoption proceeding in the superior court rather than a termination

proceeding in the juvenile court–for which the mother would have a statutory right

to counsel–the judge denied the mother’s request to appoint her an attorney.2 

Thereafter, the mother moved for a continuance so that she could retain

counsel. The court refused to postpone the hearing after stating that the mother

“should have already done that.”3 

2 Although the issue was not addressed at the hearing, we will assume for the
purposes of this opinion that the mother was indigent. She was determined to be so
for the purposes of appeal. 

3 The hearing at issue was conducted two months before it was originally
scheduled, after the grandmother’s counsel “took advantage” of an opening on an
earlier hearing calendar. 

3
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The hearing proceeded. The mother and the grandmother were the sole

witnesses,4 and the entirety of the substantive information gleaned from them is as

follows. The mother had been forbidden from having any contact or communication

with the child since his birth.5 The grandmother testified that she was given custody

of the child at the hospital and had been his sole caregiver since that time. She lived

with the child in a rental home with her 11-year-old son, with whom the child had

bonded, and the child suffered from neurological and other problems allegedly related

to the mother’s drug use during pregnancy.6 

The mother testified that she had been living in an apartment for the last five

months with the child’s biological father, and that she had been working for three

4 The biological father attended the hearing and the mother expressed her
intention to call him as a witness, but did not do so. 

5 The grandmother refused to allow interaction of any kind between the mother
and child, and the grandmother’s counsel stated that the mother had requested that the
juvenile court grant her visitation, but that request was denied in an unwritten order
during the legitimation proceedings. 

6 No affidavits, medical records, or other evidence was presented as to the
child’s medical condition. The grandmother testified that the child’s doctors had
made an initial determination that his health problems were related to the mother’s
drug use during her pregnancy, and therefore referred him to a neuro-behavioral and
drug exposure specialist. The child had just completed the intake process at the time
of the hearing. 

4
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months. She admitted, under questioning by the judge, that of the 12 months

immediately preceding the filing of the petition, she had been incarcerated for five

months and had not worked or provided any financial support for the child during any

of that 12-month period. She offered the superior court copies of harassing emails and

facebook posts that allegedly came from the grandmother and allegedly resulted in

the child’s father losing his job, and a copy of a police report that she filed to stop the

harassment.7 And she stated that, “I think . . . that my child shouldn’t be adopted by

[the grandmother] because I want to be part of his life. I know that if she does adopt

him I will never have contact with him or her or anyone else in my family.”8 The

mother otherwise made no objections, conducted no cross-examination, and called

no witnesses. 

Based entirely upon the information set forth above, the superior court

terminated the mother’s parental rights and granted the adoption petition pursuant to

7 None of the documents offered by the mother were included in the appellate
record. At the hearing, the mother also presented documents allegedly reflecting
harassment from the grandmother’s ex-husband, to whom the grandmother was
married throughout most of the pendency of this case but from whom she had recently
divorced. The grandmother’s counsel objected to the evidence and the superior court
excluded it as hearsay. 

8 During the hearing, the superior court acknowledged the “very difficult and
sad relationship or lack thereof” between the mother and grandmother. 

5
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OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (2). In its decree, the court held that the mother, without just

cause, failed significantly to support the child during the 12-month period

immediately preceding the filing of the adoption petition. The court credited and

summarized the grandmother’s testimony, then “adopt[ed] the findings of fact made

by the [juvenile court] as to the best interests of the minor child as part of its

determination that the adoption is in the best interests of the child at issue.” This

appeal follows.

1. The mother argues that the grandmother’s petition was legally insufficient

and failed to provide her the statutorily required notice of the nature of the

proceedings. We agree.

Because this case ultimately involved a termination of parental rights, we begin

by recognizing that “[t]here can scarcely be imagined a more fundamental and

fiercely guarded right than the right of a natural parent to its offspring.” Nix v. Dept.

of Human Resources, 236 Ga. 794, 795 (225 SE2d 306) (1976); see In the Interest of

J. M. B., 296 Ga. App. 786, 789 (676 SE2d 9) (2009). Terminating a parent’s rights

to his or her child “is so drastic that it should be attended only by the most stringent

procedural safeguards.” Sanchez v. Walker County Dept. of Family etc. Svcs., 237 Ga.

406, 411, 229 S.E.2d 66 (1976), disapproved of on other grounds, In Interest of R. D.

6
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F., 266 Ga. 294, 296 (3) (466 SE2d 572) (1996); see In the Interest of J. M. B., 296

Ga. App. at 789.

In order to defend this stringently protected right, Georgia law mandates that

ordinarily, the relative of a child who has living parents may adopt the child “only if

each such living parent . . . has voluntarily and in writing surrendered to that relative

. . . all of his or her rights to the child for the purpose of enabling that relative . . . to

adopt the child.” OCGA § 19-8-7 (a). The law nevertheless authorizes the superior

court to terminate a biological parent’s rights and allow a relative to adopt the child

in a single action without the parent’s surrender if there is clear and convincing

evidence9 that the parent, “for a period of one year or longer immediately prior to the

9 At the hearing, the grandmother’s counsel argued that the “clear and
convincing” standard of proof applied to allegations made pursuant to subsection (a)
of OCGA § 19-8-10, but that the lesser standard of proof, preponderance of the
evidence, applied to allegations made pursuant to subsection (b) of that statute. The
Supreme Court of Georgia, however, has made clear that “the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment requires that before a state may sever the rights of a
parent in [her] natural child, the state must support its allegations of the parent’s
unfitness ‘by at least clear and convincing evidence.’” Thorne v. Padgett, 259 Ga.
650, 651 (386 SE2d 155) (1989) (citing Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U. S. 745, 768 (IV)
(102 SCt 1388, 71 LEd2d 599) (1982)) (analyzing the predecessor statute to OCGA
§ 19-8-10 (b)). It follows that the clear and convincing standard of proof necessarily
applies to all allegations made in support of a petition for adoption filed pursuant to
OCGA § 19-8-10, regardless of whether the petition is filed under subsection (a) or
subsection (b). See OCGA § 19-8-10 (b); Thorne, 259 Ga. at 651; see also In the
Interest of Marks, 300 Ga. App. 239, 245-46 (2) (b) (684 SE2d 364) (2009) (applying

7
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filing of the petition for adoption, without justifiable cause, has significantly failed

. . . [t]o provide for the care and support of that child as required by law or judicial

decree,” if the court also determines that “the adoption is for the best interests of that

child.” OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (2). 

To that end, OCGA § 19-8-13 (7) mandates that any petitioner alleging that a

parent’s rights to his or her child need not be surrendered or terminated prior to the

filing of an adoption petition “shall allege facts demonstrating the applicability of

Code Section 19-8-10.” The law also requires that the parent be personally served

with a copy of the conforming petition, and affords the parent the right to “appear in

the pending adoption action and show cause why such parent’s rights to the child

sought to be adopted in that action should not be terminated by that adoption.” OCGA

§ 19-8-10 (c).

a “clear and convincing” standard to the OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) analysis); Smallwood
v. Davis, 292 Ga. App. 173, 175 (1) (664 SE2d 254) (2008) (same); Sellers v. Sellers,
277 Ga. App. 814, 816-17 (1) (627 SE2d 882) (2006) (same).

8
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Apart from a single reference to OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (2),10 the petition in this

case was devoid of any factual allegations “demonstrating the applicability” of that

statute, as required by the express language of OCGA § 19-8-13 (7). Indeed, the

petition failed to mention termination, much less set forth any reasons why the

mother’s parental rights should be terminated. “It is well settled that adoption laws

must be strictly construed in favor of natural parents.” (Citation and punctuation

omitted.) Hafer v. Lowry, 320 Ga. App. 76, 78 (739 SE2d 84) (2013); see V. L. v. E.

L., 36 SCt. 1017, 1021 (II) (194 LE2d 92) (2016). Because the petition lacked the

statutory requirements, it did not put the mother on notice of what allegations she

needed to be prepared to defend against in order to show cause why her rights should

not be terminated by allowing the adoption. See OCGA § 19-8-13 (7); Smallwood v.

Davis, 292 Ga. App. 173, 176-177 (2) (664 SE2d 254) (2008); see also In the Interest

of Marks, 300 Ga. App. 239, 246 n.4 (2) (684 SE2d 364) (2009). 

As the appellate courts of this State have done repeatedly, “we emphasize that

a judgment having such a final, ultimate and significant result as that of severing the

10 The petition also included a reference to OCGA § 19-8-10 (a) (1)
(abandonment) and OCGA § 19-8-10 (4) (2014) (failure to exercise proper parental
care or control due to misconduct or inability), but likewise set forth no factual
allegations supporting those grounds, which were not argued at the hearing. 

9
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rights of a parent to a child must conclusively show compliance with the statutory

criteria prescribed as a condition precedent for such termination.” (Citation and

punctuation omitted.) Dell v. Dell, 324 Ga. App. 297, 301 (1) (748 SE2d 703) (2013);

see In re M. D. F., 263 Ga. App. 50, 51 (587 SE2d 199) (2003). Accordingly, we

vacate the superior court’s decree and remand this case for a new hearing.

2. Because it will be relevant on remand, we will address the mother’s

argument that her federal due process rights were violated by the superior court’s

denial of her request for appointed counsel. 

Generally, civil litigants do not enjoy a constitutional right to appointed

counsel. See In Interest of B. R. F, 299 Ga. 294, 297 (788 SE2d 416) (2016); see

Turner v. Rogers, 564 U. S. 431, 441(III) (A) (131 SCt 2507, LEd2d 452) (2011).

And despite the significance of the right involved, “no indigent parent . . . has a

categorical constitutional right to the appointment of counsel” in termination

proceedings.11 In Interest of B. R. F, 299 Ga. at 298; see Lassiter v. Dept. of Social

11 We take this opportunity to note that at first glance, In Interest of C. H., 343
Ga. App. 1 (805 SE2d 637) (2017), may be read to imply a constitutional, as opposed
to statutory, right to appointed counsel in a dependency action (or other termination
proceeding). We caution practitioners, however, not to misread the holding in that
case; In the Interest of C. H. did not involve a request for the appointment of indigent
counsel. Rather, the case involved parents to a dependency proceeding who were
completely deprived of their right to legal representation–whether appointed or

10
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Svcs. of Durham County, N. C., 452 U. S. 18, 31-32 (II) (C) (101 SCt 2153, 68 LEd2d

640) (1981).12 

Nevertheless, Georgia’s legislature has mandated that, in termination

proceedings conducted under the Juvenile Code, an indigent parent has a statutory

otherwise. See id. at 10-11 (1) (b).

12 Contrary to the mother’s assertion, she was not entitled to appointed counsel
under the holding of Lassiter. The Lassiter Court recognized that, under certain
circumstances, the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment may entitle an
indigent parent to representation during a proceeding to terminate his or her parental
rights. See 452 U. S. at 27 (II) (B) (holding that to make the determination as to
whether due process requires the appointment of counsel in a termination proceeding,
the court must conduct a balancing test to weigh “the private interests at stake, the
government interests at stake, and the risk that the procedures will lead to erroneous
decisions”and then “set their net weight in the scales against the presumption that
there is a right to appointed counsel only where the indigent, if he is unsuccessful,
may lose his personal freedom”). Lassiter and its Georgia progeny, however, have
each involved cases initiated by state action. See In the Interest of B. R. F, 299 Ga.
294 (788 SE2d 416) (2016); Miller v. Deal, 295 Ga. 504 (761 Ga. 274) (2014);
Gibson v. Turpin, 270 Ga. 855 (513 SE2d 186) (1999); In Interest of M. G. W., 341
Ga. App. 475 (801 SE2d 102) (2017); In the Interest of J. C., 334 Ga. App. 526 (779
SE2d 734) (2015); In the Interest of S. M. B., 319 Ga. App. 125 (735 SE2d 122)
(2012). Because this case was initiated by the grandmother as a private adoption
action, we do not believe that the due process rights recognized in the holding of
Lassiter were implicated. Further, although the Supreme Court of Georgia has not yet
identified the proper case in which to consider whether the guarantee of due process
under the Georgia Constitution affords more procedural rights–including an indigent
parent’s right to appointed counsel in a civil proceeding–than does the United States
Constitution, the Court has stated in other contexts that “the process due under the
United States Constitution and the Georgia Constitution is the same.” Miller, 295 Ga.
at 514, n.11 (2).

11
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right to appointed counsel. See OCGA § 15-11-262 (a) (“A child and any other party

to a proceeding under this article shall have the right to an attorney at all stages of the

proceedings under this article.”); In Interest of B. R. F, 299 Ga. at 298 (recognizing

that, under the Juvenile Code, “the legislature has decided as a matter of statutory law

that a parent is entitled to the appointment of counsel during termination proceedings

if the parent is found to be indigent”); see also Nix, 236 Ga. at 795. As observed by

the superior court, however, that same statutory protection was not extended to an

indigent parent in adoption proceedings conducted pursuant to OCGA § 19-8-10,

despite the fact that those proceedings may ultimately end in the termination of his

or her parental rights. See OCGA § 19-8-1 et seq. But see Dell v. Dell, 324 Ga. App.

297 (748 SE2d 703) (2013) (physical precedent only). 

The propriety of that legislative decision is not for this Court to decide. See

generally Commonwealth Inv. Co. v. Frye, 219 Ga. 498, 499 (134 SE2d 39) (1963)

(“[T]he legislature, and not the courts, are empowered by the Constitution to decide

public policy, and to implement that policy by enacting laws.”). Rather, the only issue

before us is whether the mother had a constitutional or statutory right to the

appointment of counsel during the adoption hearing, and the law dictates that she did

12
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not. Consequently, the superior court’s refusal to appoint her an attorney was not

erroneous.13

3. We take this opportunity to address two additional issues in order to prevent

error on remand. 

(a) OCGA § 19-8-16 (a) provides that, 

[p]rior to the date set by the court for a hearing on the petition for

adoption, it shall be the duty of a child-placing agency appointed by the

court or any other independent agent appointed by the court to verify the

allegations in the petition for adoption, to make a complete and thorough

investigation of the entire matter, including a criminal records check of

each petitioner, and to report its findings and recommendations in

writing to the court where the petition for adoption was filed. 

In petitions filed pursuant to OCGA § 19-8-7, involving adoptions in which the

parents voluntarily surrender their child to a relative, the court has the discretion to

13 We note that the mother did have a constitutional right to be represented by
paid counsel if she so chose. See Ga. Const., Art. I, Sec. I, Para. XII (“No person shall
be deprived of the right to prosecute or defend, either in person or by an attorney, that
person’s own cause in any of the courts of this state.”); Nelms v. Georgian Manor
Condominium Assn., 253 Ga. 410, 413 (321 S.E.2d 330) (1984). Because of our
holding in Division 1, we need not address whether the superior court violated the
mother’s right to due process by failing to allow her the opportunity to retain an
attorney after denying her motion to appoint one. See In Interest of C. H., 343 Ga.
App. at 10-11 (1) (b).
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waive the inspection and report requirements. See OCGA § 19-8-16 (b). An

inspection and report are mandated, however, in cases involving relative adoption

petitions brought pursuant to OCGA § 19-8-10. See Cafagno v. Hagan, 213 Ga. App.

631, 632-33 (1) (b) (445 SE2d 380) (1994) (“OCGA § 19-8-16 (b) provides an

exception only in relative adoptions where surrender or termination of parental rights

has been obtained.”). 

Asserting that the adoption petition in this case was filed pursuant to OCGA

§ 19-8-7, the grandmother sought and received a waiver of the inspection and report

requirements. But because this case was actually brought and granted pursuant to

OCGA § 19-8-10, the statutorily-mandated inspection and report were required. See

Cafagno, 213 Ga. App. at 632-633 (1) (b). Consequently, the requirements of OCGA

§ 19-8-16 (a) should not have been waived, and on remand the inspection and report

should be completed. See id.

(b) In accordance with OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (2), after determining that the

mother significantly failed without justifiable cause to provide for the care and

support of the child during the one-year period immediately preceding the filing of

the petition, the superior court was required to assess whether granting the adoption

was in the child’s best interests. In the decree, the superior court summarized the
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grandmother’s testimony and accepted it as fact, then “adopt[ed] the findings of fact

made by the [juvenile court] as to the best interests of the minor child as part of its

determination that the adoption is in the best interests of the child at issue.” 

Contrary to the superior court’s holding, the juvenile court never engaged in

any substantive analysis to determine whether the child’s best interests were served

by placing him in the grandmother’s custody. Rather, the juvenile court simply noted

that “[a]ll the parties agreed it is in the best interest of the child to be in [the

grandmother’s] permanent custody.” Because the parties do not all agree that

adoption by the grandmother is in the child’s best interest, the superior court was

required to independently assess that issue. See OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (2); Ray v.

Hann, 323 Ga. App. 45, 50 (2) (746 SE2d 600) (2013) (vacating trial court’s adoption

decree and remanding case in part because “[t]he court’s conclusion that adoption

was in the child’s best interest [was] lacking in particularity”); Sauls v. Atchison, 316

Ga. App. 792, 795 (2) (730 SE2d 459) (2012) (“The decree must present more than

a mere legal conclusion which is not supported by mandatory findings of fact, or a dry

recitation that certain legal requirements have been met.”) (citation and punctuation

omitted). On remand, the trial court should state with particularity any facts that

15
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support its conclusion as to what is in the child’s best interests. See Ray, 323 Ga.

App. at 50 (2); Sauls, 316 Ga. App. at 795 (2). 

For these combined reasons, we vacate the superior court’s decree and remand

this case for additional proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

Judgment vacated and case remanded. Ellington, P. J., and Andrews, J.,

concur.
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A18A0353. STEELE v. STEELE.

BARNES, Presiding Judge.

Stephanie Steele (“biological mother”) appeals a judgment that, pursuant to

OCGA § 19-8-10 (b), terminated her parental rights to her biological child and

granted the adoption petition of the child’s stepmother, Sara Steele (“adoptive

mother”). The biological mother contends that the trial court erred by failing to

inform her of her right to counsel, engaging in ex parte communications, failing to

make express findings of fact, and entering judgment against her on insufficient

evidence. Because the biological mother has failed to demonstrate any reversible

error, we affirm.

The record reflects that the child was born in wedlock. When her parents

divorced on April 21, 2011, she was three years old. The father was awarded physical
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custody of the child, as well as final decision-making authority. The biological

mother was granted visitation that included every other weekend and alternating

major holidays; she also was ordered to pay $245 as monthly child support.1 Each

parent was granted telephone contact with the child when the child was with the other

parent. 

In 2012, the father married Sara Steele. And about four years later, on March

15, 2016, she filed petitions under Georgia’s Adoption Chapter2 seeking to terminate

the parental rights of the biological mother and to adopt the child. The adoption

petition was accompanied by the father’s sworn consent. 

Generally, a stepparent may adopt his or her spouse’s child only if the parent

whose rights will terminate with the adoption “voluntarily and in writing surrenders

all of his [or her] rights to the child to [the stepparent] for the purpose of enabling [the

stepparent] to adopt the child[.]” OCGA § 19-8-6 (a) (1); see Ray v. Hann, 323 Ga.

App. 45, 48 (2) (746 SE2d 600) (2013). But if that parent refuses to surrender his or

her parental rights, OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) provides that the court may nevertheless

1 The biological mother received a credit on child support in an amount that
paid what was owed until June or July 2012. 

2 See OCGA § 19-8-1 et seq.
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terminate the biological parent’s rights and grant the stepparent’s petition to adopt the

child where the trial court finds that the parent,

for a period of one year or longer immediately prior to the filing of the

petition for adoption, without justifiable cause, has significantly failed:

(1) To communicate or to make a bona fide attempt to communicate

with that child in a meaningful, supportive, parental manner; or (2) To

provide for the care and support of that child as required by law or

judicial decree[.]

OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (1). See Ray, 323 Ga. App. at 48-49 (2). “It is the petitioner[�s]

burden to prove that termination of the parental rights is warranted, including the lack

of justifiable cause.” (Citation and punctuation omitted.) Ray, 323 Ga. App. at 49 (2).

If the petitioner meets that burden of proof, then the court must also determine

whether the proposed adoption is in the best interest of the child. OCGA § 19-8-10

(b). See Ray, 323 Ga. App. at 49 (2).

In the instant case, given the adoptive mother’s petitions, the trial court

convened a series of hearings. Notice was sent to the parties that on June 29, 2016,

a hearing would be held on the termination petition; the petition alleged, inter alia,

that the biological mother had been using methamphetamine; that her last physical

contact with the child had been in mid-2014; that her last telephone contact with the

3
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child had been in December 2014; and that the biological mother had failed to

provide court-ordered support for the child. 

When that hearing convened as scheduled (“Termination Hearing”), the child

was 8 years old. The biological mother had not filed any response in the case, but she

appeared pro se at the hearing and expressed opposition to the petitions. When called

to the stand by the adoptive mother’s counsel, the biological mother acknowledged

that as part of the divorce decree, she was court-ordered to pay monthly child support,

but that she had not done so.3 She recounted that in early 2012, she began using

methamphetamine. And since 2013, she further recounted, she had not been “legally”

employed; as she explained at the hearing, “I was work – I was on the streets.” She

recalled that during that time, she was sometimes “staying at motels,” but otherwise

was “homeless on the streets.” 

In August 2014, the biological mother testified, her visitation with her child

was modified to require supervision. But since June 2014, the biological mother

admitted, she had not exercised any visitation rights. She further explained that she

had not tried to contact her child because most of the time, “I was either – high or

intoxicated – and I didn’t want to call her when I was – in that state.” In November

3 See, however, note 1, supra. 
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2015, she was arrested and jailed until late January 2016; the charges stemmed from

violating probation (relating to June 2015 offenses of DUI and giving false

information). She relayed that, as part of the disposition of that case, she was ordered

to undergo a year of rehabilitation. In January 2016, she moved to Missouri, where

she entered a rehabilitation program. At the time of the Termination Hearing, she had

completed about six months of the program, and she had begun volunteering at the

facility’s senior center. The biological mother was asked at the Termination Hearing,

“[D]o you feel like you’re in a position to be a mother to your child at this time?” She

answered, “Not at this point, no.” She stated that she was returning to Missouri later

that day, but posited that she could “probably travel here to visit with her [child].” 

At the end of the Termination Hearing, the trial judge announced that it

planned to “take this part under consideration,” then issue a written order, and

thereafter “take the evidence as far as the petition for adoption is concerned.” 

In an order entered July 5, 2016 (“Interim Order”), the trial court determined

that the adoptive mother had adduced at the Termination Hearing sufficient evidence

to satisfy both OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (1) and (2). The trial court set out its underlying

findings: the biological mother had no contact with the child since 2014; this lack of

contact was not caused by any circumstance beyond the biological mother’s control,

5
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but was due instead to her decision to partake in drugs, to live on the streets and in

various motels, and to earn money through illegal activities. In addition, the court set

forth that the biological mother had been court-ordered to pay child support, but

admittedly had not done so; and that such failure was similarly without justifiable

cause, ascertaining that the biological mother could have legally earned money and

paid child support or that she could have paid child support out of her illegal

earnings.4 Finally, the court noted in the Interim Order that the Termination Hearing

had not addressed the best interest of the child prong, and thus concluded its order

with: “[T]he Court finds that there is clear and convincing evidence that the parental

rights of [the biological mother] may be terminated but holds in abeyance a ruling

until there is clear and convincing evidence as to what is the best interest of the

child.” 

Counsel for the adoptive mother scheduled the next hearing, which convened

on August 18, 2016 in the judge’s chambers. The biological mother was not present

(nor represented). Thereafter, the court entered judgment on October 18, 2016 that

granted the adoptive mother’s petitions for termination and adoption. It was later

4 The court expressly took into account that the biological mother’s initial
credit went though mid-2012. See note 1, supra.

6
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determined, however, that the biological mother had not been notified of the in-

chambers hearings. The biological mother, who by that time had obtained counsel,

filed a motion for recusal of the trial judge and a motion for new trial. Rulings thereon

resulted in the trial judge being disqualified, the case transferred, the October 18,

2016 judgment vacated, and the case proceeding with a new evidentiary hearing on

the issue of whether adoption was in the child’s best interest. 

When the court subsequently convened such hearing on June 29, 2017, the

child’s father took the stand and reported that the child had turned 9 years old, was

going into the fourth grade, was excelling in school, and was enjoying playing sports

and engaging in various hobbies. He testified that his wife was a great mother to the

child, had supported the child, taken care of her, helped her with her homework, and

had “just always been there.” He asserted that he very much wanted his wife to adopt

the child, that their home had three bedrooms and two bathrooms, that they had

transportation, and that their family unit was financially stable. 

The adoptive mother took the stand. She described how she and the child’s

father coordinated their respective full-time jobs to accommodate the child’s needs

and schedule. She detailed that she routinely helped the child with her homework, 

that the child was an honor-roll student, that the child loved school, that she had many

7
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friends, and that she participated in dance and soccer. Her pediatric and dental visits

showed that she was a healthy child; and she was getting ready for braces. The

adoptive mother further expressed that because of their years together, she and the

child enjoyed a strong bond. 

The biological mother also took the stand. She updated the court that she had

left the rehabilitation program after 10 months. She had not completed the program;

nor had she obtained the sentencing court’s permission to discontinue the

rehabilitation. She further conceded that she had unsuccessfully tried rehabilitation

about six times before. She had left the most recent rehabilitation facility, she

explained, because she had become romantically involved with a man she had since

married; she was pregnant and expecting to deliver the baby in about 6 weeks. 

 The biological mother reported that her probationary period would not end for

another year, but that she remained in contact with her probation officer in Georgia.

She reported that she had not used any drugs since leaving the rehabilitation program,

and that her most recent drug tests had been negative. Additionally, she testified, her

volunteering at the senior center had led to a part-time job there, where she was

assisting the cooks and working with the meals-on-wheels program. When asked,

8
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“[D]o you feel at this point that you’re in a place where you’d be able to be

productive in supporting [the child]?” She answered, “Yes.” 

Thereafter, on July 14, 2017, the trial court entered the judgment that is on

appeal (“Final Order”). Therein, the court referenced the Interim Order, which found

that the adoptive mother had adduced sufficient evidence that the biological mother

had failed, as contemplated by OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (1) and (2), to communicate or

attempt to communicate with the child, and/or to provide for the child during the

relevant period. In the Final Order, the court went on to recite that on June 29, 2017,

it had conducted an evidentiary hearing on whether adoption would be in the child’s

best interest. The court then set out these findings of facts that it concluded amounted

to clear and convincing evidence that granting the adoptive mother’s petitions was

in the child’s best interest: the child’s father and adoptive mother were married; they

both worked and were financially stable; the child was in good health, doing well in

school, and was well adjusted; the child had a strong bond with the adoptive mother;

the adoptive mother was capable of providing the home that the child should have;

and the adoptive mother was physically, mentally, financially, and in all other

manners a fit and proper person to adopt the child. The court thus granted the

9
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adoptive mother’s petitions, thereby allowing her to adopt the child. This appeal

ensued.

1. Pointing to her pro se participation in the Termination Hearing, the

biological mother claims that she had been “unaware that she could request counsel

as an indigent and would have most likely qualified had she known she needed to.”

She thus charges the trial court with error by failing to inform her of her “right to

counsel” under OCGA § 15-11-262. 

That Code section provides that “[a] child and any other party to a proceeding

under this article [referring to the Termination of Parental Rights Article within the

Juvenile Code] shall have the right to an attorney at all stages of the proceedings

under this article.” (Emphasis supplied.) OCGA § 15-11-262 (a). Additionally, that

Code section provides that “[a] party other than a child shall be informed of his or her

right to an attorney prior to the adjudication hearing and prior to any other hearing at

which a party could be subjected to the loss of residual parental rights.” OCGA § 15-

11-262 (j). See generally In the Interest of B. R. F., 299 Ga. 294, 294, n. 1. (788 SE2d

416) (2016) (“The appointment of counsel in a termination of parental rights

proceeding is now codified at OCGA § 15-11-262 as part of the new Juvenile

Code.”); Nix v. Dept. of Human Resources, 236 Ga. 794, 795 (225 SE2d 306) (1976)

10
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(noting that the Juvenile Code “provides that a parent is entitled to have counsel

appointed to represent that parent in the [termination] proceeding if counsel cannot

be employed without undue financial hardship”).

However, in Johnson v. Hauck, 344 Ga. App. 848 (812 SE2d 303) (2018), this

Court clarified that the right to counsel provided by OCGA § 15-11-262 does not

extend to adoption proceedings pursued, as in the instant case, under OCGA § 19-8-

10.

Georgia’s legislature has mandated that, in termination proceedings

conducted under the Juvenile Code, an indigent parent has a statutory

right to appointed counsel. See OCGA § 15-11-262 (a) (“A child and

any other party to a proceeding under this article shall have the right to

an attorney at all stages of the proceedings under this article.”). . .

[H]owever, that same statutory protection was not extended to an

indigent parent in adoption proceedings conducted pursuant to OCGA

§ 19-8-10, despite the fact that those proceedings may ultimately end in

the termination of his or her parental rights. See OCGA § 19-8-1 et seq.

(Citations omitted.) Johnson, 344 Ga. App. 854 (2).5

5 Notably, OCGA § 19-8-10 (c) provides that a parent “may appear in the
pending adoption action and show cause why such parent’s rights to the child sought
to be adopted in that action should not be terminated by that adoption”; but that
statutory provision does not go on to establish the right to appointed counsel for an
indigent parent in the manner of OCGA § 15-11-262 (relied upon by the biological
mother).

11
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As this Court further resolved in Johnson, “[t]he propriety of that legislative

decision is not for this Court to decide. See generally Commonwealth Investment Co.

v. Frye, 219 Ga. 498, 499 (134 SE2d 39) (1963) (“[T]he legislature, and not the

courts, is empowered by the Constitution to decide public policy, and to implement

that policy by enacting laws.”).” Johnson, 344 Ga. App. at 854 (2). In light of the

foregoing, the biological mother’s contention – hinged on the applicability of OCGA

§ 15-11-262 – fails. “Since the adoption statutes do not require the appointing of an

attorney for the [parent], the trial court did not err in failing to [advise the biological

mother as to any rights to be] appoint[ed] an attorney pursuant to [OCGA § 15-11-

262].” Arrington v. Hand, 193 Ga. App. 457, 458 (4) (388 SE2d 52) (1989).6

2. The biological mother maintains that the trial judge engaged in ex parte

communications during that in-chambers hearing (after which that judge entered

judgment purportedly granting the adoptive mother’s petitions for termination and

adoption). The biological mother cites that she was not given notice of that hearing

6 Accord In the Interest of B. R. F., 299 Ga. at 297 (“The termination of
parental rights is a civil matter. Civil litigants typically do not enjoy a constitutional
right to counsel.”) (citations omitted); DeKalb County v. Adams, 272 Ga. 401, 403 (2)
(529 SE2d 610) (2000) (reasoning that the trial court “was not authorized to appoint
counsel to represent an indigent civil petitioner absent a statutory or constitutional
provision to compel payment with State or county funds”).

12
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and was neither present nor represented. She asserts that she had a right to be afforded

opportunity to be present at that hearing, because at that time, no order terminating

her parental rights had been entered. But given remedial actions taken in response to

the biological mother’s motions for recusal and for new trial, we find no reversible

error.

The record reveals that the biological mother raised this precise issue in a

motion seeking recusal of that judge. When that recusal motion was assigned to a

different judge, the assigned judge held a hearing, then entered an order finding these

facts:

[T]he trial judge [in question] relied upon the [adoptive mother’s]

attorney to notify the [biological mother] of the [in-chambers] hearing.

Although the [adoptive mother’s] attorney failed to do so, he

immediately took corrective action when he realized the failure by

informing the trial judge and having the hearing reset. 

The assigned judge then ascertained that the failure to give notice was “inadvertent,”

but nevertheless ruled that the in-chambers hearing amounted to ex parte

communications and that: “[T]he Motion to Recuse is hereby GRANTED and the trial

judge is hereby Disqualified from presiding over any further proceedings in this

13
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matter.” Accordingly, the instant case was transferred to a different judge for

decision on the biological mother’s then pending motion for new trial. 

At this point in the proceedings below, as mentioned above, the judge in

question had already entered judgment on October 18, 2016 granting the adoptive

mother’s petitions. So in her motion for new trial, the biological mother asserted

again that the in-chambers hearing had deprived her of her right to participate fairly

in this matter; and she explicitly requested that the October 18, 2016 judgment be set

aside and that she be granted a new trial. After a hearing, the trial court entered an

order recapping that the biological mother’s motion to recuse had been granted, that

the initial presiding judge was then disqualified from presiding over any further

proceedings, and that the case had accordingly been transferred. Turning to the merits

of the new trial motion, the trial court: (i) vacated the October 18, 2016 judgment;7

(ii) ruled that the Interim Order (entered prior to the in chambers hearing) was “not

vacated and remains in effect”; and (iii) announced that a new evidentiary hearing on

the best interest of the child would be held. And as the record confirms, such hearing

was conducted on June 29, 2017, after which the trial court entered the Final Order. 

7 See Prater v. State, 222 Ga. App. 486, 488 (474 SE2d 684) (1996) (“In civil
cases, orders improperly rendered without notice or the opportunity to be heard are
‘nugatory’ or a nullity.”). 
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At this juncture, the biological mother contends that the handling of the ex

parte communications did not go far enough, insisting that she was entitled to a new

trial on all matters. The biological mother has not, however, supported her position

with any authority mandating further relief; and we find none. The judge who ruled

on the recusal motion ascertained that the failure to give notice to the biological

mother had been inadvertent. Nevertheless, the judge in question was disqualified,

the October 18, 2016 judgment (entered by that judge) was vacated, the case was

transferred, and a new evidentiary hearing on the child’s best interest was conducted

(by a different judge). There is no dispute that the biological mother had ample notice

of that hearing, and the record confirms that she appeared with counsel. While the

Interim Order was left in effect, that order was entered before the in-chambers

hearing; and that entry was made only after a full evidentiary hearing (Termination

Hearing) at which the biological mother appeared and was afforded opportunity to be

heard. Indeed, the Interim Order clearly specified the evidence underlying the

determination that circumstances contemplated by OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (1) and (2)

had been demonstrated by the adoptive mother – and none of that evidence could

have stemmed from the (subsequent) in-chambers hearing.

15
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Given the foregoing, the biological mother has failed to show that the in-

chambers hearing mandated relief beyond that granted by the rulings on motions for

recusal and for new trial.8 See Ivey v. Ivey, 264 Ga. 435, 438 (3) (445 SE2d 258)

(1994) (rejecting for lack of harm a father’s complaint that the trial court considered

ex parte communications in ruling on custody, because although the trial court

admittedly received numerous letters and telephone calls from both of the parents’

friends and relatives regarding their respective parenting abilities, the trial court

clearly specified the evidence that it relied upon in deciding custody, and there was

“no indication in the record that the trial court gave any consideration to the ex parte

communications”); Arnau v. Arnau, 207 Ga. App. 696, 697 (1) (429 SE2d 116)

(1993) (reversing final order terminating father’s visitation rights, where after trial

on the merits of the mother’s modification petition, the trial court held an ex parte

meeting with a trial witness; yet leaving intact an interim consent order entered by

8 The biological mother suggests in her brief that some other ex parte
communication occurred. With respect to this suggestion, however, she has provided
no relevant record cite, has given no indication as to what might have been said and
under what circumstances, and has provided no legal analysis. To the extent the
suggestion was intended to be a claim of error, it is deemed abandoned. See Gardner
v. State, 289 Ga. App. 359, 359-360 (657 SE2d 288) (2008) (deeming as abandoned
claims of error not supported by citation to the record, citation of authority or
argument); Court of Appeals Rule 25 (c) (2).
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that trial court); Stinchcomb v. State, 192 Ga. App. 8, 10 (383 SE2d 609) (1989)

(explaining that any technical violation of the rule against ex parte communications

did not constitute ground for reversal of convictions, where trial judge at issue stated

that the complained-of ex parte communication with the assistant district attorney did

not include any discussion on the merits or facts of the case). Cf. State v. Wakefield,

324 Ga. App. 587, 594-595 (2) (c) (751 SE2d 199 (2013) (explaining that defendants

were entitled to new trial, where the presiding judge should have sua sponte recused

from each trial as a result of his sexual relationship with the public defender

representing either the defendants or their co-defendants). 

3. Finally, the biological mother challenges the Final Order on grounds that:

(a) the trial court failed to make express findings of fact; and (b) the evidence was

insufficient. 

(a) Express findings of fact. “In all cases wherein Code Section 19-8-10 is

relied upon by any petitioner as a basis for the termination of parental rights, the court

shall include in the decree of adoption appropriate findings of fact and conclusions

of law relating to the applicability of Code Section 19-8-10.” OCGA § 19-8-18 (b).

Accordingly, a judgment terminating parental rights and granting an adoption petition

“must present more than a mere legal conclusion which is not supported by

17
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mandatory findings of fact, or a dry recitation the certain legal requirements have

been met.” Sauls v. Atchison, 316 Ga. App. 792, 795-796 (2) (730 SE2d 459) (2012)

(concluding that the adoption decree lacked requisite findings of fact and conclusions

of law, given the “absence of any specific findings of fact to support the trial court’s

recitation of the language of the statute”) (emphasis in original); see Maynard v.

Brown, 276 Ga. App. 229, 230-231 (622 SE2d 901) (2005) (explaining that the

adoption decree lacked requisite findings of facts and conclusions of law, where

“decree stat[ed] in pertinent part only that ‘Petitioner has complied with all

formalities of law, the biological father has had no contact with the minor child for

at least two years, and that said proposed adoption is in the best interest of the

child’”).

Here, the biological mother makes a bare assertion that the Final Order failed

to provide specific findings of facts as to the child’s best interest.9 But our review of

the Final Order, which we have detailed above, confirms that this claim lacks merit.

The biological mother has misplaced reliance on Dell v. Dell, 324 Ga. App. 297, 301

(1) (748 SE2d 703) (2013) (determining that the order terminating parental rights was

9 The biological mother makes no claim that the trial court failed to set forth
factual findings as to the other factors required by OCGA § 19-8-10 (b) (1) and/or (2). 
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facially deficient because, among other reasons, the trial court’s conclusion that

adoption was in the child’s best interest “lacked particularity”). See generally Ray v.

Denton, 278 Ga. App. 69, 72-73 (2) (628 SE2d 180) (2006) (rejecting contention that

adoption decree was facially deficient, where the decree contained specific findings

of fact relating to the contested element).

(b) Sufficiency of the evidence. 

On appeal of a decision terminating parental rights, we determine

whether after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the

appellee, any rational trier of fact could have found by clear and

convincing evidence that the natural parent’s rights to custody have been

lost. We defer to the trial court’s findings unless the clear and

convincing standard is not met. In matters of adoption, the superior

court has a very broad discretion which will not be controlled by the

appellate courts except in cases of plain abuse.

(Citations and punctuation omitted.) Ray, 278 Ga. App. at 70 (1).

The biological mother claims that she presented evidence of her recovery,

employment, and overall progress in reforming her life; she claims that there was no

evidence that she would not be able to provide for the child sufficiently; and she

claims that any evidence favorable to the adoptive mother showed merely that the
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adoptive mother could provide the child with better financial, education, and moral

advantages. These claims are unavailing.

Viewed in the light most favorable to the adoptive mother, the evidence

authorized the trial court’s determination that, within the meaning of OCGA § 19-8-

10 (b), the biological mother had failed, for the requisite period and without

justification, to: (1) communicate or attempt to communicate with the child; and/or

(2) provide for the care and support of the child.

Justifiable cause for the failure to pay child support may be found in

situations where the parent has been unable to earn income due to

incarceration, mental illness, mental incapacity, hospitalization, or other

circumstances beyond his or her control. Each case must be decided on

its own circumstances.

(Citation and punctuation omitted.) In the Interest of Marks, 300 Ga. App. 239, 245

(2) (b) (684 SE2d 364) (2009). 

It was for the trial court, and not for the appellate court, to assess the

credibility of the witnesses and resolve contested factual issues. The trial

court is vested with significant discretion in making the determination

as to whether the parent’s failure to communicate with the child [and/or

failure to provide care and support] is excusable.

(Punctuation and footnotes omitted.) Sauls, 326 Ga. App. at 305 (2) (a).
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“With regard to the best interest test in adoption cases, the trial court has very

broad discretion with which this Court will not interfere except in cases of plain

abuse.” (Citation omitted.) Ray, 323 Ga. App. at 49 (2). “If there is any evidence to

support the trial court’s finding that the adoption is in the child’s best interest, such

finding will be affirmed.” (Citation and punctuation omitted.) McCurry v. Harding,

270 Ga. App. 416, 420 (4) (606 SE2d 639) (2004). Despite the biological mother’s

characterization of the evidence, we are required to view the evidence in the light

most favorable to the adoptive mother. Having done so, we find no abuse of

discretion. See Johnson v. Taylor, 292 Ga. App. 354, 358-359 (3) (665 SE2d 49)

(2008) (determining that evidence authorized finding that stepfather’s adoption was

in the child’s best interest, where the biological father had “very limited” contact with

the child and provided “virtually no financial or parental support” for the child for at

least one year preceding the filing of the adoption petition, and where the stepfather

had meanwhile been involved in the child’s daily life by participating in his activities,

teaching him skills, and generally functioning as a loving, concerned parent and the

stepfather had financially supported the child and demonstrated his ability to do so

in the future); McCurry, 270 Ga. App. at 420 (4) (determining that evidence

authorized finding that stepfather’s adoption was in the children’s best interest, where
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their biological father had failed to contact or support them for a period longer than

one year prior to the filing of the adoption petition, and where the stepfather had

meanwhile held jobs and provided for the children’s financial needs and had also

developed with the children a close, loving relationship). 

The biological mother’s challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence is without

merit. See, e. g., Ray, 278 Ga. App. at 70-72 (1) (affirming judgment terminating a

biological father’s parental rights and allowing stepfather’s adoption pursuant to

OCGA § 19-8-10, where the biological father made no child support payments for the

one year immediately before the filing of the petition, and, while the father was

incarcerated for a part of that period, the support payments were sporadic even before

the incarceration, and where the adoptive parent and the child were close and the

adoptive parent was capable and willing to take parental responsibility of the child).

Judgment affirmed. Reese, J., concurs fully. McMillian, J., concurs fully in

Divisions1, 2, and 3 (b), and in  judgment only in Division 3 (a).*

*DIVISION 3 (a) OF THIS OPINION IS PHYSICAL PRECEDENT ONLY.

SEE COURT OF APPEALS RULE 33.2 (a).
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H A R B E N ,  H A R T L E Y  &  H A W K I N S ,  L L P
S T A C E Y  S U B E R - D R A K E ,  E S Q .

G E O R G I A  D E P A R T M E N T  O F  E D U C A T I O N

S a p h i r v .  B r o w a r d  
C o u n t y
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2 0 1 8  W L  3 6 4 1 7 1 9  
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Saphir v. Broward County
Public Schools,

2018 WL 3641719 (11th Cir. July 31, 2018)

• Allegations that special education 
paraprofessional flirted, held hands with, 
and put her arms around male special 
education student in inappropriate 
manner

• Plaintiff claims teacher at dance did not 
take sufficient steps to stop 
paraprofessional

• Plaintiff claims when allegations were 
reported to special education director, 
student was retaliated against (for years 
after the dance)

• Two years after the dance, student 
reported to therapist that the 
paraprofessional had also touched him 
sexually

• At that point, paraprofessional put on 
leave and then resigned

• Court considered whether the teacher 
was an “appropriate person” to receive 
knowledge and to take corrective action 
under Title IX

Saphir v. Broward County
Public Schools,

2018 WL 3641719 (11th Cir. July 31, 2018)

• “Whether a particular school employee is an appropriate 
person is ‘necessarily a fact-based inquiry because officials’ 
roles vary among school districts.’”

• “While [the assistant principal]’s response may have been 
imperfect, it did not amount to deliberate indifference.”

4
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K . J .  &  C . S .  v .  H e n r y  
C o .  S c h .  D i s t . ,  

C a s e  N o .  1 : 1 8 - C V - 0 4 2 5 1  
( N . D .  G A  2 0 1 8 )

5

K.J. and C.S. v. Henry County
School District ,

Case No. 1:18-CV-04251 (N.D. Ga. 2018)

• Family moved into the district after losing home to foreclosure, then evicted from next residence, 
and had to move to a hotel.

• After recognizing students as homeless for that school year, district notified family that homeless 
status would end on the last day of the school year because the family was moving to another 
district to permanently live with the grandparents.

• During the summer, mother filed affidavits claiming that the family was living with a friend in the 
school district.

• Students were assigned to schools based on new residency but wanted to attend their “school of 
choice” based on homeless status.

• Mom filed suit and sought a preliminary injunction.

• District court granted the preliminary injunction compelling school district to re-enroll students in 
their “schools of origin” for approximately a month while questions about their eligibility under the 
McKinney-Vento Act were determined.
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K.J. and C.S. v. Henry County
School District ,

Case No. 1:18-CV-04251 (N.D. Ga. 2018)

• The court determined that whether or not the brothers 
“ultimately qualified as homeless pursuant to the Act is not the 
pertinent merits question” before the court.  

• Instead, the court determined that because the issue continued 
to be on appeal or in litigation, the Act required “stay put,” 
which entitled the students to remain in their school of choice.

J a c k s o n  v .  
M c C u r r y ,

3 0 3  F . S u p p .  3 d  1 3 6 7
( M . D .  G a .  2 0 1 7 )  

8
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Jackson v. McCurry,
303 F.Supp. 3d 1367 (M.D. Ga. 2017) 

• In response to allegations that a student was bullying or making fun of another student by text, 
an administrator told student to unlock her phone and give it to him so he could check 
messages.

• Later, student claimed she had not given permission and the search violated 4th Amendment 
rights.

• Relying on U.S. Supreme Court’s authority involving search of students, the court determined 
that administrator had reasonable suspicion that student was violating rules against harassment 
and that searching texts would reveal evidence of that.

Jackson v. McCurry,
303 F.Supp. 3d 1367 (M.D. Ga. 2017) 

• Student’s father’s reaction to the incident resulted in him being banned by the superintendent 
from coming to the school or attending extracurricular activities. 

• There were two exceptions: he could pick up/drop off his daughter at school and attend her 
volleyball games so long as he stayed in designated area.

• He attended senior night based on these exceptions, but two administrators, who were aware 
of the ban but not of the exceptions, removed him from the event.  

• Court granted summary judgment to the administrators based on their good faith belief that a 
criminal trespass warning had been issued even if didn’t apply to specific situation.
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G . H .  v .  M c D u f f i e  
C o u n t y

B d .  o f  E d u c . ,
C a s e  N o .  2 0 1 8 - 3 3  

( S B O E )

11

G.H. v. McDuffie County
Board of Education

Case No. 2018-33 (SBOE)

• A student reported to assistant principal that G.H. had threatened him.

• An investigation was conducted, and it was determined that several students had engaged in an 
online chat group where allegedly various threats were made.

• G.H. was charged with threats/intimidation, but the charge form did not contain the district’s 
code of conduct rule number, language of the rule, or a copy of the rule that G.H. allegedly 
violated.

• At the hearing, the school admitted that it lacked corroboration and specificity as to the time, 
place, and exact content of the threats.  

• Plus, over the objections of G.H., copies of the alleged partial transcripts from the online chat 
group were admitted. 

• G.H. was found guilty and expelled until the end of the school year.
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G.H. v. McDuffie County
Board of Education

Case No. 2018-33 (SBOE)

• “Local boards of education generally do not have jurisdiction over off-campus 
misconduct.”

• Georgia law, however, requires local boards of education to adopt a policy 
prohibiting bullying, including cyberbullying, whether on or off-campus, and a policy 
that addresses certain off-campus misconduct. 

• Copies of neither policy were admitted into evidence, and there was no evidence 
to indicate that G.H. had committed cyberbullying or a potential felony as 
required under the statute for off-campus misconduct.

• Furthermore, the form notice was insufficient to allow G.H. to defend himself.

N . D .  v .  H e n r y  
C o u n t y  B d .  o f  

E d u c . ,
C a s e  N o .  2 0 1 8 -

0 9 , ( S B O E ) ;
R . S .  v .  H e n r y  

C o u n t y  B d .  o f  
E d u c . ,

C a s e  N o .  2 0 1 8 - 1 1  
( S B O E )

14
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N.D. v. Henry County Bd. of Educ.,
Case No. 2018-09 (SBOE); 

R.S. v. Henry County Bd. of Educ., 
Case No. 2018-11 (SBOE)

• Both cases involved tribunal decisions to expel middle school students for making threats. 

• After a football game, a series of Snapchat messages escalated from threats to beat each other 
in sports to threats to beat each other physically to threats to “shoot up” the rival school.

• Students attempted to walk back the threats, claimed they were joking, with one student even 
apologizing, but one student, who attended the rival school, was afraid and reported the 
comments to her mother.

• In response to the Snapchat messages, the school made arrangements for additional security at 
the upcoming softball and football games between the rival schools.

• The school moved forward with disciplinary hearings, and both students were found guilty of 
terroristic threats.

N.D. v. Henry County Bd. of Educ.,
Case No. 2018-09 (SBOE); 

R.S. v. Henry County Bd. of Educ., 
Case No. 2018-11 (SBOE)

• Question on Appeal:  Were the threats made “with the purpose of terrorizing another”? 
(language in the code of conduct and in criminal code)

• There was no direct evidence that the students intended to terrorize other students.

• However, the State Board found circumstantial evidence from which the hearing officer could 
have found that the purpose of the threat to was terrorize another person.  

• Specifically, the students were angry, the threat was taken seriously, and other students who 
saw the post were afraid.

• The circumstantial evidence was determined to be enough evidence of intent and sufficient for 
the State Board to uphold the decision.
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A . H .  v .  H o u s t o n  
C o u n t y  B d .  O f  

E d u c . ,  
C a s e  N o .  2 0 1 8 - 2 9  

( S B O E )

17

A.H. v. Houston County Bd. Of Educ., 
Case No. 2018-29 (SBOE)

• Because she smelled of marijuana, A.H. was 
sent to the assistant principal’s office.

• A.H. consented to a search, and no 
marijuana was found.

• She initially denied smoking marijuana both 
in her oral and written statements.

• After feeling pressured, she admitted to 
smoking with her boyfriend before school.

• Later,  A.H. recanted saying that she had not 
smoked, but rather it was her boyfriend.

• As part of the investigation, the school 
resource officer contacted the local police 
department.

• Several sobriety tests were conducted, and 
the police officer determined that A.H. was 
not under the influence of marijuana.  

• Also, the officer did not detect an odor of 
marijuana on the student.

• The officer’s findings were reported to the 
assistant principal and school resource 
officer.

• The school did not inform A.H. or her 
parents of the officer’s findings.

• A.H. was charged with being under the 
influence of marijuana at school.
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A.H. v. Houston County Bd. Of Educ., 
Case No. 2018-29 (SBOE)

• The State Board of Education reversed the decision.

• Most persuasive was that A.H. called as a witness in her disciplinary hearing the officer from 
the police department who evaluated her.

• The officer, who is certified in field sobriety and drug recognition, was the only person to 
testify as to whether A.H. was under the influence of marijuana. 

• His testimony was that A.H. was not under the influence of marijuana, that he did not detect 
the odor of marijuana, and he would not have charged her with a crime.

K . N .  v .  H e n r y  
C o u n t y

B o a r d  o f  
E d u c a t i o n

C a s e  N o .  2 0 1 8 - 3 5  
( S B O E )

20
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K.N. v. Henry County
Board of Education

Case No. 2018-35 (SBOE)

• “In the administrative setting, the prohibition is not against the 
admission of hearsay evidence, but is, instead, against the 
reliance on hearsay evidence standing alone.  Thus, if the only 
evidence presented to establish a fact is hearsay evidence, then 
the fact cannot be deemed to have been established.”

D u r b o w v .  C o b b  
C o u n t y  S c h .  D i s t . ,  

8 8 7  F . 3 d  1 1 8 2  
( 1 1 t h C i r .  2 0 1 8 )

22
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Durbow v. Cobb County Sch. Dist ., 
887 F.3d 1182 (2018)

• C.D. was diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (“ADHD”) in elementary 
school.

• C.D.’s academic career included accelerated courses and participation in a magnet program.

• Despite these successes, his academic performance plummeted his senior year.

• Parents filed a due process request alleging that the school district failed to identify and 
evaluate C.D. in violation of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ("IDEA") and Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act and had deprived C.D. of a free appropriate education (“FAPE”) 
under IDEA.

• Following an administrative hearing, the administrative law judge ruled in favor of the school 
district on all IDEA issues.

Durbow v. Cobb County Sch. Dist ., 
887 F.3d 1182 (2018)

• Parents then filed suit in federal court raising their 504 and Americans with Disabilities Act 
(“ADA”) claims.

• District Court dismissed finding a failure to exhaust administrative remedies and applying the 
Fry decision based on the fact that the claims clearly involved an alleged denial of FAPE.

– Fry v. Napoleon Community Schools, 137 S.Ct. 743 (2017).

• Parents appealed. 

• The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with the district court and refused to consider 
the 504 and ADA claims.

• As to the IDEA appeal, the Court held…
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Durbow v. Cobb County Sch. Dist ., 
887 F.3d 1182 (2018)

• “…his problem in this litigation is that he was not ‘a child with a 
disability’ because he did not, on account of ADHD, require special 
education.”

• He met and exceeded academic expectations, none of his teachers 
felt he needed or would benefit from special education, and the 
problems he had his senior year were not inconsistent with those 
encountered by other students in demanding academic programs.
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ETHICS UPDATE 2018 
Office of the General Counsel 

State Bar of Georgia 
104 Marietta St. NW Suite 100 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
www.gabar.org 

404/527-8720 or 1/800-334-6865 
 
 The rules governing lawyer conduct are subject to constant revision.  This paper describes 

recent changes to the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct and other Bar Rules, trends in lawyer 

disciplinary investigations and prosecutions, and new advisory opinions interpreting the Rules. 

Disciplinary Statistics 

 The Bar received 3142 requests for Grievance forms between May 1, 2017, and  

April 30, 2018.  The number of Grievances actually received was 1991, a slight increase from the 

1842 received in the previous year.  The number of cases sent to the Investigative Panel increased 

from 188 to 193.  At the end of the process, the Supreme Court of Georgia and the Investigative 

Panel imposed discipline in 124 cases.   

Formal Advisory Opinions 

 In the Fall of 2016, the Formal Advisory Opinion Board issued an opinion on the following 

question:  May a sole practitioner use a firm name that includes “group,” “firm,” or “& 

Associates”?  The question is whether use of those terms in the firm name of a sole practitioner is 

misleading, and thus in violation of Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct 7.1 and 7.5.  The Board 

found it misleading for a sole practitioner to use the terms “group” or “& Associates,” but did not 

find a violation with a sole practitioner’s use of the word “firm” in the firm name.  Formal 

Advisory Opinion No. 16-3 is an opinion of the Formal Advisory Opinion Board and is binding on 
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the requestor and the State Bar of Georgia.  It is not binding on the Supreme Court of Georgia, 

which shall treat the opinion as persuasive authority only. 

 The Formal Advisory Opinion Board revisited two earlier opinions following amendments 

to the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct.  Formal Advisory Opinion No. 03-2 addressed 

whether the obligation of confidentiality described in Rule 1.6, Confidentiality of Information, 

applies as between jointly represented clients.  The Board issued a redrafted opinion as 16-1 and 

withdrew FAO No. 03-2. 

 The Board also redrafted FAO 10-2 in light of amendments to the rules.  The question 

posed in that opinion is whether an attorney who has been appointed to serve both as legal counsel 

and as guardian ad litem for a child in a termination of parental rights case may advocate 

termination over the child’s objection.   On April 16, 2018, the Supreme Court of Georgia 

approved Formal Advisory Opinion 16-2, concluding when it becomes clear that there is an 

irreconcilable conflict between the child's wishes and the attorney's considered opinion of the 

child's best interests, the attorney must withdraw from the role as the child's guardian ad litem. The 

Court simultaneously withdrew FAO 10-2. 

Rules Changes 

On January 12, 2018 the Supreme Court of Georgia entered an order approving substantial 

revisions to the process for investigating and prosecuting disciplinary cases.  The rules went into 

effect on July 1, 2018.   The revised process: 

• Gives the Office of the General Counsel (“OGC”) authority to begin an 

investigation upon receipt of credible information that a lawyer’s conduct has 

violated the Rules of Professional Conduct. The current process requires the Office 

to receive a written grievance before beginning an investigation. 

• The OGC may use investigative subpoenas during the informal screening process, 

with permission from the Chair of the State Disciplinary Board. 
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• The State Disciplinary Board may refer a lawyer for evaluation if there are signs of 

mental illness, cognitive impairment or addiction.  A lawyer who does not cooperate 

with the referral may be considered for expedited action under the procedures for 

emergency suspension cases. 

• Members of the disciplinary panels will be reimbursed for their reasonable expenses 

in volunteering to serve on the Panels. 

• The Supreme Court will appoint a new pool of special masters to hear disciplinary 

cases, and they will be paid an hourly rate set by the Court. 

• The entire process will operate under strict time deadlines. 

These proposals should improve and streamline the process so that cases move more 

smoothly, and so that respondent lawyers who are impaired may be directed to treatment faster. 

By order dated November 2, 2016, the Supreme Court approved revisions to Georgia Rules 

of Professional Conduct 1.7, 4.4 and 5.3.  

• Rule 1.7 now provides an exception to the conflicts rules so that a part-time 

prosecutor may represent criminal defendants in courts other than those in which he 

or she has prosecutorial authority.   

• Rule 4.4 now requires a lawyer who receives a document or electronically stored 

information that was inadvertently sent to notify the sender he has received the 

document.  The rule does not require the recipient of the information to return the 

document, to stop reading the document or to destroy it.   

• Rule 5.3 as it relates to suspended and disbarred lawyers working in a law office 

was clarified. 
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The Supreme Court entered an order on July 9, 2015 approving several changes to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.  Most of the changes are simple housekeeping amendments.  The 

substantive amendments include: 

• A change to Rule 4-403 which allows the publishing of proposed formal advisory 

opinions on the Bar’s website as an alternative to the Georgia Bar Journal. 

• A change to Rule 3.5 adding subpart (c) and comment 7, which prohibit 

communication with a juror or prospective juror after discharge of the jury under 

certain circumstances. 

• An amendment to Rule 5.4 that allows a Georgia lawyer to provide legal services to 

a client while working with other lawyers or law firms practicing in and organized 

under the rules of jurisdictions which allow Alternative Business Structures (ABS).  

An ABS has lawyer and non-lawyer owners and is typically located in a foreign 

country.  Under this rule change, a Georgia lawyer working with an ABS would not 

be participating in unethical fee-sharing.  

• An amendment to Rule 7.3 that does away with the requirement that the Bar 

“certify” lawyer referral services and instead requires lawyers to use only services 

that meet certain requirements. 

• Changes to Rule 4-213 providing that a special master may require the Bar to pay 

for a copy of the hearing transcript for a respondent who has demonstrated an 

inability to pay.   

Please remember that the current version of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct and 

archived issues of the Georgia Bar Journal are always available on the State Bar website, 

www.gabar.org.    

 

Trust Account Overdraft Notification Program 
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 The Office of the General Counsel has operated a Trust Account Overdraft Notification 

Program since January 1996.  The program requires banks to notify the State Bar of Georgia when 

a lawyer’s escrow account check is presented against insufficient funds.   The purpose of the 

program is to stop the theft of client funds by providing a mechanism for early detection of 

problems in the escrow account. 

 During the 2017-2018 reporting year, the Overdraft Notification Program received 274 

overdraft notices from financial institutions approved as depositories for Georgia attorney trust 

accounts. A total of 196 files were dismissed based on the receipt of satisfactory responses 

following the initial State Bar inquiry, 16 files were forwarded to the Investigative Panel of the 

State Disciplinary Board for possible disciplinary action, and 6 files were referred to the Law 

Practice Management Program to provide the lawyer with information about proper management 

of an IOLTA account. 

Pro Hac Vice Admission 

On September 4, 2014 the Supreme Court amended the rules regarding pro hac vice 

admission to revise the fee structure for admission.  The applicant must pay a $75 fee to the Bar 

each time he applies for admission.  In addition, the applicant must pay an annual fee of $200, and 

must pay that amount every year by January 15th if he is still admitted pro hac vice before any 

court in Georgia.  The annual fee is also paid to the Bar, and a portion is transferred to the Georgia 

Bar Foundation to support the delivery of legal services to the poor.   

The Office of the General Counsel may object to the application or request that the court 

impose conditions to its being granted.  Among other reasons, the Bar may object to an application 

if the lawyer has a history of discipline in his home jurisdiction, or if the lawyer has appeared in 

Georgia courts so frequently that he should become a member of the bar in this state.  Lawyers 

admitted pro hac agree to submit to the authority of the State Bar of Georgia and the Georgia 

courts.  During the period May 1, 2017 through April 30, 2018, the Office of the General Counsel 
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reviewed 788 pro hac vice applications.  Of the $335,060 collected, the Georgia Bar Foundation 

received $270,000. 

ABA Opinions of Interest 

 Although Formal Advisory Opinions issued by the American Bar Association are not 

binding in Georgia, they provide useful advice about application of the Model Rules of 

Professional Conduct to a particular set of facts.  The Office of the General Counsel will look to the 

ABA opinions for guidance where our rule is similar to the ABA Model and where there is no 

Georgia-specific advice.  The American Bar Association has recently issued the following opinions 

of interest: 

• Formal Opinion 484: “A Lawyer’s Obligations When Clients Use Companies or Brokers to 

Finance the Lawyer’s Fee” (November 27, 2018) 

• Formal Opinion 483: “Lawyers’ Obligations After an Electronic Data Breach or 

Cyberattack” (October 17, 2018) 

• Formal Opinion 482: “Ethical Obligations Related to Disasters” (September 19, 2018) 

• Formal Opinion 481: “A Lawyer’s Duty to Inform a Current or Former Client of the 

Lawyer’s Material Error” (April 17, 2018) 

• Formal Opinion 480: “Confidentiality Obligations for Lawyer Blogging and Other Public 

Commentary” (March 6, 2018) 

• Formal Opinion 479:  The “Generally Known” Exception to Former-Client Confidentiality 

(December 15, 2017) 

• Formal Opinion 478:  Independent Factual Research by Judges via the Internet (December 

8, 2017) 

• Formal Opinion 477R:  Confidentiality Obligations when Communicating with Clients 

Electronically (May 11, 2017; revised May 22, 2017) 
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• Formal Opinion 476: Confidentiality Issues when Moving to Withdraw for Nonpayment of  
 
Fees in Civil Litigation (December 19, 2016) 
 

• Formal Opinion 475: Safeguarding Fees That Are Subject to Division With Other Counsel  
 
(December 7, 2016) 
 

• Formal Opinion 474:  Whether it is Appropriate to Accept a Referral Fee for Work Referred 

Because of a Conflict of Interest (April 21, 2016) 

• Formal Opinion 473:  Obligations Upon Receiving a Subpoena for Client Documents or 

Information (February 17, 2016) 

• Formal Opinion 472: Communication with Person Receiving Limited-Scope Legal 

Services (November 30, 2015) 

• Formal Opinion 471:  Ethical Obligations of Lawyer to Surrender Papers and Property to 

 Which Former Client is Entitled (July 1, 2015) 

The ABA’s practice is to leave new opinions posted on the public portion of their site for 

about a year.  After that, there is a charge if you wish to access an opinion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last Updated November 2018 
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Professionalism: 
Dealing with Clients 

ICLE Child Protection Seminar – January 
Randee J. Waldman
Emory Law School
rwaldm2@emory.edu

Ethics vs. Professionalism
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Ethics vs. Professionalism

Ethics
� “Law of Lawyering”

� Rules of Professional Conduct

� Malpractice Avoidance

� Focus on misconduct or the negative 
dimensions of lawyering 

Professionalism
� Aspirations of the profession

� How lawyers should behave

� Focus on conduct that strengthens the 
dignity, honor, and integrity of the legal 
system

". . . the idea that ethics is a minimum standard which is required of all lawyers while 
professionalism is a higher standard expected of all lawyers."

-- Former Georgia Supreme Court Chief Justice Harold Clarke 

Lawyer’s Creed
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A LAWYER'S CREED

To my clients, I offer faithfulness, competence, diligence, and 
good judgment. I will strive to represent you as I would want to 
be represented and to be worthy of your trust.

To the opposing parties and their counsel, I offer fairness, 
integrity, and civility. I will seek  reconciliation and, if we fail, I 
will strive to make our dispute a dignified one.

To the courts, and other tribunals, and to those who assist them, 
I offer respect, candor, and courtesy. I will strive to do honor to 
the search for justice.

To my colleagues in the practice of law, I offer concern for your 
welfare. I will strive to make our association a professional 
friendship. 

To the profession, I offer assistance. I will strive to keep our 
business a profession and our profession a calling in the spirit of 
public service. 

To the public and our systems of justice, I offer service. I will 
strive to improve the law and our legal system, to make the law 
and our legal system available to all, and to seek the common 
good through the representation of my clients.

A Lawyer’s Creed:  To My Clients

To my clients, I offer:

� Faithfulness

� Competence

� Diligence

� Good judgment. 

I will strive to represent you as I would want to be represented and to be worthy of your trust.
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Faithfulness

� [The plan is to use “poll everywhere” on these four slides to create a word cloud --- free 
association about what these words mean to us as a group, followed by dialogue about 
the meaning of the words and how to implement these ideals]

Competence

� [The plan is to use “poll everywhere” on these four slides to create a word cloud --- free 
association about what these words mean to us as a group, followed by dialogue about 
the meaning of the words and how to implement these ideals]
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Diligence

� [The plan is to use “poll everywhere” on these four slides to create a word cloud --- free 
association about what these words mean to us as a group, followed by dialogue about 
the meaning of the words and how to implement these ideals]

Good Judgment 

� [The plan is to use “poll everywhere” on these four slides to create a word cloud --- free 
association about what these words mean to us as a group, followed by dialogue about 
the meaning of the words and how to implement these ideals]
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Aspirational ideals

General Aspirations Ideals

As a lawyer, I will aspire:

(a) To put fidelity to clients and, through clients, to the common good, before selfish 
interests.

(b) To model for others, and particularly for my clients, the respect due to those we call 
upon to resolve our disputes and the regard due to all participants in our dispute resolution 
processes.

(h) To achieve the excellence of our craft, especially those that permit me to be the 
moral voice of clients to the public in advocacy while being the moral voice of the public to 
clients in counseling. Good lawyering should be a moral achievement for both the lawyer 
and the client.
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Specific Aspirational Ideals: Clients

As to clients, I will aspire:
(a) To expeditious and economical achievement of all client objectives.
(b) To fully informed client decision-making. As a professional, I should:

(1) Counsel clients about all forms of dispute resolution;
(2) Counsel clients about the value of cooperation as a means towards the productive resolution of 

disputes;
(3) Maintain the sympathetic detachment that permits objective and independent advice to clients;
(4) Communicate promptly and clearly with clients; and,
(5) Reach clear agreements with clients concerning the nature of the representation.

(c)  To fair and equitable fee agreements [details omitted]
(d) To comply with the obligations of confidentiality and the avoidance of conflicting loyalties in a manner 

designed to achieve the fidelity to clients that is the purpose of these obligations.

Hypotheticals
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Hypothetical

� You represent a client in a special education hearing.  The statute mandates that you 
have a resolution meeting within a certain timeframe. Opposing counsel requests an extra 
couple of days to hold the meeting.  Your client is angry that things have gone this far, 
and does not wish to grant the extra time.  How do you advise your client?

Aspirational Ideal

• To model for others, and particularly for my 
clients, the respect due to those we call upon to 
resolve our disputes and the regard due to all 
participants in our dispute resolution process

As a lawyer, 
I will aspire 

to:

•Counsel clients about the value of 
cooperation as a means towards the 
productive resolution of disputes

As a 
professional, 

I should:
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Hypothetical

� You represent a client in a dependency hearing.  You are fairly certain that the allegations 
don’t arise to the level of dependency, and that a judge should not enter an 
adjudication.  However, you know that the family unit would benefit from extra services.  
What steps do you take?

Aspirational Ideal

•Maintain the sympathetic 
detachment that permits 
objective and independent 
advice to clients

As a 
professional, 

I should:
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Hypothetical

� You have a friendly relationship with opposing counsel. You have known each other for 
years and often socialize outside of work. Your client is extremely distrustful of the 
government and all stakeholders in the judicial system, including you as a state employee. 
You have worked hard to build a relationship with your client. She has expressed some 
frustration at the civility that you have shown toward the court and opposing counsel. She 
tells you that she thinks that you are working with the government and that opposing 
counsel is taking advantage of you. She wants you to start being a little "tougher" and to 
file more motions.  What should you do?

Aspirational Ideal

• To model for others, and particularly for my clients, 
the respect due to those we call upon to resolve 
our disputes and the regard due to all participants 
in our dispute resolution process

As a lawyer, 
I will aspire:

• To comply with the obligations of confidentiality 
and the avoidance of conflicting loyalties in a 
manner designed to achieve the fidelity to 
clients that is the purpose of these obligations

As a lawyer, 
I will aspire:
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Remember: There is a menu of 
valued options! 

Look to the Chief Justice’s 
Commission on Professionalism for 

guidance. 
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Remember: There is a menu of 
valued options! 

Look to the Chief Justice’s 
Commission on Professionalism for 

guidance. 
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1:15 UPDATES TO THE FEDERAL FAMILIES FIRST   
  PROTECTION SERVICES ACT
  Melissa Carter, Barton Child Law & Policy Center,  
  Atlanta
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Family First Prevention 
Services Act

(Pub. L. 115-123)

OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF IMPLEMENTATION 
OPPORTUNITIES

1

Most significant federal child welfare legislation in 
decades with potential to dramatically change child 
welfare systems throughout the country 

Substantial changes to federal child welfare financing –
new resources available, new restrictions on 
reimbursement

Varied implementation timelines with some changes 
effective now 

Many new requirements on state and tribal child welfare 
agencies 

Reforms may require state and tribal legislative and 
regulatory changes

Overview of FFPSA
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Summary of FFPSA
Investing in (time-limited) prevention and family services
Ensuring the necessity of a placement that is not a foster family 
home

Ensuring the quality of residential treatment
Other changes
◦ Modifications and reauthorization of Title IV-B (Child Welfare 

Services and the Promoting and Safe and Stable Families 
Programs)

◦ Modification to Chafee Foster Care Independence Program

New state plan, reporting and data collection requirements

4

Investing in Prevention and Family Services
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6

“Candidates” for foster care

Pregnant and parenting youth in foster care

Birth parents, adoptive parents, relative and non-relative guardians 
of candidates for foster care and of pregnant and parenting youth

Eligible Children and Parents

7

Definition: A candidate for foster care is a child who is identified in a prevention 
plan as being at imminent risk of entering foster care but who can remain safely in 
the child’s home or in a kinship placement as long as services or programs that are 
necessary to prevent the entry of the child into foster care are provided. 
– HHS considers the terms "serious risk of removal" and "imminent risk of 

removal" to be synonymous and States may also use alternate, equivalent, 
descriptions.

Documentation: A State must document that it has determined that a child is a 
candidate for foster care pursuant to one of three acceptable methods: 
– A case plan that identifies foster care as the goal absent preventative services; 
– An eligibility form used to document the child's eligibility for title IV-E; or 
– Evidence of court proceedings related to the child's removal from the home. 

“Candidate” for Foster Care
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8

Aftercare: A child who is reunified, adopted/placed with legal 
guardian or transferred to a relative may be considered a candidate 
if the services or supports provided to the family can be considered 
the State agency's reasonable efforts to prevent the child's removal 
from the home and re-entry into foster care. 

Length of candidacy:  HHS does not prescribe the maximum length 
of time a child may be considered a candidate; however, a State 
must document its justification for retaining a child in candidate 
status for longer than six months.

"Candidate” for Foster Care

Eligible Services and Programs

Types of prevention services for candidates

• Mental health services

• Substance abuse prevention and treatment

• “In-home” parent skill-based programs

Other services funded

• Kinship Navigator programs 

• Foster care maintenance costs for children living with parents in 
licensed residential substance abuse treatment programs 
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Eligible Services and Programs
Additional requirements or limitations

• Specified in advance in the child’s prevention plan

• No more than 12 months (per candidate episode)

• Must meet certain evidence-based requirements

• Must be trauma-informed
• Services must be provided by a qualified clinician

• State must meet outcome assessment and reporting 
requirements

• Evaluation strategy included in state’s 5-year plan

11

Promising, supported, well-supported programs

–Rated and approved by the Title IV-E Prevention 
Services Clearinghouse, and

–Identified in the state’s 5-year title IV-E prevention 
program plan 

At least 50% of expenditures to be reimbursed must be 
for well-supported programs

◦

Evidence-Based Criteria
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First Services and Programs Selected for 
Systematic Review 
(ACYF-CB-PI-18-09)

Prevention Services and Programs

Mental Health
PCIT, TF-CBT, MST, FFT

Substance Abuse

MI, MST, Families Facing the Future, Methadone Maintenance Therapy
In-Home Parent Skill-Based

NFP, HFA, Parents as Teachers
Kinship Navigator Programs

Children’s Home of NJ Kinship Navigator Model

Children’s Home Inc. Interdisciplinary Navigation Technologically-Advanced Model 
(Kin-Tech)

13

No Title IV-E income eligibility requirement (for services or related training and 
administrative expenses)
Preventions plans
State Plans
– Periodic risk assessment
– Continuous quality improvement
– Caseworker training

Maintenance of Effort (MOE)
Evaluation of evidence-based prevention programs
Performance measures and data collection
– Services provided and costs
– Duration of services
– Child’s placement status after 12 months and 2 years
– Basic demographic info 

State Requirements for Federal 
Reimbursement
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Ensuring the Necessity of a Placement

That is Not a Family Foster Home

Ensuring the Necessity of a Placement that 
is Not a Foster Family Home

Beginning after 14 days of entry into foster care, federal reimbursement for foster 
care payments is limited to children in:
◦ A foster family home
◦ Child-care institution (= licensed private or public child-care institution with no 

more than 25 children) that is one of the following settings:
◦ A Qualified Residential Treatment Program (QRTP)

◦ A setting specializing in providing prenatal, post-partum or parenting supports for youth

◦ A supervised setting for youth ages 18+ who are living independently

◦ A setting providing high-quality residential care and supportive services to children who have 
been or at risk of being sex trafficking victims

◦ A licensed residential family-based treatment facility for substance abuse

States may still claim administrative expenses on otherwise eligible children not in 
eligible placement settings

15
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Foster Family Home Defined

Licensed or approved by the state

Capable of adhering to reasonable and prudent parenting standard
Provides care to six or fewer children in foster care, exceptions to 
allow:
◦ Parenting youth to remain with their child
◦ Keeping siblings together
◦ Keep children with meaningful relationships with the family
◦ Care for children with severe disabilities
(10/1/19)

16

QRTP Requirements
Trauma-informed treatment model

Model is designed to meet the specific clinical needs of children as 
identified in the child’s assessment

Has registered or licensed nursing staff and other licensed clinical staff (on-
site consistent with the treatment model, and available 24/7)

Facilitates family participation in child’s treatment program, facilitates 
family outreach, and documents how the child’s family is integrated into 
child’s treatment (including post-discharge)

Provides discharge planning and family-based aftercare supports for 6+ 
months post discharge

Licensed and accredited by CARF, JCAHO, COA or other bodies approved by 
HHS Secretary

17
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Assessment to Determine 
Appropriateness of QRTP Placement

Must be completed within 30 days of QRTP placement

Assessment by qualified individual, a trained professional or licensed 

clinician who is not an agency employee or affiliated with any placement 

setting (may be waived)

Tool must be age appropriate, evidence-based, validated, functional 

assessment (HHS will release guidance)

Assessment must be conducted in conjunction with a family and 

permanency team meeting which includes appropriate biological family 

members, relative, and fictive kin as well as professionals who have helped the 

family, including teachers, medical or mental health providers who have treated 

the child, and clergy.  Child age 14+ can select members.

18

Assessment to Determine Appropriateness 
of QRTP Placement

If reunification is the goal, the parent from whom the child was removed must 
also have an opportunity to provide input on who comprises the child’s 
permanency team. 

The assessment must also recognize that children should be placed with siblings 
unless there is a finding by the court that placement with siblings is contrary to a 
child’s best interest.

If QRTP is determined necessary, professional must document why child’s needs 
cannot be met in a family. A shortage of foster family homes is not an acceptable 
reason for residential placement.

If assessment does not support QRTP placement, states have 30 days to move 
child to an eligible placement or risk losing federal reimbursement

19
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Ensuring the Quality of Residential Treatment

Monitoring of Children in QRTPs

Court or admin review within 60 days of QRTP placement

At every status and  permanency hearing, state must submit evidence

◦ Ongoing assessment confirms need for QRTP placement

◦ Specific treatment needs that will be met

◦ Length of time child is expected to need additional treatment

◦ Efforts made to prepare child to transition to a family

Child welfare director approval for children in QRTP placement for 12 
consecutive/18 cumulative months (or for 6 months for children under 13)

Protocol to prevent inappropriate diagnoses

Criminal background checks for adults working in QRTPs and other group settings

CIP training on non-foster family homes 

21
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Implementation Timeline(s)

Federal reimbursement for children in 
residential family-based substance abuse 
treatment with a parent (for up to 12 months)

Federal reimbursement for kinship navigator 
programs

Federal reimbursement for prevention services 
and programs

Federal reimbursement for training of public 
agency workforce providing prevention 
services

October 1, 2018

October 1, 2018

23

Implementation Timeline

October 1, 2019 (50%)
October 1, 2026 (FMAP)

October 1, 2019 (50%)
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24

Federal reimbursement for 
newly ineligible placements 
ends on September 30, 2019

States may extend deadline 
by up to 2 years (no later 
than September 30, 2021)

For any period of time that 
states extend deadline, they 
will not be permitted to 
claim prevention funds 
under Title IV-E
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Other Provisions

Other Changes and Details

27

• Modifications and reauthorization of Title IV-B 
– Extends programs for 5 years (FY 2017 – FY 2021)
– Creates $8 million competitive grant program to support 

recruitment and retention of foster parents
• Modifications to Chafee Foster Care Independence 

Program
– Extends support to age 23 (previously 21)
– Extends eligibility for ETVs to age 26, 5 year cap
– Allows HHS to redistribute unused Chafee funds
– Ensures that youth who age out have official proof of foster

care (2/9/18)
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Other Changes and Details

Reunification services provisions
◦ Makes significant changes to prior law to allow for the 

provision of IV-B supported reunification services for 
up to 15-months after a child returns home from foster 
care. 

Delay of adoption assistance phased-in delink (1/1/18)

Reauthorization of incentive awards (10/1/17)

28

Other Changes and Details

29

• Improving foster home licensing standards – HHS to 
identify model standards by October 1, 2018 “late fall” 
and states will need to report by April 1, 2019 on how 
and why their standards differ. On August 1, 2018, HHS 
issued a Federal Register Notice on Proposed Model 
Family Foster Home Licensing Standards. Comments 
were due on October 1.  (eff. 2/9/18)

• Track and compile information, develop and implement 
statewide plan to prevent child abuse and neglect 
fatalities (10/1/18)
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Other Changes and Details

30

• Centralized electronic interstate case processing 
system (10/1/2027)

• Certification by child welfare agency that it will not 
enact policies that will significantly increase the state’s 
juvenile justice population in response to restrictions 
on foster care payments for child care institutions 
(10/1/19)

31

Does FFPSA change safety decision-making, decisions to support 
families through prevention services as an alternative to foster care?

What form of review should exist for evaluating a decision to leave a 
child in his/her parents’ care or with kin rather than entering foster 
care?

Because no petition will have been filed, at what stage could/should 
counsel be involved to represent the Child? Parent? Agency? 

Role/Questions for the Legal Community
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32

What form of review should exist for evaluating the next legal step 
after the conclusion of prevention services, either safe reunification, 
custody or guardianship to kin or licensing of kin as a foster parent?

Could multidisciplinary legal services or medical-legal partnerships 
constitute “prevention services” eligible for title IV-E funding if they 
address mental health, substance abuse or parent training needs? 

What are the key considerations in determining whether to 
advocate for a residential family substance-abuse treatment 
placement?

Role/Questions for the Legal Community

What would you like to know?
How would you like to be involved?
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MELISSA D.  CARTER
BARTON CHILD LAW AND POLICY CENTER
EMORY LAW SCHOOL

MELISSA.D.CARTER@EMORY.EDU
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Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) 
Implications for Development and Behavioral 
Health 

Molly N. Millians, D.Ed
Center for Maternal Substance Abuse and Child Development
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
Emory University School of Medicine
24 January 2019

Prevention  Evaluation/Treatment  Research

Who we are…
Center for Maternal Substance Abuse and Child Development at Emory 
University School of Medicine 
http://www.emory.edu/MSACD

Since, 1981, the focus of the MSACD, under the direction of 
Claire D. Coles, PhD,  has been to understand the effects of 
prenatal exposure from alcohol, drugs (both legal and 
prescription), and associated factors on child, adolescent 
and adult development.  
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Substance Abuse and 
Families 

Is there a problem regarding prenatal 
exposures, including alcohol?
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2016-2017 Averaged Percentages of Reported Substance 
Use by Pregnant Women (Ages 15-44) 

Approximately 22% of 
pregnant women surveyed 
reported using illicit drugs, 
tobacco, or alcohol

Source: SAMHSA, Center for Behavioral Health 
Statistics and Quality, National Survey on Drug 
Use and Health, 2016 and 2017.  

NOTE: Illicit drugs include the misuse of prescription medicines, or the use of marijuana, cocaine, heroin, 
hallucinogens, inhalants, or methamphetamines
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Contributes to 
Childhood Adversity 

Impact Substance Abuse on Families 

• High risk of neglect and/or abuse (children and other family 
members)

• Chaotic homelife/ inadequate caregiving 
• Refusal to access needed medical care or social services  
• Alienation from family/friends
• School problems 
• Work problems
• Mental health problems
• Legal problems 

Impact of Maternal Substance Abuse on Child Custody 
Status: FASD Clinic Patients

2000-2010

12%
15%

50%

23%

%Caregiver-2000

Biologic
Parents
Extended
Family
Foster

Adopted

13%

29%
30%

28%

% Caregiver-2010
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Family
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A recent study of first graders across four regions of the United States 
estimated the prevalence of FASD to be between 1% and 5% of children. 

May et al., 2018

Prevalence of 
FASD

Substance Abuse and 
Families

Prenatal Alcohol 
Exposure and 

Behavioral Health 

Interventions 
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Effects from Prenatal 
Alcohol Exposure 

What are Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders? 

Fetal Alcohol Spectrum 
Disorders 

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) 
ICD-10 Code: Q86.0

Partial Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
(pFAS)

ICD-10 Code: Q86.0

Neurodevelopmental Disorder, 
Prenatal Alcohol Exposure 

(ND-PAE) 
ICD-10 Code: F88

DSM-V Code: 315.8

Umbrella term, not a clinical 
diagnosis 

Clinical diagnoses used in the United States 

www.aap.org/fasd

Terminology  
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Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
(FAS) 

Partial Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
(pFAS) 

Alcohol Related 
Neurodevelopmental Deficit (ARND) 

Neurodevelopmental Disorder Associate 
with Prenatal Alcohol Exposure (ND-PAE) 

FAS Criteria:  1) Confirmed Alcohol 
Exposure*, 2) Facial Features, 3) Growth 
Deficits, and 4)  Cognitive and Behavior 
Impairments.

pFAS Criteria: 1) Confirmed Alcohol 
Exposure, 2) Cognitive and Behavioral 
Impairments, and 3) Either Facial 
Features or growth deficits. 

ARND Criteria:  1) Confirmed 
Alcohol Exposure, and 2)  
Cognitive Impairment. 

ND-PAE Criteria: 1) Confirmed 
Alcohol Exposure, 2) Impairments 
in Cognition, Behavior and 
Adaptive Functioning

Full spectrum 

NeurobehavioralBertrand, 2004; Kable et al., 2015; Coles et al., 2016, Kable & 
Coles, 2018 

Diagnosing the Effects from Prenatal Alcohol Exposure 

*A diagnosis of FAS may be given
without confirmed alcohol exposure
if dysmorphia, growth deficits, and
neurobehavioral impairments are
present. The deficits cannot be
attributed to any other development
disability or medical condition.

Evaluations need to be conducted by 
an interdisciplinary team with a 
trained medical doctor, 
psychologists, and other specialists 

Facial features(dysmorphia) 
related to prenatal alcohol 
exposure 

*Physical features need to be 
assessed by a licensed physician 
trained to discern alcohol-related 
dysmorphia from other genetic or 
medical anomalies. 

Coles and Lab, 1996
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Damage to the CNS is the Basis 
for Behavioral Effects of FASD

• Malformations and reduction of 
volume of grey and white matter
• Thin or missing corpus callosum
• Alteration in brain activation
• Alterations in functional 
connectivity
• Reduction in overall brain volume 

Neurobehavioral Deficits Associated with FASD

Global Delays 

Visuospatial Reasoning 
- Mental rotation 
- Relationship of objects
- Mental integration of color, form, and shape 
- Problems recognizing space and distance 
- Temporal reasoning 

Executive Functioning 
- Applied executive functioning skills (planning, 

organizing, and problem solving)
- Cognitive executive functioning (shifting attention, 

inhibition, and working memory)

Memory Deficits 
- Encoding
- Retrieval
- Active working memory 

Slow Speed of Processing 
- Decreased rate of production of rote, simple decision tasks

Arousal Regulation/Behavioral Problems  
- Decreased ability to self-calm

Adaptive Functioning
- Poor application of everyday skills

Social Skills
- Problems with peer negotiations 

Without appropriate diagnosis and 
interventions,  individuals with FASD are 
at high risk for 

• School problems or school failure
• Underemployment or unemployment
• Mental health problems
• Social problems
• Involvement with juvenile or criminal 

justice 

Factors leading to better outcomes for 
individuals  with FASD 

• Early diagnosis and access to 
interventions

• Developmentally appropriate 
interventions across life span

• Stable caregiving environment and 
supportive network

Life-long 
Impact

Mattson et al., 2013; Kodali et al., 2017; Petrenko et al., 2014, and Roos et al., 2017 
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Suspen sion Expuls ion Dropout Failed a Grade Truancy
Disru ptive in

Class
Fightin g

0-6yrs 10 5 0.2 10 3 60 39

12-20 yrs 50 30 25 49 45 55 38
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Rate of  School Problems of Individuals with FASD from a 
Clinically Referred Sample* (Seattle)

*Streissguth, Barr, Kogan and Bookstein, (1996) Understanding the Occurrence of Secondary Disabilities in Clients 

with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and Fetal Alcohol effects (FASD)

*Streissguth, Barr, Kogan and Bookstein, (1996) Understanding the Occurrence of Secondary Disabilities in Clients 
with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and Fetal Alcohol effects (FAE)
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The Atlanta 
Longitudinal 

Study of 
Effects of 
Prenatal 

Exposure to 
Alcohol

• In 1981, the Atlanta Longitudinal Study examined 
children of women drinking during pregnancy

• Majority of participants were low income, African-
Americans who received health care at Grady 
Hospital.

• Children were evaluated  at birth, 5 years, 7 years, 
14 years, and 22 years of age

• At 14 years, questions about parenting, substance 
use, school achievement, ability and mental health 
as well as environmental factors that might affect 
outcomes were asked. 

• At 22 years, ability, adaptive functioning, substance 
abuse, mental health and educational/vocational 
achievement were examined

Atlanta Longitudinal Study* 
Review of School Records at age 15 (N=264)

*Howell, Lynch, Platzman, Smith, and Coles, 2006

No conduct
prob lems <5 minor offenses 5 o r more min or

offenses 1 serious  offense >1 serious  offense

DYSM 18 29 44 2 4
EXP 27 27 35 5 5
Spec Ed 28 22 24 12 4
Contr ols 22 38 34 4 4
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*Howell, Lynch, Platzman, Smith, and Coles, 2006
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Atlanta Longitudinal Study*
Review of Records, School Placement at 15 years (N=264)

DYSM

EXP

Spec Ed

Contr ols

Atlanta Study*
Young Adult Reported Completion of High School 

Atlanta Community Recruited Sample (N=236)
Graduated High School or GED Further Education After High School 

Alcohol
Exposed 

Special Ed 
Contrast 

Control Alcohol
Exposed  

Special Ed
Contrast

Control

67% 66% 76% 48% 49% 66%

Alcohol Exposed Participants  (n=123)
Graduated High School or GED Further Education After High School 

DYS Exp-Cog Exp-No Cog DYS Exp-Cog Exp-No Cog
62% 53% 81% 49% 38% 57%

*Lynch, Kable, and Coles, 2015

DYS: Severely affected with dysmorphia
Exp-Cog:  Alcohol exposed, no physical features, but cognitive impairments
Exp-No Cog: Alcohol exposed, no physical features, and no cognitive impairments    
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Identified Early in Childhood Identified in Late School-Age or Adolescents 

Arousal dysregulation Executive functioning deficits 
(judgment, planning)

Difficulties with emotional and/or  
behavioral self-regulation 

Depression

Sleep problems Substance abuse 

Externalizing behavioral problems  “Sexually” acting out 

School failure Legal problems 

Behavioral Health Problems and FASD 

ADHD Depress ion Suicide Threats Suicide Attempts Panic Attack Hallucin ations

6 to  11 61 23 19 2 16 16

12 to  20 61 41 39 12 24 21

20 to  51 42 51 43 22 34 29
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Rate of Reported Mental Health Problems by Age 

Mental Health Problems of Individuals with FASD 
as Reported by Caregivers* (Seattle Report)

*Streissguth, Barr, Kogan and Bookstein, (1996) Understanding the Occurrence of Secondary Disabilities in Clients with 

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and Fetal Alcohol effects (FAE)
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Atlanta Study 
Early Childhood Factors in FASD that Affect Mental Health

• Early Development Factors
• Birth Weight
• Gestational Age (Preterm birth)
• Maternal Alcohol use
• Physical Dysmorphia score

Factor β X2 df p Value

Birthweight .000 <1 1 NS

GestationalAge -.084 3.297 1 .069

ozAA/wk .015 3.12 1 .078

Newborn
Dysmorphia

. <1 1 NS

Serious Mental Health Problems

Gestational age  and Prenatal Alcohol Exposures are “trends”. 

Atlanta Study 
Adolescent and Family Characteristics that Affect Mental Health

Family Factors in Adolescence
•Parenting Style: Warmth/Supervision
•Family stability
•Exposure to violence
•Family substance abuse
•Adolescent Substance use

Factor β X2 df p Value

Adolescent 
alcohol/drug use

1 .NS

Parental Warmth -.064 3.13 1 .08

Exposure to 
Violence

.029 7.29 1 .007

Positive Life Events .063 2.75 1 .09

Serious Mental Health Problems 

Exposure to violence as a teen significantly 
related to later Mental Health Problems. 
Positive Parenting and Positive Life Events 
contribute to better outcomes.  
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Atlanta Study 
Young Adult Characteristics that Affect Mental Health

Individual factors-22  years
• Sex-Male or Female?
• Ability Level
• Physical effects of Prenatal Alcohol 

Exposure (Adult Features)
• Life experience, positive or negative

Factor β X2 df p Value

Sex -.268 2.64 1 .10

FSIQ .009 2.06 1 .15

SES -.022 6.03 1 .01

Adult Dysmorphia -.023 1.61 1 NS

Positive Life Events -.028 11.76 1 .001

Negative Live 
Events

.024 10.79 1 .001

Serious Mental  Health Problems

Higher SES individuals with more
positive life events and fewer negative
have fewer mental health problems.
Trend for females and higher IQ to
have fewer problems.

Atlanta Study
Factors that Predicted Mental Health Problems

• Exposed to Violence as Child/Adolescent
• Lack of Parental Warmth
• Fewer Positive Life Events, as child & young adult
• More Negative Life Events
• Fewer Resources

• Education
• Job Opportunities

• (Lower IQ)
• (Being male)
• Preterm Birth
• More Prenatal alcohol exposure
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Atlanta Study 
Teen and the Family Characteristics that Predict Substance Abuse

Family Factors in Adolescence
•Parenting Style: Warmth/Supervision
•Exposure to violence
•Family Conflict
•Adolescent Substance use
•Teen behavior problems

Factor β X2 df p Value

Verbal Conflict .026 6.93 1 .008

Parental Warmth .011 33.26 1 .000

Teen Externalizing .006 31.05 1 .000

Substance Abuse

Young adults with less substance use experienced a supportive family as adolescents
with less verbal conflict. They were less likely to “act out” as teens.

Atlanta Study 
Young Adult Characteristics that Predict Substance Abuse

Individual factors-Current
• Sex
• Negative Life experience
• Social Class
• Financial Stress
• Family Stress

Factor β X2 df p Value
Sex .139 4.68 1 .03
FSIQ .009 2.06 1 .15
SES -.008 6.34 1 .01
Adult 
Dysmorphia

-.023 1.61 1 NS

Positive Life 
Events

-.003 1.47 1 NS

Negative Live 
Events

.009 10.59 1 .001

Financial Stress .023 13.32 1 .000

Family Stress -.012 3.53 1 .06

Substance Abuse

Higher SES females with fewer negative
life events less likely to have problems with
substance abuse. Financial and Family
Stressors specifically related to substance
misuse.

IQ and physical features not related. 
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Legal Problems and FASD in Adolescence

• Cognitive impairments associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) that impede 
judgement may contribute to individuals’ involvement with the justice system 

• Poor rate of processing, memory, and other cognitive impairments associated with PAE 
may influence the individuals’ susceptibility to suggestions or techniques used during 
interrogation by law enforcement 

• Individuals who end up in the justice system often come from families where substance 
abuse and family dysfunction are problems 

• FASD is more often identified in disadvantaged populations where trouble with the 
legal system is common for a variety of reasons 

“Trouble with the law” is widely reported to be associated with FASD.”*

Some things to consider…

Streissguth et al, 1996; Brown et al. 2016; ABA, 2012; Fast and Conry, 2009; Lynch, Kable, Coles, 2017; Rangmar et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2011 

Reported Difficulties of Individuals FASD with the Legal System 
from a Clinically Referred Group* (Seattle)
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*Streissguth, Barr, Kogan and Bookstein, (1996) Understanding the Occurrence of Secondary Disabilities in Clients with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) 
and Fetal Alcohol effects (FAE)
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Difficulties with the Legal System in Atlanta Longitudinal Sample 
(N=232) by Age 22*
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*Lynch, Kable, Coles, 2017 

%

Atlanta Study: Legal Troubles and Young Adults

• FACTOR ANALYSIS YIELDED FOUR
• CATEGORIES OF CRIME:

• 1) Drug  related
• 2) Fraud
• 3) Violent crime
• 4) Petty crime

• Males greater than females on Drug related; Not different in other categories
• For all areas,  the only significant contributor is Negative Life Events. 
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Prenatal Alcohol Exposure 
and Behavioral Health 

Variety of factors impact mental health, substance abuse, and legal 
problems including 

• Negative life events
• Gestational age 
• Gender 
• Limited family or supportive network
• Limited access to resources 
• Exposure 
• Overall cognitive, adaptive, and behavioral functioning 

Substance Abuse and 
Families 

Prenatal Alcohol 
Exposure and 

Behavioral Health 
Interventions 
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Interventions 

So, now what? 

Millians, 2015
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Resources for Educational Advocacy 

• Georgia Department of Education, Special Education  
www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-
Assessment/Special-Education-Services/Pages/default.aspx

• Georgia Advocacy  Office, (800) 537-2329, http://thegao.org/

• Georgia Mentor, www.ga-mentor.com/

• Each school district has a parent mentor,  
www.parentmentors.org

• Parent Training Information Center (PTI)
• Statewide Directory of Babies Can’t Wait
• Statewide Database of community and private 

providers of services for all ages and level of 
disabilities 

Telephone: 1.800.229.2038
Website/Service Database: http://p2pga.org

Support for Intellectual & 
Developmental Disabilities 
(I/DD)
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Support for Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

http://aadd.org/services/

Support for Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

https://ga.thearc.org
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Georgia  Helplines 

Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and 
Developmental Disabilities (DBHDD)
1-800-715-4225  http://dbhdd.georgia.gov/

DBHDD supports services for people with a diagnosed 
mental illness, whose level of functioning is significantly 
affected by the mental illness, and who are unable to pay 
for all of part of the services. 

To access mental health, substance abuse and crisis and 
emergency services 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 
call 1-800-715-4225 to locate a provider in your area.

Georgia  Helplines 
Georgia Crisis and Access Line 
1 800 715-4225 www.mygcal.com

A hotline staffed with professional social workers 
and counselors 24/7 who assist callers with 
urgent and emergency needs in areas of mental 
health, developmental disability, or addictive 
disease. Those callers who need more routine 
services are directly connected with the agency 
of their choice and given a scheduled 
appointment.

Suicide Prevention Lifeline
1 800 273-8255 (TALK) 
http://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/

The Lifeline provides 24/7, free and confidential 
support for people in distress, prevention and 
crisis resources for you or your loved ones, and 
best practices for professionals.
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Georgia  Helplines 
NAMI Georgia National Help Line 

(770) 234-0855
1 800 950-6264 

http://www.namiga.org

NAMI, the National Alliance on Mental Illness, is the nation’s largest grassroots mental health 
organization dedicated to building better lives for the millions of Americans affected by mental 
illness by: 

• Educating the public about mental illness to eliminate the stigma of mental illness.
• Advocating at the county, state and national levels for non-discriminatory access to quality 

healthcare, housing , education and employment for people with mental illness.

Mental Health Services

Counseling & Support Services: 
- Adoption support 
- Foster Care 
- Parenting 
- Pregnancy Counseling 
- Advocacy 
- Early Learning Initiatives 
- Transitional and Supportive 

Housing 

Main Office: 
80 Joseph E. Lowery Boulevard, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30314
(404) 853-2800

https://www.familiesfirst.org
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Mental Health Services

Range of Services Including:
• Counseling 
• Psychiatric Services 
• Safe Housing 
• Community Support 
• Trauma Training 

https://chris180.org

CHRIS 180 Main Office:
1017 Fayetteville Road, Suite B
Atlanta, Georgia 30316
Telephone: (404) 486-9034

DBT Mental Health Services
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) is a cognitive behavioral treatment that was originally developed to treat chronically suicidal individuals diagnosed 

with borderline personality disorder (BPD) and it is now recognized as the gold standard psychological treatment for this population. 

Peachtree Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT)

Peachtree DBT is the largest intensively trained private 
practice in the southeast United States. We are a group 
practice comprised of eight masters level clinicians, one 
psychologist and two psychiatrists who are all intensively 
trained in DBT.

Peachtree DBT
3520 Piedmont Road, Suite 350
Atlanta, GA 30305
Phone: 404.351.2008
Fax: 404.351.0243

HILLSIDE DBT SERVICES

Empowering children, adolescents and parents with coping 
skills for surviving and thriving through the journey into and 
out of adolescence. We offer comprehensive treatment for 
kids with depression and anxiety.

Hillside DBT
Suite 570  3284 Northside Parkway NW 
Atlanta, GA 30327
404.816.0303
Email HillsideDBT@hside.org
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http://www.nofasgeorgia.org

https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/fasd/facts.html
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http://www.emory.edu/msacd/
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the 
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the 
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours 
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are 
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of 
“approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess 
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.

A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the 
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics,  professionalism and trial 
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND 
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Offi  cial 
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar 
record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at 
the registration desk. ICLE  does not guarantee credit in any  state other than Georgia.

If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call: 
678-529-6688
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Follow ICLE on social media: 

 http://www.facebook.com/iclega

bit.ly/ICLELinkedIn

#iclega

www.gabar.org/ICLE

INSTITUTE OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION


